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Editorial
Another Step: The Evolution of Integral Review
Welcome to the second issue of Integral Review. Since our inaugural issue one year ago, we
have expanded our horizons and perspectives in many ways. It has been a pleasure to make new
acquaintances with authors submitting to IR, work with a growing cadre of outside reviewers,
and welcome a new member to our editorial committee. These activities have generated plenty of
learning for all of us involved—authors, reviewers and editors—and have fueled our evolution as
a journal.
We would like to take a moment to express our sadness at the sudden passing of our former
Editor-in-chief, Reinhard Fuhr, this past December. As the one who had the initial conception for
this journal, Reinhard articulated its vision, and guided the first issue to fruition. He mentored
and initiated me into this world of editorial process and perspective, and many times in the past
months I have reflected on how he would recommend handling situations. I regret not having had
more time to benefit from his wisdom. Thomas Jordan, who knew Reinhard personally, has
provided us with a memorial reflection that provides some insight into his character and
accomplishments. The editorial committee of Integral Review gratefully dedicates this issue in
memory of Reinhard.
We would also like to welcome Bonnitta Roy to our editorial committee. Bonnie had been an
outside reviewer for IR and we are glad that she accepted the invitation to join us in this work.
You can learn more about her on the Editors page.
Finally, we look forward to the launch of AQAL: Journal of Integral Theory and Practice. The
publication of this new journal from the Integral Institute/Integral University will add another
voice and venue for public discourse on all things integral. While conversations with AQAL’s
editor-in-chief have revealed differences in the specific missions of IR and AQAL, we share a
common vision for furthering high quality public discourse on integral approaches to human
endeavors. Starting with our next issue, IR will publish reviews of and/or responses to articles
that appear in AQAL. This offers a peer reviewed venue for the exchange of ideas to extend and
develop integral discourse.
The process of accompanying authors (including ourselves) through processes of reflection
and revision has been full of learning for myself and the IR editorial committee. This work has
facilitated new insights into how the concept of integral is understood and applied. In turn, these
insights add to our repertoire of ways to support authors’ efforts to communicate their thoughts,
research and praxis. This iterative and ongoing process of action inquiry guides IR’s work, and
frames the ideas and experiences described in this issue, like a series of snapshots in the
evolution of integral perception, understanding and application.

On the Contents of Issue #2
This issue of IR opens with a short mixed genre piece entitled It is I Who both Breaks and
Binds. Andrew Campbell shares a combination of art, process, email exchange, and photography
that offers glimpses into the creative process and invites revisiting and reflecting.
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Next is a short piece by Mark Gerzon, Integrity, Integral Vision and the Search for Peace.
Mark offers an integral vision for handling conflict. He points out how this integral approach is
based in integrity and wholeness, and offers practical examples of how conflict can be
transformed.
This is followed by a reflective piece from Nathan Harter, The Springs of Leadership. Nathan
invites us to expand our notions of leadership activity to include contemplation. He introduces us
to ensimismamiento as a core practice of leadership that sets it apart from the more mechanical
tasks of such roles.
We then offer two pieces by Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi. In Passionate Winking, he offers us a
creative mix of poetry and philosophy. This piece takes the reader back and forth between modes
of discourse, opening up a window into his world. The companion piece, Avenues of Mysticism,
well, it is poetry, so I’ll keep any interpretations to myself!
From these shorter works, we turn to Russ Volckmann’s interview with Ian Mitroff, titled A
Transdisciplinary Mind. In this interview, Mitroff reveals the path he took through life, and how
various influences helped open him to more integral perspectives. The transdisciplinarity of his
mind is clearly evident throughout, as when he shows why the entire notion of disciplines is an
increasingly incoherent and dysfunctional way to organize knowledge. This fascinating interview
also covers his work as the father of crisis management, and his research into the spiritual side of
corporate America.
For an integral approach to organizational learning, Wendelin Kupers offers Integrales
Lernen in und von Organisationen, a German language article that invites us to take learning in
and of organizations as a relational event and integrative process. He applies an integral
framework to notions of learning and how they can be applied in organizations, and introduces
useful distinctions that help us perceive the value in organizations actually learning.
Nathan Harter offers another look at the contemplative side of leadership with Voegelin's
Ladder. Here he argues that leadership implies spirituality, and uses an early notion of
development found in the work of Eric Voegelin to provide a framework for relating the two. He
shows how spirituality manifests as purpose and aspiration, making it practical and relevant for
understanding and practicing leadership.
More Perspectives, New Politics, New Life: How a Small Group Used The Integral Process
For Working On Complex Issues is the title of Sara Ross’s report on a small research project
conducted with a group of citizens wishing to address issues of local concern. It outlines
background to the process and the steps involved in it, and then how the group used those steps
to generate new perspectives on their issues and for some, their lives. This article complements a
longer research report included in this issue of IR.
Another application of integral thinking is presented in my (Jonathan Reams) interview with
Karen Kho, Plain and Integral. Karen describes her work in the green building industry in
California, where she and her colleagues have been able to adapt and apply integral thinking,
perspectives and frameworks to their work. The success and growing interest in the work done
there demonstrates the value of utilizing integral approaches for practical challenges.
Michel Bauwens’ French language article Le Peer to Peer: Vers un Nouveau Modèle de
Civilization introduces his hypothesis about the birth and emergence of a new social formation,
called "peer to peer." He believes that this has profound implications for the transformation of
our current form of market economy. His description covers peer to peer modes in both
production and governance.
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Sara Ross presents Perspectives On Troubled Interactions: What Happened When A Small
Group Began To Address Its Community’s Adversarial Political Culture as a more detailed
companion to New Perspectives. This extended length research report includes a literature
review, methodology, and significant detail on the impact this process had on individual
participants. The insights gained from this research have wide ranging value and could be
applied in many domains.
Finally, we close with Tom Murray’s Collaborative Knowledge Building and Integral
Theory: On Perspectives, Uncertainty, and Mutual Regard. This article applies Murray’s
understanding of how integral theory’s approach of methodological pluralism positions it to deal
with the “epistemological indeterminacy” that impacts all knowledge building communities. He
provides detailed critiques from examples of current public discourse in the integral community,
and then shows how issues of mutual understanding, agreement, and regard impact these
exchanges. He provides useful distinctions for understanding theory building issues, and
suggests practices to improve the quality of discourse in integral theory development.
The process of generating this second issue of Integral Review has been rich and rewarding.
We hope that you will find value in the range of offerings presented here, and share your
discoveries with friends and colleagues. We have authors who are already at work on
submissions for issue 3, and look forward to speeding up our publishing schedule. We will also
be happy to entertain publication of responses to the articles IR publishes, and hope to make this
a robust forum for integral dialogue.
Jonathan Reams
(Editor-in-chief)
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In Memoriam: Reinhard Fuhr
Thomas Jordan
With the premature death of Reinhard Fuhr (1939-2005), the community of integral scholars
lost one of its most earnest and grounded members. Reinhard spent thirty years as a teacher and
researcher at the Department of Education at the University of Göttingen, Germany. He was also
a gestalt therapist and a prolific author of books and articles on gestalt therapy (primarily in
German), mostly together with his wife Martina Gremmler-Fuhr.
Reinhard applied integral frameworks in three interrelated fields, namely gestalt therapy,
pedagogy and conflict management. Reinhard and his wife Martina worked closely together on
using integral perspectives to expand and develop gestalt therapy and to enrich the field of
communication in conflict management. Together they wrote a comprehensive and innovative
textbook on conflict management (Fuhr & Gremmler-Fuhr, 2004), where the integral perspective
is used to discuss levels of development in interpersonal communication and where integral
principles are used to discuss the processes of conflict resolution. Reinhard also invested
considerable energy in developing an integral approach to his own academic field, that of
education (see the list of selected publications below). Most of Reinhard's and Martina's work is
unfortunately not available in English. One small exception is a little gem of an article on the
phenomenon of emotional reactivity in conflicts, where an integral framework is used in a
creative way (Fuhr & Gremmler-Fuhr, 2003).
In his role as a lecturer at the university of Göttingen, he introduced many students to integral
frameworks and supervised a number of undergraduate theses drawing on integral theory. A
small community of former students formed over time and there is good hope that we will hear
more from some of them in the future.
I came to know Reinhard as a person who combined a thorough familiarity of integral theory
with a capacity for independent critical reflection, grounded in his very long experience with
clinical work. Reinhard would not be swayed by lofty and grandiose ideas and visions, but
always looked for ways of integrating what is with what might be. I am sad that he didn't get
another twenty years, who knows what riches he might have been able to offer us . . . But I
gratefully receive what he offered and also look forward to Martina's coming work, e.g. a
doctoral dissertation on relationships from an integral perspective.
Selected publications
Fuhr, Reinhard (2004) Integrale Pädagogik - eine konkrete Utopie. Göttingen: Pädagogisches
Seminar. [English: Integral pedagogy - a concrete utopia.]
Fuhr, Reinhard (2005) 'Qualitätswandel in der Pädagogik. Wege zu einem Integralen GestaltAnsatz im Bildungsbereich,' Studien zum Integralen Gestalt-Ansatz, Schriftenreihe des
Gestalt-Zentrums Göttingen. [English: Quality change in education. Paths to an integral
gestalt approach in the field of education.]
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Fuhr, Reinhard & Dauber, Heinrich (2002) Praxisentwicklung im Bildungsbereich - ein
integrativer Forschungsansatz, Bad Heilbrunn: Klinkhardt. [English: Development of
praxis in the field of education - an integrative research approach.]
Fuhr, Reinhard & Gremmler-Fuhr, Martina (2000) 'Grundlinien eines integralen Konzeptes der
Persönlichkeitsentwicklung im Rahmen von Ken Wilbers Evolutionsphilosophie,'
Transpersonale Psychologie und Psychotherapie, 1, 11-36. [English: Fundamentals of an
integral framework for personality development according to Ken Wilbers evolution
philosophy.]
Fuhr, Reinhard & Gremmler-Fuhr, Martina (2002, 2nd ed.) Gestalt-Ansatz. Köln: Edition
Humanistische Psychologie. [English: The gestalt approach.]
Fuhr, Reinhard & Gremmler-Fuhr, Martina (2003) 'Reaction Formation: An Integral approach to
Fights and Conflicts,' Gestalt Review, 2, 147-170.
Fuhr, Reinhard & Gremmler-Fuhr, Martina (2004) Kommunikationsentwicklung und
Konfliktklärung. Ein integraler Gestalt-Ansatz. Göttingen: Hogrefe. [English:
Development of communication and conflict resolution. An integral gestalt approach.]
Fuhr, Reinhard & Gremmler-Fuhr, Martina (2005) 'Integrale Therapie und Beratung. Eine Fibel
für den Integralen Gestalt-Ansatz. Studien zum Integralen Gestalt-Ansatz,' Schriftenreihe
des Gestalt-Zentrums Göttingen. [English: Integral therapy and counselling. A manual for
the integral gestalt approach.]
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It is I Who both Breaks and Binds
Art ~ Prose ~ Photography

By Andrew Campbell
with Sara Ross

Spanda is the vibration or pulsation of pure consciousness; it is the rhythmic
cycle of emanation and dissolution. Although this power is one it is both
expansion and contraction. It may be subject to a eulogistic hymn or a
philosophical analysis. It is you radiantly manifest – you make all things unfold;
contemplating yourself you contemplate the universe. As you pulsate, inebriated
with the juices of aesthetic delight of your own nature, the phenomenal world
emerges into manifestation.
Ambadas (Artist) The Hindu October 30th 1988
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It is I Who both Breaks and Binds
Artwork from an original by Sara Ross mediated and entitled by Andrew Campbell
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Campbell: It is I Who both Breaks and Binds

Last evening seven or so pink doves settled into the top of a tree to bathe in the light
of the sun. I cannot think they wanted or needed the warmth. So I say they wanted to
simply sit in the light of the sun. It takes a certain mindfulness to see they are the sun,
and that in each black eye is each bright sun – many in one >< one in many.
I have taken a chalk i(n)mage you sent me this summer. I have both pulled and
pushed it, broken it and repaired it with light and electricity, choice and chance so that
it is irreversibly what you see. It is no more than what you see and no less than what
you see. It is its own perfection and so it matches your own perfection.
I spread it over the one page for you, like a carpet and I doubled it and joined it,
which you will see can become a method of movement in itself ;-) in that it is a path
and feet may walk upon it to eternity and it can never be worn out. It is an irreversible
outcome of your creative essence.
My part is no more than that of a humble 'carpet maker' - you... a wandering princess
who commands the sun be made so and put before her bare feet.
Love,
Andrew x

Andrew!
What you have done and what you have said about how you have done it is profound
. . . is manifesting what Ambadas wrote. . . . is the ever unfolding and enfolding
movement of cosmos . . . rolled out before us in an exquisite carpet of energy that
unfolds and enfolds and it is all one coherent story telling itself, doing itself,
becoming itself. . . beyond these words, I am speechless with savouring it All. . .!
Love,
Sara UX

The carpet is a single thought, your single thought. I merely unfolded what was
enfolded and sprinkled some colours into it. Every thought is like this carpet and
every carpet contains ten thousand more thoughts. As you might journey into such a
pattern of patterns, you might become mesmerized by it all and you would have to let
go of all your thoughts and sense impressions, and you might become tired, and you
might fall asleep and then all the ten thousand become ten thousand more each upon
and within each and so on, but they might appear in such a dream-moment as just one
thing, say, seven doves sitting in the winter sun, waiting for the dark knowing that the
song of the song is in the morning.
Love,
Andrew xx
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Campbell: It is I Who both Breaks and Binds

seven doves in a winter tree
___________

Oxford, January 2006
Andrew Campbell Trained under the visionary artist Leonard
McComb, D.Phil., R.A. (Keeper of Pictures) at Oxford and
London and studied as a pupil of Mnr. A.M. de Lange, M.Sc.,
Goldfields, Pretoria, RSA - the discoverer of the Seven
Essentialities of Creativity. My artwork is an integral part of the
project known as Presence and Presencing, viewable at the
www.dialogonleadership.org web site.
Email: ACampnona@aol.com
This piece is a co-creation in the style alluded to by Ambadas
out of the Hindu traditions when he wrote, "Art to me is a
happening and performance, an instant plunging, flirting ;-) and
merging, with life, with both its being and becoming it. All that is
here is but a charge in celebration. Things, objects are only
focal points of here and now, in a whole that stretches infinitely,
the feeling of unlimited envelopes, something mystical in a sense.
Like a dancer, who performs, not for herself but for the
spectator. The dancer is the spectator and the dance."
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Integrity, Integral Vision
and the Search for Peace
Mark Gerzon
The purpose of life is . . . to know oneself. We cannot do so
unless we learn to identify ourselves with all that lives.
— Mohandas K. Gandhi 1
I have never seen a conflict in which everyone could see the whole. On the contrary, I have
only experienced conflicts in which some, and usually all, of the “part-ies” were identified with
the “part.” They were, literally, “partisan.”
This is the basic human condition, the natural worldview of organisms that are born, live and
die as seemingly separate entities. When our bodies shout “Me first!” — we listen. We are wired
to survive, and to put our survival before others (an instinct which can be trumped by only one
other: protecting our offspring). As a natural extension of our survival instinct, we tend to care
more about the welfare of those near and dear to us than those who are, by whatever definition,
far away. Our language provides convenient words for each: the first we call “us;” the latter,
“them.”
The challenge of integrity—or integral vision, which literally means “seeing” or “holding” the
whole—is to balance this very natural allegiance to the part (“partisan”) with an allegiance to
what it is but a part of. 2
If we think of a conflict which affects us—whether personal, professional or political—we
notice that we tend to be more identified with “I” than “you,” and more with “us” than “them.”
This tyranny of pronouns not only affects our tongue; it is in our cells. Integrity is our fallible,
human attempt to counteract this in-built self-centeredness by cultivating a whole-centeredness.
(It is worth nothing that in English the word “partisan” is used very often, particularly in election
years, but that we have no word for “wholisan”).
This intention toward integrity—from the Latin integer, meaning “undivided, untouched
whole—is our first, critical step toward transforming conflict. Because of our commitment to
“hold” or to “see” the whole conflict, we can become part of the solution to the conflict rather
than just adding our energy to it.
At a dialogue retreat for US House and Senate staff in the summer of 2002, for example, a
veteran chief of staff for a Democratic congressman pulled me aside. “We have been told to
oppose all Republican amendments,” she whispered to me. “I am told that they have been told to
oppose all Democratic amendments. I really have a problem with that.” Then, looking over her
shoulder to make sure no one was listening, she added: “I don’t think that’s leadership!”

1

Mohandas K. Gandhi, Bread labor: The gospel of work (Ahdmedabad:1960), cited in “Political
Engagement and Service Learning,” by Dilafruz Williams, Encounter 15:2 (Summer 2002), p 9.
2
I am grateful to Ken Wilber for conversations over the years that have helped me understand the concept
“integral,” and to apply it to my own thinking about leadership.
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This middle-aged African-American woman, like so many leaders with whom I have worked
around the world, sensed the need for political leaders to hold themselves to a higher standard.
She believed that leadership meant more than automatically taking one “side” against the other.
She wanted the US House of Representatives, the institution to which she was dedicating her
professional life, to be “the people’s house.” For this reason, she wanted both Democrats and
Republicans to work for what was best for America, not just what was best for their own party.
Integrity in the House of Representatives can make the difference between a partisan free-forall and a coherent bipartisan legislation. In your house or mine, it can make the difference
between endless squabbles that lead nowhere and a family life that moves through conflicts
towards greater understanding and harmony. Similarly, in organizations and communities,
integrity in leadership can make dialogue highly productive and pull remarkable synergy out of
the jaws of conflict. Just as it is hard for our representatives to care for the whole House, so is it
hard for parents to care for the whole family, or for a mayor to care about a whole town, or a
CEO to care about a whole company, or for a president or prime minister to care about a whole
nation. (No wonder it often seems to utopian to believe that we can care for the whole world!)
To apply this concept of integrity to your own life, think about a recent conflict in which you
have been involved, and you will notice how partisanship was absolutely central to it.
- After a period of little communication, my brother and I finally agreed to meet to try to
work through an incident that happened at a family gathering. It had been so unpleasant
that it left us feeling estranged for months. When we recalled the incident, he
remembered the part when I had shouted and been rude, and I remembered the parts
where he had been arrogant and judgmental. Each of us, however, had “forgotten” our
own misbehavior until the other pointed it out.
- When planning the retreats for the US House of Representatives in the late 1990s, the
Democrats referred repeatedly to arbitrary and unfair decisions by the Republican
majority. But the Republicans defended themselves by pointing out that, during the
several decades when the Democrats were the majority party, they had done the same
things.
- In April 2004, Americans’ doubts whether the war in Iraq made sense increased sharply,
in large part because it was the deadliest month since the war itself. 136 American troops
died between April 1 and April 30. (To make matters worse, photographs leaked to the
press of flag-draped coffins being shipped home only increased the number’s emotional
impact.) During the same month, at least 1,361 Iraqis were killed—a ratio of Iraqi to
American deaths of just over 10 to 1. Despite the exponentially higher figure of nonAmerican deaths, however, it was not cited as a reason to question the war. The reason
cited was the much smaller number of American deaths. 3
(Note: For most of the Arab world, of course, the numbers have precisely the opposite weight:
they do not focus on the American deaths, but on the deaths of fellow Muslims. War is almost
always fueled by the symmetrical blind spots of the combatants who, naturally, identify more
with “our” deaths than “theirs.”)
In each of these three cases, we can see the human tendency to magnify the meaning of one’s
own pain or loss or hurt and to minimize the other’s. Integrity as a value stands for our

3

“Iraqi death toll much higher,” Lee Keath, DC 5/1/2004
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commitment to recognize this human tendency and to transcend it, as best we can, in order
(following Gandhi) to “learn to identify with all that lives.”
Just as a whole number (or integer) is different from a fraction, the whole is different than a
part. The challenge of integrity is to recognize that, while each of us come from a particular part,
healing conflict requires that we seek to identify with the whole. As astronaut Russell
Schweickart put it after repeatedly circling our small planet, we need to identify with “the whole
thing.”
For those of us who have not spun around the planet like a whirling dervish, identifying with
“the whole thing” remains elusive on every level of our lives. In families, we marry or are born
into a particular role (first-born child, second wife, etc.). In schools, we are enrolled in the
system in very different ways (student, teacher, administrator, etc.). At work, we have very
different job assignments and fit into the hierarchy in specific roles (chief financial officer, vice
president for marketing, director of R&D, etc). And in public life, we all have different economic
interests and political affiliations (lobbyist, legislator, citizen activist, etc).
On this level of assigned roles, we are expected to view the whole through the lens of the
part. To put it in the language of our era, we are “hardwired” and “programmed” to be partisan in
virtually every conflict of our lives. We are supposed to take sides with our part against the other
parts. So the most fundamental dilemma of leading through conflict is how to hold the whole in
our hearts while, at the same time, tending to identify much more strongly with one part than
another.
During my training as a family therapist, for example, one of the most basic lessons my
supervisors taught me was to identify with the whole family, not with a particular member. It is
so easy to enter a “family system” and, usually unconsciously, feel very close to one person—
say, the lonely teenager whose parents are critical of him or her. If family therapists get “sucked
in,” and consequently see everything through the eyes of one family member, it is unlikely that
they will be effective.
Whether the “whole” is a family, an organization or a community, it is tremendously difficult
to truly grasp it. “If only our company knew what we knew,” said one CEO, who was lamenting
his organization’s efficient information flow. What stopped them from “knowing what they
know” was the inability of the entire organization to be aware of the whole.
I recently consulted with an organization that consists of Americans and Israelis, both
Palestinians and Jews, and in my interviews with them I consistently heard the same refrain:
- “No body seems to get the whole picture.”
- “They see only their part, not the whole organization.”
- “We are suffering from myopia… we can’t see past our noses.”
- “Isn’t there some way we can all get on the same page?”
The bad news was: they were all seeing the same organization through different lenses. But
the good news was: they knew it. Even though they were not succeeding at “seeing from the
whole,” 4 at least they were committed to trying.
Integrity, the intention to identify with the whole, does not mean that we have to blur the
distinctions between the parts. On the contrary, it means learning to see them more clearly, or
more “holistically.”
4

Peter Senge, Joseph Jaworski, C.Otto Scharmer, Betty Sue Flowers, Presence: Human Purpose and the
Field of the Future (New York: 2004), Chapter 3.
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“Wait a minute!” someone shouted at me, in one of my recent workshops. “In a world where
someone who hates me can blow me and my family up at any moment, when ‘smart bombs’ or
‘suicide bombers’ can attack without warning, how do you expect me to identify with the whole?
There’s ‘us’ and there’s ‘them.’ Doesn’t my survival and my safety depend on knowing the
difference?”
Of course the answer is yes. But knowing the difference and identifying with the difference
are two different things. The more we identify with the part, the less clearly we will see the
whole. We are safer if we know our “enemies” very well. And knowing them very well requires
that we learn to see them clearly, not through the distortions of our partisan lens.
Integrity grows out of the humbling realization that there are many ways of seeing the world,
and that we cannot take our worldviews for granted. Doing so blinds us to the possibility that our
worldviews may be incomplete, skewed or—to oversimplify—“wrong.” If this is so, then no
matter how noble our intentions may be (“freeing the people,” “creating jobs,” “protecting
human rights,” etc.), everything we do will backfire.
The challenge of developing this kind of integrity is captured beautifully by a 10-year-old
who, one week after the attacks on the World Trade Center, wrote the following:
Last Monday it was easy to be open-minded. All we had to do was listen to other people’s
ideas at recess. But this Monday, we all wonder, can we be open-minded? Can we
comprehend, listen to, and reflect on all sides of the story? And more than that, can we
understand the conflict and what got us to where we are now? 5
While many North Americans and Europeans contracted in fear, others, like this 5th grade
student, reminded themselves to open their hearts. They recommitted themselves to the path of
seeing the whole—of integrity.
To practice integrity, we must ask ourselves three questions:
- How I am connected to the world outside the borders that define “us?”
- How does what we call “us” and “them” fit together into a larger whole?
- How can I become more aware of “the whole thing?”
When we ask these questions, and live the answers, we are practicing integrity. We are
developing integral vision. And, I believe, we are making a modest but significant contribution
to peace and justice on this small and precious planet.
Mark Gerzon is president of Mediators Foundation and co-director of the Global Leadership
Network, a global collaborative designed to develop global thinking and practice among
emerging leaders in both private and public sectors. He is the author of several books, most
recently Leading Through Conflict: How Successful Leaders Transform Differences Into
Opportunities (Harvard Business School Press).

5

Niki Singh, “Becoming International,” Educational Leadership October 2002, page 60.
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The Springs of Leadership
Nathan Harter
Abstract: Leadership denotes activity, if not strenuous activity. Yet in its own way
contemplation is an activity—an activity arguably at the root of leadership, which this
meditation seeks to justify.
Keywords: Activity, contemplation/meditation, ensimismamiento, leadership, nature.

I
In the season of dogwood, I drag out the pieces of an old father’s day gift—a hammock—so I
can read outdoors, reclining. I find it easy on my back and, after so many weeks of winter, easier
on my spirits. There I take up books on leadership, books of theory and of philosophy. Soon I
stop reading, lost in my own reflections and staring up through the boughs of the flowering tree,
falling asleep, as my thoughts become increasingly irresponsible, deranged. Study becomes
meditation, mediation becomes a nap.
The literature on leadership emphasizes striving, the pursuit of goals, the accomplishment of
tasks. Leaders constantly do things. If they are not task oriented, then they are relationship
oriented, but leaders are always oriented outward, representative of purpose. They communicate
a vision. They resolve conflict. They transact and transform. They are symbols of what yet needs
to be done. In a manner of speaking, leaders are especially future oriented, warning about threats
and promising hope.
Leaders can be imagined as that vital impulse, whatever it is, the inner drive that characterizes
life. Just as the dogwood competes for water and light, striving, so also groups and teams
compete for bigger budgets and status. The metaphor is never far from the surface: images of
natural selection, the survival of the fittest, and nature red in tooth and claw. The philosophers
Arthur Schopenhauer and Friedrich Nietzsche both tried to penetrate the commotion of life.
What force or power lay behind it? The Greek called it entelechy. The Christian called it
providence. These Germans decided to call it “will”—a single abstract relentless tendency in
living things to survive, thrive, and persist. The struggle to exist pits organisms against each
other. Selfish genes make adaptations, cooperating where they might, competing where they
must.
Plant life low to the ground finds itself in shadow to the leaves of taller plants, which in forest
competition grow taller still and spread their sun-catching leaves. Lower plants must flourish
where trees cannot grow, or they must live in the shade, or live off of the dominant trees as vines,
even perhaps slowly creeping and swallowing the trees, like kudzu taking back the sunlight,
forcing the trees to hold them up, reversing the hierarchy. In his book The Accursed Share,
Georges Bataille describes the restlessness in nature to absorb energy and protect itself, even
prolong itself, to the point that life completely detaches itself from the dirt and moves. You and I
are evidence of that!
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The most obvious use of these metaphors from nature exists in business, where doctrines of
capitalism emphasize growth, competition, adaptation, uncertainty, and self-interest. Firms
“capitalize” on the individual strivings of employees, channeling their natural proclivities into a
corporate body with a single, abstract mission: to garner profit. Firms compete with other firms.
Management negotiates with labor. Industries lobby governments. From the springs of appetite,
we seem to have built an enormous autopoietic system devoted to everlasting change in a process
of renewal. And the vital impulse in these various operations is the leader.
At the heart of nearly any definition of leadership is change. Leaders bring about change.
Change is ascribed to them. They are the change agents, the ones who stimulate, direct, and
sustain energy. They keep our human systems whirling. They feed progress.
Other sectors regard leadership in much the same way. In the military, of course, leaders
orient themselves to conflict, to withstanding the onslaught and to conquest. That crafty
Florentine, Niccolò Machiavelli, advised generals and politicians always to study war, especially
in times of peace. One must never rest. It is no coincidence that in addition to his political
handbook titled The Prince, Machiavelli wrote The Art of War. Today, politicians prefer to be
seen as strong, allied with the military, war-time leaders, commanders in chief, hawkish—
patriotic most in seasons of struggle. It helps when they can cite previous military service.
Politicians will even borrow militaristic imagery to wage wars on poverty and combat illegal
drugs. Few candidates promise to do nothing while in office. They promise to fight for their
constituents.
Leadership exists for the sake of activity.
What then am I doing lying on a hammock, face to the sun, watching the layers of dogwood
bob and weave? This is most passive, the antithesis of leadership. Somebody probably ought to
rouse me to exertion. What good am I, suspended from a rope, swaying in the breeze? The book
face down on my chest is likely to be about leadership, since that is what I teach. Catching up on
my reading is the laziest of races. How can one catch up while lying down? But I am not even
reading now. I am gazing at the underside of leaves, the flecks of blossoms, and the gaps of sky
between them. I am absorbed in the texture, somewhere between thought and dreaming.
It occurs to me, this too is nature. Life is not all “eat or be eaten.” Maybe I was laboring under
an illusion, the pace of nature’s conflicts being imperceptible. Trees do not grow abruptly. They
stretch slowly. Their roots wriggle over time. Their girth expands in small rings. Their lives are
measured in decades. To the naked eye, nothing of the tension is apparent. It all seems so
tranquil. A cardinal calls from the rooftop. Bees hover. Grasses bask and bend. Maybe images of
struggle overstate the case. Even in the motion I do detect, there is more of the dance than of
domination.
When artists approach nature’s beauty, they often respond to its momentary order, its balance.
They usually celebrate what is, rather than what is passing away into corruption or pushing out
of concealment. There is something thrilling in the whale that arcs out of the water. It rises from
the sea and massively thrashes back into the sea, but for an instant in the air it instills awe.
Maybe the beauty derives from our awareness as observers that such moments are transitory.
Maybe we celebrate the experience knowing how brief it is. We are already nostalgic for it,
rather like touching the face of a child or lifting a peony. This too shall pass. Nature grinds and
shivers and bores and splits, but in that wild flux—and we soon learn, because of that wild
flux—there is a beautiful thing. Call it what you will, the impulse of vitality has yielded
remarkable diversity and treasures.
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I do not think that spiders admire the orchid. Orchids do not admire the spider’s web. Nature
is busy. So far as we can tell, only human beings notice and value the incredible display. It is
within our powers and apparently our powers alone to admire. And a part of our appreciation
originates in our longing that it stay. We hate to see the fish swim away into deeper waters. We
regret the collapse of our favorite redbud tree. We spend weeks each spring waiting impatiently
for the crocus. We schedule vacations in the autumn in order to drive through the wooded hills,
so we can experience the colors and the damp smells. We stand perpetually on tiptoe, even
straining our necks at the office to look at the weather outside. Is it a sunny day? Human beings
regard it as our unique privilege to notice nature as something of a pageant. We are its audience.
So, in my hammock, attuned to my garden and gate, I serve this purpose. I am being distinctly
human. Part of me is, anyway. Part of me is yielding to my own natural rhythms, alleviating my
aching back and falling asleep; perfectly natural. In fact, I am between being part of nature, on
the one hand, and experiencing nature, on the other hand—both within the environment and
separated in my consciousness from it. I am both participant and observer. I am suspended in a
tension, just as my body is suspended by the tensions in the rope.
I like the feeling. I enjoy the perspective. Where then in leadership studies, with all of the
havoc and hubbub, do we find ourselves in that state, suspended and appreciative, fleetingly
grateful, largely passive? As students of leadership, we can read stories about leaders,
biographies and case studies. In that sense, we are not far removed from hero-worship…oh,
maybe more realistic, even skeptical, assured of keeping things in perspective. But we still talk
endlessly about exemplars, citing the same paragons: Gandhi, Mother Teresa, MLK.
That alone is an indulgence. If all we do is read their narratives and thrill at their heroism,
then how is that different from spending an afternoon reading dime novels or watching adventure
flicks? We are being entertained. We are witnessing leadership as something exterior, part of an
exterior reality. That is different from what I have been trying to describe, an interior reality. As I
laze on my hammock, I am not just being entertained by nature. I am experiencing it differently,
deeply.
The philosopher Ken Wilber would refer to it as the translogical eye of contemplation.
Meditation is assisted by nature. It includes me serving as a witness to what nature has
wrought. It also includes pondering my place in the flux. It includes using the imagination. It is
more active than it seems from the sidewalk. Neighbors probably wonder when I actually work.
But done properly, freely, meditation of this sort draws so many thoughts and ideas and
memories together into new and creative combinations that some of my most satisfying and
productive breakthroughs have originated in the twilight of consciousness, after reading a
powerful passage and then halting long enough to consider it.
In a sense, I am very much like the dogwood, seemingly languid on a spring day while
working beneath the surface, imperceptibly, strengthening my grip on the soil.

II
Leadership denotes activity. Unlike nature, however, leadership derives from choices that
people make. Whatever role there might be for impulse, instinct, appetite, desire, and habit, at
least one part of leadership includes choosing to do one thing, rather than another. Somewhere in
the process, a participant exercises freedom.
When a person in position of authority carries out the commands of superiors, without
initiative, without making any unique contribution, we would be hard pressed to say that he or
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she is leading in any meaningful sense. That person is an extension of somebody else’s will, an
instrument, a tool, a flunky. We expect for leadership to contain a spark of individual creativity.
A leader brings something to the table. Where does that spark come from? In the relentless pace
of human organization, when does the leader interject that contribution?
Warren Bennis, writing On Becoming a Leader in 1989, made an interesting observation.
“The importance of reflecting on experience, the idea that reflecting leads to understanding,
came up again and again in my conversations with leaders.” Leaders periodically withdraw, even
if only to take a deep breath and really think about a problem. They emerge from such moments
resolved. Something happens in the stillness. José Ortega y Gasset called it ensimismamiento, a
phase of disengagement, solitude—not to escape life’s predicament, but to ponder it in peace. In
short, leaders meditate. It can happen quickly. Or it can take a year-long sabbatical. In any case,
it seems to be an integral part of forming purpose. Call it a retreat, call it visioning, call it prayer,
call it recharging your batteries. For busy leaders, it is the pause that refreshes.
Life has a way of scurrying ahead. Work expands to fill the available time. There is always
more to do. “What have you done for me lately?” Customers expect results. Supervisors need
quantifiable measures, deliverables. A really talented leader is in demand.
I never get tired of the story of an efficiency expert who told the manager to fire that guy in
the corner office who never seems to be doing anything. He sits all day staring out of the window
with his feet up on the desk. “I seem to recall,” replied the manager, “that he was sitting just that
way when he came up with an idea to save this firm a quarter million dollars. He stays.”
Without ensimismamiento, leadership can be reduced to technique, schedules of
reinforcement, manipulation, the causal relation between something the leader says or does and
something the follower does in response. Leadership is a collision of human particles, reduced to
mathematical formula, like fluid dynamics. One can turn then to the science of leadership. What
makes leadership uniquely human, however, and more of an art, is the experience equivalent to
what I enjoy lying on my hammock. I get to suspend overt activity and become quiet.
Meditation has its risks. A person might come away with nothing. There are no guarantees
that it will produce. It is, if anything, a letting go of such expectations. At such times, one is
living, in the memorable words of Hannah Arendt, without banisters. Meditation can also veer a
person away to other things, to distractions, even to sleep, where deeper powers of the psyche
cavort. That is not an altogether bad thing. Worse, meditation might impress upon a person some
new idea—an innovation, reform, repentance—conscripting the conscious leader to take up a
new burden, a challenge. Meditation just might demand exertion. The risk is that meditation
issues in a call for leadership.
Be careful what you wish for. You just might get it.
We have little reason to believe that the rest of nature experiences purpose. The more
mechanistic models of nature say that organisms have their functions within a system, and that’s
just about it. There is no doubt, on the other hand, that human beings do experience purpose.
And it is my job as a teacher to emphasize the value of these experiences and to give my students
opportunities to have these experiences, to knock the chocks away from the wheel, to disengage
the clutch, to drift in a state of wonder and doubt. Students learn to right themselves. First, I want
them to submit themselves, subject themselves to these disorienting experiences, inasmuch as
education consists in a series of such experiments.
Happily, our very human capacity to gaze on nature, to watch it without asking anything more
from it, assists in the process of meditation. It is a meditation to see it snowing outside or to stop
and smell the roses. Nature invites us to come away and lose ourselves in its texture and depth.
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Nature draws us away from struggle and routine. Where else do we go when we stare into a
roaring fire or gaze at a rippling stream? We turn from Doing to Being and then return to Doing
more richly, or at least refreshed.
It is my contention that leadership as such originates in solitude, private unstructured reverie,
even dreams.

III
The Christian tradition depicts at least three women named Mary. Mary, the mother of Jesus
Bar-Joseph, observed her remarkable young son and pondered these things in her heart. Mary,
the sister of Martha, attended Jesus as a houseguest, not by scurrying about the house getting
things in order, but rather by sitting and listening to him. Mary Magdalene in the garden, after
searching in vain for the corpse of Jesus, stood outside the empty tomb weeping. Moments of
passivity, yet moments of drama. Perhaps unlike the quarrelsome men in his entourage, they had
chosen the better part.
We are each of us suspended in the world. Occasionally, we ought to slide the book down,
remove the pen, cock our head to one side, and take our thoughts into the wilderness of a
hundred rustling dogwood blossoms, for a kind of alchemy where troubles turn to gold and we
find purpose sufficient for the day.
I want my leaders to use a hammock.
Nathan Harter left the practice of law in 1989 to become a college professor at Purdue
University, where he teaches organizational leadership. In 1995, he was promoted and tenured
in the School of Technology for his work in southeastern Indiana. His first book on leadership
theory is being published by the Purdue University Press. The father’s day hammock was given
to him by his children, Nathan, Elijah, and Kalyani, with some assistance from his wife, Karin.
Nathan W. Harter
422 E. Central Ave., Suite #2
Greensburg, IN 47240 USA
nharter@purdue.edu
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Passionate Winking
Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi
Discombobulated and deluded in the chamber of inductive and deductive
imagination, 1 a moment of illuminative philosophical reflection passionately
winked at me bringing an intuition.
My cerebral cortex and my limbic system marshaled their desire and
ebullience right in front of the window of intentionality 2 way beyond Husserl’s
conception of consciousness.
The excitement phase 3 of intriqueness honked the horn of engrossment for
the urge to consummation.

1

Inductive and deductive arguments refer to two different processes of reasoning. In
induction, the reasoning is done from particular to the general. Although the conclusion is
supported by the premises in induction, it does not necessarily follow from the premises
and its truth is not guaranteed by them. In deduction, a conclusion follows necessarily
from the premises. There are minor and major premises in deductive argument and the
conclusion is born out of these two premises. Here these processes are linked to
imagination so imagination is broadly used here as a ‘noun’ (linguistically speaking) for
the adjectives inductive and deductive. This also opens up a new discussion on the
relationship between reasoning and imagination.
2
Husserl (1965) made this concept famous. Before him, his teacher, Franz Brentano used
the concept and he borrowed the term from some medieval philosophers (McAlister,
1976). In phenomenology, intentionality refers to the thesis that every conscious act has
an object. The act is called ‘intentional act’ and the object ‘intentional object.’ The term
gains its significance because it undercuts the metaphor of mental ‘contents’ (as in a
theater, an image explicitly used by David Hume (2003), for example). Therefore,
conscious acts are not self-contained contents that are unknowingly coordinated with the
movements of our bodies. Intentional conscious acts are among various acts. Here, the
concept is pinpointed, yet it is distinguished from the one used by Husserl.
3
This is a term used by William Masters and Virginia Johnson (1966, 1961) who studied
human sexual response and used the laboratory setting to learn about physiological
changes during sexual arousal (see Crooks & Baur (1999) for a discussion). Excitement
phase refers to the first phase of the sexual response cycle, in which engorgement of
sexual organs and increases in muscle tension, heart rate, and blood pressure occur. This
is used here analogically to indicate the commencement of the act. Notice the word
‘consummation’ right afterward and its implications of fulfillment, completion, and
achievement. So the language of sexuality is associated with the language of philosophy.
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The lips of my curiosity pressed the thighs of sagacity away from
Strawson’s 4 conceptual analysis and Quine’s denial of Kant’s synthesis. 5
The kiss of perspicacity smacked so vociferously that it brought the sex
flush of my privileged access6 in the plateau of abundance. The heart rate of my
sensation became united with the palpitation of my understanding. They both
exceeded transcendental hermeneutics and warmly embraced the Heideggerian
one. 7

4

Peter Freerick Strawson called his metaphysics ‘descriptive.’ He insisted on indicating
that it was only to be construed as an analysis and description of our conceptual
framework and not of reality-in-itself. He introduced systematic metaphysics into current
British philosophy through his book Individuals (1959) where he argues that only after
the recognition of the primary category of ‘persons,’ we can consider the distinction
between mind and body. Persons are not conglomerates of minds and bodies, and we can
talk of minds and bodies only because we first have a way of specifying the different
attributes of a person. The reference is made here to a form of sagacity whose analysis
can not even be done by Strawson’s conceptual framework.
5
The reference is made here to Quine’s (1960) attack on Kant’s (1998) distinction
between ‘analytic’ and ‘synthetic’ sentences. According to Quine, there are no
indubitably ‘necessary’ statements or beliefs, just those that happen, at a particular point
in our knowledge and interests, to hold a relatively protected place in the overall system
of our beliefs for ostensibly practical reasons (see Miller (1998) for a discussion).
6
A term used by philosophers to refer to the point that only a person knows directly what
is in his/her mind without having to observe his/her behavior. This is also indicative of
the point that mind has a unique characteristic in that one and only one person can and
must experience what is going on. Here this has been preceded by the introduction of sex
flush, a term from the psychology of sexuality which refers to a pink or red rash that
appears on the chests or breasts during sexual arousal. So the sex flush has been used
metaphorically and analogically to serve as a preamble for the introduction of the concept
of privileged access as if privileged access sprung from somewhere. The plateau of
abundance pinpoints the opulence and profusion of the privileged access and its
happening. The plateau is also a term used by Masters and Johnson (already explained)
for the second phase of the sexual response cycle, in which muscle tension, heart rate,
blood pressure, and vasocongestion increase.
7
In his book, Being and Time (1962), Heidegger suggested that life is like a text, and the
purpose of our lives is to understand that text. He tries to ‘uncover’ the hidden meanings
in our experience in his hermeneutical phenomenology. He rejects the scientific tone of
Husserl’s phenomenology and prefers to talk about the structures of life itself, including
our profound sense of history, which defines human life. Heidegger was a student of
Husserl. And therefore a phenomenologist. Phenomenology refers to the study of human
consciousness. The use of the word ‘transcendental’ in Husserl and also Kant means the
basic and the only rules with which we ‘constitute’ our world. Husserl attacked all forms
of relativism and tried to develop a transcendental hermeneutics that discovers the basic
rules of all experience (see Bauman (1978) for a discussion).
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The rapture of the intelligibility cuddled the velvet of joy apart from the
every day discourse.
The yearning for embracing the reality bloomed in the havoc of Hume’s
exegesis 8 and I felt ascended towards the plains of epistemology. 9
Was this intuition, inspiration, reason, senses, or experience? Maybe none,
maybe all. Maybe it was ineffable. But it is incorrigible. 10
The blooms of my contemplation had their ornate intercourse with the
sunlight of enrichment.
The refraction period was quick. No resolution phases 11 whatsoever.
I could see the incessantly smothering kisses of mystical insights coil
around my consciousness, of course not in a Freudian sense. 12

8

I use this here as a critique of David Hume’s (2003) thesis that there is no knowledge of
right and wrong and no rational defense of moral principles. These are based on
sentiments or feeling and, as such, can not be defended by argument.
9
The study of human knowledge, its nature, its sources, its justification.
10
Philosophical term which refers to the point that we can not be mistaken about our
mental states. There is a distinction between privileged access and the incorrigibility. The
first means that the person knows what is in his/her mind without having to observe
his/her behavior; the second means that he/she knows for certain and beyond the
possibility of error. This is used here as an indication of a thing that can not be mistaken.
11
Refractory period happens in the male after orgasm during which he can not
experience another orgasm. The resolution phase of the sexual response cycle as outlined
by Masters and Johnson is the fourth phase in which the sexual systems return to their
non excited state. This is used here to metaphorically discuss the continuous process of
an intelligible ecstasy versus a temporal enjoyment such as that of a sexual one.
12
Freudian taxonomy of consciousness, pre consciousness and unconsciousness does not
have any room for the placement of mystical experiences as discussed in there.
Superficially, it might be subsumed under one division of his category related to
sublimation. However, this is epistemologically unknown to Freud and his classification
of the consciousness. (See Ha’iri (1992) for a discussion of the arguments of the
existence of such consciousness).
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Avenues of Mysticism
Sayyed Mohsen Fatemi
I walked through the avenues of mysticism amidst the dark nights of
despondency when the nightmares of failure, fiasco, annihilation, devastation, and
delirium ferociously echoed in the dismal channels of desperation and frustration,
when the fulcrum of being was paralyzed by the antagonizing impediments and
the havoc of the mansion of life.
I walked through the avenues of mysticism and searched for the houses of
peace where the erosion of anxiety and the mirages of certainty pine away.
I saw a man who was selling pomegranates of joy to the hearts of people
at the cost of a sincere smile quite different form the ostentatiously hypocritical
ones that can often be found in the metropolitan cities.
I saw a woman who was giving away cascades of lilacs and baskets of
sweet basil munificently and generously to open up the incarcerated hearts.
I saw gazelles of sensibility running free in the realms of tigers.
In avenues of mysticism, jasmines teach eloquence and water lilies offer
philosophy, the chosen would walk on water and the elite would break the moon
and exceed the sun.
In avenues of mysticism, people share the nakedness of the heart and
never get lost in the alleys of alienation. There is not a dead end, or a shut off. Nor
any cul-de-sac or impasse.
In avenues of mysticism, people use the express train of bliss and bring the
news of awareness without any need to C.N.N. or A.B.C. or C.B.S. In avenues of
mysticism, the petals of the flowers act as correspondents and report the latest
happenings not in utilitarian ways.
In the avenues of mysticism, the subordinate clause sits by the main clause
without any shame or doubt. Even the compound sentences turn out to be
prepositions afterward.
In avenues of mysticism, prayer serves as a panacea far better than any
amphetamine, barbiturates, and PCP or thrill pills.
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A Transdisciplinary Mind:
An Interview with Ian Mitroff
By Russ Volckmann
Abstract: Known more widely as the “Father of Crisis Management,” University of
Southern California professor Ian Mitroff came to the work of Ken Wilber and integral
theory over two decades ago. No one else has brought an integral perspective to the fields
of management and organization theory for as long as Mitroff. In this interview he talks
about the development of his theories, the people he has worked closely with, his spiritual
development and the streams of his work, including his research on spirituality in
organizations. While his involvement with Wilber’s Integral Institute is not what he
would like it to be, he sees there the potential to develop an institution that addresses the
politicization and failures of our institutions of higher education. In the face of the crisis
in leadership, integral and transdisciplinary approaches have the potential for making a
positive difference as we are faced with the dissolution of distinctions that underlie how
we make meaning in the world.
Keywords: crisis, integral, leadership, psychology, spirituality, systems, transdisciplinary

Introduction
One of the striking aspects of Ian Mitroff’s work is his ability to engage phenomena through a
variety of lenses. There are several ways to approach the study and development of complex
issues and systems. We can look at them through the lens of a particular discipline, e.g., physics,
biology, sociology, or philosophy. We can take an interdisciplinary approach that brings
together the views of several disciplines at the same time, e.g., what does change look like
through the perspectives developed by various disciplines. We can take a multidisciplinary
approach whereby representatives of various disciplines try to find common ground on a subject.
Finally, we can take a transdisciplinary approach. According to Nicolescu (Manifesto of
Transdisciplinarity, 2002)
…transdisciplinarity concerns the dynamics engendered by the action of several
levels of Reality at once. The discovery of these dynamics necessarily passes
through disciplinary knowledge. While not a new discipline or a new
superdiscipline, Transdisciplinarity is nourished by disciplinary research; in turn,
disciplinary research is clarified by transdisciplinary knowledge in a new and
fertile way. In a sense, disciplinary and transdisciplinary research are not
antagonistic but complementary. (45)
As I will show, and as the interview bears out, such an approach is very much in the spirit of,
if not identical with, that taken by Ian Mitroff in his work.
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I wanted to interview Ian Mitroff because of the many facets of his work related to
organization change and development, managing and leading in the face of complexity, working
and thinking in organizations, all subjects that have been important in my own career. Over the
years I have found in his contributions insights that many of us continue to struggle to define and
consider in our work. An example of this is how to bring together the internal, external,
individual and collective considerations of Ken Wilber’s work in the study of phenomena and in
building approaches for change and development individually and in organizations and
communities. While the depth of Ian’s work cannot be represented in one short interview such as
this, I believe we have here a useful overview upon which to build. And I hope to have the
opportunity to do so in the future.
It is probably coincidental that Ian Mitroff and I spent some of the same years at Berkeley—
during the 1960s. We both graduated from college in 1961, he at the University of California at
Berkeley and I at Monmouth College (now University) in New Jersey. We both began our
Masters programs at Berkeley in 1961, he in Engineering and I in Political Science. He
completed his Ph.D. in 1967, thus demonstrating a high level of focus and commitment, while I
dragged out those luxuriously political and social student years and the agony of writing my
dissertation until 1974. While Ian was on the faculty at the University of Pittsburgh
(Pennsylvania) and building a strong academic career, including collaborations with a number
of very talented original thinkers in their fields, I taught at the University of Arizona and got
enmeshed in the human potential movement of gestalt, neoReichian, transactional and various
other therapeutic modalities. Ian went on to a long and continuing career at USC where he has
been active, not only as an academic, but in applying his work to the real world of corporations
and government. Ian’s list of publications is quite extraordinary. I dropped out of an academic
career gradually, went back to school for a program in humanistic psychology in order to work
with change and development in government and business organizations and limited my
publishing to pieces in small periodicals oriented to change agents.
The parallels and differences in our careers are significant. Ian offers a transdisciplinary
perspective to work those impacts throughout the United States and the world. My own efforts
have been somewhat transdisciplinary—and even more so in the last ten years. What I find in
Ian’s work is an early focus with a transdisciplinary perspective that has been influenced to an
important degree by the work of Ken Wilber. I came late to Ken Wilber. Ian has taken to heart
the integral approach of Ken Wilber and applied it to his own life on many levels. This is not to
say that Wilber is his only influence, but that it has been an important one that I suspect Ian has
applied even more to his own life than solely to intellectual pursuits. In the latter it shows up in
his transdisciplinary perspective and some use of the four quadrant model as a lens on the things
that have interested him.
In 1983 Ian wrote: “Ken Wilber is a young scholar of immense potential. He has already
produced a highly significant set of books that explore the notion of mind across both Western
and Eastern viewpoints.” (Stakeholders of the Organization Mind). In fact, Ian has expressed his
respect for Wilber’s work more consistently and longer than any other academic I have
discovered.
In addition to Wilber, he has cited such significant influences as West Churchman (Systems
Theory), Russ Ackoff (Systems Theory), Bruno Bettleheim (Psychotherapy), Norman O. Brown
(Philosophy), Joseph Campbell (Mythology and Comparative Religion), Sigmund Freud
(Psychoanalysis), William James (Psychology and Philosophy), James Hillman (Archetypal
Psychology), Carl Jung (Archetypal Psychology), Herbert Marcuse (Philosophy), Erich
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Neumann (Archetypal Psychology), and Marie-Louise von Franz (Archetypal Psychology). The
range is wide and exciting. Another area he and I have in common is our interest in Hillman, von
Franz and Jung. In the early 1980s he was using their work in his writing and his work with
clients. This interest in archetypal psychology and Jungian personality theory was something I
shared and used, as well, during that same period, including the publication of an article on
Jungian archetypes and organization change. And while his work seems to have focused on
individuals and large (corporate) systems, I was working with individuals in smaller
organizations, most often at the team or project level.
Since completing his Ph.D., his work has focused on crisis management. In fact, he has been
called the “Father of Crisis Management.” Yet the concept of crisis management seems too
narrow to capture how he has integrated thinking from systems theory, psychology, philosophy,
organization theory, leadership and a number of other disciplines. The titles of his books suggest
the scope of his work. Here are some examples of his books that suggest the range of his
attention:
The Subjective Side of Science, 1974
Stakeholders of the Organization Mind, 1983
Business Not as Usual, 1987
Break-Away Thinking, 1988
We’re So Big and Powerful Nothing Bad Can Happen To Us, 1990
Framebreak, 1994
The Unbounded Mind, 1995
The Essential Guide to Managing Corporate Crises, 1996
Smart Thinking for Crazy Times, 1998
A Spiritual Audit of Corporate America, 2000
Managing Crises Before They Happen, 2000
Crisis Leadership, 2004
Why Some Companies Emerge Stronger and Better from a Crisis, 2005
Ian Mitroff has had the career my mother would have wished for me. In this conversation,
with a bow to Frank Visser who wrote so well about Ken Wilber’s intellectual career using a
stage approach (Ken Wilber: Thought as Passion, 2003, Albany: State University of New York
Press.), I have tried to put Ian’s transdisciplinary career in perspective.
Russ Volckmann

Intellectual Foundations
Q:

You have an unusual career path. You began in engineering and moved from there to
become a professor in USC’s highly respected business school, the father of crisis
management and an organization theorist concerned with the inter-dynamics of
individuals and their relationships with the systems where they work. You added to that a
focus on spirituality in corporate America. Your work includes organizational systems,
Jungian archetype psychology and personality theory, the four-quadrant model of Ken
Wilber, ways to challenge assumptions and a whole lot more. Then there are your
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frequent op ed pieces in newspapers where you critique politicians and policy. If nothing
else, this suggests that you’re having a very full life.
Perhaps we could use an exploration of the phases in your career and the major
intellectual layers that you chose. In the spirit of Frank Visser, we could begin with
Mitroff I. That was your post sputnik era interest in engineering. At Berkeley you majored
in engineering physics as an undergraduate and also obtained an M.S. in structural
engineering. Your Ph.D. at Berkeley involved a shift to engineering psychology with a
minor in the Philosophy of Social Sciences. You did a dissertation about a computer
simulation of human decision-making. Here you seemed to be exploring what became the
title of one of your books, The Subjective Side of Science. What were the important
intellectual aspects of your work during this period?
A:

I have to back up and give a little bit more background. I essentially went into
engineering because growing up I was good in math and science and for a poor kid, the
first one in my family ever to have gone to a university, I literally did not know what
other careers there were where one could make a good living. It was only when I got to
the university that I really learned that there were all these other worlds and interests.
In high school I liked everything. It wasn’t just math and science, but I liked literature,
you name it. When I got to the university, I didn’t think much about it because I really
didn’t know that universities are like most institutions: they are really not well-rounded
places. They force you in many ways to choose a single discipline.
First of all, universities are organized around disciplines, which is an antiquated if not
counterproductive way of organizing knowledge. Most academics really have never
thought that the disciplines are just one way of organizing knowledge. That’s all they are.
They take them as basic elements that have descended from the heavens. But they are
only political units that are there to meet basic psychological safety reasons. Most people
need the certainty and security they provide.
I remember when I was a sophomore-engineering student and we were required to
take a one-year course in social sciences; we had some fascinating lecturers. One was
Louis Feuer. It was the first time I was ever exposed to Marx and to Freud. I remember
the day in this big lecture hall of 200 people that we were talking about Freud. I had
never even heard of Freud. We were reading Freud’s introductory lectures to
psychoanalyses on dreams. I found it utterly fascinating. But when I looked around the
room, I saw disinterest at best and more often than not, sheer disgust. The reason for the
disgust among my fellow engineering students was their attitude, “What the hell did this
have to do with engineering!” It was nonsense to them since you couldn’t put it in a
formula. I found that attitude so abhorrent to me that that was really the beginning of my
eventual departure from engineering.
I got a Ph.D. with a three and a half year minor in the philosophy of social science
from West Churchman. West was in a business school of all places, because although he
was a philosopher he wanted to teach philosophy to applied social scientists. My minor
became my real major. However, I’m glad that I actually did go all the way through
engineering, because I have a quantitative structured side. But without philosophy, I
wouldn’t be able to do things such as crisis management or most things, which are not
only inter- but also transdisciplinary.
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I not only don’t believe in the disciplines, but I am an enemy of them because again, it
is just one way to organize knowledge. Increasingly, it’s a highly dysfunctional way. It’s
no accident why interdisciplinary efforts are extremely hard to get going in universities.
It’s no accident that people like Ken Wilber wouldn’t find a home in a conventional
university within a single department. That’s a real tragedy.
That is the background and the reason why I finally ended up taking the three and a
half year minor in philosophy of social science—which by the way, the U.C. Berkeley
College of Engineering did everything in its power to talk me out of and put up hurdles,
because they didn’t understand what the hell did that have to do with engineering. I tried
to explain to them what I was doing. For some reason or other as a young kid—even in
my mid 20’s getting a Ph.D.—it hit me that philosophy was the most general of all things
to study and I just kept it going. That was probably just as well that I didn’t go to a
philosophy department because that would have been just as disciplinary and killed off
the search for general knowledge. That’s a brief summary of my background.
Q:

You make it very clear that being a scholar in a university is a real challenge.

A:

Yes, but it’s more than that. First of all, most people in universities are not really
scholars. I consider myself more of an intellectual because of all the reasons I just listed. I
do have disciplinary training and I have widely studied the disciplines. But they are
artifacts. Most people think of them as real things. They’re not. They are artifacts. But
secondly, a very narrow interpretation of scholarship takes place in universities that is not
for a broader public or for the problems of the world. It’s mainly for other members of
the narrow community. Frankly, I’m not interested in that and it turns me off. It’s for the
same reason that I’m not a member of any organized religion. It’s just too narrow for
what I am.

Q:

You mentioned your work with West Churchman. What was it about his work that you
found was inspiring?

A:

A number of things, although I didn’t know it at the time. Churchman was one of the
few people at Berkeley—he obviously had an enormous intellect—who had a real
systemic view of human knowledge. He was one of the developers of the systems
approach. I’ve talked to Ken Wilber about this. Ken doesn’t really mention Russ Ackoff
and West Churchman as developers of the systems approach. I do think that Ken’s notion
of systems is even broader for the reason that it includes spirituality. Churchman didn’t
get that part until later in life when he was confronting his own demons, largely around
alcoholism through AA. But it’s kind of strange since his mentor, E.A. Singer, Jr., was
one of William James’ best students. If James were alive today, he and Ken Wilber
would have a powerhouse relationship. I have no doubt about that. They would be talking
with each other and interested in one another.
Churchman was one of the most powerful intellects on the Berkeley campus. At
Berkeley you had all of these Nobel Prize winners and top professors running around, but
West was truly different than all of them. He was deeper. He was very smart and, in
addition, he was wise. He just attracted students. He was a magnet. He was a magnet for
all the students like me who had been hurt by all these disciplines.
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The disciplines are like Chinese foot binding. They attempt to bind the mind. They are
almost like cults. If you look at what goes on in Ph.D. education, a lot of it I just call
sheer indoctrination. And too much of it is fear based.
You come out of most Ph.D. programs terribly afraid to do anything out of the
mainstream. That’s important when we talk about what I did in spirituality or crisis
management. Most people, whether they are tenured or not—in fact they are tenured—
would not do certain studies because they are horrendously afraid of what the rest of the
profession would think of them. They are terrified. So the built-in censorship is
incredible. We talk about authoritarian regimes around the world and authoritarian
organizations. One of the biggest is the contemporary university. I will say it and I won’t
make friends. I think most academics are like sheep and they’re not really independent.
Even though they supposedly have the luxury of academic freedom, they are afraid to use
it.
Q:

I’m sharply aware that I laid out my plan for this interview in somewhat of a linear
fashion and having read as much of your work as I have, I should have known better.

A:

Well, would you have a linear interview with Ken Wilber?

Q:

Right, exactly.

A:

Everything is related to everything else, it doesn’t matter where you start or end.

A Whole Systems View
Q:

This formative phase of your work when you were opening up to all of these new
disciplines and perspectives seemed to transition as you moved into academia and began
publishing. Your focus became a deeper question of the relationship between the
workings of the human mind and emotions and scientific and technological innovation
and creativity. I wonder if this is Mitroff II, because this is a time when you seem to be
saying things that people are still struggling to express in the literature today. Here you
seem to take an organic systems view of organizations and roles, whether they are
internal or external, that are played out in these systems. It’s here that you advocate for
nonlinearity and a transdisciplinary theory of inquiry.

A:

I wouldn’t necessarily call it Mitroff I or II. It may be a sense of maturity or just
reading more and deepening my understanding of concepts or my appreciation of them. I
think that was always there, at least in my mind it was. It wasn’t necessarily always
expressed because things unfold, but all that stuff was back in my getting my Ph.D. and
this three and half year seminar which met every week on the philosophy of social
science.
That was not a conventional philosophy of science. We read Jung and Freud. We
might have read Ken if he’d been more available. I think Ken was just starting out at that
time, so he wasn’t there. I, independently of my mentors, discovered Ken Wilber. One of
the things—I mean everybody has strengths and weaknesses—about West Churchman’s
greatest strengths was that he was very intuitive. He was very smart, but he was much
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more of a thinking type: his dissertation was in symbolic logic. Again as I said, he was an
alcoholic; he openly acknowledged he was in AA. He came to spirituality later in life,
really realizing that spirituality was the most powerful force of all. But he still came to
spirituality mainly through a rationalist perspective where the concept of God plays a
prominent role. God is the guarantor of knowledge. But that’s very abstract; that’s
impersonal. That’s not necessarily a kind, loving God. It’s certainly not a God that helps
one in recovery, to manage life’s problems, a giver of goodness and so forth.
Q:

In this early period of writing is where you begin to present your admiration of
Wilber’s work and you take what I would call a developmental perspective of human
psychology and the idea of the path of transcendence. During this time, you formed
professional relationships—and perhaps they went beyond that—with Ralph Kilmann and
Dick Mason, who I think was at the University of Arizona. I noticed his preface to
Stakeholders of the Organizational Mind was written in Tucson where I taught in the
early 70’s. You began to coauthor a lot of works with Mason and some with Kilmann
over a number of years.

A:

I was very selective, very particular. Dick Mason was also a student of West
Churchman, so we had a common vocabulary. Dick and I met when we were both at
Berkeley.
When I went to the University of Pittsburgh, my first job, Ralph Kilmann came there a
few years later from UCLA and he was very smart. Ralph was brilliant and we shared a
lot of interest in Jung. The point is these were people with whom I could talk. One of the
difficulties of going through and doing this is that you are lonely in a way. Most people
are trained at best to be positivists. They learn a mixture of crude empiricism and crude
rationalism, but West and Wilber are way, way beyond that. It’s like saying, what’s a
methodology for human inquiry that’s founded on an integral approach? I mean, most
people aren’t even aware of the question, let alone how to respond. Ralph was a kindred
soul; we did a lot of pioneering work together. We wrote a lot of papers.

Q:

In this early time when you published Stakeholders of the Organizational Mind, which
I think is a most extraordinary book for its time, Dick Mason wrote the preface,
referenced Basho and wrote Haiku. This suggests possibly that your collaboration was
more than just an intellectual relationship.

A:

It was more than that, sure. It was partly spiritual or developmental or whatever you
want to call it. Stakeholders of the Organizational Mind was an attempt to look at the
fragmentation in the social sciences and to think, rather naively, that one could heal it.
It’s like reading one of Ken’s passages years ago—don’t ask me which one, but I
remember—he was naïve enough, he says this laughingly, to think that his overarching
framework would be embraced by all the people he put into his framework. If anything
they were hurt and insulted because every one of them wanted to think that they were the
whole picture and to be relegated to a quadrant or to a particular level was not only
crushing, but made them mad as hell.
Let me put it this way. Over the years, I don’t know how many Ph.D. dissertation
committees I‘ve served on. Almost without exception all of my colleagues, except for
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maybe West, have this mantra: Take a problem that the student has, it’s really not their
problem, it’s a problem of the discipline. Every dissertation advisor encourages the
student to whittle it down, to narrow it down, to bite off a small chunk so it’s do-able. No
one asks them ever to be expansive.
My mantra is: Take an issue or a problem and expand, expand, expand it until you
reach the limits of your comfort zone, where you can no longer expand it or your
intellectual powers break down. You don’t know what to say; it becomes meaningless,
and so on. The point is no one goes the other way. It’s like Ken saying, “It’s turtles all the
way up and turtles all the way down.” Russ Ackoff said, “If there are no limits to
expansion, there is no limit to atoms.” But most people don’t get that and it’s part of the
mantra of current university positivism that one will eventually come to the atoms of
human knowledge or whatever it is.
Well, those are only concepts. Most people don’t understand that what they’re
proposing is not just an epistemic strategy, but also a psychological one. They’re telling
us about their comfort zone. Most people are not comfortable with wholes or holons or
whatever you want to call them, but they are only comfortable with very small atoms.
Why does the modern university or most organizations attract and develop a
preponderance of atomists? Except for the sociology of knowledge or philosophy, at
times, no one asks that question. It’s just part of their background oxygen.
Q:

When you were writing Stakeholders of the Organizational Mind, how would you
describe the state of your own spiritual development?

A:

I wouldn’t say it was particularly great because I really didn’t know much about it. I
came at it more from philosophy. Philosophy was a substitute for me for the particular
religion into which I was born, and really didn’t have a lot of meaning for me. So I never
called myself a religious person. I think I was on a spiritual quest without knowing it at
the time. That’s really what it was. To say I went to study philosophy because I felt
uneducated or undeveloped is true, but I think the spiritual part of it was unknown to me
at the time. I think I had some awareness that it was partly spiritual, but it certainly
wasn’t developed.

Father of Crisis Management
Q:

Then the next phase as Mitroff III sees you for the first time being recognized publicly
as a father, the Father of Crisis Management. During this period you’re collaborating a
lot with Ralph Kilmann, Thierry Pouchant and others. It seems like a remarkable
transition, because here you’re taking these larger concepts and you’re beginning to
apply them to what is unthinkable or unknowable. Would you comment on that?

A:

That’s partly true. Part of it is that I took a one-year sabbatical leave of absence from
University of Pittsburgh and went to the University of Pennsylvania Wharton School
where Russ Ackoff was. (Russ was one of West Churchman’s first students.) While I was
there, I was part of an applied research center and one of the clients we had was McNeil
Pharmaceuticals, a division of Johnson & Johnson. McNeil made Tylenol and I worked
with the executives there on a very interesting project around assumption analysis.
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When the Tylenol poisonings occurred I was truly shocked. I was personally hurt,
because I knew these executives and they were good people. This light went on in my
head. I just knew instantly that something—call it crisis management, whatever—was
now going to be a prominent feature of today’s world. It’s like once these things happen,
you always have airport metal inspections. You never go back. They become marker
events.
Partly I was bored. I had done Stakeholders of the Organization Mind. Now, what
more, what new was I going to do? I was thinking of leaving academia to go into a
leadership position or something. I was really bored with the academic world. Lo and
behold, along comes this new thing and I realized that, oh my god, it’s literally now
going to be an important feature of the world. When you build a world that is so
interconnected, the time of system’s approach has arrived. An interconnected world is
imminently susceptible to disruption.
The sad thing is when you see 9/11 and Katrina. Most of what happened in Katrina
was predictable, including the poor response of the government and FEMA and all the
rest of that. It shows how little learning has occurred in 20 or so years since I got into this
thing. It’s pitiful. We oscillate between frantic fear of being overwhelmed and then doing
nothing.
You don’t want to get me into what I think of the current administration: It is the worst
that I have ever seen in my life.
Anyway, there is another part that also comes out of William James: the world is a
laboratory. You learn by going out to the laboratory. One of the ways I learned crisis
management was doing a lot of consulting. Most academics don’t really understand
applied research. That’s how I got highly sensitive confidential data that I wouldn’t have
been able to get any other way—by going in and doing crisis audits and talking to
hundreds of executives in all kinds of organizations.
The one area where I would critique Ken is I don’t think Ken is sufficiently aware of
the intricacies of organizations. I know that’s not his primary concern, but I think that
would give an added flavor and dimension to his work. One of the things that were very
important to Churchman is implementation. For William James and West you don’t just
have a true proposition or assertion about the world, but you have something that is true
if and only if you’re able to make changes in the ethical quality of our lives. That means
that ethics and implementation are integral to knowledge. It’s not like most of my
colleagues say, “Oh well, I have a true statement and I’ll just tack ethics and
implementation on at the end.” Oh no, ethics is there right in the beginning, in what we
call true and what properties we observe as true or characteristic of human beings.
So ethics is built right into our very theories and facts, if you want to call them that, at
the very beginning. Also, you don’t have a truth unless you are able to make a change in
the world. What good is it to say I have a theoretical solution for how to end poverty and
world hunger if I can’t do anything about it? That’s a partial truth at best. So the point
about crisis management: it’s not just going out into the world; it is not only learning
from the phenomenon that is out there integral with the world, but learning how to make
a difference in the quality of the world.
What is so frustrating still is that we know a lot of the reasons why crises happen and
even what to do to avert or to lessen the impacts of many of them. Yet we still have all
these barriers. That’s why you want to say integral politics and integral this and that are
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so important because the main lesson—you know Ken and Albert Einstein have both said
that problems cannot be solved at the level of development or the language in which they
are first presented.
Q:

Or created, yes.

A:

So you have a problem like Katrina because it’s the fault of a system in its lack of
development; it cannot be solved at that level. That is one of the primary lessons of
Katrina in applying the thinking of Ken. Katrina shows you can only solve social
problems—depending on what you mean by solve—on a higher level of human and
social development.

Q:

One of the people that you were actively involved with, both in the area of crisis
management and later in the area of ethics is Thierry Pouchant.

A:

Thierry was a student of mine at USC. He was a very good student—very bright and a
very nice person, a very good person, a good soul. Thierry and I still stay in touch.

Integral Spirit
Q:

In Mitroff IV you were active with the early years of Wilber’s Integral Institute, you
published The Spiritual Audit of Corporate America and you participated in the
formation of the American Management Association’s Management, Spirituality and
Religion group.

A:

The Spiritual Audit represented the fact that I’ve been doing crisis management for all
these years and, while intellectually exciting because it’s so complex, it is a downer in
many ways because bad things are happening. For years I’ve been wondering, actually
angry, and asked why no one had gotten out there and done a good empirical study of
spirituality in a setting where most of us spend the majority of our waking hours. I did not
want to ask—as the typical studies have done—how many times a day do you pray or
what the practices are? I, frankly, was bored with that. What does that tell you?
I was more interested in what meaning spirituality and religion had for people and
how organizations could practice it without blowing up and fractionating all the
employees. I was absolutely astounded that no one had done that. Finally, one day I said,
okay, my energy is now there. I’m going to get out and do a series of interviews. I had a
collaborator on the east coast, Elizabeth Denton, and I went out and did sixty interviews.
At one point I remember talking with my good friend and colleague, Warren Bennis who
said, “Come on Ian, you’ve done enough with twenty interviews. You know what you are
going to find.” I said, “You’re right Warren, but the interviews are so rewarding that I
can’t stop doing them.”

Q:

Speaking of those interviews, you defined what you mean by spirituality based on what
you got from the interviews, what people told you spirituality was for them.
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A:

Right. It was not my definition because I’m now aware that one of the first issues,
spirituality, religion and Ken’s work, is to have a better grasp of the multiple meanings of
the definition. The reason I get defensive is that constantly I’m asked by people, “What’s
your definition of spirituality?” I have to correct them and say, “You know, it’s not
mine.” What I knew instinctively is that I did not have to ask people what their definition
was. You get a definition by asking people what meaning ‘blank’ has for them. Here’s
the academic mind: they first have to have a definition of what they’re studying before
they study it. If you had a perfect definition, for crying out loud, you wouldn’t need to
study it. It’s just absolutely insane. But those are people who have low tolerance for
ambiguity. This is not incidental.

Q:

Maybe I’ve fallen into that trap on the subject of leadership, which I’d like to talk with
you about, but I want to note the definition that emerged from your study. Spirituality was
the basic desire to find the ultimate meaning and purpose in one’s life and to live an
integrated life. Is that a fair summary?

A:

That’s part of it, but the other part was this feeling of cosmic connectedness. I didn’t
use the word ‘cosmic’, and these are not theologians or systems people, but ordinary
people who had a sense that the universe was a seamless fabric; it was interconnected.
That’s one part. Secondly, they didn’t believe that it was just here, the result of pure blind
mechanism. There is a force, a god, call it what you want, behind it or an expression of it.
Third, we were put here to do good, to find meaning and purpose in our lives. There were
ways to say that God or whatever you call it is an ultimate ground or guarantor for being
and it has consequences. A lot of people, not everybody, said if you believe this, your
business had to do good. It had to produce ethical products and services.

Q:

Let me quote from the book about that because here is where you manifest that
integral perspective of the individual and relationship to the culture in the system. You
say,
The data suggests strongly that those organizations that identify more strongly
with spirituality or that have a greater sense of spirituality have employees who
are less fearful for their organizations, are far less likely to compromise their basic
beliefs and values in the workplace, perceive their organizations as significantly
more profitable and report that they can bring significantly more of their complete
selves to work, especially their creativity and intelligence, two qualities that are
especially needed if organizations are to succeed in today’s hyper competitive
environment.

A:

Yes, that kind of summarizes it, which is what previous studies or non-existent studies
hadn’t done. Here’s another point of it. I didn’t say it, but I would say it now, is that
among the many qualities in which academic institutions or departments are lacking, first
of all they don’t have a sufficient enough systemic or integral vision or philosophy, but
they’re lacking sorely in any spiritual development. I’m convinced everybody in the
world ought to be in therapy or in some spiritual program. That’s a given. But I think
universities sorely need it, because if you take what Ken and other people take seriously,
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you cannot have anything pretending to be knowledge independently of these paths and
states of development. Ken says it many times, he can tell a person’s level of
development by their definition of leadership. I can tell a person’s level of development
by their definition of knowledge: what they regard as true, good or beautiful or however
you want to put it. So everything is a reflection, by definition, of our development.
Q:

Interestingly since the early 80’s, you’ve been really an advocate of people paying
attention to Ken’s work. I’m wondering if you can say a little bit about how your
relationship with Ken has evolved over the years and what you think we need to be
paying attention to around his work?

A:

That’s a good question. A few years ago, I can’t remember after what book I read, I
was tempted to call him on the telephone. I got his number and as one knows, Ken is
notorious in not returning phone calls. But I did happen to get his email and said I’d like
to come and meet him. I trekked out to his home. He had been living up in the mountains
behind Boulder and we spent a day together. Then I came back for the first of the integral
business meetings.
Ken is a most unusual, if not daunting character and I say that with great affection. I
know very few other people who could seclude themselves for that amount of
concentrated energy for his writing. I’ve said to him in writing and in person, every time I
read one of his books, I feel like two-thirds of it I’ve already heard. But it’s not just sheer
repetition; it’s like a deeper appreciation. He goes over it, but something is added each
time, so it’s enriched.
I haven’t found anybody as comprehensive as Ken Wilber. There well could be; it’s
not that I know everything, but I read a lot and look for comprehensive minds. I got that
when I was taking this three and a half year minor because there was not only West
Churchman there, but also one of his teachers, Thomas Cowan. Cowan constantly
scoured the intellectual landscape for people who were deep and comprehensive. Tom
Cowan would have found him above all people. Tom Cowan was a professor of
jurisprudence. He read James Joyce because in Finnegan’s Wake Joyce has a lot to say
about the law.
But there was no one else when Ken’s work came out. I read his original grid of
internal/external and then the individual and the organization and how he got there by
literally one day sorting on the floor all these different religious traditions and voila, this
framework appeared to him. He had Don Beck’s work and you could see the states of
development West and East. Some people have obviously hinted about this before, you
know, the people that had come before Ken that he cites, but I didn’t find anybody else. I
wish that Ken were closer. I’d have more frequent contact, but I do understand that Ken
would literally be besieged if he took all the speaking engagements. I wish he would
selectively come out and speak in a few highly select gatherings.

Q:

How would you describe your relationship to Integral Institute and Integral
University?

A:

They are not as close as I would like them. I have just fallen out of the loop and I don’t
know why, because I would really like to be more involved for a lot of reasons. The most
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fundamental is that I don’t think I would describe a university as a university any longer
unless it was integral in a deep way. I certainly would not describe something as
knowledge or, let’s put it this way, it’s a lower form of knowledge. In that sense, it fails.
The current university almost never asks—almost like our political institutions—why
they are such failures. Some do, but you can say why, with all this knowledge of crises,
have we failed to have this impact in the world?
It’s as my wife reminds me, and I know it myself, the opening passage of A.A.
Milne’s Winnie The Pooh has Christopher Robin dragging Winnie the Pooh down the
stairs. He’s dragging Winnie by its foot and with each step down the stairs, Winnie’s
head is going bump-bump-bump. As this is happening, Winnie is thinking to himself, if
only my head could stop bumping, maybe he could figure a better way of coming down
the stairs. Well, that’s kind of symptomatic of our times, except the bumps are big: wars,
pollution and all the problems we have. Again and again, there are really illustrations that
the problems we have are the direct consequences of the current level of development or
low level of development and as such they cannot be solved at that level.

The Challenge of Development
Q:

Let’s talk about the idea of development for just a minute. You’ve mentioned William
James and of course he had his developmental model about the intellectual or cognitive
development of students that he’s studied. He found that in the course of a four-year
college education, they would develop one level. There have been some follow-up studies
with engineering students in Colorado and Pennsylvania, for example, that affirm this
pace of development that occurs in higher education. So, in terms of development, do you
see a great hope for verticality?

A:

Yes and no. Let me back off and give you a philosophic musing about that. It also
comes from William James because I ruminate a lot about this. I get epiphanies. One of
the famous passages of William James—I’m not sure whether it’s varieties of religious
experience or his essays on pragmatism—but he has this passage where he says,
“Imagine that we were present at the moment of creation and the creator put this basic
bargain or question to you.” The creator says, “Now, I can give you a universe that is
completely fixed, determined. There will be no good, no evil, your actions will make no
difference, or I can give you a universe that is open, uncertain, your actions will make a
direct difference. What do you choose, choose wisely.” James chose the latter. Hold that
thought and let me bring it together with another thought.
If you read modern physicists, they are really doing scientific metaphysics. They’re
taking Einstein, and extrapolating to the whole of the universe. They don’t really
understand that by doing this they’re being metaphysical. They just think they’re being
imaginative. There is a guy at Penn State (Lee Smolin?) who proposed using evolutionary
biology coupled with cosmology. The outcome is that universes are continually being
born, this guy speculates. Every time a universe is born, the fundamental physical
constants get reset; like the ratio, the mass, the electrons, and protons. That affects
whether stars and living things get born and so forth and so on.
I’m walking down the street one day and I said, “Why in the hell is it that we only
have these big picture speculations from physical scientists? Why shouldn’t the social
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sciences do the same? Here’s the thought that came to my mind and I shared part of it
with Ken one time. Suppose every time a universe is born, the ratio of good to evil is
reset. We’re apparently in a universe where the ratio of good to evil is slightly larger than
one, but it seems like it’s very close. I can’t prove it, but I feel it. Back to William James,
it’s a real struggle. We don’t know for sure whether goodness will triumph. Now, let’s
take it one step further. Here is the next step in the epiphany: Suppose every time a
universe is born, it takes more or less time to transcend the stages of human development.
So we’re in a universe where it takes—you talk to Ken—roughly seven years of hard
work to transcend, if you can, each stage. Well, given the span of the human lifetime,
that’s not much time for us to develop much.
So you can speculate. Suppose we were in a universe where it only took three or so
years to span a level? What would that universe be like? We can’t jump to one of those
other universes. We can’t do time travel, yet. Nonetheless, the ethical, moral imperative
is, no matter what universe you’re in, always act to increase the ratio of good to evil. Do
everything you can to engage in transcendence in the universe where you find yourself.
Maybe those principles, I’m just saying, are themselves indicative of different levels. But
the point is that we almost never have that kind of conversation. Because we don’t, we—
all of us, including me—we fall into despair.
Q:

It’s like we’re living in a period where all those things, at least in our generation, we
were raised to believe in about what this nation and its fundamental values are being
challenged.

A:

I started off as a very poor kid, I mean really poor. I would not be where I am, welloff, with my wife, if I hadn’t been born in California, had not gone through the
University of California, gone to Berkeley, where I had almost free tuition, where I could
take out student loans which were forgiven—in effect I got a free education. So, do I
begrudge paying taxes? No, I really don’t and I’m offended…

Q:
A:

I saw a bumper sticker that said, “I’m a Democrat, please tax me.”
Yes, well I’m a recipient. I wouldn’t be here were it not for the benefits of the state of
California. I had to work hard and I had to have brains, but to give tax breaks to the super
wealthy, what does that represent? When you talk about sliding back regression to the
lower levels of development; that is so pathetic.
I think probably the most important question—because I know a lot of my liberal west
side friends in L.A. have almost given up hope—they see this as the end of the American
Empire, which may not be the worst of all things. Stop being the world’s bully. They are
in despair that the changes wrought by the Bush Administration may do irreversible or
irreparable damage to the U.S. I’m afraid of that. What Katrina showed: poor, mostly
black people like rats—I think that had a profound impact visually on even a lot of
conservative Republicans. They too, are disenchanted. Whether that will translate in
voting or whatever, that’s another thing.
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Q:

What you seem to be advocating, for example, in your book Crisis Leadership, is a
shift from being reactive to being proactive in dealing with all of the crises and the issues
that we’re faced with.

A:

But here’s the rub: You cannot be proactive. The word proactive is a low level way of
saying higher development. Most people really get hung up on hierarchy. It’s a post
modernism politically correct crap where they think of rigid hierarchies. It’s a bad word,
so they don’t want to say something is better than or worse than anything else. By
avoiding better or worse, in fact, they are saying it’s better to avoid better or worse.
So they’ve just done it. That’s the irony of their position. It’s not only relativism, but
also postmodern crap! They think post modernism is ‘better than.’ It is the only correct
way. You can’t be proactive unless you’ve reached a different stage of development.

What’s Next?
Q:

Given this history, what are you working on now and where do you see your next
phase going?

A:

I’m working on a variety of both popular and more intellectual books. I wouldn’t say
scholarly. You have to go out into the world of big publishers with agencies. One is a
book on un-reality. The main title would be America the Delusional. My wife has a Ph.D.
in education and she worked at the Pittsburgh public television station with Fred Rogers
[Mr. Rogers—a popular children’s program]. We’re working on a very popular book
applying Fred Rogers to the world of work. That’s a more popular way to talk about a lot
of the stuff that is really too difficult for most people to read. Although they need it, they
avoid it. I work between a variety of projects and they are all interesting to me. I do have
good students. I enjoy teaching. But what I think is really, really key is we have to get
more integral universities and integral this and that. We really do.

Q:

I’ve heard that Integral University just established a relationship with the Fielding
Institute [Santa Barbara, California]…

A:
Q:
A:

That’s interesting because Fielding is adult education.
…at the master’s program level.
That’s good enough and that’s a good start. I think Fielding is a viable alternative.

Q:

One of the challenges that is continually being cited since the 80’s and many of your
comments today have suggested is that we face a crisis of leadership in our society and in
our businesses. Can you comment on what you see as being important for the future
development of leaders and leadership in our organizations today?

A:

I think I’ve said it. The current leadership, again, is an expression of the current
development of society and of organizations. What did we hear on national news this
week? Verizon or Cingular is cutting back on their promised pensions to workers, even
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though they have the ability to pay them, because they are anticipating risk—or whether
it is greed or whatever. There are exceptions for a few specialized organizations like
Patagonia and some very special enlightened leaders who I think are more spiritually
developed.
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:

Like Herb Kelleher?
Yes. People like that. Yvon Chouinar, the guy who runs Patagonia, just wrote a book,
Let My People Go Surfing. He knows he has the kind of people who are dedicated and
will not take advantage of the organization. How would you explain what he is about to,
say, the head of GM because Ford and GM are failed companies now.
We could turn around the world and say certain societies are failed countries. They
just don’t work. Take Mexico. Maybe take us. They’re failed. Largely, today’s current
organizations have failed. They reached the end of their lifecycle. They reached the end
of the assumptions or the conditions to which they were responsive, mainly that level of
development, World War II. But they have not made the transition to the 21st century.
Bush is even farther back than that. He’s in extreme regression. One of the things going
on is this debate over intelligent design. It’s laughable because there is a form of
intelligent design. You want to talk about terms of integral philosophy that does make
sense, but not in the ways that is being currently framed.
It’s like the skeptics say evolution is not a theory; it’s a fact.
Yes, but even scientists don’t get it. I accept evolution. It accounts for things pretty
well. But what is it that sets the mechanism in place? Why do we live in a universe where
evolution is possible? That’s the way for me to frame it. How a “higher power” (or what)
intervenes and at what level and I don’t know? And then jump to, it intervenes because
we have these complex mechanisms and intelligent design or the creation shows that
people don’t understand systems development! Therefore, it must have come into being
all at once with all its properties—you can’t have a conversation with people who believe
this. One of the worst things I think has happened in this country, and I’m a part of it too,
is that we’re unable to converse now across the divides. I’ve never seen it so divisive,
never in my lifetime. Have you?
No.

A:

Not even during Reagan and Nixon, not even at the height of the Cold War, not even
at the height of the Vietnam War, which was divisive. Maybe because we’ve had 40
years of such division, I don’t know. Do we have a basis for hope that we will transcend
this? All I can say is, I really hope we do. I hope we have hope. I don’t know what else to
say.

Q:

Transdisciplinarity, not just in the academic sense, seems to be at least a theme that is
something you would advocate. Do you have any notion of a transdisciplinary agenda or
anything like that?
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A:

I think it is the integral program and ideas that we’ve talked about. It’s integral in
terms of the scope of knowledge and the scope of the development of people and of
humanity. So I’d say Ken’s integral philosophy is a theory of transdisciplinary
knowledge and development. It’s one and it’s as good as I know. I don’t know of any
others.
Most people have a low level meaning of interdisciplinary. They think, “Oh well,
maybe I learn x and I learn y and I do joint studies of x and y together.” That’s not what
Churchman’s notion of interdisciplinary is. Every concept in every field of knowledge
and every branch of knowledge presupposes all of the concepts or at least some of the
concepts of every other field. That’s very different. Take physics! You don’t do physics
as much as physicists would like to believe without human beings that are organized into
communities. The laws of physics maybe are just “out there” but as far as they are
known, they are known by people.

Q:

This is an affirmation of a theme that I think you expand on and develop very well in
Stakeholders of the Organizational Mind and the application of that seems to be what the
integral approach is all about.

A:

There is one place where I do disagree with Ken and I’ve talked to him about it. I do
agree when he locates the ‘it’ in the exterior. If I go back to my first book, The Subjective
Side of Science, yes there is an external world. I don’t doubt that. But that external is only
meaningful because there is an ‘I’, and internal world.
I don’t like the words subjective, objective. I want to totally ban them from the
vocabulary. They are outdated. Yes, there is a world that people regard as “it.” That’s the
crucial point; people regard it as it. It does not regard it as it. That means there are
people on the internal, left hand side that regard the external world as it. The right hand
side is impersonal and objects and all the rest of that. But that’s really a continuum. It’s
true that there are different senses of the right hand side; there are different concepts of
the world and spirituality. I accept that, but it is misleading.

Q:

One way that I think he’s been trying to make that distinction more recently is that he
would see in the lower right quadrant phenomena like communication, for example. But
the means, the mechanisms, the computers, the telephones or what have you, of
communication that are taking place, those are all artifacts.

A:

I agree with that. I agree. Artifacts mean they are human artifacts. They are not
artifacts of nature. The concept of nature itself is a human artifact. You could say the
concept of the human body is now an artifact. In fact, in reality we are on the way—make
no doubt about it—to becoming cyborgs. There is no doubt in my mind. What will
happen if there is a line or lines when we will cross over and what will it mean to be
human? The thing I would say about the internal and external dimension and even the ‘I,
we’, those things are not only in flux as they have never been in human history, but more
and more they are design possibilities. I’m not sure they are not also design nightmares.
Mainly, that line is being manipulated and eroded by human beings.
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Q:

There is an item in Ray Kurzweil’s newsletter today that there is a meeting of people
addressing the question of the legal aspects of people who are part human, part
machine…

A:

…but my point is when is it going to be that we’re going to have things that you can't
even say are part what? That’s almost quaint—their question. They’re not looking far
enough ahead. Here’s what the intelligent design people don’t get: that’s not the problem.
It’s dumb redesigns that we are faced with when we got through all these redesigns of
people.

Q:

Ian thanks. I look forward to your next book.

A:

Thank you.
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Integrales Lernen in und von Organisationen
Wendelin Küpers
Abstract: Bezogen auf das integrale Models von Ken Wilber untersucht der Beitrag die
Bedeutung des Lernens in und von Organisationen. Nach einer Darstellung der Relevanz
und des Grundverständnisses des Lernens im Organisationskontext, werden integrale
Dimensionen des Lernens dargestellt. Im Einzelnen werden die verschiedenen Sphären
eines inneren-subjektiven und äusseren-„objektiven“ Lernens des Einzelnen als auch ein
gemeinschaftliches Lernen und Lernen im System auf der kollektiven Ebene dargestellt
sowie deren interrelationaler Zusammenhang diskutiert. Schließlich beschreibt der
Beitrag noch integrale Lernprozesse sowie integrale Gestaltungsfelder zur Förderung des
Lernens in den verschiedenen Bereichen. Abschließend spricht der Artikel noch
Schwierigkeiten und Probleme an sowie nimmt im Fazit ein perspektivischen Ausblick
vor.
Keywords: Integrale lernprozesse, integrale theorie, organisatorisches lernen.
Abstract: Related to the integral model of Ken Wilber, this paper investigates the role of
learning in and of organisations. After describing the relevance and basic understanding
of learning in the context of organisations, integral dimensions of learning will be
outlined. In particular learning in the sphere of an inner-subjective and exterior-objective
learning of the individual and a communal learning and learning within a system on the
collective level as well as its interrelations will be discussed. Afterwards integral learning
processes and various measurements for enhancing integral learning in the different
sphere will be discussed. Finally, difficulties and problems will be addressed and in
conclusion some perspectives and implications are presented.
Keywords: Integral learning processes, integral theory, organizational learning.

Einführung
Der folgende Beitrag versucht die integrale Vision und Philosophie von Ken Wilber auf den
Bereich des Lernens für Organisationen zu beziehen. Dabei werden sowohl die lernrelevanten
Bereiche des Ichs, der Gemeinschaft bzw. der Kultur sowie des Systems in einem umfassenden,
ausgewogenen und dennoch spannungsreichen Beziehungskontext betrachtet. Integral bzw
integrieren bedeutet dabei ein differenzierendes und zugleich zusammenzuführendes,
vereinigendes und vernetzendes Vorgehen. Gemeinsamkeiten werden so zusammengebracht,
ohne die Unterschiede und Spezifika zu leugnen. Diese integrale Orientierung versteht sich mit
Wilber dabei nicht als eine endgültige oder festliegende Anschauung oder gar als einzig
mögliche. Sie ist vielmehr nur eine Sichtweise, die aus verschiedenen wissenschaftlichen
Disziplinen unterschiedliche Erkenntnisse und Forschungsergebnisse berücksichtigt und auf
kohärente Weise einbindet sowie in einem evolutionären Gesamtzusammenhang betrachtet (vgl.
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Wilber 2000a, S. 14). Das Entwicklungsverständnis einer integralen Evolution versteht sich
dabei nicht als starre, lineare Leiter, sondern als „eine fließende Angelegenheit mit Spiralen,
Wirbeln, Strömungen und Wellenbewegungen – und einer fast unendlichen Anzahl multipler
Modalitäten (vgl. Wilber 2000a, S. 18). Gerade dieses pluralistisch-integrale Verständnis ist für
die Potenziale und dynamischen Prozesse des Wissens und Lernens wichtig. Denn Wissens- und
Lernprozesse sind wesentlicher Teil der menschlichen Bewusstseinsentwicklung und
evolutionären Transformation: „Die Dialektik des Fortschritts zeigt sich darin, dass mit dem
Erwerb von Problemlösungsfähigkeiten neue Problemlagen zu Bewusstsein kommen.“ (Wilber
2001, S. 249). Zudem generiert der sozial-evolutionäre Lernvorgang selbst auf jeder
Entwicklungsstufe neue Ressourcen, die neue Dimensionen der Knappheit und damit neue
historische Bedürfnisse bedeuten (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 249).
Eingebettet in diese evolutionären Gesamtzusammenhänge konzentriert sich der folgende
Beitrag insbesondere auf den Bereich des Lernens in und von Organisationen. Den Konzepten
eines „organisationalen Lernen“ bzw. der „lernenden Organisation“ wird in der aktuellen
betriebswirtschaftlichen Forschung und Wirtschaftspraxis eine zunehmende Bedeutung für die
Entwicklungsfähigkeit und für die Bewältigung des Wandels von Organisationen beigemessen
(vgl. z. B. Argyris/Schön 2002; Brentel 2003; Eberl 1996; Huber 1991; Lembke, 2004; Wiegand
1996). Ist die Einsicht der Bedeutung des Lernens erst heute gewonnen worden? Haben
Mitglieder von Organisationen nicht bereits früher gelernt? Warum ist ein integrales Verständnis
des Lernens gerade gegenwärtig relevant? Um auf diese Fragen zu antworten, werde ich im
Folgenden zunächst kurz in den Kontext und die Relevanz von Lernprozessen in Organisationen
einführen. Aufbauend auf die Relevanz und das Grundverständnis des Lernens in und von
Organisationen werden danach integrale Dimensionen des Lernens im Einzelnen und in ihrem
Zusammenhang dargestellt sowie integrale Lernprozesse, Gestaltungsfelder sowie Probleme
diskutiert. Ziel dieser Ausführungen ist es, die Bedeutung eines integralen Lernens im
Organisationszusammenhang aufzuzeigen, damit diese zu einer lebendigen Wirklichkeit werden
können.

Kontext und Bedeutung des Lernens in Organisationen
Selbstverständlich wurde schon immer in den Betrieben gelernt und gelehrt, gab es Lehrende
und Lernende (vgl. Münch 1995, S. 88). So wurden bereits seit langem Organisationen als
„Lernorte“ verstanden, die als soziale Kontexte das Lernen von Individuen beeinflussen und
innerhalb derer Maßnahmen der Aus- und Weiterbildung insbesondere der Personalentwicklung
ansetzten. Handelt es sich also bei organisationalem Lernen um einen „alten Wein in neuen
Schläuchen“? Was erklärt die aktuelle Bedeutung des Lernens von und in Organisationen, die
eine besondere Resonanz sowohl in der organisationalen Wirtschaftspraxis wie in der
Organisationsforschung gefunden hat?
Für die Organisationspraxis ist die besondere Relevanz der Thematik u. a. auf
organisationsinterne wie sozio-kulturellen Veränderungsprozesse rückführbar. Diese
Veränderungen vollziehen sich einer durch große Unsicherheit gekennzeichneten Umwelt.
Neben der Entwicklung neuer Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologien sowie
grundlegender Veränderungen betrieblicher Organisationsformen und Wissens- und
Wertschöpfungsprozessen ist es eine Intensivierung des Innovations- Wettbewerbsbedarfs, der
einen steigenden Veränderungsdruck ausübt.
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Es kommt zu einem „Wandel des Wandels“ (Mann 1993, S. 14ff), der durch wachsende
Komplexität bestimmt ist (vgl. auch Klimecki/Probst/Eberl 1994). Diese äußert sich in der
Vielfalt von vernetzten Einflussfaktoren und Ereignissen sowie einer beschleunigten Dynamik
des Wandels. Veränderungsprozesse gestalten sich auch zunehmend diskontinuierlich, also
unabsehbar und sprunghaft. Bewährtes Wissen, herkömmliche Routinen oder stabile
Organisationsgefüge werden durch ständig neue Anforderungen in Frage gestellt. Mit immer
neuen Projektaufgaben, Stellenwechseln und Fluktuationen von Organisationsmitgliedern gehen
vielfältige Schwankungen einher, die eine kontinuierliche Zusammenarbeit wirkungsmächtig
beeinflussen. Schließlich sind Wandlungsprozesse zunehmend nicht linear und finalistisch,
sondern entfalten sich eher spiralförmig und mit offenem Ende (vgl. Weick/Quinn 1999, S. 382).
Diese Einflusskräfte und neuen Bedingungen des Wandels bringen es mit sich, dass
Organisationen sich von der Vorstellung absoluter Beherrschbarkeit, sicheren Prognosen und
einmal festgelegter, weil zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt tauglicher Verhaltensmuster
verabschieden müssen. Damit gehen Unsicherheiten und Ungewissheiten über die gegenwärtige
Situation sowie zukünftige Entwicklungen einher. Auch müssen sich Organisationen zunehmend
mit gegensätzlichen und paradoxen Anforderungen (z. B. Stabilität und Flexibilität; Kooperation
und Kompetition) und Ambiguitäten auseinandersetzen (Handy 1994; Müller-Stewens/Fontin
1997). Schließlich gehen von Veränderungsprozessen und -maßnahmen systemische Rück- und
Wechselwirkungen aus, die besondere Herausforderungen nicht nur an die Planung, die
Organisation und die Führung, sondern an alle Organisationsmitglieder stellen.
Anbetracht dieses dynamischen und drängenden Kontextes werden von dem Konzept einer
„lernenden Organisation“ bzw. „organisationalen Lernens,“ Möglichkeiten erwartet mit den
damit einhergehenden Herausforderungen konstruktiv umzugehen. Denn die beschriebenen
externen und/oder internen Herausforderungen können durch die Organisationen nicht (mehr) in
herkömmlicher Weise begegnet werden (vgl. Dodgson 1993, S. 376). Um wirtschaftlich in dem
beschriebenen Zusammenhängen zu überleben und sich weiterzuentwickeln ist eine
Selbstevolution der Akteure und Lernprozesse in Unternehmen erforderlich, d.h. umfassende
Entfaltung ihres emotionalen, körperlichen und geistigen Potenzials.
Neben einem “Verlernen“ (Hedberg 1981), also dem Überwinden von alten Routinen und
Wissensstrukturen sind integrale Lernprozesse notwendig, um ganzheitliche Orientierungen und
Entwicklungsprozesse in und von Organisationen zu gewinnen. Erst so vermögen es
Organisationen der paradoxen Anforderung zu genügen, einen „stabilen Wandel“ zu organisieren
und eine effektive Selbst- und Umweltanpassung zu realisieren. Mit anderen Worten: Lernen
ermöglicht, dass Organisationen ihre eigenen Strukturen so arrangieren können, dass sie
einerseits die Identität der Organisation gewährleisten. Andererseits aber auch soviel Spiel- und
Entwicklungsräume behalten, um die eigenen Selbstfestlegungen überraschbar bzw. variabel zu
halten und auch wieder auflösen oder verändern zu können. Denn das Erleben und die Selektion
von Diskontinuitäten, Unterbrechungen und Etablierung neuer Kontinuitäten bzw. Variationen
ist eine Bedingung der Möglichkeit des Lernens (vgl. Kranz 2000, 124). Die Leitbilder eines
„organisationalen Lernens“ bzw. einer „lernenden Organisation“ versprechen so zu einer
Bewältigung des organisationalen Wandels beizutragen. Denn sie vermitteln dem Unternehmen
Möglichkeiten zur Entwicklung bzw. Aktivierung notwendiger und Gestaltungs- und
Anpassungspotenziale.
Für die Organisationsforschung stellt organisationales Lernen ein wachsendes und zunehmend
bedeutsames Forschungsfeld dar. Mit seiner Offenheit und Ambiguität sowie dynamischen und
positiven Konnotation und Qualität als Beobachterkategorie, erlaubt der Lernbegriff
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Organisationsforschern scheinbar einen gemeinsamen Problembezug und Diskussionsbasis zu
finden. Wie der Kulturbegriff, organisiert der Lernbegriff unterschiedliche Interpretations- bzw.
Betrachtungsweisen und verschiedene Verwendungs- bzw. Erkenntnisinteressen in einer
Debatte.. Von dem Konzept erhofft man sich Organisationen bzw. organisationale Lernprozesse
und hierbei wirksame Einfluss- und Vermittlungsgrößen in deren Komplexität besser zu
verstehen und zu erklären. Für Praxis und Forschung zeigt die Fülle der Literatur und Rezeption
zum Thema einen großen Bedarf an Reflexion, um die sich real vollziehenden Veränderungen zu
bewältigen bzw. theoretisch aufzuarbeiten (vgl. z. B. Reinhardt 1995, S. 314).
Das integrale Modell kann dazu einen wertvollen Beitrag leisten. Ein integrales Verständnis
von Wissen und Lernen ist für die betriebswirtschaftliche Theorie und Wirtschaftspraxis
relevant, weil damit;
1. die begrenzte Auffassung herkömmlicher Ansätze und deren Mangel an integralem
Entwicklungs- und Transformationsverständnis überwunden und ein erweitertes und
zugleich vertieftes Verständnis von Wissens- und Lernprozessen gewonnen werden kann,
2. eine integrale „Gesundheit“ in Organisationen auf horizontaler und vertikaler Weise als
notwendig erkannt und lebensweltlich konkret entwickelt werden bzw. eine
Transformationspraxis zu dessen Verwirklichung aufgezeigt wird,
3. Perspektiven für eine nachhaltige Integration von spezifischen Wissens- und
Lernprozessen in Organisationen zugänglich werden,
4. spirituelle Dimensionen, die meist vernachlässigt oder nicht beachtet werden aber für
Organisationen und ihre Mitglieder von grundlegender Bedeutung sind (vgl. Hawkins
1991) berücksichtigt werden können,
5. Möglichkeiten integraler Organisations- und Managementformen als eine spirituelle
Praxis sich eröffnen (vgl. Butts 1999; Conger et al. 1994; Dehler/Welsh 1994;
Bolman/Deal 1995).
Grundlegend kann eine integrale Ausrichtung von Lernprozessen in Organisationen und ihren
Mitgliedern dazu dienen, deren aktuellen wie auch zukünftige Herausforderungen in den
Lebenswelten von Organisationen zu bewältigen. Bevor im Weiteren das integrale Modell von
Wilber auf Lernprozesse in Organisationen bezogen wird, gilt es zunächst zu klären, was unter
Lernen im Allgemeinen und unter „organisationalem Lernen“ im Besonderen zu verstehen ist.

Grundverständnis des organisationalen Lernens
Allgemein führt Lernen über Erfahrungsprozesse zu einer überdauernden
Verhaltensveränderung und neuen Fähigkeiten bzw. Erlebnis- und Handlungsmöglichkeiten im
Verhältnis zur Umwelt (vgl. Angermeier/Bednorz/Schuster 1991, S. 27; Bower/Hilgard 1981, S.
32). Es hat also sowohl innere wie äußere Bezüge, die wiederum beide in umfassendere Kontexte
eingebettet sind. Grundlegend kann Lernen als die Fähigkeit charakterisiert werden, bestehende
Denk- und Handlungsmuster zu revidieren und sich dabei zielgerichtet Veränderungen
anzupassen bzw. neue Orientierungen zu entwickeln. Dabei beschränkt sich der Lernprozess nie
nur auf abgrenzbares „Wissen“ als Lerninhalt bzw. -ergebnis, sondern umfasst immer auch die
gesamte (Lern-)Situation mit all ihren Vorkommnissen, Aktionen und Reaktionen, z. B.
Ressourcen, Freiräume, Kommunikationsstrukturen, Anwendungsmöglichkeiten, Feedback zu
Lernerfolgen (vgl. auch Bertels 1997, S. 58). In einem erweiterten Sinn kann Lernen sogar als
eine Art und Weise zu „sein“ überhaupt verstanden werden (vgl. Vaill 1998).
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Erkenntnisse über Ursachen und Prozesse sowie Wirkungen des Lernens wurden in
unterschiedlichen Lerntheorien systematisiert. Damit wurde versucht ein je spezifisches
Verständnis von Lernprozessen sowie Prognosen über Lernergebnisse und Lernfortschritte zu
gewinnen. Entsprechend können verschiedene, z. B. behavioristische, kognitivistische sowie
konstruktivistische Lerntheorien unterschieden werden, auf deren Einordnung und Gefahren
eines Reduktionismus noch zurückzukommen sein wird.
Wenden wir uns hier nun dem spezifischen Lernen in und von Organisationen zu. Die
wissenschaftliche Diskussion und Anwendungspraxis der „lernender Organisation“ und
„organisationalen Lernens“ ist durch Heterogenität und Vielschichtigkeit sowie durch das Fehlen
einer einheitlichen, allgemein akzeptierten Theorie bzw. Konzeption gekennzeichnet (vgl.
Hennemann 1998, S. 9f.; Eberl 1996, Huber 1991, Wiegand 1996). Nachfolgende Definition
integriert verschiedene Ansätze (vgl. u. a. Probst/Büchel 1998, v. Krogh/Ichijo/Nonaka 2000)
und folgt dabei einem anwendungsorientierten Verständnis der Organisationstheorie, welches zur
Lösung praktischer Probleme beizutragen versucht.
Organisationalem Lernen meint einen Prozess zur Erhöhung und Veränderung der
organisationalen Wissensbasis, der wiederum die Problemlösungs- und Handlungskompetenz
verbessert sowie Verhaltensweisen von und für Mitglieder innerhalb der Organisation erweitert.
Diese praxisorientierte Definition beinhaltet einzelne Kriterien, die im Folgenden kurz
erläutert werden. Eine organisationale Wissensbasis bezeichnet die in einer Organisation
verfügbaren Wissenselemente (z.B. Fakten, Regeln, Rezepte, Routinen, Normen, Standards etc.)
und ihrer Beziehungen. Wie eine Art „organisationales Gedächtnis“ (vgl. Walsh/Ungson 1991)
bestimmen diese auch unbewusst das Denken, Entscheiden und Handeln von Organisationen und
ihrer Mitglieder mit. Für ein bewusste Bearbeitung müssen die Inhalte dieser Wissensbasis von
den Organisationsmitgliedern allerdings verstanden, bearbeitet und gedeutet werden sowie als
anerkannt, verknüpfbar und nützlich gelten. Organisationales Lernen verändert und restrukturiert
nun diese gemeinsamen Orientierungsmuster oder schafft neues Wissen. Kompetenzen zur
Lösung von Problemen und zum Handeln umfassen Qualifikationen zur Erfüllung bestimmter
Ziele oder Aufgaben. Dazu gehören neben fachlichen Kenntnissen auch Gestaltungs- und
Umsetzungsfähigkeiten wie emotionale und soziale Kompetenzen. Über organisationale
Lernprozesse können diese Kompetenzen gewonnen oder weiterentwickelt und so verbessert
werden. Schließlich erweitert sich durch das organisationale Lernen auch das Repertoire der
Möglichkeiten der Organisation (vgl. Wiegand 1996, S. 15). Damit können sich Organisationen
und ihre Mitglieder nach Innen und nach Außen flexibler ausrichten und agieren.
Aus ökonomischer Sichtweise ist das Ziel des Lernens von Organisationen zum
Leistungsprozess des Unternehmens beizutragen (vgl. Dodgson 1993, S. 378). Damit soll die
Überlebens- und Wandlungsfähigkeit in einem von Wettbewerb bestimmten Marktkontext
gesichert und gefördert werden. Organisationales Lernen zielt dabei im Besonderen auf eine
Strategieentwicklung, Strukturgestaltung und Weiterentwicklung von Markt-, Kunden- und
Umweltbeziehungen (vgl. Sattelberger 1991, S. 13), um das Handlungs- und
Innovationsvermögen und damit Wettbewerbsvorteile zu gewährleisten. Das Lernen in und von
Organisationen dient dabei auch einem kritischen Hinterfragen bereits vorhandener Regeln,
Praktiken, Kompetenzen und relevanter Organisationsprozesse (vgl. Hennemann 1998, S.
163ff.). Auch unterstützt es den Aufbau von zukünftigen Kernkompetenzen bzw.
Aktionsspielräumen und die Bereitstellung alternativer Lösungsansätze. Schließlich zielt es auf
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die Entwicklung grundlegender Lernpotenziale und -fähigkeiten. Diese dienen gerade in Zeiten
einer sich radikal wandelnden internen und äußeren Umwelt der Organisationen auch als
Vorsorge gegen Unsicherheiten der Zukunft. Dass über diese ökonomischen Bestimmungen
hinaus, auch erweiterte Möglichkeiten einer individuellen, sozialen und kulturellen sowie
systemischen Transformationspraxis gewonnen werden können, soll die nun folgende
Darstellung integraler Dimensionen des Lernens in und von Organisationen zeigen. Zunächst
wird dazu eine ganzheitliche Wirklichkeitssicht des Lernens und danach das integrale Modell
vorgestellt und für das Lernen im Organisationszusammenhang fruchtbar zu machen versucht.

Holons und Holarchien: Die ganzheitliche Wirklichkeit des Wissens
und Lernens
Grundlegend wird mit dem integralen Modell von Ken Wilber wird eine multidimensionale
Integration angestrebt, welche die Wirklichkeit als ein Zusammenhang von Teilen und eines
Ganzen versteht (Holon). Jedes Holon, das simultan eine innere und eine äußere Dimension hat,
besteht also zugleich aus Ganzheiten und Teilheiten die in einem offenen Kontext miteinander
verbunden sind. „Es gibt kein Ganzes, das nicht auch zugleich Teil von einem anderen Ganzen
wäre, und dies setzt sich unendlich fort.“ (Wilber 2000, S. 41). Wilber (2001, 63ff) beschreibt
vier Grundvermögen von Holons: Selbsterhaltung, -anpassung, -transzendenz und -auflösung.
Zudem emergien Holons also lassen wie aus ihrer Vernetzung neue Eigenschaften und
Konfigurationsmuster i. S. zunehmender Ganzheit/Teilheit entstehen (vgl. Wilber 2001, 71ff).
Dabei transzendiert und inkorporiert jedes emergierende Holon seine(n) Vorläufer (vgl. Wilber
2001, 77ff ). „Alle Grundstrukturen und Grundfunktionen werden bewahrt und in eine größere
Identität aufgenommen“ (Wilber 2001, 78).. Das Niedrigere setzt zudem die Möglichkeit des
Höheren, das Höhere setzt die Wahrscheinlichkeit des Niedrigeren (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 80f ).
Bei all dem bestimmt die Anzahl der Ebenen die Tiefe der Hierarchie, wobei jede weitere
Evolutionsstufe zu einer Vertiefung führt. Dabei unterscheidet Wilber zwischen einer horizontale
Translation der Oberflächenstruktur und einer vertikalen Transformation der Tiefenstruktur (vgl.
Wilber 2001, S. 86). Während Hierarchien durch eine wachsende holistische Kapazität
verstanden werden und Heterarchien als nicht-hierarchische Interaktion der zu integrierenden
Elemente aufgefasst werden (vgl. Wilber 2000, S. 31), implizieren Holarchien, eine Balance des
Hierarchischen (qualitative Ebenen) und des Heterarchischen (wechselseitig verbundenen
Dimensionen). Dass das Wirkliche zugleich ein Ganzes und Teil (anderer Ganzheiten) ist,
kontextualisiert auch die Wirklichkeit – und damit das organisationale Wissen bzw. Lernen und
die lernende Organisation – in einem offenen (ko-evolutionären ) Zusammenhang (Holarchie).
Holarchien ko-evolvieren in Feldern von Feldern von Feldern (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 91f), wobei
Mikro und Makro auf allen Ebenen in Beziehung und Austausch miteinander stehen (vgl. Wilber
2001 S. 94).
Grundlegend nimmt die schöpferisch emergierende Evolution die Richtung zunehmender
Differenzierung, Vielgestaltigkeit, Komplexität und systemischer Organisation ein. Das
Zusammenwirken von Differenzierung (neue Teil- und Vielheiten) sowie Integration (neue
Ganz- und Einheit), welches das Muster von Holons ausmacht ist dabei seine integrative
Kohärenz (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 97) die zugleich durch eine zunehmende Strukturierung, relative
Autonomie bestimmt wird (vgl. Wilber 2001, 100f). Das gemeinsame Muster aller Evolution und
Höherentwicklung ist dabei eine „Holarchisierung“ (Wilber 2000, S. 52), bei dem
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Teilcharakteristika in einem umfassenderen Sinn einer kohärenten Einheit zusammengeführt und
verknüpft werden.
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durchzogen werden.
Bei Menschen können verschiedene
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können
sich
Mitarbeiter
und
Führungskräfte in Organisationen in
ihrem Alltagsleben gleichzeitig auf
verschiedenen
Ebenen
und
Entwicklungsniveaus bewegen (vgl.
Torbert 1994; Küpers 2004). Auf die
Bedeutung dieser Ebenen und Linien
Abb. 1: Die Holarchie der Entwicklung
der Entwicklung für das Lernen in und
von Organisationen wird noch
(vgl. Wilber 2001a, S. 59).
zurückzukommen sein.
zwischenmens chlich

Grundstruktur des 4-Q-Modells und Lernsphären
Die Bedeutung einer integralen Sicht von Lernen in und von Organisationen kann mit Hilfe
des 4-Quadranten Modells von Wilber (1997, 2001) erschlossen werden. Aufbauend auf dem
zuvor beschriebenen holonischen Wirklichkeitsverständnis, schlägt Wilber als wesentliche
Differenzierungen vor zwischen innerlichen und äußerlichen sowie individuellen und kollektiven
Quadranten zu unterscheiden. Die sich daraus ergebenden vier Quadranten sind die vier
Dimensionen jedes Holons. Diese stellen zugleich je eigene „Welten“ (Binnen-, Handlungs-,
Mit- sowie Sach-/Umwelt) mit je spezifischen Dimensionen dar. Folgende Abbildung zeigt die
Grundstruktur des Modells mit einigen beispielhaften Bestimmungen hier angewandt für die
Organisation.
Die oberen beiden Quadranten beinhalten die individuellen Sphären des Einzelnen. Während
der obere linke (Bewussteins-) Quadrant (I) sich auf die Binnenwelt des intentionalen,
denkenden, fühlenden und wollenden Subjektes („Ich“) bzw. Qualitäten des Individuellen
bezieht, umfasst der obere rechte (Verhaltens-) Quadrant (II) die Handlungs- und Wirkwelt des
Individuellen („Mein, Es“). Diese ist neben äußere materiellen-biologischen Manifestationen des
Verhaltens auch durch handlungspraktische Dimensionen des Wissens, Kompetenzen und
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Abb. 2: Grundstruktur und beispielhafte Bestimmungen
objektivierenden Außenaspekte:
des Vier-Quadranten-Modells für Organisationen.
das
obere
i.
S.
der
Einzelphänomene, das untere i.
S. vernetzter Systemphänomene. Die beiden linken Quadranten stehen dagegen für die Felder der
Innerlichkeit: Das obere verweist auf die „individuelle Innerlichkeit,“ während das untere ein
„kollektives Innen“ repräsentiert.
Diese analytischen Differenzierungen und dualistische Konzeption ist selbstverständlich nur
ein verständnisförderndes Konstrukt, das nicht beansprucht die „Wirklichkeit“ wiederzugeben.
Wie eine Landkarte ist dieser integrale Bezugsrahmen für eine Orientierung und Klärung der
einzelnen Elemente und Dimensionen des Lernens sowie ihres Verhältnisses zueinander
förderlich. „In realitas“ ist der Bereich des Subjektiven und deren Innenwelt unaufhebbare mit
dem „Außen,“ der Handlungs- und Wirkwelt verbunden, wie auch die Außendimensionen des
Individuellen immer auf dessen „Innen“ zurückverweisen. Auch gibt es kein gemeinschaftliches
Kollektiv ohne einen funktional-strukturellen Systemzusammenhang wie umgekehrt. Zudem
bedingen und beeinflussen sich die individuellen und sozialen kollektiven Gesamtbereiche
wechselseitig.
Angewandt auf das Thema des Lernens und Bezug zu den einzelnen Quadranten können
entsprechend spezifische Lernsphären unterschieden werden. Quadrant I bezieht sich auf das
subjektive Lernen, während der Quadrant II ein „objektives“ Lernen im Handlungsbereich
impliziert. Auf der kollektiven Ebene verweist der Quadrant III auf ein zwischenmenschliches
1

Außen

Inne n

Individualität

1

Die Zuordnung des Wissens in den oberen rechten Quadranten ist hier eine bewusste
handlungsspezifische Schwerpunktsetzung, die für den Organisationskontext zweckhaft erscheint.
Selbstverständlich ist das Wissen immer auch eine innere mentale Repräsentation (Quadrant I), ein
soziales Vermögen (Quadrant III) sowie ein systemische Ressource (Quadrant IV) (vgl. auch Romhardt
2002). Ähnliches gilt für die Kompetenzen, die es auch in den anderen Sphären gibt. Hier sind damit die
im Handeln und Verhalten sichtbaren Äußerungen von Individuen gemeint.
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Abb. 3: Die Lernsphären im integralen Quadrantenmodell.
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Abb. 4: Typische Fragen innerhalb des Vier-Sphärenmodells sowie eine „Es- oder ObjektSprache,” die nach einem
angewandt auf das Lernen in und von Organisationen.
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(was tut es, wie funktioniert es?) (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 187). Gemäß diesen verschiedenen
Sprachen stellen sich für jeden Bereich typische Fragen, hier beispielhaft angewandt auf das
Lernen in und von Organisationen:
Methodisch betrachtet, geht der linksseitige Weg mit seiner Orientierung auf der individuellen
Seite eher dialogisch-interpretativ, hermeneutisch und bewusstseinserforschend vor.
Demgegenüber folgt die rechtsseitige Ausrichtung eher einem monologisch-erklärenden,
empirischen, positivistischen und formorientierten Ansatz.

Entwicklungsebenen und –linien des Lernens

äs

Mit einem holonischen Verständnis eines integralen Lernens können zudem die zuvor
erwähnten verschiedene Entwicklungsebenen und -linien berücksichtigt werden. In allen
Lernbereichen gibt es demnach verschiedene Niveaus von Bewusstheitsebenen z.B. materielle,
körperliche, seelische, geistige Stufen des Lernens. Auch sind verschiedene Entwicklungslinien
des Lernens zu unterscheiden. Diese zeigen verschiedene Medien oder Bereiche der Entwicklung
des Lernens, z.B. moralische, kognitive, emotionale oder ästhetische Dimensionen sowohl des
Einzelnen wie des Kollektivs. Grundlegend kann analog zu den verschiedenen individuellen
Entwicklungslinien auch eine Binnendifferenzierung von organisationsspezifischen
Bewusstheitsstufen und Entwicklungslinien des Lernens angenommen werden. Genauso wie
individuelle Entwicklungslinien können sich auch organisationalen Linien der Entwicklung im
Innen und Außen sich gegenseitig verstärken oder blockieren. Auch hier gibt es also
unterschiedliche Entwicklungsniveaus und -geschwindigkeiten der verschiedenen Bereiche. Mit
den unterschiedlichen Bewusstheitsebenen und Entwicklungslinien ist ein „Lernholon“ auf eine
agentische, also handlungsorientierte Identität des Einzelnen und eine kommunale Identität des
Kollektivs wie auch auf eine subjektive Identität und eine objektiven Identität ausgerichtet.
Folgende Abbildung zeigt
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zudem

einseitige

Orientierungen

Reduktionismen beim herkömmlichen Lernverständnis
Wie bereits erwähnt, beeinflussen und durchdringen sich die verschiedenen Bereiche des
Lernens in ihrer realen Konkretion wechsel- und auch gegenseitig. Zwischen allen Quadranten
bzw. Lernsphären gibt es damit vielfältige Verflechtungen. Eine isolierte Betrachtung einzelner
Bereiche bleibt unzureichend da die vier Bereiche immer in einem ganzheitlichen
Zusammenhang unter Beachtung ihrer Interdependenzen zu sehen sind. Dies macht auch eine
kritische Betrachtung herkömmlicher lerntheoretischer Ansätze deutlich, welche verschiedene
Arten von Reduktionismen zeigen, die sich einseitig nur auf bestimmte Quadranten, Ebenen oder
Linien fokussieren.
Während kognitivistische Ansätze Lernen als internen Informationsverarbeitungs- und
Repräsentationsprozess von Erfahrungen des Einzelnen (Quadrant I) verorten, der zu einer
Veränderung von Kognitionen (z.B. Präferenzen, Annahmen, Urteile) führt, sehen
behavioristische Ansätze Lernen im Zusammenhang eines bloß äußeren ReizReaktionsmechanismus der über Konditionieren das Verhalten beeinflusst werden kann
(Quadrant II). Beim Konstruktivismus gibt es verschiedene Spielarten die sich jeweils auf
verschiedene Sphären beziehen. Nach dem radikalen Konstruktivismus bilden lernende Subjekte
die Wirklichkeit nicht einfach ab, sondern erzeugen sie selbst. Das Lernen ist demnach
informationell geschlossen, d.h. Information werden nicht von Außen (Umwelt) aufgenommen,
sondern selbst vom Subjekt (Quadrant I) auf der Grundlage seiner neuronalen Ausstattung
(Quadrant II) erstellt. Lernen wird so zu einem aktiv-konstruktiven, selbstgesteuerten Prozess.
Demgegenüber gehen Sozialkonstruktivisten von der Annahme aus, dass Lernen sich als
(Interpretations-)Produkt einer Gemeinschaft (Quadrant III) ergibt, deren Mitglieder bestimmte
Werte, Denktraditionen bzw. Interpretationspraktiken oder Arbeitsweisen miteinander teilen.
Demnach bringen soziale Konstruktionen (z. B. Vorstellungen, Vorurteile, Urteile, Meinungen
aller Art) wirklichkeitsschaffende Erkenntnisse und das Lernen hervor, d.h. Wirklichkeit wird
hergestellt, indem auf eine bestimmte Art und Weise über sie gesprochen wird und dabei
vielfältige Beziehungen koordiniert werden. Nach der neueren Systemtheorie ist Lernen als eine
funktionale Systemleistung zu beobachten, die über eine wirklichkeitsschaffende
leitdifferenzfolgende Unterscheidungs- und Kommunikationspraxis von sozialen Systemen
stattfindet (Quadrant IV).
Mit den erwähnten Ausrichtungen wird die Gefahr verschiedener Reduktionismen deutlich.
Ein Kognitionsreduktionismus ignoriert oder unterschätzt den äusseren Handlungsbereich (II)
ebenso wie die wichtigen sozialen (III) und systemischen (IV) Einbettungen und Vollzüge des
Lernens. Demgegenüber blendet ein behavioristischer Verhaltensreduktionismus die
Innendimensionen des Einzelnen (I) und des Kollektivs (III) aus. Damit sind die wichtigen
Fragen nach der Rolle des Bewusstseins, der Intentionalität sowie der Bedeutung und der Werte
ausgeschlossen (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 170, 178). Auch eine einseitige Ausrichtung auf neuronale
Prozesse als der materiellen Basis des Lernholons (materialistischer Reduktionismus) isoliert das
Lernen und dekontextualisiert es z. B. von der sozialen Lernkultur (III). Werden andererseits alle
Holons des Inneren (I + III) auf die äußere untere Seite reduziert (Funktionsreduktionismus) wie
bei der Systemtheorie oder in Technologieansätzen des Lernens, kommt es zu einer
monologischen Vereinseitigung. Diese lassen mit ihrem reinen Beobachtungsstandpunkt und
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objektivierenden Beschreibung des Lernens als Funktion keinen Platz mehr für das Subjekt (I)
und die Gemeinschaft (III) mit deren spezifischen Innenwelten.(vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 174).
Mit dem integralen Ansatz kann der einseitige Fokus der meisten Ansätze des
organisationalen Lernens auf kognitiv-rationale oder funktional-systemische Vorgänge
überwunden werden. Denn aus integraler Sicht ist Lernen immer auch ein psychodynamischer
und emotionaler Erfahrungsprozess (vgl. Scherer/Tran 2001, Küpers/Weilber 2005). Daher
müssen innere Dimensionen (Quadrant I) mit in ihrem Einfluss auf das Handeln und Verhalten
(Quadrant II) immer im Zusammenhang mit den kollektiven Bereich (Quadranten III + IV)
betrachtet werden. Beispielsweise tragen Emotionen nicht nur jede sprachliche Kommunikation
und Interaktion, sondern sind auch Bedingung für jede zwischenmenschliche Kooperation (vgl.
Maturana 1994, S. 30f.; Ciompi 1997, S. 250, 310f.). Denn ohne eine durch ”absichtliches oder
intuitives emotionales Einstimmen” hergestellte gemeinsame Basis bleibt eine kognitive
Mitteilung ”praktisch wirkungslos” (Ciompi 1997, S. 311). Zudem spielen Emotionen auch für
das Lernen eine wichtige, energetisierende (z. B. Interesse, freudige Antizipation, Stolz auf
Lernleistungen) oder lähmende (z. B. Angst, Stress, Ärger) Rolle. Auch hängt die Wirksamkeit
des Lernens von der emotionalen Dynamik, die sich in Interaktionsprozessen entfaltet sowie von
der Entwicklung und Praxis emotionaler Kompetenzen (vgl. Salovey/Mayer 1990; Goleman
1997, 1998) ab.
Im Weiteren werden die einzelnen Sphären besprochen und anschließend im Zusammenhang
betrachtet. Zunächst werden die beiden Innen- und dann die beiden Außendimensionen kurz
beschrieben. Wobei als Grundmuster das Innen als Bewusstsein und Tiefe, das Außen der Dinge
als Form und Oberfläche bestimmt werden kann (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 148).

Die einzelnen Quadranten bzw. Sphären des Lernens
Sphäre I : Inneres Lernen des Einzelnen (individuell-innerlich)
innerlich

Inhalt und Zugang

ind ividue ll

Ich

Subjektiv
Kriterien:
Wahrhaftigkeit
Aufrichtigkeit
Integrität
Vertrauenswürdigkeit

Abb. 6: Kriterien der Sphäre des
Inneren Lernens (individuell-innerlich).

In dieser Sphäre wird Lernen als Erfahrung
eines intentionalen Subjekts („Ich“) verstanden.
Diese Sphäre eines inneren Lernens umfasst
sowohl Körperempfindungen, Gefühle wie
auch Gedanken des Einzelnen als subjektiver
Erfahrungsbereich. Inhaltlich kommen hier also
die persönlichen (Lern-)Bereitschaften und
Einstellungen
und
grundlegenden
Werthaltungen
sowie
Lebenserfahrungen
zusammen. Ein Zugang zu diesen Bereich kann
durch
bewusstes
Selbsterleben
und
Selbstbetrachtung (Introspektion) gewonnen
werden.
Die
hier
notwendige
Selbstuntersuchung kann durch Erkenntnisse
der
Phänomenologie,
Methoden
der
Psychologie und Praktiken der Kontemplation
bzw. Meditation unterstützt werden. Die zu
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diesem Bereich ko-respondierenden spezifischen Gültigkeitskriterien zur Überprüfung von
Aussagen sind: Wahrhaftigkeit, Aufrichtigkeit, Integrität, Vertrauenswürdigkeit.
Lernen in und durch das Handeln („learning by doing“) stellt einen zentralen Lernprozess des
Menschen dar. Analog zu der von Romhardt (2002, S. 59) beschriebenen Sphäre des „inneren
Wissens“ macht dieser Bereich eines „inneren Lernens“ deutlich, dass wir uns als Menschen tief
leiblich und emotional wahrnehmen und kognitiv verstehen müssen, um in wahrhaftiger Art und
Weise nach Außen wirken zu können. Zur Praxis eines aufrichtigen und integeren wie
vertrauenswürdigen Seins müssen Innen und Außen sinnvoll korrespondieren. Mit anderen
Worten: Ohne ein reifes inneres Lernen kann kein wirkungsvoller äußerer Lern- und
Gestaltungsprozess in Organisationen gewonnen werden. Damit stellt dieser Bereich eine
wesentliche Grundvoraussetzung für das Lernen in und von Organisationen dar, wobei dabei
auch Gefahren und Probleme einer einseitig individuums-zentrierten Ausrichtung zu beachten
sind.
Beispiele von Gefahren und Problemen in diesem Bereich:
- Unterdrückung körperlicher Empfindungen (z. B. Stressbelastungen, Schmerz) und
Verdrängung von Gefühlen (z. B. Angst, Aggressivität).
- solipsistische Selektivität kognitiver Inhalte und Prozesse (z. B. bestimmte Denkmuster,
Rationalisierung von Motivation).
- Schwierigkeiten die innere Wahrhaftigkeit, Aufrichtigkeit und Integrität im (ökonischlebensweltlichen) Außen und Kollektiv zu leben, was u.a. zu emotionalen und kogntiven
Dissonanzen führen kann (vgl. Küpers 2006).
- Egozentrische Ausrichtung des Lernens verkennt gemeinschaftliche und systemische
sowie „weltzentrische“ Dimensionen und Perspektiven.

Sphäre II: Objektiviertes Lernen des Einzelnen (individuell-äußerlich)
Inhalt und Zugang
äußerlich

individuell

Es

Objektiviert
Kriterien:
Wahrheit
Entsprechung
Repräsentation

Abb. 7: Kriterien der Sphäre
des objektivierten Außenlernens.

Dieser
Bereich
umfasst
materielle,
objektivierbare Vergegenständlichungen (vgl.
Wenger 1998, S. 52) und organischeneurologische, also körperliche Grundlagen
sowie äußere Standards für das Lernen des
Einzelnen. Es beinhaltet die objektivierten
Äußerungen des Einzelnen in Form von sich im
Handeln manifestierenden und im Verhalten
wirksam werdenden oder in ihren Folgen
sichtbaren Kompetenzen und Motivations- und
Entscheidungspraktiken. Ein Zugang zu diesem
Bereich wird über erfahrungswissenschaftliche
Methoden des Empirismus insbesondere der
Verhaltenswissenschaften sowie Verfahren und
Erkenntnisse
der
Neurowissenschaften
gewonnen. Der Einzelne entwickelt in
Auseinandersetzung mit den äußeren Bezügen
Konstrukte, die Voraussetzung zum Urteilen in
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Differenzierungen z. B. richtig/falsch, gut/schlecht oder wahr/unwahr sind. Damit können äußere
Lernzustände und –prozesse beschrieben sowie deren Nützlichkeit bzw. Effektivität bewertet
werden. Die Überprüfung äußere Zustände können dabei nach Kriterien bzw. Ansprüchen auf
„Wahrheit,” Entsprechung und Repräsentation erfolgen.
In dieser Sphäre geht es in Hinblick auf das Lernen insbesondere um eine Entwicklung und
Verständigung über „objektiv“ im Verhalten sich äusserenden Wissen, Vermögen und
Kompetenzen. Darin wird das Lernen äußerlich praktisch und wirksam und vermittelt den
ökonomisch relevanten Bezug zur Performanz und Leistungsprozessen. Zu der Aus- und
Weiterbildung, Pflege und Entwicklung von verschiedenen Kenntnissen und Fähigkeiten, kommt
auch der Aufbau einer methodischen Lernfähigkeit i. S. eines „lernenden Lernen,” auf das noch
im Rahmen integraler Lernformen zurückzukommen sein wird.
Die Problematik dieses Bereichs liegt beispielhaft darin:
- dass der äußerer Zustand im Organisationskontext nur nach ökonomischen Messgrößen,
wie Nützlichkeit, Produktivität, Leistungseffizienz etc. bewertet wird.
- das Lernen der Agenten in Organisationen nur ökonomisch bestimmten
Entsprechungslogiken folgen kann.
- dass die Repräsentation von Wissen und Lernen Kategorien benötigt, die von dem
inneren leiblich-emotionalen Lernprozessen entfremden können.
- Einzelhandlungen ohne Verbindung zur Gemeinschaft und Kultur bleiben oft isoliert und
nur begrenzt effektiv.
- Aktionismus ohne systemische Einbettung, führt zu fehlenden „Anschlüssen.“

Sphäre III: Gemeinschaftliches Lernen / Lernkultur (kollektiv -innerlich)

sozial / kollektiv

Als Bereich des Zwischenmenschlichen und der kulturellen Rahmenbedingungen umfasst
diese Sphäre die vorherrschenden sowie identitätsbestimmenden Erzählungen, Konventionen,
und Regeln für Gruppen und Gemeinschaften. Die tradierten, wandelbaren, zeitspezifischen,
auch über Symbole und Artefakte erfahrbaren
innerlich
Wertvorstellungen, Normen und Überzeugungen
prägen das Erleben, Denken und Verhalten von
Mitarbeitern. Gemeinsame Wahrnehmungen,
Wir
Bedeutungen, semantische Standorte, kulturelle
Praktiken als intersubjektive Muster im
Bewusstsein beeinflussen maßgeblich die
Lernkultur einer Organisation. Lernen wird dabei
zu einer sozialen Leistung in einem gemeinsam
Intersubjektiv
geteilten
Kontext.
Zugang
zu
diesem
Kriterien:
Kulturbereich
kann
über
eine
Gerechtigkeit
verstehensorientierte
Einfühlung
von
Innen
und
Kulturelles Passen
hermeneutischen Rekonstruktion des gemeinsam
Gegenseitiges Verständnis
Richtigkeit
geteilten Kulturraums gewonnen werden.
Auf
der
Basis
eines
gegenseitigen
Verständnisses darüber, was als „richtig“ und
Abb. 8: Kriterien innerhalb der Sphäre
„gerecht“ gilt, organisieren die Mitglieder einer
der Lernkultur (sozial-innerlich).
Kultur ihr Zusammenleben. Angepasstes
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Verhalten wird dabei oft belohnt, während Abweichungen ggfl. sanktioniert werden. Die
leitenden Überprüfungskriterien dieses Bereichs sind dabei Gerechtigkeit, kulturelleres Passen,
Gegenseitiges Verständnis sowie Richtigkeit.
Eine gemeinsame (Lern-)Kultur ist eine grundlegende Voraussetzung für die Entwicklung
einer integralen Lernpraxis in Organisationen. Ist sie nur eingeschränkt vorhanden oder von
lernbehindernd gestaltet, kann sich ein integrales Lernen nur sehr begrenzt entwickeln. Nur auf
dieser kollektiven (Lern-)Basis können ein organisationsweites Lernen und damit die
Entwicklungsfähigkeit einer Organisation entstehen. Diese Sphäre ist auch der Entstehungs- und
Gestaltungsort für lebendige Lerngemeinschaften. Diese Gemeinschaften des Lernens sind als
Formen integraler Lernpraxis in besonderer Weise geeignet innovative und integrale Wissensund Lernprozesse in Organisationen zu fördern (vgl. Brown/Duguid 1991; Küpers 2003; Wenger
1998, Wenger/Snyder 2000; Romhardt 2002). Denn als Keimzellen für die Entwicklung und
Verlebendigung einer integralen Lernpraxis werden in ihr die individuellen, kollektiven sowie
“harten” und “weichen” Faktoren in einer ganzheitlichen Weise berücksichtigt. Damit stellen
Lerngemeinschaften wichtige Medien eines kollektiven und integralen Lernens dar und tragen
der Komplexität und Dynamik des lernökologischen Zusammenhangs in besonderer Weise
Rechnung. Dabei können sich praktische Lerngemeinschaften i. S. eines „Aufeinanderzulernens“
(Wiegand 1996, S. 409) am besten in überschaubare, kleine Gruppen realisieren. Die Entstehung
von miteinander geteiltem Gruppenwissen kann jedoch auch zur wissensbezogenen oder
abteilungsegoistischen Abgrenzung gegenüber anderen Gruppen oder der Gesamtorganisation
führen, was gruppenübergreifende Wissensweitergabe und organisationsweite Lernprozesse
erschwert.
Die Problematik dieses Bereichs liegt darin:
- „Kultur“ als „weicher“ und zugleich tief verwurzelten Bereich und fragliche
instrumentalisierbare Gestaltungsvariable für ein sozio-technokratisches Management ist
nur begrenzt steuer- bzw. wandelbar, bzw. erfordert eine hohen Planungs-,
Überzeugungs-, Kommunikations- und Kontrollaufwand.
- kulturelle Werte sind nicht als etwas beliebig Verfügbares und lassen sich nur begrenzt
und allenfalls mittelfristig verändern.
- Gerechtigkeit, gegenseitiges Verständnis und Richtigkeit sind anspruchsvolle Kriterien
die intersubjektiv immer neu zu verhandeln und zu bestimmen sind.
- Kulturelles Passen kann nicht ohne systemische Passungen gewonnen warden.
- Gruppendynamik und Group-think kann lernbehindernd sein.

Sphäre IV: Lernen im System (kollektiv-äußerlich)
Dieser kollektiv äußerliche Bereich enthält interobjektiven Strukturen, Funktionen und
Prozesse des Kollektivs bzw. Systems. Der Zugang erfolgt methodisch-konzeptionell über eine
Beobachtungsperspektive, mit der das Verhalten, Funktionen, Leistungen und Wirkungen
sozialer Entitäten und deren (Lern-)Relationen erfasst werden. In diesem Systembereich geht es
entsprechend um strukturelle Passung von Kommunikations- und Organisationsstrukturen und prozesse sowie eine Sicherung der Funktionalität von Gruppen oder ganzen Organisationen.
Der Bezug zum Lernen ist hier insbesondere durch die technologische Infrastruktur,
Ressourcen Zertifizierungen sowie weitere systemischen Zusammenhänge für das Lernen von
und in Organisationen gegeben. Werden Organisationen als lernende „Entitäten“ verstanden,
kommt gerade diesem überpersonalen Bereich eine wichtige Bedeutung zu. Die
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Gültigkeitskriterien sind hier neben dem
funktionalen bzw. strukturellen Passen
ausgerichtet
auf
systemische
Netzwerkzusammenhang,
Es
Anschlusslogiken sozialer Systeme und
ein
technologisches
Optimierungsniveau.
Organisationen und ein Lernen in und
von ihnen sind ohne funktionale
Interobjektiv
Strukturen bzw. Prozesse sowie
Kriterien:
grundlegende systemische Bedingungen
funktionelles / strukturelles Passen
nicht denkbar. Allerdings dominiert die
systemischer Netzwerkzusammenhang
Orientierung auf diesen Bereich häufig
Anschlusslogiken sozialer Systeme
die Wirtschaftspraxis. So basieren viele
technologisches Optimierungsniveau
Investitionen und der Einsatz von
Instrumenten und Technologien auf
Abb. 9: Kriterien innerhalb der Sphäre des
dieses äußerliche Funktionssystem.
Struktur- und Systemlernens (sozial-äusserlich).
Durch eine damit einhergehende
Vernachlässigung der anderen Bereiche kann es zu einer Veräußerlichung des Lernens ohne
individuelle und soziokulturelle Tiefe oder einer „Alles-und-jedes Ganzheitlichkeit“
(Flachlandholismus) kommen. Damit können sich Potenziale eines integralen und lebendigen
Lernens des Einzelnen wie von Lerngemeinschaften nicht entfalten.
Die Problematik dieser Sphäre liegt in folgenden Gefahren:
- Entindividualisierung, Objektivierung und Entfremdung des Lernens Einzelner und
Gemeinschaften.
- Instrumentelle Funktionalisierung bzw. Entwertung von subjektiven (Lern-)Erfahrungen.
- Fehlender Kulturbezug zum Lernen in Gemeinschaft.
- Fixierung auf Technologien und äußere Ressourcen.
sozial / kollektiv

äußerlich

Interrelationaler Zusammenhang der Sphären
Wie schon zuvor beschrieben, sind die vier (Lern-)Sphären bzw. Quadranten nicht getrennt
voneinander zu sehen. Sie haben vielmehr vielfältige Wechselbeziehungen zueinander. Alle vier
Bereiche des Lernens mit all ihren „Wirklichkeiten“ bzw. Perspektiven entwickeln sich immer
im
Zusammenhang.
Ein
integraler
Ansatz
berücksichtigt
diese
komplexen
Wechselzusammenhang und reich strukturierten Interrelationen (vgl. Wilber 2000a, S. 66).
Keine einzelne Sphäre lässt sich auf eine andere reduzieren (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 164).Zwischen
Außen und Innen sowie Individuellem und Kollektiven bestehen somit enge Korrelationen und
eine lebendige Wechselwirksamkeit. Nur wenn alle Felder gleichermassen und gleichwertig
berücksichtigt werden, können Organisationen und ihre Mitglieder zu einem integralen und
damit nachhaltigen Lernen kommen. Gerade zur Lösung von Aufgaben und Problemen im
Organisationsalltag sind sowohl die inneren wie äußeren Dimensionen des Lernen Einzelner
notwendig. Zudem müssen sowohl eine innere Lernkultur bzw. -gemeinschaft sowie äußere,
funktionale Lernstrukturen bzw. -systeme zusammen geschaffen, angeboten, koordiniert und
weiterentwickelt werden. Folgende Abbildung zeigt die Wechselbeziehungen zwischen den vier
Lernsphären und ihren Welten im Zusammenhang.
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Diese Wechselrelationen
werden
zudem
durch
BewusstseinsVerhaltensintegrative
Dynamiken
und
Quadrant
Quadrant
Wachstumsdynamiken
I
II
Objektiviertes Lernen
Subjektive Lernen
Entwicklungsstufen und linien
und
einen
übergreifenden “integralen
Zyklus“ (vgl. Edwards, 2005;
Cacioppe
&
Edwards,
Innenwelt (Ich)
Integrales Wirkwelt (Es)
2005a,b)
energetisiert
und
c
Lernen
koordiniert.
Mitwelt (Wir)
Sach-/Umwelt (Es)
Als ein holonistischer
Prozess, ereignet sich Lernen
Intersubjektives Lernen
Interobjektives Lernen
in und von Organisationen
somit als innerer und äußerer,
III
IV
individueller und kollektiver
KulturZusammenhang, der die
SystemQuadrant
Quadrant
verschieden
Quadranten
sowie
der
Kollektivität
Entwicklungsstufen und Abb.: 10 Wechselbeziehungen zwischen
linien in einem dynamischen
den vier Lernsphären
Gesamtzyklus
umfasst.
Werden jedoch einzelne
(Lern-)Sphären nicht hinreichend beachtet, kommt es zu Ungleichgewichten und Pathologien.
Konkrete Beispiele wären:
- Introspektions- und Reflexionsvermögen ohne hinreichende soziale Kompetenzen oder
Kommunikationsfähigkeiten.
- Ausgeprägte kognitive (Lern-)Fähigkeiten ohne Beachtung ihrer Grenzen oder
emotionaler Aspekte bzw. Kompetenzen (emotionale Intelligenz).
- Gruppen mit guter Lernkultur ohne Weitergabe oder funktionalen Anschluss an
Gesamtorganisation.
- Informations- und kommunikationstechnologische Unterstützung von Lernprozessen (z.
B. Computer Based Training), die von ihren Anwendern abgelehnt warden.
Au ßen

Inne n

Individualität

Eine parallele Betrachtung und gleichwertige Berücksichtigung der Themen, Potenziale und
Probleme in allen genannten Sphären ist eine wesentliche Voraussetzung für eine
differenzsensible integrale Entwicklung und Lernpraxis, die erst ein gelingendes innerliches und
äußerliches Wachstum von Organisationen und ihren Mitarbeitern ermöglicht.
Mit dem integralen Modell können so verschiedene spezifische Qualitäten für lernende
Organisationen eingeordnet werden (vgl. auch Pedler/Burgoyne/Boydell 1991, S. 127):
- Lernen aus eigenen Reflexionen und Erfahrungen (Quadrant I).
- Entwicklung von Lernfähigkeiten bzw. probierendes „Learning by doing“ (Quadrant II).
- Aufbau einer Lernkultur und gemeinschaftliches Lernen von und mit anderen (Quadrant
III).
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Individualität
BewusstseinsQuadrant

VerhaltensQuadrant

I

II

Wachstum s dynam ik

Außen

Innen

Integrative
Dynam ik

c
Entw icklungsebenen

Integraler
Zyklus

III

IV

KulturQuadrant

SystemQuadrant
Kollektivität

Abb. 11.: Integraler Zyklus, Wachstums- und Integrationsdynamiken des Lernholons
(vgl. Edwards, 2005)
-

rasches und effektives Übertragen bzw. Vermittlung von Wissen und Lernerkenntnissen
in der Organisation als Gemeinschaft und System (Quadrant III, IV).
Unterstützung
des
Lernens
durch
moderne
Informationsund
Kommunikationstechnologien (Quadrant IV).

Individuelles und kollektives Lernen im integralen Zusammenhang
Mit einem integralen Verständnis wird auch die wichtige Klärung der Lernträger und -ebenen
in Organisationen gewonnen, der Frage also, wer in Organisationen auf welchen Ebenen lernt?
Einerseits vollzieht sich das Lernen als ein Geschehen von Einzelnen. Probst und Büchel
(1998, S. 20) definieren individuelles Lernen als: „Veränderung im Verhalten oder im
Verhaltenspotenzial ... hinsichtlich einer bestimmten Situation, die auf wiederholte Erfahrungen
... in dieser Situation zurückgeht, vorausgesetzt, dass diese Verhaltensveränderung nicht auf
angeborene Reaktionstendenzen, Reifung oder vorübergehende Zustände zurückgeführt werden
kann“. Sie sehen dabei diesen Lernbegriff als Funktion von folgenden verschiedenen
Dimensionen: 1. der Erkenntnismöglichkeiten im Sinne von kognitiven Kategorien, 2. der
Intelligenz, 3. der Erfahrung im Sinne von sozial vermitteltem Wissen und eingelagerten
Fähigkeiten sowie 4. der historisch gewachsenen und situativ unterschiedlichen Bedürfnis- und
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Motivlage des Einzelnen. Dazu kommen die Interessen und Werthaltungen einzelner Lernender
einer Sache gegenüber sowie der individuell verschieden wahrgenommenen Schwierigkeitsgrade
des Lerngegenstandes. Individuell Lernende nehmen Informationen auf, wandeln sie in Wissen
bzw. erweitern eigene kognitive Strukturen um, darauf aufbauend, mittel- bis langfristig bessere
Handlungsergebnisse zu erreichen. Die durch das Handeln erzielten Resultate geben dem
einzelnen Lernenden Auskunft darüber, ob Lernfortschritte tatsächlich gemacht bzw. eine
bessere Bewältigung der (Daseins-)Realität möglich geworden ist.
Holonistisch betrachtet, realisiert sich individuelles Lernen also auf bzw. durch alle
Quadranten. Es manifestiert sich als Zuwachs an innerem Vermögen (z. B. kognitiver
Komplexität), an äußerer Handlungskompetenz, an der ausgefüllten Rolle in einer Gemeinschaft
oder am Grad seiner formal-institutionellen Operationalisierung. Ein individuell integral
Lernender berücksichtig all diese Perspektiven und „tetra-evolviert“ sich lernend entsprechend.
In Ergänzung zu den genannten individuellen Lernprozessen gibt es jedoch auch
Organisationszusammenhänge und Problemarten, die eine kollektive Lernform benötigen. Ein
kollektives Lernen dient u. a. zur Lösung von Problemen, die sehr komplex sind, d.h. die nicht
mit der individuellen Verarbeitungskapazität und individuellen Wissen allein gelöst werden
können. Bei komplexen Problemen gibt es zudem häufig keine Entscheidungskriterien für eine
„richtige“ Lösung, da kein bekannter Lösungsweg besteht und die Anzahl der notwendigen
Bearbeitungsschritte weitgehend unbekannt ist. Um Komplexität zu bewältigen ist oft auch eine
reflexive Veränderung von organisationalen Lerngewohnheiten (z. B. überholte Formen der
Informationsbeschaffung, -selektion und -verarbeitung) erforderlich, was ein gemeinschaftliches
Lernen erfordert. In solchen Lernzusammenhängen stehen dann nicht individuelle Motive,
Bedürfnisse, Erfahrungen oder Werthaltungen bzw. Handlungen und Gemeinschaftsbezüge ,
sondern übergreifende Orientierungen und Erfahrungsbezüge, sozial verbindliche
Entscheidungsverfahren oder eine normative Ordnung (vgl. Probst/Büchel 1998, S. 20) sowie
Regeln und Standards (vgl. Kieser/Beck/Tainio 2001) im Vordergrund.
Hinsichtlich der Lernträger wird der organisationale Lernprozess also von Individuen
getragen und entwickelt, ist aber auch partiell personen-unabhängig (z. B. über kollektive
Wissensbasis oder Praxis- bzw. Lerngemeinschaften) organisiert. Das Lernen in Organisationen
ist damit mehr und anderes als die Summe individuellen Lernens, denn er muss öffentlich
kommunizierbar, transparent und konsensfähig sein. Zudem kommen auf der systemischen
Ebene spezifische apersonale Dimensionen (z. B. die erwähnten äußeren Bedingungen,
Strukturen, Ressourcen und Technologien des Lernens) zum Einsatz.
Integral betrachtet sind individuelles und kollektives Lernen mit ihren verschiedenen Sphären
vielfältig und holonistisch miteinander verflochten. Damit ist das Lernen des Einzelnen zwar
eine notwendige, keineswegs aber eine hinreichende Bedingung für organisationales Lernen.
Einerseits ist individuelles Lernen als eine Rekonstruktion und Reorganisation von Erfahrungen
immer schon sozial gestaltet (vgl. Elkjaer 1999). Andererseits sind „überindividuelle“ Elemente
des organisationalen Lernens mit dem individuellen Handeln und intersubjektiven Wissen zu
verbinden (z.B. zur Koordination organisationsinterner Zusammenarbeit, Einsatz von
Technologien).
Der Unterschied zwischen individuellem und kollektivem Lernen liegt in der Art der
Konstruktion von Wirklichkeit bzw. holonistischen Perspektive mit der geschaut wird. Diese
bilden sich einerseits aus den Bedürfnissen, Motiven und Werthaltungen einzelner
Organisationsmitglieder (I) und ihres Wissen und Handelns (II); andererseits aus der kollektiv
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geteilten Praxis mit anderen Organisationsmitgliedern (III) und ihres systemischen
Funktionszusammenhangs (IV).
Organisationale Wirklichkeitskonstruktionen, also gemeinschaftliche Verständnisse über
Geschehnisse innerhalb und außerhalb der Organisation, entstehen nur dann, wenn die
Individuen bereit sind, ihre individuellen Konstruktionen, Perspektiven und deren Wissen und
Erfahrungen in kollektive Aushandlungs- und Organisationsprozesse einzubringen und damit
sich selbst wie anderen ermöglichen, neue Lernerfahrungen zu machen (vgl. Probst/Büchel
1998). Umgekehrt kann es nur eine lernende Organisation geben, wenn die individuellen und
gruppenbezogenen Lernprozesse hinreichend berücksichtigt und integriert werden.
Lernen vollzieht sich somit auf den Lernsphären des Individuums wie – auf einer Mesoebene
der Gruppe bzw. Teams (Kasl et al. 1997; Imel 1996) und der Organisation (vgl.
Crossan/Lane/White 1999). Während auf der Ebene des Individuums über weitgehend
unbewusste Intuition (z.B. über Erfahrungen, Bilder) und bewusste, individuelle Interpretation
(z.B. über mentale Modelle) gelernt wird, tritt in Gruppen noch gemeinsames Interpretieren und
eine Integration (z.B. über Interaktion, Geschichten) hinzu, die wiederum auf der
Organisationsebene durch eine Institutionalisierung (z.B. über Routinen, Regeln) erweitert wird.
Folgende Übersicht zeigt die verschiedenen Ebenen im Zusammenhang von Niveaus, Prozessen
und Inputs/Outputs.
Zwischen diesen Prozessen
Niveau
Prozess
InPut/OutPut
kann es zu vielfältigen Vorund Rückbewegungen von neu
Erfahrungen
zu Lernendem und bereits
Intuition
Bilder
Gelerntem
kommen.
Ein
Metaphern
Individuum
entsprechender
„feedback/forward-Prozess“
Sprache
lässt
neue
Ideen
und
Interpretation
kognitive Karten
Konversation/Dialog
Handlungen vom Individuum
zur Gruppe bis hin zum
geteiltes Verstehen
Organisationsniveau fließen.
Gruppe
Integration
wechselseitige Anpassung
Gleichzeitig kann Gelerntes
interaktive Systeme
von der Organisation zur
Gruppen oder Einzelebene
Routinen
zurückwirken
(„FeedbackOrganisation
Institutionalisierung
diagnostische Systeme
Prozess“)
und
dabei das
Regeln und Prozeduren
Denken und Handeln der
Personen betreffen. Folgende
Abb. 12: Prozesse und Niveauebenen des Lernens
Abbildung
zeigt
diese
in Organisationen (vgl. Crossan/Lane/White 1999, S. 525).
Zusammenhänge mit Bezug
auf
die
genannten
Lernprozesse.
Diese dynamischen Beziehungen können allerdings eingeschränkt werden. So kann es
beispielsweise schwierig sein, ein Lernen, das auf der Organisationsebene institutionalisiert ist,
zu verändern. Auch können bestimmte Lernprozesse auf unterschiedlichen Ebenen irrelevant
werden sowie Prozesse des „Feedback“ oder „Feedforward“ behindern.
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Gruppe

Organisation

Feedforward
intuitiv
erkennen

Individuum

Gruppe

Feedback

interpretieren

integrieren

Organisation
institutionalisieren

Abb. 13 Organisationales Lernen als dynamischer Prozess (vgl. Crossan et al. 1999, S. 532).

Lernformen und -prozesse
Mit dem zuvor diskutierten Modell kann ein integrales Lernen bestimmt werden, als ein
Prozess, bei dem subjektiv-innere und handlungsbezogenen-äussere Dimensionen des Einzelnen
verbunden sind bzw. zusammenwirken mit sozio-kulturellen inneren sowie funktionalsystemischen äußeren Wirklichkeiten. Nun gilt es dieses Verständnis in Bezug zu bestehenden
Lernprozessen zu stellen. Dazu werden zunächst eine einflussreiche Einordnung verschiedener
Prozesse des Lernens vorgestellt und dessen höchste Form, die eines reflexiven Meta-Lernen im
Verhältnis zu einem transformationalen Lernen und einer Visionslogik diskutiert. Zur
Klassifizierung verschiedener Lernzyklen wird von Argyris (vgl. 1976; 1982), in der Nachfolge
von Bateson (1972; 1983), zwischen Lernen 1. Ordnung, dem sog. „Einfach-Schleifen-Lernen“
(„Single Loop“) und einem Lernen 2. Ordnung. dem sog. „Doppel-Schleifen-Lernen“ („Double
Loop“) unterschieden. Dazu tritt, als eine Art Meta-Ebene des Lernens, das sog. „DeuteroLernen“.
1) Lernen erster Ordnung („single-loop-learning“) ist ein Lernen durch Fehlerkorrektur,
welches sich innerhalb eines gegebenen Satzes von Regeln bzw. vorhandener
Handlungstheorien vollzieht. Es führt zum Wissen, welche Arten von Programmen und
Verhaltensweisen in bestimmten Situationen zu welchen Resultaten führen (AnpassungsINTEGRAL REVIEW 2, 2006
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oder Verbesserungslernen). Ein Beispiel wäre ein Qualitätsprüfer, der einen Defekt in
einem Produkt entdeckt, diesen den Entwicklern meldet, die dann die
Produktspezifikationen ändern, um den Fehler zu beseitigen. Ein single-loop-Lernprozess
bleibt damit langfristig auf einem gleichen Entwicklungsniveau. Die Betonung liegt auf
“techniques and making techniques more efficient” (Usher/Bryant 1989, S. 87).
2) Lernen zweiter Ordnung („double-loop-learning“) zielt statt auf spezifische Aktivitäten
oder Verhaltensweisen auf eine fortgesetzte Verbesserung allgemeiner Regeln und
Normen, also der verhaltenssteuernden Handlungstheorien selbst. Es impliziert eine
Revision von Zielen, Prämissen und Werthaltungen und damit auch Modifikationen oder
ein Auswechseln des Bezugsrahmens („reframing“). Dies kann auch mit einem
„Verlernen“ überholter Verhaltensregeln oder Muster oder auch Abschaffung etablierter
Regeln einhergehen. Als ein „Veränderungslernen“ hat es längerfristig wirksamere
Konsequenzen für die Organisation als das bloß anpassungsorientierte Lernen erster
Ordnung. Dieses „Veränderungs- oder Neulernen“ kann z. B. dazu führen dass der zuvor
beschriebene Qualitätsdefekt nicht nur ausgeglichen, sondern zur Entwicklung einer
Zusatzqualität des Produktes oder des Service führt. Oder bezogen auf das Strategiefeld
„Markterschließung“ findet ein double-loop-Lernen statt, wenn ein Zulieferunternehmen,
das ein innovatives Produkt erfindet, lernt mit eigenen Marketingstrategien zur
Vermarktung aufzutreten. Das Doppel-Schleifenlernen ist dann notwendig, wenn
Praktiker und die Organisation informierte und reflektierte Entscheidungen für das
Design und die Umsetzung von Veränderungsprozessen bzw. zur Überwindung von
Ineffizienzen in der Organisation machen wollen.
3) Das Meta-Lernen („deutero-learning“) setzt die Kenntnis und Fähigkeit zum Single- und
Double-Loop-Learning sowie deren Beeinflussung voraus. Auf dieser Lernebene wird die
organisationale Lernfähigkeit selbst zum Gegenstand des Lernprozesses. Dabei wird z. B.
der Leitfrage gefolgt: „Ist unser Wissenserwerb und unsere Lernpraxis überhaupt
angemessen zur Erreichung unserer Strategien?“. Es fragt also nicht danach, ob „die
Dinge richtig getan,” sondern „die richtigen Dingen getan“ werden. Als ein „lernendes
Lernen“ analysiert und hinterfragt es die bisherigen Lernvorgänge im Hinblick auf den
Lernkontext, das Lernverhalten sowie die Lernerfolge oder -misserfolge (vgl. Bateson
1983, S. 378ff). Mit einem solchen „Verständnislernen“ können lernfördernde bzw. hemmende Faktoren bestimmt und die Wandlungsfähigkeit sichergestellt werden. Lernen
wird somit auch zu einem ständigen Prozess der übereinstimmenden Überprüfung von
Organisationsprozessen bzw. -strukturen und äußeren Umfeldeinflüssen. Als
höchstentwickelte Form des organisationalen Lernens kann es in einem
selbstorganisatorischen Entwicklungsprozess münden, welcher sich rekursiv dieses
Lernens bedient.
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Folgende Abbildung zeigt die einzelnen Zyklen im Zusammenhang:
Verständnislernen
(„Lernendes
Lernen“)

Kollektive Analyse und Reflexion
aller bisherigen Lernerfahrungen

Umweltbeobachtung
und - diagnose

Informationsvergleich:
Umwelt vs. Standards

Anpassungs- und Verbesserungslernen

Sofortige Korrektur
der Abweichungen
Veränderungsund Neulernen

Überprüfung der Standards
auf Angemessenheit

Abb. 14: Lernzyklus (in Anlehnung an Argyris 1994, S. 8).
Mit der Selbstreflexion beim Deutero-Lernen wird ein Wissen über vergangene Fehler und
Lernprozesse (z.B. aus dem Verbesserungs- und Veränderungslernen) gesammelt, bearbeitet und
kommuniziert. Dieses reflektierende Lernen überwindet reines Anpassungs- oder
Veränderungslernen, erhöht das Problemlösungspotenzial der Organisation und führt zu
grundlegenden Veränderungen der Handlungs- und Kommunikationsmuster überhaupt.
Erst ein solches reflexives Lernen ermöglicht es einer Organisation, nicht nur lernend
fortzuschreiten, sondern sich zielgerichtet und lernbereit zu entwickeln und eine generelle
organisationale
Lernfähigkeit
sowie
Zusammenhang der Lernzyklen
flexible
Gestaltungsformen
aufzubauen
(vgl. Sonntag
Reflexion,
Analyse und
Ziele, Normen
Ergebnisse
1996, S. 69). Während
Handlungen
Herstellung
Single-Loop-Lernen nur
eines Sinnbezugs
auf das Handeln und die
DoubleDeuteroSingleLoop
Learning
Loop
Aktionsstrategien bzw. systeme (Quadrant II +
Korrekturen
IV) zurückwirkt, erreicht
Korrekturen
das Double-Loop-Lernen
Korrekturen
auch verhaltenssteuernde
Einflussgrößen,
Abb. 15: Der Zusammenhang organisationalen Lernens
insbesondere
auch
(in Anlehnung an Probst/Büchel 1998, S. 38).
innerlich individuell und
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gemeinschaftlich bestimmte Ziele (Qudrant I + III). Doch erst beim Deutero-Lernen als
übergreifendes Prozesslernen kommt es zu fundamentaler Reflexion, Analyse und
Restrukturierung der leitenden Regeln, Normen sowie des übergreifenden Sinnbezugs selbst, die
alle anderen Lernprozesse voraussetzt und inkludiert. Folgende Abbildung zeigt diesen
Zusammenhang:
Damit verweist das „lernende Lernen“ (Deutero-Learning) auf eine integrale Lerndimension
vertikale Transformation (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 86). Umfassender als ein translationales Lernen,
das eine bestimmte Oberflächenstruktur nur horizontal verändert, verwandelt ein
transformationales Lernen auch die Tiefenstruktur (vgl. Fuhr/Gremmler-Fuhr 2005), welches
auch neue Formen der holonischen Ebenen und Agenzen emergieren lässt.

Bezug zwischen Deutero-Learning als Meta-Lernpraxis und der
Visions-Logik
Als eine Lernform auf einem Metaniveau („second tier“) verweist das Deutero-Learning auf
eine integrale Visionslogik. Diese auch als Schau- oder Netzwerklogik bezeichnete Orientierung
(vgl. Wilber 2001, 234ff, 319ff) stellt die höchstentwickelte rationale Stufe im Kontinuum der
Bewusstseinsentwicklung vom magisch-mythologisch, mythisch-rational bis zum rationalen
Denken dar. Wie kann diese Visionslogik verstanden werden?
Indem ich diesen Beitrag schreibe und Sie ihn lesen, verwenden wir in gewisserweise die
Schau-Logik. Wir versuchen dabei nicht nur rationale Gewissheit über einzelne Sachverhalte
oder Argumente zu gewinnen, sondern sie auch zusammen zu vergegenwärtigen. Damit können
wir entscheiden, ob und wie diese sich als eine Vision (von Wahrheit) zusammenfügen. SchauLogik kann dabei auch mit Widersprüchen umgehen und Gegensätze vereinigen. Als ein nichtlineares Vermögen, ist es fähig auch scheinbar unvereinbare Dinge oder Themen in einem neuen
oder integraleren Holonzusammenhang zu verknüpfen. Während der Verstand, d. h. die Ratio
bzw. die formal- operative Intelligenz perspektivisch einseitig, sich spezialisierend, trennend und
analysierend ist, integriert die Schau-Logik die verschiedenen Perspektiven, in einer
multiperspektivischen synthetischen und interdisziplinären Weise, i. S. einer „integrierenden
Vernunft“ (Wilber 1997, S. 331).
Mit der Schaulogik besteht nach Wilber auch das Potenzial zu globalen Organisationsformen
bzw. Kultur zu kommen, die zu noch höheren Formen evolvieren können (vgl. Wilber 2001, S.
235). Die Weltsicht bzw. den Weltraum der Schau-Logik kann als „existenziell“ und
„zentaurisch“ bestimmt werden. Der Zentaur ist ein mythisches Fabelwesen, das halb Mensch
halb Tier, als Symbol für die Integration von Körper und Geist steht. Die zentraurische
Schaulogik vereinigt somit in sich Physiosphäre (Materie), Biosphäre (Körper) und Noosphäre
(Geist) als nächster Schritt einer globalen Transformation (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 322).
Die integrative Kraft der Schaulogik wurde bereits vor Wilber vielfach beschrieben. So hat
Jean Gebser eine umfassende Untersuchung zu dem von ihm als „integral-aperspektivisch“
genannten Bewusstseins vorgenommen (vgl. Gebser 1953). Konnte bereits die vorausgehende
Stufe rational-perspektivische Orientierung verschiedene Perspektiven einnehmen, vermag erst
der integral–aperspektivische Geist alle Perspektiven zusammen zu betrachten und zu
integrieren. Dieses aperspektivische Denken der Schaulogik erfasst dabei die holonische
Kontextualität integraler Strukturen und Prozesse in einem übergreifenden Zusammenhang.
Auch wenn alle Perspektiven zusammenhängen und keine als endgültig gelten kann, führt dies
nicht notwendigerweise in einen Relativismus. Vielmehr kann so eine neue Transparenz und die
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Möglichkeit von weiterführenden Emergenzen in einer umfassenderen Dimension gewonnen
werden.
Die so gewonnene weltzentrische Perspektive wird daher von Gebser (1953) als „universalintegral,” „weltoffen“ und „welttransparent“ gesehen. Schaulogik folgt somit einer
weltzentrischen Ausrichtung, die ein postkonventionelles Stadium anstrebt, also die
Verwirklichung einer rechtlichen, moralischen und politischen Freiheit. Dies ist für all
diejenigen zugänglich ist, die willens sind, sich weiterzuentwickeln und bereit sind global zu
denken und eine transpersonale Dimension im Verbund mit vorpersonalen und personalen auch
kritisch-rationalen Sphären in ihr Leben zu integrieren (vgl. Wilber 2001, S. 320, 321). Ein
Einüben und fortwährende Integration der Schaulogik in und durch ein das Lernen kann zu einer
solchen integralen Sicht und Praxis in besonderer Weise beitragen.

Integrale Gestaltungsfelder
Individualität
Verhaltens-/
Handlungsbereich

Bewusstseinsbereich

Training
und Verhaltensänderungen
durch objektives Lernen,
Entw icklung von Wissen
und Fähigkeiten

Außen

Innen

Selbsterkenntnis
und Transformation
durch subjektives Lernen,
ind. Selbst- und
Persönlichkeitsentwicklung

c
Gestaltungsfelder
Kulturw andel
durch gemeinschaftliches
Lernen in einer Lernkultur
durch Beziehungs- und
Kulturentw icklung

Kulturbereich

Restrukturierung,
Systementwicklung von
Strukturen, Funktionen,
Ressourcen etc durch
interobjektives
system isches
Lernen System-

bereich
Kollektivität

Abb.: 16 Beispielhafte Gestaltungsfelder innerhalb
der vier Sphären und ihr Zusammenhang.

Die vier Quadranten
stellen
spezifische
Gestaltungsfelder dar, die
miteinander
abgestimmt
werden müssen, um die
Entwicklung
einer
Organisation integral und
nachhaltig zu gestalten.
Folgende Abbildung zeigt
verschiedene
Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten
in den einzelnen Sphären in
ihrem Zusammenhang.
Im Folgenden werden
einige
beispielhafte
Maßnahmen
zu
den
einzelnen
Gestaltungsfeldern hier nur
kurz aufgelistet:
Zur Förderung von
lernunterstützender
Selbsterkenntnis
und
subjektiven
Lernens

(Sphäre I) dienen z. B.:
- Selbststudium und subjektives Erfahrungslernen (z. B. durch Übungen zur
Wahrnehmung, Kontemplation und Meditation).
- Techniken zum Selbstmanagement (z. B. für Umgang mit Lernstress und schwierigkeiten sowie emotionalen und kognitiven Dissonanzen).
- Reflexion und Weiterentwicklung eigener Wertvorstellungen (z. B. in einem
persönlichen Mission Statement oder Lerntagebuch).
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Lernrelevante Verhaltensänderung und Entwicklung von Wissen und Fähigkeiten (Sphäre II)
können gefördert werden z. B. durch:
- Aus- und Weiterbildung von Wissensinhalten und Kompetenzen (z. B. Erlernen von
Lerntechniken, Problem-Lösungsverfahren, Konfliktlösungsfähigkeiten etc.).
- Ermöglichung von Selbstwirksamkeitserleben durch Handeln und Handlungsspielräume.
- Massnahmen der individuellen und handlungspraktischen Personalentwicklung (z. B.
Coaching, Trainings on-, off- the-job).
Ein lernspezifischer Kulturwandel und gemeinschaftlichen Lernens (Sphäre III) kann
unterstützt werden z. B. durch:
- Förderung von Team- und Gruppenlernen (z. B. durch Gruppenmoderation, Feedback,
Intervision etc.).
- Gemeinsame Reflexion und Weiterentwicklung der Werte und Normen der Organisation
(z. B. Organisations- bzw. Abteilungsleitsätze).
- Maßnahmen der kollektiven Personal-, Team- und Organisationsentwicklung (z. B.
gruppendynamisches Training).
- Aufbau und Entwicklung von Lerngemeinschaften.
Zur Entwicklung einer nachhaltigen Lernkultur ist eine kooperativ-kommunikative (Lern-)
Kultur anzustreben (vgl. Kropp 1997, S. 423),
- die nach Ausgleich von Machtverhältnissen und Reduktion von Abhängigkeiten
beteiligter Interessengruppen auf der Grundlage von Handlungsspielräumen,
Entwicklungsförderung, (Fehler-)Toleranz und Offenheit strebt und dabei.
- verschiedene Einzel- und Kollektivinteressen auf der Basis von Gerechtigkeit, Fairness
und Gleichheit, i. S. Gleichwertigkeit anerkennt und konfliktaustragenden Ausgleich
anstrebt.
- bei Verhandlungen einem kooperativen Dialogprinzip, d. h. einer verantwortungsvollen
Beteiligung möglichst aller Betroffenen folgt.
- versucht eine sinnstiftende und vertrauensorientierte Arbeits- und Lernwelt zu fördern.
Eine Restrukturierung und Systementwicklung der Organisation (Sphäre IV) kann z. B.
gefördert werden durch:
- Verbesserung funktionaler Strukturen und Prozesse (z. B. Optimierung des
organisationalen Designs der Aufbau und Ablauforganisation sowie von work-flowProzessen).
- Massnahmen zu lernförderlichen Wandelprozessen (z. B. Techniken des ChangeManagements).
- Funktionales, lernorientiertes Wissensmanagement.
- Einsatz von lernrelevanten Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologien.
- Strategische Ausrichtung und Bewertung von Leistungsprozessen die durch Lernen
generiert warden.
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Probleme und Grenzen
Um ein integrales Lernen zu verwirklichen, sind mögliche Schwierigkeiten und Probleme zu
beachten, die ich hier abschließend anspreche. So können Lernbarrieren (vgl. Schüppel 1996, S.
107ff.) und lernbehindernde Organisationskulturen bzw. -strukturen (vgl. Antal/Rosenbrock
2001) die Entwicklung integraler Lernformen stark einschränken. Zu den Lernhindernisse
gehören z. B. die bevorzugte Wahrnehmung von direkten Reizen und kurzfristigen Feedbacks
gegenüber indirekten und langsam verlaufenden langfristigen Prozessen oder eine fehlende
Verknüpfung von persönlichen Erfahrungen und organisationalem Lernen (vgl. Senge 1996, S.
28f). Neben dem Aufbau von lernunterstützenden Strukturen und Prozessen kommt auch der
Vermeidung und dem Abbau von Hemmnissen und Demotivatoren (vgl. Wunderer/Küpers 2002)
wachsende Bedeutung zu. Die Etablierung und Wirksamkeit integraler Lernpraktiken kann auch
durch „Kurzsichtigkeiten“ des ökonomischen Denkens eingeschränkt werden (vgl.
Levinthal/March 1993, S. 101f.). Dazu gehören z.B. die Ignorierung einer langfristigen
Perspektive oder des größeren Systemzusammenhangs, in dem sich das Lernen in und von
Organisationen vollzieht. Zudem können auch „Lernfallen“ auftreten, die sich durch eine
einseitige vergangenheitsorientierte Ausnutzung des Bestehenden (z.B. lerneinschränkendes
Festhalten am status quo) oder Ausrichtung nur auf zukunftsgerichtete Entdeckung von Neuem
ergeben. Als problematisch können sich auch die Sicherstellung einer organisationsdienlichen
Verwendung von erlerntem Wissen und Können und die dauerhafte Aufrechterhaltung von
lernpraktischen Anwendungsprozessen erweisen (vgl. Hennemann 1998, S. 207) So besteht die
Gefahr das auch „schlechte“ oder für die Organisation schädliche Verhaltensmuster gelernt
werden (vgl. Levitt/March 1988). Des Weiteren sind die verbreitete und realitätsferne
Vernachlässigung von Machtfragen (vgl. Coopey 1995) und die mikropolitische Dimensionen
des Organisationslernens problematisch. Organisationslernen baut auf einer individuell, sozial
und systemisch konstruierten Homogenitäten auf (z. B. Begrenzung auf hierarchiekonforme
Inhalte) und ist auch daher nicht wertneutral, sondern immer auch ein politischer Prozess. Auch
besteht die Gefahr des Missbrauchs der Lernkonzepte zur Erweiterung der Managementkontrolle
oder Legitimierung von personalpolitischen Maßnahmen aufgrund fehlender Lernbereitschaft
oder -fähigkeit. Des Weiteren kann es nur für eine optimierende Ausnutzung der Mitarbeiter als
Human-Ressourcen (vgl. Schneider 1999; Steyaert/Janssens 1999) fungieren, welches nicht die
Entwicklung humaner Potenziale zu sehen versteht (vgl. Casse 1994; Kumar Kalra 1997).
Bei vielen Ansätzen des organisationalen Lernens wird auch die Rolle der TopFührungskräfte überbetont bzw. einseitig privilegiert, was die Vielfalt von anderen Akteuren z.B.
im mittleren Management (vgl. Nonaka 1994) oder (informelle) Lerngemeinschaften
unterschätzt. Zudem sind die gewandelten Rollen und Aufgaben der Führung hinsichtlich der
Förderung der Lernbereitschaft wie -fähigkeit bei den Mitarbeitern zu beachten. Führungskräfte
sind demnach Auslöser und Förderer individueller und kollektiver Lernprozesse. Als Trainer,
Coach und Berater werden Führungskräfte damit zu Dienstleistern ihrer Mitarbeiter (vgl.
Doppler/Lauterburg 1995, Kostka/Krämer 1997), um so zur Entwicklung einer lernenden
Organisation beizutragen. Führungskräfte müssen dabei zu “dienenden Führern” werden. (vgl.
Kofman/Senge 1995; Spears, 1995). Dabei ist auch das Lernen von Führungskräften selbst (vgl.
Burgoyne/Reynolds 1998) sowie ein Lernen von in Praxisgemeinschaften stärker zu
berücksichtigen.
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Fazit und Perspektive
Ich habe in diesem Beitrag versucht die Bedeutung eines integralen Umgangs mit Wissen und
Lernprozessen in Unternehmen darzustellen. Aufbauend auf dem Modell von Ken Wilber wurde
das Lernen als Teil-Ganzheit (Holons) mit Bezug zum Organisationskontext beschrieben. Dazu
wurde Wilbers holonisches Quadrantenmodell und dynamische Entwicklungslinien auf das
Lernen in und von Organisationen angewandt sowie integrale Lerndimensionen diskutiert. Wie
deutlich wurde, kann ein Lernen von und in Organisationen kein „Patentrezept“ sein, dass ohne
betriebsindividuelle Anpassung eingeführt und verankert werden kann. Damit bleibt eine
einfache Generalisierbarkeit und Instrumentalisierbarkeit von Lernkonzepten fraglich und
unzureichend (vgl. auch Roehl/Wiegand 1998, S. 21). Jede Organisation muss vielmehr in
Abhängigkeit ihrer ganz spezifischen Betriebsgeschichte, Mitarbeitern sowie bestehenden Kultur
und externen Sach- und Umwelt ihren eigenen Weg des Lernens und damit des Wandels finden
(vgl. Nevis/DiBella/Gould 1995).
Entscheidend für eine lebendige Ausgestaltung eines integralen Lernens und Entwicklung
einer „gesunden“ Organisation wird es sein, die Dimensionen, Funktionen, Zwecke und Prozesse
sowie Bedeutungen und Implikationen des Lernens auf einer integralen Basis zu gründen. Um
diese im Arbeitsleben zu verwirklichen sind auch unterstützende Aktivitäten (vgl. Kriger/Hanson
1999) 2 und integrale Koordination und Evaluation aller Maßnahmen erforderlich.
Anwendungspraktisch wie forschungsbezogen stellt die „In-Beziehung-Setzung“ und
Übertragung des Lernens zwischen den verschiedenen Quadranten bzw. deren Sphären eine
besondere Herausforderung dar. So gelte es den Zusammenhang von Quadranten und
Entwicklungsstufen und –linien des Lernens noch tiefergehend mit einer integralen
Methodologie zu untersuchen, gleichmassen die Perspektiven der ersten, zweiten und dritten
Person (Singular und Plural) systematisch berücksichtigt Aufschlussreich wäre es auch
verschiedene Typen des Bewusstseins, z. B. Persönlichkeitslerntypen oder verschiedene
geschlechtsspezifische Lernstile auf verschiedenen Entwicklungsebenen vertiefend zu
erforschen. Des Weiteren wären leiblich-sinnliche sowie narrative Dimensionen des impliziten
Wissens und Lernens im integralen Zusammenhang zu erforschen (vgl. Küpers 2005).
Zu untersuchen wären auch weitere, umfassendere Lernebenen, wie z. B. interorganisationales Lernen (vgl. Prange 1996) zu berücksichtigen. Dabei vollziehen sich
Lernprozesse zwischen einzelnen Organisationseinheiten oder in Netzwerken verbundenen
Organisationen. Dazu können bereichsübergreifende Gruppen (z. B. Strategieteams, Projektoder Koordinationsgruppen) gebildet werden, die eine „Durchmischung“ und Kombination von
Mitarbeitern unterschiedlicher Bereiche bewirken. Damit kann es zur Nutzung von größeren
Wissens- und Erfahrungskontexten sowie zu einer Institutionalisierung von Freiräumen für
kollektives Lernen kommen, in denen gemeinsam neue Routinen entwickelt werden können (vgl.
z. B. Wilkesmann 1999). Noch umfassender sind überbetriebliche Netzwerke bei denen
Unternehmen, z. B. zur Entwicklung von Produktions- und Innovationsprozessen, lernend in
2

Kriger/Hanson (1999, S. 312) benennen folgende Unterstützungsmassnahmen: 1 Behavior consistent
with values, 2 Creating a climate where morality and ethics are truly important, 3 Legitimizing differing
viewpoints, values, and beliefs, 4 Developing imagination, inspiration, and mindfulness, 5 Letting go of
expectations that are unrealistic, 6 Acknowledgement of the efforts and accomplishments of others, 7
Creating organizational processes that develop the whole person ± not just exploiting current talents and
strengths).
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intensiven Austausch- und Kooperationsbeziehungen mit Kunden und Lieferanten und teilweise
auch mit Wettbewerbern und Forschungseinrichtungen stehen (vgl. z. B. Braczyk 1998). Dem
schließen sich Horizonte einer Erforschung eines interkulturellen und globalen Lernens von und
in Organisationen an (vgl. Brunold 2004).
Noch immer gibt es zum Konzept des organisationalen Lernens viele offene Fragen und zu
wenig Antworten (vgl. Schreyögg/Eberl 1998). Für Praxis und Forschung sind daher weitere
Umsetzungsmöglichkeiten und eine vertiefte Reflexion über organisationales Lernen und auch
dessen ethischen Grundlagen bzw. Implikationen (vgl. z.B. Snell 2001) notwendig, um die sich
real vollziehenden Veränderungen und den damit einhergehenden Wandelprozess zu bewältigen
bzw. theoretisch aufzuarbeiten.
Für die Zukunft besteht daher hinsichtlich der weiteren Auseinandersetzung mit Formen eines
integralen organisationalen Lernens bzw. integraler lernender Organisation ein hoher Bedarf an
interdisziplinärer, theoretische wie empirischer Forschung sowie konkreter Praxisanwendung.
Erst dann können deren potenzielle wie faktische Möglichkeiten, aber auch Grenzen
systematisch aufgedeckt und praktisch erprobt werden. Das hier vorgestellte Modell bietet dabei
ein wichtiges Orientierungsheuristik für die Entwicklung und Praxis eines integralen Lernens
von und in Organisationen. In gewisserweise ist eine integrale Praxis in und von Organisationen
inhärent lernorientiert. Reife integrale Organisationen sind lernende Institutionen, da Integralität
über deren Perspektivierung ein ständiges und umfassendes Lernen auf mehreren Ebenen
impliziert. Denn eine integrale Reflexion und integrales Handeln sowie integrale
Gemeinschaftsentwicklung und Kommunikation sowie integrale Struktur-, Funktions- bzw.
Systementwicklung beinhalten bzw. bewirken fortwährende Lern- und Bildungsprozesse.
Mit einer solchen integralen Lernorientierung und entsprechenden Transformationspraxis
wird es möglich, dass lernende Organisationen und ihre Mitglieder zu kreativeren, offeneren und
sinnstiftenden Orte bzw. Träger werden, die zu integrierten ganzheitlichen
Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten und nachhaltiges Wohlergehen (vgl. Küpers 2005a ) beitragen.
Abschließend möchte ich Sie einladen, mit dem vorgestellten Modell selbst zu
experimentieren und eigene (Lern-)Erfahrungen damit zu machen und mit anderen zu teilen. Zur
konkreten Umsetzung können Sie als Leser in ihrem Umfeld damit anfangen. Sie können sich z.
B. fragen, wo und wie Sie für sich in ihren aktuellen Kontext eine integrale Lernpraxis
verwirklichen können. In welchen Sphären wünschen Sie sich eine weitere praktische Einübung
oder einen vertieften gemeinschaftlichen Erfahrungsaustausch? Wie lernen Sie innerlich und
äußerlich und wie kann dieses Lernen verbessert werden? Wie können Sie Ihre Erfahrung für ein
integrales Lernen in Ihre konkrete Lebenswelt einbringen oder vorleben? In welcher (Lern-)
Kultur leben Sie und wie könnte diese integraler gestaltet werden? Können Sie sich bestehenden
Lerngemeinschaften in ihrer Organisation anschließen oder selbst dazu beitragen solche zu
entwickeln? Wie gehen Sie mit funktionalen Systembedingungen und -prozesse sowie
strukturellen Lernhindernissen um? In welchem Verhältnis stehen die verschiedenen
Lernsphären zu- oder gegeneinander? Welche weiteren Fragen, Potenziale aber auch
Schwierigkeiten sehen Sie für die praktische Umsetzung und mit wem können Sie sich darüber
austauschen?
Ich wünsche Ihnen gutes Gelingen und Freude auf Ihrem Weg eines integralen Lernens und
würde mich über Rückmeldung von Ihnen als Chance für ein gemeinsames Lernen freuen.
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English Summary
Organizational learning has become increasingly vital in today’s complex, uncertain, and
dynamic business environments. As organizational contexts are increasingly fragmented,
equivocal, and constantly changing, learning is seen as a medium for more effective and flexible
action. Accordingly, organizational learning has gained academic and practice-oriented currency
over the last twenty years as a preferred model for development and management of change.
The current growth of research goes along with a feeling of a lack of clarity, consensus (e.g.,
Kim, 1993; Crossan et al., 1999) and even growing confusion (Tsang, 1997; Edmondson &
Moingeon, 1998). Comprehensive review articles (e.g., Dodgson, 1993; Fiol & Lyles, 1985;
Huber, 1991; Levitt & March, 1988; Cohen & Sproul, 1996; Robey et al., 2000) have discussed
different aspects of organizational learning and its reinterpretation (Stewart, 2001), being an
affirming oxymoron (Weick & Westley 1996) and its various ambivalences (Fenwick, 1995;
Coopey, 1995; Steiner, 1998; Küpers 2005).
The purpose of this article is not to provide another comprehensive review of the subject, but
to suggest a more integral understanding of the learning process. Often, the complexities of the
inter-relational learning processes are ignored, oversimplified or touted as panaceas to be used. It
seems that researchers and practitioners do not actually know what a ´Learning Organisation´
“is” or what ‘organizational learning’ essentially implies (Abernathy, 1999. p. 40). What
becomes evident is that the learning organisation will only be a learning one—conceptually as
well as practically—when it is not stuck with discussing reifying definitions or mechanistic,
systemic or organic modeling of what a learning organisation “is” as an “entity,” but to take
learning in and of organisations as an relational event and integrative process.
Understanding and enacting learning in organisations demands a comprehensive and
integrative framework that is suited to investigating complex, inter-related processes of learning
in the context of organisations. For developing such integral understanding of learning within
and of organisations, the following article explores how integrative dimensions constitute and
influence the learning processes in organizational settings.
Integral theory—as outlined by Ken Wilber—provides an appropriate over-arching approach
for such an undertaking. With its perspectives of individual and collective orientations, both in
terms of internal and external views, it provides an encompassing meta-theory for approaching
the learning process in organisations. Particularly, the four quadrants representing the spheres of
an interior-agency or self and consciousness (I), an exterior agency or behaviour as enactment
(Me; It), an interior-communal or cultural (We) and an exterior-communal or system (Its) can be
applied to such learning. This becomes particular relevant because in many conventional
approaches to learning in organisations the exterior and objective perspectives on individual and
collective behavior (It, Its) have become the prevailing canon in dominant functionalist
approaches.
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However, to understand learning as a “four-quadrant affair” requires us to also embrace the
left interior dimensions i.e., inner meaning. Conversely, also the inner lives of leaders and the
collective spheres of learning need to be seen as co-determined by the behavioral and exterior
dimensions. To see the domains only as parallel or to privilege one quadrant over another, is to
disturb the delicate integration, co-evolutionary relationality, and interconnectedness of an
effective learning practice.
Furthermore, each of the quadrants is marked by a series of different developmental levels or
stages and lines of development, which are relevant for understanding learning processes. Again,
this dynamic integral embrace corresponds to many reductionistic approaches of organizational
learning that often follow only cognitive lines, which explains the prevailing difficulties in
integrating embodied tacit knowledge and emotional dimensions and wisdom (Küpers, 2005).
Unpacking the significance of “levels and lines” means that a learner can be at a fairly high level
of development in some lines (i.e., cognitive), at a medium level of development in other lines
(i.e., interpersonal), and at a fairly low level in yet others (i.e., emotional or moral).
With all this, for developing an integral understanding and practice of learning, what is
needed is an approach that considers “All Quadrant, All Level, All Lines” (AQAL). This is
because it is in all these four domains, level and lines and their interrelations that learning in and
of organisations takes place.
Furthermore, quadrants, levels and lines are energized by the dynamics of growth and
integration and by what can be called the “Integral Cycle” (Edwards, 2005; Cacioppe &
Edwards, 2005a,b). This energizing integral cycle is a coherent and dynamic system that coordinates the interaction between the four quadrants and the holonic developmental levels and
lines. It offers an inclusive model of holarchic involutionary and evolutionary development in
particular. With its capacity to analyze, categorize and synthesize the concept of an integral cycle
of learning, it is a way of representing the mutual interpenetration of the quadrants, levels and
lines and their constituent structures, growth and the dynamic relationships in-between.
The article is organized as follows. After describing the relevance and basic understanding of
learning in the context of organisations, a holonic understanding of reality and a brief critique of
various reductionisms of learning, different integral dimensions of learning will be outlined. In
particular, learning in the spheres of the individual in inner-subjective and exterior-objective
learning, a communal learning, and learning within a system on the collective level will be
examined. For each of these spheres, features, criteria, problems and their interrelations are
outlined.
The relationship between individual and collective learning in and of organisations and
different forms and processes of learning will also be discussed. One focus is given to the
relation between double loop-learning as a kind of meta-learning and vision-logic cognition as
described by Wilber. Afterwards, various practical implications and specific measurements for
enhancing integral learning in the different spheres will be discussed. Finally, difficulties and
problems will be addressed and in conclusion some perspectives and their implications
presented.
As a reminder of our life-world’s multifaceted wholeness and multi-dimensionality, an
integrative methodology and orientation related to learning is likely to serve as a helpful antidote
to partial views, one-sided approaches and reductionistic “flatland ontologies” (Wilber 2000).
As organizations make the transition to meet today’s challenges, they must consider which
aspects of the learners’ consciousness, behaviour and competent action, as well as cultural and
system-related issues of learning are being impacted in order to set priorities and enact practices.
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With this, an integral approach is an essential presupposition for effective learning process. I
hope that this paper presents some ideas for such a comprehensive and integral understanding
and practice for learning in and of organisations.
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Nathan Harter
Abstract: Leadership has non-logical aspects. One of these is spirituality. Voegelin’s
Ladder provides a context for studying spirituality as a part of leadership. What it reveals
is that spirituality arises at the intersection of the human with the divine. Spirituality
expresses itself as purpose and aspiration, which a leader embodies.
Key words: Great Chain of Being, leadership, spirituality, Voegelin, Eric.

“Man is a ladder placed on earth and the top of it touches heaven.
And all his movements and doings and words leave traces in the upper world.”
- Martin Buber (quoted in Hitt, 1992, p. 3).

Introduction
It is possible to reason about non-logical things. Leadership is one example. Leadership
involves non-logical things. Emotion, for example, tends to be thought of as non-logical, yet
there has emerged a tremendous interest in something called emotional intelligence. John
Gardner once wrote that “in the tasks of leadership, the transactions between leaders and
constituents go beyond the rational level to the nonrational and unconscious levels of human
functioning” (1990, p. 14).
The literature is full of claims to the effect that leadership involves non-logical things such as
passion and desire, as well as mystery, propaganda, and illusion. This would be true in any
context, e.g. military, politics, business, and religion. Human beings have feelings, appetites,
epiphanies, and tastes, and these can be overwhelming. We should respect them and not dismiss
them as residual defects that triumphant Reason will eventually root out or repair. To a large
extent, some of these non-logical aspects are the very things that give life savor, meaning, and
purpose. Even so, non-logical features can be studied in a logical fashion. That is part of the
mission of leadership studies, i.e., to study in a logical fashion the non-logical features of
leadership—leadership abstracted from context. To do this, it helps to work within a frame of
reference, a schema.
This paper describes a schema developed by the philosopher Eric Voegelin (1974/1990) for
depicting a hierarchy, a ladder (if you will) of a range of human aspects. It shows that humanity
has its non-logical features, but it also organizes these features in developmental levels,
according to a logical structure that can be useful in conceptualizing the persons engaged in
leadership—their complete nature as both logical and non-logical beings. With this schema,
1

This paper is an adaptation of chapter 13 from the author’s 2006 book on leadership, Clearings in the
Forest (Purdue University Press) The author thanks his reviewers and the editor of this journal, Jonathan
Reams, for their gracious and insightful comments during the review process.
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students of leadership can incorporate the non-logical aspects of a person in juxtaposition to the
logical, which we shall refer to as rational/analytical thought. In other words, from within one of
the levels on the ladder, we will begin to see it all.
Spirituality qualifies as a non-logical feature of human life. Issues of spirituality pertain to
that which is at the higher reaches of consciousness. Given the interest by leadership scholars in
matters spiritual—and given the confusions that easily arise when trying to discuss them
logically—the following paper begins to frame an answer to the question: “What does it mean to
speak of higher things?” To get there, we must adopt a mental model distinguishing the upper
from the lower. Voegelin’s ladder does just that.
A word of caution is immediately necessary. Rational/analytical thought, as we are calling it,
cannot completely fathom reality. Certain aspects of life are impervious to its scrutiny. “The
heart,” wrote Pascal, “has its reasons that Reason does not know.” Freud, for example, studied
hidden non-rational drives in the psyche. LeBon studied non-rational drives in the mob. Edmund
Burke referred to sentiment, Kierkegaard, to faith, and Schopenhauer, to the will. Reason has its
place, but it quickly finds itself subordinated or set aside in actual experience, and even though
most people believe it is worthwhile to apply reason to non-logical things for purposes of study,
reason can never thoroughly grasp or contain it. As Ken Wilber was to put it, relying on Kant
and Nagarjuna, rational arguments attempt “to use the eye of mind to see that which can be seen
only with the eye of contemplation” (1998, p. 21).
It takes an integrated vision of human nature to depict for rational/analytical thought that
requires the eye of contemplation. Kenneth Boulding (1956) suggested a handy way of
understanding this. There is what he called an image we use to operate in the world. Part of it is
conscious, the part we pay attention to, like the part of a building that shows up at night in
flashlight. Part of it is unconscious, the part we could pay attention to, if we choose to do so, like
the parts of a building that are presently dark to us, but which we could see if only we move the
flashlight. The third part of the image is subconscious, a part we cannot pay attention to, like the
parts of a building behind the façade, where the flashlight cannot penetrate. All three parts affect
behavior (p. 54). The trick is discerning what lies behind the façade. Boulding believed that the
rest must be left to inference.
Are the things behind the façade all the same? Are all non-logical features of leadership alike?
They are largely opaque to us, behind the façade and easy to cluster together in our imagination.
Should we refer to all of it as the subconscious? Henri de Lubac (1944/1949) complained, “How
often the supraconsciousness is confused with the infraconsciousness!” (p. 383).
Supraconsciousness and infraconsciousness make a fine and volatile distinction. There are in a
sense two types of things behind the façade: similar in being non-logical, but otherwise at
opposite ends of a spectrum or ladder. Voegelin’s ladder depicts something at the higher reaches
of consciousness and something at the lower reaches of consciousness, at the fringe or twilight of
ordinary human consciousness, and both are non-logical aspects of human behavior.
In order to portray Voegelin’s ladder, we make two immediate distinctions. First, we
distinguish the façade from that which lies behind the façade. Second, we distinguish what lies
behind the façade between supraconsciousness and infraconsciousness.

Below and above
An integrated vision of human nature will capture non-logical aspects of those who engage in
leadership. Not everything that is non-logical is the same. Voegelin’s ladder attempts to
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differentiate these aspects vertically, with categories below rational/analytical thought as well as
above. At the lower reaches of consciousness would be things that we normally call material,
biological, lower needs and drives, such as instincts, appetites, the will to power, and so forth.
Writers who emphasize these non-logical things (e.g. Freud, LeBon, Burke, Kierkegaard,
Schopenhauer) are trying to explain the foundations of phenomena such as leadership. Why do
those we refer to as leaders feel compelled to lead to begin with and why do those we refer to as
followers respond?
How far back into the material stuff will the explanation go? We might talk about impulses or
urges. We might examine the psychological effects of a leader’s height, health, resonant voice,
posture, alpha animal traits signaling a primate coping-mechanism for the community, and so
forth. The hypothesis is that humans tend to lead and follow in response to sub-rational forces,
such as fear or fascination. Curious students can go back of psychology to genetics, evolutionary
biology, chemistry even, I suppose, and electricity. This “downward” path looks at leadership as
an outward phenomenon of a deep, organic process attributable ultimately to the impulses of
vitality. The search is for causal explanations at the most basic level.
A distinct variation of this path is the power of myth. Writers on leadership such as Bruce
Mazlish (1990), James Hillman (1995), and C.F. Alford (1994) have treated this variation with
dexterity and depth. From within this variation come works on soul, which is different from
spirit. In simplistic terms: soul is lower than spirit, a repository of myth and archetype, further
below even rational/analytical thought, though higher than our vegetative and inorganic natures
(see e.g., Wilber, 1998, pp. 162-166; Wilber, 2000, pp. 193-197).
As students entering the investigation from the rational/analytical level, we can describe a
vertical line, with paths going up and down, in both directions. The first path, the one we have
already started to describe (which de Lubac labeled “infraconsciousness”) probes downward,
toward the material foundations of human behavior. The second path goes in the opposite
direction. With de Lubac, we can call this path supraconsciousness, and it includes things we
normally understand as aesthetic, moral, if not religious. It refers to a higher calling, a larger
purpose, things such as destiny and vision, as though humans are beings with free will who
aspire to something above or beyond themselves. Writers who emphasize these non-logical
things are trying to explain the way that humans set goals and dream dreams. What are folks
wanting to achieve? What do they hope to gain? Are we all part of something beyond our daily
survival? Is there something more? This second path, traveling up our vertical line, looks at
leadership as the means for fulfilling some cluster of aspirations. It is in a word teleological.
The characterization of one path going down while the other path goes up connotes
superiority, a hierarchy, as though going up were nobler, more elevated than the other. Our
language is full of similar metaphors equating “up” with “better.” It would be unnecessary to
accept that connotation. James Hillman has written extensively on behalf of going down—not
toward the material specifically, such as organic chemistry, but toward myth and the soul (see
e.g., Hillman, 1975). Down is good, too. That is why it might seem more acceptable to speak of
going deeper. That has a different connotation.
We must be careful, because the point of Voegelin’s ladder is to examine what lies beyond the
vantage point of rational/analytical thought, for purposes of study, and not to regress completely
to the lower levels, renouncing what lies above.
Studies of leadership that move downward are perfectly legitimate. They form part of a
complete treatment of the subject. We all have much to learn from the study of
infraconsciousness. There is a non-logical foundation to human behavior. It is out of that
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foundation that humans emerge as they are. A thorough understanding of it can only help the
cause. To highlight one example, Bernard Bass reports that several studies indicate leaders
possess higher energy levels than non-leaders. Energy is an infraconscious factor that appears to
be relevant to leadership (1990, pp. 89-90). 2
It is our purpose in this paper to move in the other direction, upward, toward the spiritual—
not to repudiate what lies below, but rather to seek to understand what seems to lie above. It too
is comprised of the non-logical, and it too (in my opinion) can be studied rationally…up to a
point. Chester Bowling, to cite one example, refers to a “nonrational epistemology” about
leadership because the spirit lies in the “noncognitive realm” (2001, p. 370). How then do we
show that realm?

Voegelin’s ladder
The image of a vertical line to order our thinking in this way received an explanation in a little
known essay by Eric Voegelin. In the Southern Review (1974), he published “Reason: The
Classic Experience.” His article included an appendix, where he set out a table to show what he
called “levels in the hierarchy of being” (1974/1990, p. 290).
Table 1. Voegelin’s Ladder
Person

Society

History

Divine Nous
Psyche Noetic
Psyche Passions
Animal nature
Vegetative nature
Inorganic nature
Apeiron -- Depth
Reprinted from The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, Volume 12: Published Essays 1966-1985
by Eric Voegelin, by permission of the University of Missouri Press. Copyright © 1990 by the
Curators of the University of Missouri.
In Voegelin’s words:
The arrow pointing down indicates the order of formation from the top down. The arrow
pointing up indicates the order of foundation from the bottom up…. The order of formation
and foundation must not be inverted or otherwise distorted…. (Id., p. 290)
According to his principle of completeness, we must understand and appreciate each of the
levels and not isolate any one of them. The ladder goes a long way toward illustrating what it
would mean to have a comprehensive understanding of leadership: all of the cells on the ladder
2

No one can ignore the material factors of leadership, whatever the context. In reference to Napoleon III,
Bass has quoted Emile Zola: “A grain of sand in a man’s flesh and empires totter and fall.” (1990, p. 155)
Bass then considered the effects of ill-health on leaders at the onset of World War I, plus specific crises in
the American presidency attributable to physiological conditions. Later, he foresaw the importance to
leadership studies of breakthrough findings in genetics (1990, p. 911).
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would be filled. Doing so would purportedly connect everything together. He saw no advantage
in reductionist models.
Human beings operate at all levels simultaneously; these are simply different ways to
approach the same reality. 3 In other words, we are at one and the same moment physical objects
operating according to physical laws—inorganic, vegetative, and animal—as well as
psychological creatures with passions, beliefs, and imaginations (Id., p. 268). Voegelin insists on
humanity’s participation in the complete hierarchy of being and refers to it as our “integral
nature” (Ibid). We fully occupy a reality between the two poles of transcendence at the top and
the apeiron at the bottom. The temptation to pick one level and insist that it must be the only
level he calls “hypostasis.” It is a reductionist fallacy—unnecessary, for one thing, and
unresponsive to the evidence (Id., p. 290; Harvey, 2001, p. 378; see Wilber, 1998, pp. 38 & 56f).
As the Spanish philosopher once wrote: “The sole false perspective is that which claims to be the
only one there is” (Ortega, 1923/1961, p. 92).
Not everyone agrees with this position. There are writers who do choose one level, one way
of understanding, and declare the rest to be illusory. “Language of ‘higher things’ rationalizes
behavior,” they might argue, “cloaking it in legitimating words, almost to the point of deceit.”
They hold that claims of spirituality in leadership are little more than a pious fraud. Borrowing
from Karl Marx, John Dirks refers to this as the opiate hypothesis, which holds that “spirituality
of work represents a corporate attempt to mollify workers into accepting and cooperating with
essentially oppressive and exploitative work conditions” (2000, p. 2; see also p. 6).
For purposes of illustrating hypostasis further, Jacques Barzun mentions an 18th century book
titled Man as Machine, followed in the next century by the declaration of man as an automaton.
Since then, he writes, “man has been portrayed as a chemical, glandular, and electrical machine,
[even] predestined and worked by the instrumentality of cells and genes.” (2000, p. 367)
Christian apologist Francis Schaeffer famously attacked this line of thinking in Back to Freedom
and Dignity (1972/1982).
Voegelin’s ladder makes room for many “viewpoints” so long as no one view presumes to
exclude the rest. It allows for the possibility that leadership, as a phenomenon in reality, can be
studied profitably at any one of the levels, from multiple perspectives.

Leadership < > Spirituality
At the pinnacle of Voegelin’s ladder we would find that level where we can start to make
sense of spirituality. This highest level implicates or refers to something even higher, beyond
which we cannot go, transcending humanity. The highest level represents the point where
humanity intersects with the divine. For that reason, it will have to remain incomplete, tinged
with mystery, allusive.
Despite its inscrutability, we have to take spirituality seriously and do our best to understand
it, for several reasons (see generally, Harter, 2004).

3

Ken Wilber uses the imagery of a ladder to illustrate a progression, which is not incompatible with
Voegelin’s purpose inasmuch as Voegelin speaks from a higher rung on the ladder that includes
everything that came before. His is a static model, not a dynamic model. For Voegelin, the perspective
embracing all of the levels simultaneously matches the highest levels in Wilber’s ladder of consciousness.
For a discussion of the ladder as a progression, see Wilber, 2000, chap. 9.
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a) There has been a revival of interest in spirituality among academics in management,
organizational behavior, and leadership studies, so we have to take some account of
their work.
b) Academics have become increasingly interested largely because spirituality has been
invoked by leaders and followers as meaningful, if not determinative, for their
experiences of leadership (Cavanaugh & Bandsuch, 2002; Harvey, 2001; Mitroff &
Denton, 1999).
c) Leaders and scholars alike have examined the possibility that spirituality has
instrumental value (Mitroff & Denton, 1999, p. 86). Corinne McLaughlin assembled
multiple findings, concluding that “[s]pirituality could be the ultimate competitive
advantage” (2002, citing Mitroff).
d) It is not just a competitive advantage. Spirituality pertains to morality and ethics.
(Marsden, 1997, p. 85; see generally MacIntyre, 1981/1984) Debates and
investigations into the origins and validity of moral claims frequently refer to
spirituality. Cavanaugh & Bandsuch (2002) even argue that virtue should be the
benchmark for spirituality in business.
e) At the very least, claims of spirituality deserve as much respect as other diverse claims
in a pluralistic society (Marsden, p. 86). It will not do to bar them at the gate.

What people are saying…
Spirituality is hard to define. Different traditions offer versions. Frequently, people who claim
to experience the spirit simply refuse to give more than a vague description, saying that such
things are ineffable. They are, in the words of Ken Wilber, “attempting to use the eye of mind to
see that which can be seen only with the eye of contemplation” (1998, p. 21). What does he
mean by that?
As a practical matter, how does a person discern various levels on the ladder? Wilber finds a
corresponding “mode of knowing” for each of the three dominant levels of matter, mind, and
spirit, which he refers to as the eye of flesh, the eye of mind, and the eye of contemplation (1998,
p. 18). Thus, if we want to know anything, we must use the appropriate mode of knowing (Id., p.
155ff). To understand the spiritual dimension of leadership, therefore, we must use what he calls
the eye of contemplation, which can be difficult. Specifically with regard to leadership, however,
a number of writers have made the attempt, directly or indirectly.
In other words, leadership studies already includes attempts to connect leadership with
spirituality, even though these writers do not explicitly place their attempts within a schema like
Voegelin’s. Without knowing it, they have been searching the higher reaches of Voegelin’s
ladder to illuminate or explain leadership behavior.
We might justifiably imitate Aristotle, who in similar situations would look around to find
what people are already saying about a topic. For the sake of brevity, I restrict myself here to a
few writers. Their remarks do not actually prove the importance of this non-logical,
supraconscious realm, but they do illustrate a widespread belief in its importance among people
who have spent considerable time reflecting on leadership.
The reader might notice in these remarks a tendency of the writers to speak of leaders in
isolation from their relationships, following the model of leadership in which individuals
influence others toward desired goals and objectives. Leadership was about the leader—his traits,
behaviors, and styles. For a long time this has been a conventional way to talk about leadership.
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A number of critics have since disparaged such “great man” approaches to the study of
leadership, challenging the assumption that when studying leadership we can meaningfully study
only the leader (e.g., Lee, 1991/1993). Nevertheless, the following writers did work within that
tradition. For this reason and for reasons cited elsewhere, so shall I (Harter, 2003).
Many of these authors refer to the leader’s “higher” purpose. The leader is not to be merely
utilitarian, using or deploying followers in order to achieve results. Rather, a leader answers to a
higher calling, grounded in something sublime, transcendent, or holy, and it is that fealty, that
dedication which positions her to lead others. What exactly are they saying when they say things
like this?
In what follows, the authors do not always use the explicit language of spirituality, and that is
my point. They implicate spirituality.
Certain Christians writers can be seen to urge the connection of leadership with spirituality.
They are usually explicit. John Maxwell has made a career in the Christian publishing industry
by beginning with scriptural precepts and drawing conclusions about what leadership is (or ought
to be). Let it not go unsaid in this place that much of the literature is unapologetically antiintellectual, grounded in fundamentalist dogma—which does not mean that it is necessarily
wrong or useless. Among intellectuals from within the Christian tradition, Irving Babbitt and
Richard Weaver made similar claims about leadership, and their voices have been too long
neglected in leadership studies (Panichas, 1996/1999, chap. 5). Nevertheless, Christianity is not
the sole basis for connecting spirituality and leadership.
Not all of the persons writing about spirituality have a religious perspective. Some are simply
groping for words that intend much the same thing as spirituality. Their work is secular. Peter
Koestenbaum sets out in his book on Leadership: The Inner Side of Greatness to show that by
pursuing greatness we “ennoble human nature and strengthen our societies” (1991, p. xi).
Toward that end, leaders engage in transcending (even mystical) visions at a higher level
perspective (Id., chap. 5). Kouzes and Posner use comparable language. They urge leaders to be
forward-looking and inspiring. “If a leader displays no passion for a cause, why should others?”
(1987, p. 21). Thus, by describing a lofty vision, leaders “ennoble those who work on its behalf
[and] elevate the human spirit” (Id., p. 117). James MacGregor Burns describes transforming
leadership as raising leader and follower “to higher levels of motivation and morality” because
followers are to be lifted or elevated into their better selves (Burns, 1978, pp. 20, 41-46). Peter
Vaill considers spirituality to be a requisite of visionary leadership, such that “all true leadership
is indeed spiritual leadership” (1989, p. 223).
Charles Handy insists that “life is about more than surviving—there could be something
glorious about it, it could contribute to a better world. That leaves one with a personal challenge,
to do something glorious with one’s life. It is also, I believe, a challenge for every organization
and every business” (1998, p. 118). In addition to these voices are books on spirituality reviewed
recently in The Leadership Quarterly (2001). Let us take a closer look at what all of these writers
are claiming.
In the next section, this paper will attempt a synthesis, rarely attributing specific claims to
specific sources. This is my attempt to combine the many loose associations of leadership with
spirituality to which this paper has just alluded into a more coherent treatment, so that we reach
an answer to the question raised earlier, namely “what does it mean to speak of higher things?”
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Leadership implies spirituality
Leadership, like spirituality, is a relationship grounded in a purpose, and that purpose reflects
the aspirational character of its participants. Participants experience and respond to the tension of
existence. Leadership originates in a desire to change the present, to improve something about
one’s existence and bring it into alignment with an ideal, no matter how slight. Leadership
embodies those aspirations, representing a level of faith we have as humans that together we can
participate in approximating those ideals. Aspiration justifies leadership.
Humans obviously aspire. They envision a future that is different, better somehow, from the
one they presently occupy. They believe things can get better. And rather than sit around hoping
for that to happen on its own accord, like manna from heaven, humans tend to get up and do
something about it. They participate in trying to improve the world. This drive to realize better
days takes shape, moving from need to idea to purpose, and then humans get down to work. To
the extent they work together toward some common purpose, issues of leadership become
comprehensible. The very existence of common or collective purpose makes leadership possible.
According to Mary Parker Follett, common purpose is what makes leadership intelligible (1919).
This purpose—whatever it is—belongs to the spiritual realm, no matter how mundane. It
might not be so overtly religious as praising one’s God or winning salvation for the soul, but it
belongs to the spiritual realm regardless. Within that spiritual realm of dreams, desires, designs,
and decisions, we may try to make a profit, assault an enemy ridge, or pass legislation. It could
be any one of a number of objectives. Spirituality does not have to be restricted to lofty or vague
ideals.
The question arises whether all human aspiration derives from the realm of spirit. To the
extent that spirit infuses all things down through the ladder, then the answer would be “yes”—
but it is important to recognize that the aspirations at the lowest levels will seem unremarkable, if
not crass. To say that feeding the body and taking a nap reflect our spiritual being stretches the
ordinary meaning of “spiritual.” We could as easily ascribe these aspirations to the level
immediately above, such that the animal nature shapes the vegetative, and the emotional shapes
the animal, and the rational/analytical shapes the emotional, and so on, with the spiritual font
becoming increasingly apparent and unfiltered the higher one goes.
Another question arises about aspirations we would declare to be unethical or evil. Could it be
spiritual to desire the extermination of a rival clan, for example, or the assassination of its leader?
Superficially, to the perpetrator the choices might seem praiseworthy and, yes, spiritual, resulting
in fame, apotheosis, and an eternal reward of bliss. Nazi prison commandants, suicide bombers,
and Hutus wielding machetes all might have considered themselves fulfilling some high purpose.
Most of us today would not be satisfied with that assessment, which is why I would characterize
their condition as a spiritual disease—a term coined by F.W.J. Schelling and elaborated by
Voegelin elsewhere. 4
With this in mind, one long term project for a pragmatic leader, it seems to me, would be
sorting through these various aspirations, reconciling most, rejecting some, and prioritizing them
into some kind of coherence. That coherence ultimately fits into the coordinates of two classic
questions of self-awareness: (a) who am I? And (b) why am I here? All purposeful action

4

On the origin of the term “pneumopathology,” see Day, 2003, pp. 11-12. See also Voegelin, 1990, pp.
278ff. The topic of pneumopathology however exceeds the scope of this paper.
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presumes to derive from how we are oriented with regard to identity and vocation. Consequently,
so too would leadership presume to answer those questions, for both the leader and the followers.
Max Scheler, writing extensively on spirit, regarded it completely as “guidance and direction”
(1928/1961, pp. 62 & 68). Spirit sublimates drives or instinct by detaching a person momentarily
from the immediate press of events (dictated by the infraconsciousness and its encounters with
the world) to contemplate another way, another possible condition, which it then pursues by
channeling energy. Spirit inspires leaders to realize a vision and permits them to inspire
followers to do the same. In this way, leaders experience spirit within themselves and evoke
spirit in others.
Suppose that a leader articulates a vision about the kind of shipping department she expects to
be supervising at a manufacturing facility. That is her purpose. She is painting a verbal picture of
the future she wants to bring about, and she is trying to get her subordinates in the shipping
department to share that vision, to buy in to it, so that together they can work to make it a reality.
That is the typical kind of aspiration in leadership studies—worldly, narrow, common. No one
disputes that some leaders articulate more elevated visions, such as world peace and eternal bliss,
so the point I am trying to make is that they are in essence the same thing. It does not really
matter how lofty the goal. The supervisor has taken a piece of the whole vision for a better world
(where everyone profits and workers go home proud of their labors, while customers experience
delight) and has applied that to a specific set of circumstances, for a specific set of people and a
specific task. Her vision is part of a larger vision. And that’s okay.
The literature on leadership and spirituality appears to be asking leaders and the scholarly
community to take seriously the spiritual dimension of even the most mundane projects, to
contemplate the way in which a leader’s immediate vision fits a larger vision. “Are you building
a cathedral or just cutting stone?”
That is what I understand the literature to intend.

A prescription
Voegelin’s ladder depicts a hierarchy in which higher levels form the lower ones. Lower
levels constrain what the higher levels can do. And as the levels get higher on the chart, levels
that are relatively lower actually resist formation and (in a manner of speaking) push back.
Animal appetites frequently crowd aside rational thought, as Maslow rightly understood; rational
thought has for its part been clever stigmatizing spirituality as delusion or superstition. What lies
below resists what lies above. Part of what this journal intends, as I understand it, is the
restoration of hierarchy (or in the vocabulary of Wilber “holarchy”), as a matter of prescription,
reestablishing the rank order, so that first and foremost a leader is attuned to her purpose,
subordinating her powers to that purpose, with each descending level forming the levels that fall
below it. To do that, she must be aware of the constraints placed upon her ambitions by these
lower levels. Aspiration that is oblivious to real world constraints is un-realistic, overweening
(we might say), at risk of becoming utopian, oppressive, even stupid.
Just as the stone resists shaping, requiring the violence of the chisel or the abrasion of
corundum in order to embody the sculptor’s image for it, so also throughout the hierarchy will
lower levels resist the higher. For this reason do we have to remind ourselves that “the spirit is
willing, but the flesh is weak.” To the extent that the spiritual purpose of leadership influences
followers, it must bring them into alignment or confluence, overcoming resistance by cascading
from above, from aspiration down to rational/analytical thought, down to the passions, through
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the animal nature. Leadership that neglects this work will struggle, if not fail, as followers yield
here and there to their own weaknesses and generally drift away from the task at hand. In shades
of Douglas MacGregor’s Theory X, leadership would be the shaping or ordering of these levels
(in oneself and in others) toward achieving a purpose—a discipline, if you will.
Leaders sometimes neglect this work and lose sufficient mass. In this sense, their leadership
seems airy, detached, and ultimately fantastic. Reality gets away from them, and their vision
reveals itself to be nothing more than a dream. By way of contrast, leaders sometimes undertake
this work of trying to shape lower levels to make them conform without respecting inherent
limitations, driving folks to exhaustion, abusing their trust, and creating warps, monstrosities. A
Khmer Rouge, to cite one tragic example, devoted extraordinary resources to imposing
widespread equality and uniformity.
Both the ineffectual utopian and the cruel slave driver share this in common: they do not take
seriously the reality of their situation and work with it.
It is true that people in their personal lives usually fail to hold this hierarchy together in good
order, knowingly or not, which is one reason they respond to leaders who do. Voegelin’s ladder
is almost a template for patterns of domination, as persons operating from a higher level are
more likely to lead. I would not push the analogy too far. It does however tend to reinforce the
claim that people are likely to follow leaders with integrity, where integrity means the
integration of the entire person, up and down the ladder. And, ordering the whole thing—
transcending and including the rest—is the spirit, a force and criterion of order (Voegelin,
1974/1990, p. 265).
Students of leadership would be advised for the sake of thoroughness to consider the role of
spirituality in leadership. Voegelin’s ladder assists in that project.

Summary
We are human beings trying to understand human behavior. At some point in our ruminations,
we are obliged to make plain our anthropological framework. What does it mean to be human?
Scholars are inclined to value rationality, and they should. Scholars themselves tend to be
very smart, and as scholars they tend to be rewarded for their intelligence, so they come to rely
heavily on their intellectual powers—their rational/analytical powers. Rationality lies at the heart
of their work. To complement this, in academic settings I must make controversies surrounding
the limits of this kind of reason explicit.
Another reason to make these controversies explicit is the methodological assumption behind
many investigations in rational choice and game theory that participants in social interactions are
thoroughly rational. This is an assumption—a useful assumption, in many instances—but an
assumption, nevertheless, which we would do well on occasion to doubt, in deference to the
empirical evidence that leadership is just as largely non-logical, if not more so.
These controversies gave me an excuse in this paper to make plain one anthropological
framework, namely Voegelin’s ladder, which presents a broad and variegated image of
humanity. This framework not only assists in the study of leadership, as for example in
classifying previous research, it also suggests a way of structuring prescriptions for leadership.
Studies and advice that take a more integrated view of humanity are more closely aligned with
experience.
Promptings of the spirit form aspirations, which take shape in the mind of a leader as purpose
that will depend on rational/analytical thought to design and then execute a plan in light of
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existing constraints. Spirituality informs ethics, which in turn relies on our intellectual powers to
prepare a response to the demands of a paramount reality. To the extent we are going to teach
others how to lead, therefore, we should in my opinion ground their ambition in their life’s
vocation and equip them intellectually to integrate their whole life and their circumstances as a
precondition for their attempts to lead. Otherwise, leadership is little more than messing in the
lives of those who have their own callings and dreams.
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More Perspectives, New Politics, New Life:
How a Small Group Used
The Integral Process
For Working On Complex Issues
Sara Ross
Abstract: This article reports on a small research project with citizens who wanted to
address their community’s chronically adversarial behaviors and atmosphere. It
complements a longer research report on the same project, which is also published in this
issue of Integral Review. The project used a structured public discourse process, The
Integral Process For Working On Complex Issues (TIP). This article supplies background
on TIP’s origins, then focuses on two areas. First, it explains the process steps used in the
project in conjunction with the issue that participants developed by using them. Second,
using examples from participants’ experiences of transformative impacts from their work
in the project, it reports on two themes that underlie the main impacts and outcomes. The
group worked on an issue about how its own intentions and tones needed to be chosen
carefully if participants wanted to improve the adversarial local culture. The article
includes links to “products” the group created in the course of its work. The themes were
about dissolving “us versus them” mindsets and behaviors, and the liberation of being
able to use multiple perspectives (as compared to only one point of view). This article is
aimed at a diverse audience of individuals and organizations interested in promoting
healthy individual and social change by addressing complex public issues and
relationships. A brief epilogue sketches how TIP embeds criteria of integral theory.
Key words: action inquiry, complex issues, deliberation, decision-making, group
process, political culture, public discourse, public relationships, replicable, The Integral
Process For Working On Complex Issues, transformative.

Introduction
When a small group of citizens used a structured public issues discourse process to identify
and begin to address a local issue of concern, the outcomes were productive, hopeful and even
transformative. As a small group of volunteers in a research project, they chose to dig into their
concerns about the adversarial climate of the local community, using “The Integral Process For
Working On Complex Issues” (TIP). 1 During and after the six-week project, they experienced
significant insights into the issue. These insights and the outcomes of their work had valuable
implications for the community’s future. They also had meaningful and in some cases
transformative impacts on other areas of participants’ lives. This article highlights the main steps
involved in launching work on a complex issue by discussing this specific case. Because the
1
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steps are replicable, I hope to indicate how they apply to a broad range of other issues and
contexts in addition to those in this case example.
Audiences that might have a practical interest in what happened during this project may
include citizens and citizen-activists, public officials, public agencies, non-profit organizations,
and foundations with missions to address public issues and/or public relationships. Practitioners
and consultants in the fields of deliberative democracy, group dialogue, conflict resolution, and
public policy may also find it of value.
As an introduction to the project and some of its findings, this article focuses on the TIP steps
the group used, and how those steps enabled participants to select an issue of their choice and
work on it productively. That work took place within the context of a small research project I
conducted. Although this public issues version of TIP is designed for community-wide use, the
project had limited research goals that did not include community-wide implementation. They
were to: (a) find out what changes, if any, participants experienced that could be associated with
their participation in this structured public issue process; (b) learn about the issue that
participants would select, analyze, develop, and deliberate during the project; and (c) study what
happened within the culture of the small group of participants. This article complements my
longer qualitative research report,2 which does not discuss the process and methods in detail.
To tell the project’s story, I begin with some background information on the experiences and
observations that led me to develop this process for working on public issues. Then I introduce
three of the project’s dimensions. One of those is the set of process steps and their purposes, to
show how they function in complex issues work. Another is the local issue that participants
selected to work on, concerning their community’s adversarial political culture. These first two
dimensions intertwine, so I discuss them together. Those foundations need to be set before I,
thirdly, introduce two of the major themes in the transformative impacts that participants
reported. In the conclusion, I briefly summarize the project outcomes and suggest some of the
implications of the project that may be relevant to this article’s audience.

An Introduction to the Process
This section provides some brief historical background on TIP and my motivations for having
developed it. About 20 years ago, I was at a stage in my life when I could begin to invest energy
in my local county’s civic affairs and issues. The most fascinating and troublesome feature I
observed was that the same knotty issues and concerns were talked about year after year, even
from one decade to another. As is true everywhere, different issues concerned certain
populations more than they concerned others, and the large range of issues was much the same as
people throughout the U.S. and other Western countries talk about. Some of those issues were
localized concerns, some were regional, and some were at state and national levels. People who
were talking about these issues included citizens on the street, those who participated in ongoing
2

A more comprehensive research report is included in this issue of Integral Review, entitled Perspectives
On Troubled Interactions: What Happened When A Small Group Began To Address Its Community’s
Adversarial Political Culture. That report includes traditional research elements of literature review,
theory, methodology, etc. This qualitative research with human subjects used an informed consent process
and obtained signed, informed consent forms from each participant. It gathered data through the six
weekly sessions as well as individual interviews with the participants both before and after that series of
sessions. The project took place in a small city in Ohio. The eight participants ranged in age from 31 to 57
years and had a wide variety of educational backgrounds.
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community leadership programs, local officials in villages, townships, and county offices, social
service agencies, and active members of the business community. Despite all the talk, virtually
nothing happened to address those perennial concerns. I did a lot of listening to the nature of that
talk as well as the issues. I began to analyze what was going on and why, imagined what needed
to be different to shift the chronic inertia, and experimented with my early ideas.
When I spent a number of years associated with Kettering Foundation as an independent
action researcher, I learned that people in communities around the U.S. were talking about their
issues and concerns in ways that were similar to communities in my county. I estimate that I
have worked with and listened to more than a thousand citizens over all of these years, and the
same patterns have shown up across all the talk about public issues. When my association with
the Foundation began in the early 1990s, some of its folks were in the early stages of sharing
how they helped people talk about issues. They had found that it was important to “name and
frame” public issues so that citizens could deliberate about public policy concerns and other
“wicked problems.” Concurrent with ongoing volunteer work in my local area, I did both shortand long-term action research and extended workshops with groups of people from over a dozen
communities that the Foundation attracted to its community politics program. The processes to
name and frame issues were messy and frustrating affairs for many of these citizens, and the
results of trying to have community deliberations about the issues were often unproductive.
Informed by my independent studies in several disciplines and my ongoing analyses of public
issues, I pursued my own theoretical and action research agendas to develop and test methods for
working on complex issues. I wanted to use the familiar patterns of issue-talk and transform
them through orderly, comprehensive, and productive methods. My larger goal has been to help
people give complex issues and questions the kind of attention and systemic action they need.
My years of experience taught me that the Kettering Foundation is right. Issues do need to be
named and framed. Yet, through my research on and analyses of the nature of public issues and
the usual patterns of issue talk, I developed three convictions. One is that those tasks need to be
approached and performed far differently than Kettering’s method. This seems most important if
the goal is to produce the multiple, high-quality issue frameworks that foster real deliberation
and decisions about action at each phase of serious work on issues. Another is that additional
steps need to identify the layers of complexity within typical public topics. There is more
involved than often meets the eye, and those layers need to be treated as the nested issues they
really are, and get addressed as such. The third conviction is that truly deliberative decisionmaking is essential to develop the scope of systemic action that complex issues and questions
need. It has an important role in organizing, adjusting, and evaluating action. All of these are
essential—that is, integral—to the thoroughness of efforts to address complex social systems.
With these prerequisites met, I hypothesize that we should see some meaningful social
transformations—in our issues-talk, communities, organizations, and more—because we will
have the tools and insights we need to address the issues and questions we are concerned about.
This is the overall purpose of TIP.
The process itself had previously been through field-testing, and this project was for
implementing it to a limited extent. Its unique issue-framing process, which can be used as a
standalone task, has been used a number of times over recent years. This project was the first
time since field testing that I implemented the sequence of TIP’s steps up to and including its
approach to issue-deliberation. Since this project was done with only one small group rather than
in a community-wide setting, this implementation did not extend beyond the deliberation.
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Deliberation is often called “weighing carefully.” This is a process of oscillating back and
forth to carefully consider the pros, cons, and implications of multiple options. The oscillations
take place inside and among individuals. If we are looking for them, they may be observed as
zigzags within individual thoughts and focused, deliberative group discussions. This oscillating
dynamic is a universal quality of decision-making. Indeed, we reach decisions by deliberating.
Deliberations are intermediate points within processes to address complex issues: they are not
end-points. This is because, if we are serious about addressing their roots and remedies in
earnest, most issues require that the polis is engaged and involved over time—not as a one-shot
deal. That includes individuals, groups, and institutions or agencies that have anything to do with
a particular issue: those that support its existence, those who are affected by it, and those who
can change the factors that have sustained the issue as a problem. 3
For these reasons, TIP is designed for replicable, widespread use. It can also be tailored to
organizational settings, where complex issues and questions have the same core qualities as
public issues, and often need the same kind of systemic attention. It is beyond the scope I have
set for this article to discuss the processes involved to scale and implement TIP in these and
other contexts.

The Process Steps
This section begins with a brief orientation to the five main steps that were used over the six
weeks of the project. Following that overview, in one sub-section per step, I discuss the step and
the issue-work the group did in it. Each sub-section begins by repeating the general description
of the step, and then describes the step’s purpose and outcome before introducing the group’s
work. For some steps, I provide a narrative about the group’s work. For others, I allow the
group’s work to speak for itself by providing a link to an actual product or incorporating a
product into the article. Due to its limited size and purpose, this project did not use all of TIP’s
steps or all of the processes within them; however, it did include the most essential ingredients
for beginning to work on any issue.

Orientation to the Steps
This section conveys that TIP’s basic structure is sequential. The sequence goes progressively
deeper into issues so that their many facets can be identified, understood, and addressed. This is
a valuable orientation to keep in mind: TIP steps go vertically deeper in order to achieve
meaningful focus and effectiveness. This is different than processes that move horizontally from
problem identification to solutions. This reflects TIP’s assumption that (a) the nature of complex
issues means that there are no quick fixes to them, and (b) that many distinct facets need tailored
attention if an issue is to be addressed at its roots, i.e., systemically.
This project used the following steps.
- Identify all the topics of concern within the bounds that the group has set for itself, e.g.,
community, region, organization, etc. Map how they interconnect and impact each other.
Select a topic to focus on first.
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full discussion in a separate writing.
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Identify the issues that are components of that topic. Select one of those issues. Identify
the internal and external factors that support that issue’s continued existence.
Identify all the possible reactive and proactive actions that could have positive impacts on
the issue and that can be done by an array of diverse individuals, groups, and institutional
actors. Select one of the actions that has high potential to make a meaningful change in
the issue and that will require decision-making before it can be implemented effectively.
Develop several viable, diverse approaches toward deciding upon that action, using the
template provided to include all competing perspectives toward each approach. Produce a
brief issue booklet about this question that needs deciding.
With the aid of the issue booklet, deliberate all the pros, cons, and real world
consequences and trade-offs involved with each approach, and articulate priorities,
decisions, and the reasons for them.

The selection activities within the first
three steps are illustrated in Figure 1. Its
Step 1. Select a topic
to work on.
dotted images are intended to convey that at
each step, a group selects one facet to work
on at a time, out of many possible facets.
Step 2. From within the topic,
This is like selecting one ingredient out of a
select one of its issues.
stew. Figure 1 implies that a lot of diverse
efforts are involved to work on all the
Step 3. From the actions list,
ingredients of an issue. An issue’s complex
select one for decision-making.
make-up requires a lot of activity to
dismantle it—just as a lot of collective
Steps 4 and 5
activity has created and sustained the issue in
the first place. The TIP steps are designed to
unpack the ingredients that go into creating Figure 1: Selection activity in steps 1 – 3.
an “issue stew” so that people can be methodical, realistic, and thorough about their social
change efforts. Ideally, many people work to address different ingredients, and TIP assumes at
least some levels of concurrent activity in all of its steps except the first one. To stay within this
article’s focus, I do not give these levels of concurrent activity more attention beyond this
acknowledgement that they are important for effective social change efforts and that TIP
assumes them.

The Main Process Steps
Step 1
The first task in this step is to identify all the topics of concern to the group, or group of
groups, that convenes. Once that is done, several simple processes map people’s perceptions of
the topics and their understandings of how the topics connect and affect each other. The purpose
of step 1 is for a group to make a well-considered selection of one topic to focus on first.
In the first part of the step, the group in this case identified 39 topics as concerns. In my
combined role of facilitator and recorder, I wrote on the wide flip charts whatever they
mentioned. I did not edit any statements, nor did I invite or permit any discussion, for example,
to find out if everyone agreed that something was a concern. The principle here is that all
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concerns are legitimate and have to be included, even if someone in the group does not agree
with what someone else contributes. A concern is a concern and cannot be negated. This group
seemed quite homogenous as people energetically cited their concerns. These centered on landuse and growth-related topics, many facets of the troubled communications and behaviors within
the community, and some other social issues. Once they believed that they had reached the point
of identifying everything, we did a brief process to notice different qualities that the topics had,
based on how they were described thus far. The participants considered if the topics were about
peoples’ attitudes or values, and/or about human behaviors, and/or about how the community’s
systems or institutions were (or were not) functioning. Later, when we had moved to a process to
cluster the topics, we noticed that the troubled communications cluster was weighted more
heavily with attitude and behavioral qualities, and the land-use and growth-related cluster was
more weighted as community system qualities.
To prepare them to do that clustering, participants first had to consider and identify which
topics were interconnected with others. The simple connections that need to be identified at this
stage are usually two basic types: cause and impact, i.e., one topic that is a problem contributes
to another topic that is a problem. This was a thoughtful, though quick, linear process for the
group to complete, with me drawing arrows to and from whatever topics they told me to connect.
The outcome of identifying these interconnections was a map of the territory that concerned
them. It indicated which topics were causing more problems than others. Such maps can show
people that serious attention to one well-chosen topic of concern can affect many other concerns.
This is usually helpful to note, so that the map does not seem to be overwhelming. Instead,
people can use it as an ongoing reference tool that they update as they address their concerns; it
can provide a meta-view of improvements, changing conditions, and adjusted priorities.
In their initial, raw form, such maps are usually a messy spaghetti-weave to look at, and this
group’s was no exception. Yet, that mapping needed to inform the group’s choice of which topic
to select. Thus, the next task helped to sort out the mapped topics by developing visual clusters
or “icebergs.” The group identified which topics were more like the tip of an iceberg, and which
topics were more like an underlying base of support. The topics that are in the base of the iceberg
will normally provide a practical range of starting points to choose from because they tend to
represent causal factors rather than symptoms. This exercise is not for analyzing topics with any
depth; it is a light-touch method to facilitate choosing a first topic to start with. Figure 2
illustrates the general approach to developing iceberg clusters.
Tip of the iceberg: topics with arrows pointing to them from others.
Underlying base: topics with arrows pointing away to others.

Figure 2: Developing topical iceberg cluster(s).
As they discussed which topics were more like the tip of an iceberg, people in this group
distinguished the three clusters mentioned earlier. Step 1 does not require or invite participants to
identify or analyze the relationships between clusters. In this case, the group had a catalyst to try
to analyze the relationships. One person observed that the cluster of land use-related topics
reflected consequences and symptoms of recent years’ changes in the growing community’s
former status quo. Another person observed that the other cluster, associated with the strains that
characterized local public life, reflected issues of process: “how we get the job done, relate, and
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communicate, how we do things, how things are working or not working.” Once these
characterizations were in the conversation, participants seemed to feel impelled to figure out how
to name the gap between the clusters: What was the missing link that would transform one
cluster’s strains so that the iceberg of symptoms and consequences in the other cluster could get
whittled down? The group could not figure out the answer to that question, but it did identify that
the missing link would need mutual education of officials and citizens, and that it was hard to
make the connection between the clusters when there was such a lack of communication in the
community. This group ended its step 1 work when it selected its topic. Since these seemed to
stand in the way of addressing all the topics of concern, participants selected: “the troubled
interactions between the government and the people.” (Click here to view the outcome of the
group’s work in step 1).

Step 2
Once a topic is selected, the next step begins with identifying the issues that comprise that
topic. From among them, one is selected as a specific issue to address in earnest. Methods in this
step help people identify all of the factors they can about what sorts of things support that issue’s
continued existence. Step 2’s purpose is to develop a thorough understanding of the issue. Its
outcome is a summary issue description that orients the next steps of work.
In the first part of this step, people articulate why the topic specifically concerns them and
how it matters to them at all. Then they unpack the ingredients of the topic. There is no single
way to describe why a topic is a problem that should be addressed, because it is really made up
of a collection of causes, influences, and problematic impacts. These separate ingredients in the
topic’s stew need to be specifically identified, because each of them is usually an issue unto itself
that needs attention.
In order to sort through the causes and impacts of troubled interactions between government
and citizens, participants in this case needed to tell some of the stories of their experiences. This
was because the topic held quite a “charge” for some of the participants, given their very difficult
history in the community. Once it finished this task, the group had deepened the topic of troubled
interactions by identifying that “the issue, the problem with that is that citizens are unaware,
frustrated, and therefore powerless, uninvolved, and misinformed.” This became the temporary
working title of the overall issue they wanted to address. Their summary issue description
(below) would further develop it and explain the reasoning that led from the topic to this issue.
The next task was to identify all the factors that held that issue in place as an issue that needed
attention. The group worked with three basic elements to develop its understanding of the
problem, and members of the group included themselves in these. The first element was all the
attitudes, assumptions, and biases that different individuals and groups of citizens, officials, and
public servants had, or seemed to have, about each other. The next element was all the concrete
behaviors that supported the issue; in other words, all the things that people were doing that kept
it propped up as a problem. These included behaviors of individuals, cliques of citizens, and
government policies and administrative actions, and of course, they related to many of the
attitudes in the first element. The third element was to identify the things that individuals or the
government did not do—but could—that supported the issue’s existence by their absence. Those
included behaviors and policies, too. All together, those elements gave the group a vivid
understanding of why their issue was a legitimate public issue. Step 2’s work ended with the
preparation of a neutral, non-blaming summary issue description, as follows.
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How do we improve interactions between government and people in ways that
reduce frustration, increase information exchange, and
foster citizen participation and cooperation in their government?
The nature of the problem. The government and some of the people of the city and the
surrounding area are increasingly alienated and adversarial. People who are troubled by
this relationship, and the interactions that characterize it, are those who tend to be active in
civic affairs. There is a long history of mistrust and conflict between groups, which has
gone unaddressed.
Why this is a problem. For many active citizens, this adversarial relationship has a major
negative impact on their quality of life. Active citizens need to feel at home in their
community, rather than shut out of meaningful participation in civic affairs by their own
government processes. As citizens of a democratic nation, they need to be involved in the
rule-making and decision processes that impact their investments in their quality of life.
Those investments include relationships, property values, and concern for the welfare of
the whole community in the near and long term. Adversarial dynamics destroy
relationships and entrench beliefs that “who ever does not agree with me, is against me.” In
a civilized 21st Century community, it is a public problem that citizens are feeling and
acting like enemies toward one another.
Effects of the problem. Some active citizens end up feeling trapped in frustration, anger,
or confusion. Some feel unaware of things they need to know. Others drop out of active
engagement in civic affairs to avoid the frustration. Others spend large amounts of time
and money to get their views included on the public decision-making agenda. Some fear
retribution for getting involved in issues or for having views that differ from local officials
and other citizens. Some are discouraged that the situation will not get better. There is risk
of inconsistent and less effective official decisions when processes do not build in time to
consider the full range of short- and long-term impacts. Such decisions can deepen
divisions, and cost time, effort, and tax dollars to address their “fallout.” Such unintended
consequences have included lawsuits, ill will, lost trust, and small problems becoming big
problems. In the adversarial atmosphere, viable solutions can go unexplored or be
torpedoed if the wrong persons offer them. Mutual mistrust results in behaviors that widen
the existing divisions. For example, some citizen requests for public information go
unfilled, some feel the need to have a witness to certain conversations, some people quit
speaking to each other, and some people who are not on “the right side” fear and/or have
experienced a range of unfavorable treatments by city employees or official groups serving
them at taxpayer expense. These cumulative effects result in some exemplary elements of
the city government’s mission going unfulfilled.
Causes of the problem. Both the processes of government and the attitudes of citizens—
outside of and inside government—need to evolve, because both have trapped the
community in troublesome patterns. Both government and citizens operate in ignorance of
what all the “others” deal with and are concerned about. The community does not know
how to handle its inherent diversity in non-adversarial ways.
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Step 3
Once an issue has a clear summary description, it is ready for step 3’s task to identify all the
possible reactive and proactive actions that could have positive impacts on the issue. These
amount to an action-system that would need diverse individuals, groups, and institutional actors
to implement it. The purpose of this step in a larger setting is to do the first layer of organizing,
launching, and coordinating action to address the issue. That includes volunteer activity and
policy work, and starting work on at least one initial issue question that will need public,
deliberative decision-making.
In this small project, the outcome of this step was confined to selecting one of the actions that
would have high potential to make a meaningful change in the issue and that would require
deliberation. For this group, the purpose of deliberating was to give them several experiences.
They were: (a) to go through the process to prepare an issue for deliberation in step 4, (b) to have
the experience of deliberative decision-making in step 5 as if they were the community, 4 and (c)
to begin imagining how such deliberations could benefit the larger community and its issues.
The summary issue description, above, served as the basis and inspiration in step 3 to
brainstorm all the possible actions of every kind that could address the issue. Its three pages’
worth of diverse actions at all levels of the community revealed to the group that there were no
magic wands involved to address the issue: just a lot of well-tailored actions of the right kind—
inventive, mundane, and technical—by enough diverse players. The actions needed to add up in
two ways. They needed to add up to ending the multitude of supports that held the issue in place.
They also needed to include a comprehensive array of new actions and policies that would add
up to proactive supports for a more positive political culture and system for public business. This
potential action-system indicated a wide variety of voluntary actions that individual citizens,
groups, and the government could take. At the same time, there were a significant number of
proposed changes to public policy and administrative procedures. Some of them would need
serious public attention, deliberation, and decision-making.
For this project, the group’s last task in step 3 was to select one of the proposed actions that
met TIP’s criteria for when a question or issue requires deliberative decision-making. 5 As with
most of the choice-points required in TIP, the group had to weigh priorities to select one. With
such a large list of important items, this was challenging. So, this group began by highlighting
four actions that it would choose from. Couched in the form of open-ended, neutral issuequestions, they were:
- How do we involve the whole community in deciding changes to zoning codes?
- Who needs to be included and considered in deciding zoning variances?
- How do we ensure transparency and access to all public information?
- How do we ensure accountability and protections in cases of retribution?
During step 2’s work, I had begun to question if the group was as homogenous as
participants’ earlier assessments indicated, and to question my earlier assumptions about this,
too. Then, and during some of step 3’s discussions, I suspected that several people had somehow
developed misplaced assumptions about the project’s purpose. A few comments seemed to infer
4

This project tailored TIP’s design to accommodate the limitations of a small group working on a public
issue, since such a group cannot make decisions that require many other people’s perspectives and
experience.
5
These criteria are beyond this article’s scope to include here.
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that this group would decide how to resolve whichever issue was selected. One small group
could not resolve such an issue, of course. And, although subtle at this stage, I was picking up
that there were different perspectives about how to approach whatever that action might be. I was
able to digest all the implications of these signals after step 3’s first session, although it would
have been better if I could have explored them with the group with more immediacy. Those
dynamics may have been in the mix at the point, above, when the task was to select a specific
issue-question to work on. Rather than select one of those four questions, the group deviated
from that task. Spontaneously, the discussion began to broaden and it was sprinkled with some
new questions. These included: Why do we mistrust them? How do we understand the role and
responsibility of government? How do we understand the roles and responsibilities of citizens?
A group may have a mixture of reasons to depart from a task. It can be as simple as not really
understanding the task in the first place, feeling resistance to making a choice, and/or other
dynamics. Thus, I always pay close attention at such junctures. Rather than insist that they finish
the task, it was more important to let this new discussion unfold a little bit to listen to what was
going on. Then, we reached the end of the session’s allotted time. Step 3’s final task of selecting
an issue-question would have to wait until the next session, even though the participants felt
discontented with the confusion they created during their final discussion.
I believe that a unique combination of factors led the group into its task-avoidance and
confusion. People were juggling the emotional charges of the issue, along with the unusual highlevel nature of the issue, along with the different assumptions mentioned above, along with an
underlying group level issue that had not yet been identified: I sensed that there was an invisible
“elephant in the room” that had to be identified so that productive work could resume. The
dynamics indicated to me that a fifth issue-question had to join that list.

Between Steps 3 and 4
The discussion that closed the last session had continued to reflect some negative judgments
of officials and other citizens. These had shown up in the earlier steps, and had quite
understandable origins in historical community events. Half of the participants later referred to
this as “the negative tone.” If such a tone flavored efforts to foster positive change in an
adversarial political culture, it would fail by being quite like the very culture it wanted to change.
Ingredients of the invisible elephant in the room included the contradiction between (a) the
group’s expressed desire to improve the community atmosphere and interactions and (b) the tone
that characterized a number of participants’ attitudes—and then the silence about the
contradiction. The most recent discussion suggested that participants were not of one mind about
how, why, and when they should engage their overall goal, much less of one mind for choosing
one of the four issue-questions they prioritized.
Some of the participants talked about this during the individual interviews after the end of the
sessions. One of them mentioned that she had been aware of some differences among group
members’ orientations, but she had figured since everyone shared the overall goal to improve
things in the community, that those differences would not really matter. By the end of the
project, she had concluded that such differences would probably have repercussions if they had
not been addressed directly.
The benefit of that last discussion was that the participants’ diversity of key questions and
confusion came out in the open. There were clear signs that the earlier sessions’ opportunities to
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voice a wide range of emotions, along with their origins, had not lessened the strong influence of
those feelings. These factors would make it easier for me to introduce them to their elephant.
I decided to begin the next session with an extra discussion before the group would choose
which issue-question to work on in the remainder of the project. I would call attention to the
dynamics I had been observing, and recommend a shift of focus. The shift would be from
addressing the overall community issue at this stage, to first address the within-the-group
differences. Unaddressed, I suspected those differences would make it hard to succeed in
anything they wanted to do later on the community issue.
It is a potentially transformative process whenever we shift our focus from just paying
attention to issues “out there,” to also examining our own perspectives and assumptions “in here”
before and/or while acting. This is called action inquiry. 6 For many people, it is an unfamiliar
personal experience and an uncommon group experience. I felt an ethical imperative, for the sake
of the group and the overall community issue, that we address the elephant in the room, even if it
was hard for me to communicate to the participants what I was hearing and sensing, and why it
led me to the conviction that it was important to shift the focus. With this goal in mind, I
prepared some supplemental handouts for the next session, hoping they would facilitate the
upcoming discussion about this elephant.
I would call the elephant a “tone and intention” issue-question. By tone, I meant the personal
judgments that underlie human speech and behaviors. Judgments can be negative, or positive, or
simply non-existent when someone feels genuinely neutral about things. Many times, people are
unaware that their silent judgments—negative or positive—come through loud and clear as the
tone within their speech and behaviors. Some of the participants in this group had negative
judgments, while some exhibited no active judgments at all. The negative tones were influential
in creating the group’s atmosphere (just as they were in creating the community’s atmosphere).
By the term intention, I meant whatever we intend to have happen. Intentions reflect the motives
that guide behaviors, and these motives underlie the tones of our speech and behaviors. In this
group, there were mixtures of motivations that showed up in the contradictions described earlier.
In times of change, it is very natural to have conflicting intentions, and we should always expect
them in ourselves and in others. In this case, some were reactions to the past (e.g., “we feel the
need to punish them first”) and they conflicted with sincere intentions to work for a better future.
Deliberating about a tone and intention issue-question would help participants sort out their
mixtures of intentions and decide how they wanted to use them.
We spent some time at the beginning of the next session to discuss all of this. The rationale
for working on their own tones and intentions seemed sensible to participants, at least on the
surface. Possibly assisted by whatever trust-levels they had developed toward me, they agreed to
shift their focus. It seemed to make sense that their own tones and intentions would affect other
people if they tried to improve the community’s adversarial atmosphere. The group developed
new wording to capture the question they would work with. The wording reflected the idea about
the impacts of the group’s tone and intention on their larger issue of concern, expressed in these
terms: “What kinds of relationships do we, as a group, want to have around the issue of troubled
interactions with and among citizens, officials, and public servants?” With step 3’s task
completed, the group was ready for the next step.

6

See: Bill Torbert & Associates. (2004). Action inquiry: The secret of timely and transforming
leadership. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler.
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Step 4
Step 4’s premise is that (a) people have a serious, specific question about taking action and (b)
the question is more complex than one that just needs a debate between yes or no. The question
must be one that could have multiple answers to either choose from or to intermix as a tailored
response to the question. Its purpose is to make this complexity explicit so it can be worked with.
In step 4, people develop several viable and distinctly different approaches toward taking action.
These approaches need to ensure that all competing perspectives toward each approach are likely
to be included. The process of developing such an “issue framework” creates an informed basis
for deliberating about such a complex decision. The outcome of step 4 is a brief issue booklet
about the question that needs deciding. It includes the reasons for asking the issue-question and a
neutral presentation of the diverse possible approaches to it. The booklet serves to educate
people about the issue, and people refer to it as a resource as they deliberate.
When a group has an array of tones and intentions to deliberate, as in this case, people can
weigh how each option may contribute to or detract from an overall goal. Then, they can
carefully choose conscious strategies in advance of any action. This can reduce the odds of
people self-sabotaging their own efforts once their active work begins. This is especially
valuable when the stated goal is to transform an adversarial political culture and there are some
bitter feelings about it to begin with.
In its fourth step, the group developed four very different approaches toward the tones and
intentions it could take, using TIP’s template for issue framing. Each approach was a different
way to respond to the question, “What kinds of relationships do we, as a group, want to have
around the issue of troubled interactions with and among citizens, officials, and public servants?”
The idea of asking about the kinds of relationships came from the group’s recognition that
intentions and their tones flavor relationships. Thus, the titles given to the four approaches
reflected a different flavor, as follows.
Approach 1: The intention and tone of preparing to organize an “us vs. them” campaign to
get the changes we want.
Approach 2: The intention and tone of preparing to take an “it’s the law” approach to
enforce needed changes.
Approach 3: The intention and tone of preparing to take a positive “strategic
encouragement” approach to get changes rolling.
Approach 4: The intention and tone of preparing to take a fully collaborative communitywide approach to work on changes.
Although they always have qualitatively different subject matter, all approaches use the same
outline to develop that content, using the following sub-headings.
1. We might favor this approach if we assume that…
2. This approach to the overall issue would be best because…
3. Examples of how we would prepare for taking this approach.
4. This approach may be worrisome, because…
5. Trade-offs that would be involved, including impacts on the kinds of relationships we
want.
As introduced earlier in this article, deliberation refers to the natural oscillations of the
decision-making process that goes on inside of people and groups all of the time. Those natural
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processes often take place rapidly and unconsciously under the surface, unless there is a major
decision that we take our time to make. Then, we are more likely to notice that we are weighing
the pros and cons of doing something. To weigh the pros and cons of just one thing is like having
a debate between two possible answers. When the question is more complex because there are
more than two possible answers and we have many consequences and what-ifs to consider, our
internal oscillations can seem like a mish-mash. This can make it quite difficult to even articulate
all of the options, much less the pro-and-con zigzags that swim in the mix. To lend coherent
order to such messy decisions, each section of an approach, indicated by the sub-headings above,
offers distinctly different opportunities to notice and shed light on those zigzags. Once identified,
they can become active agents in the process of informed decision-making.
With this project’s focal shift to intentions and tones, the processes in steps 4 and 5 proved to
be the most meaningful and in some cases transformative for the participants, based on what they
said in interviews afterward. The following description of step 4’s work emphasizes the process
of taking multiple, other perspectives while developing approaches to any issue. I recommend
that readers look at each of the four, one page-long approaches the group developed, (click here),
for two reasons. One is that they are lively and descriptive, which should make this discussion
more meaningful. Another is that they offer a glimpse at the potential value of “politically
incorrect” language to deepen understandings of certain issues.
In order to do the step 4 tasks, each separate perspective has to be developed into an approach
that is tailored to the question a group will deliberate later. This means “putting on” different
vantage points, akin to putting on a different pair of glasses to see things differently until the next
pair of glasses is put on. A chief benefit from step 4 that participants identified was that TIP
provided distinctly different perspectives to work with. Since it is common for people to think
and behave automatically from their own, customary view of things, it was a new experience to
discover that multiple perspectives could be purposefully used to look at the same question. They
found that each perspective had real legitimacy based on experiences, current conditions,
assumptions, and needs.
To develop the perspective into an approach, participants first had to identify what that
perspective would assume about “how things work.” With my coaching support, they came up
with two or three assumptions that seemed to underlie each perspective regarding their issue.
Each set of assumptions had a different-sounding tone, which created the approach’s flavor. For
example, one assumption included in Approach 1 (the combative, “us vs. them” perspective) was
“They’re out to get/beat us.” An assumption in Approach 2 (the legalistic perspective) was “We
cannot trust our government officials.” In contrast to these, an assumption in Approach 4 (the
collaborative, community-wide flavor) was “Other citizens and city officials want good public
relationships, good decisions, and effective processes just as much as we do.” Since different
assumptions result in different tones, intentions, and behaviors, developing the assumptions was
the first task to do on each approach. Keeping the approach’s perspective “on,” participants
developed the reasoning to explain why the approach made good and legitimate sense; this
further develops the unique flavor of the approach. Then, they imagined and described concrete
actions with that flavor that could address the overall community issue. These actions served as
examples of how they might implement the tone and intention of each distinct perspective if it
were used.
The second part of developing an approach so that it will generate oscillations that foster
deliberative decisions is to take off the perspective that flavors the approach, and to put on as
many other perspectives as possible that would find the approach worrisome for any reason.
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Under the sub-heading, “This approach may be worrisome, because,” TIP’s template takes a very
systematic approach to ensuring that all imaginable worrisome aspects are included in the
approach. This is crucial for all public issues because such issues affect many different people
who are in different circumstances, and not all of them will “be in the room” when such issues
are deliberated. However, with this group’s focus on its own tone and intention, I followed my
intuitive decision to facilitate this part of the task by relying entirely on what the participants
would come up with on their own. Without any prompting from TIP, they would surely know
what things would be worrisome to them if they adopted any of these different tones and
intentions in the larger community.
The final part of developing an approach is to identify the real-world trade-offs that would be
likely if the approach were taken. At least several of these have to be identified for inclusion in
the issue’s booklet. They need to describe likely, concrete consequences for diverse people if the
approach is implemented. This is because different people and groups, their self-interests, and
the common good are impacted differently by different actions. We all do not have the same
settings, concerns, values, or responsibilities. Thus, trade-offs illustrate real impacts that could be
experienced from different angles, including individuals’ long-term hopes for the overall issue. A
list of viable trade-offs not only keeps the issue tied to on-the-ground realities; it also further
informs and strengthens the deliberative oscillations as people consider the future impacts of any
decisions.
The group put on and took off all of these very diverse perspectives without judging or
discussing the merits or demerits of the approaches they were developing. This is an important
discipline, because it is unproductive to jump ahead before an essential tool is ready:
deliberations have to wait until there is a complete issue booklet. Thus, these participants
immersed themselves in each task at hand in order to create a meaningful and realistic vehicle
that would serve their deliberations in step 5. These four approaches, combined with the
summary issue description and some other material, formed the issue booklet that they used in
the last session of the project.
Step 4 freed each person to give full voice to a wide range of distinctly different concerns
without feeling pressure to advocate for any one of them. One participant reflected later on how
the two steps—framing the approaches as a group, and then deliberating them as a group—
served an important function.
I was just thinking of the insight that we tend not to do that kind of decision-making in
groups. To say, “Here are our options, let’s describe each one very thoroughly without
trying to judge them, and then take a break, and come back to it and try to evaluate and
judge. But only after we’ve really understood what each one of them means.” It’s a process
that takes the competition out of it, up front, so people aren’t feeling they have to argue
their point. They’re just describing each one, and people can suspend their opinions long
enough to detail each piece of it. So, it seems like it brings some perspective, as well as it
drops the intensity; they don’t feel they have to fight all the time for their particular thing.
They did not have to change their opinions in order to do this step, nor did they “lose”
themselves by putting on and taking off perspectives that were different from their familiar
favorites. To the contrary, they were preparing an orderly way to use all perspectives. As it
turned out, this process of purposefully donning other perspectives helped many of them
discover more about themselves, others, and their options for ways to operate in the world.
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Step 5
With the issue booklet in hand, step 5 puts all the preparation to work. It is a deliberation of
all the pros, cons, and real world consequences and trade-offs involved with each approach. Its
outcome is an informed group of people that can articulate priorities, decisions, and the reasons
for them. The outcome can include identifying new factors, e.g., if more information about the
issue is needed, if more people need to be involved, and even if any other questions need to be
deliberated before the current decision can be finalized or before things can really move forward.
There are several basic purposes of the deliberative decision-making process (and there can be
more than several, depending on the issue and its scope). The first basic purpose is to reveal and
understand the issue’s complexity. The complexity reflects many different perspectives and the
issue’s impacts on different interests, concerns, needs, and real or potential conflicts of various
kinds. To discover the complexities of an issue while deliberating it is a collective learning
process, and it is always wise to do the learning before making decisions.
The next basic purpose is to identify the actors that are involved with the issue in any way, as
thoroughly as possible. Actors will be individuals, groups, and organizations and institutions of
various kinds, depending on the issue. They may be involved in a variety of ways, for example,
by: (a) the impacts on them when the issue is addressed (and not addressed), (b) their resources
or lack of resources, (c) significant changes they would have to make to implement or adjust to
the issue being addressed, and/or (d) other facets of the issue that come to light by virtue of
identifying the actors that are really involved. All of these factors matter, if the issue is to be
addressed effectively.
A final basic purpose of deliberative decision-making is to lay the informed foundations and
directions for organizing and coordinating complex work on the issue and the layers that are
revealed in the process. This is because the kinds of issue-questions that need to be deliberated
are often part of a systemic “whole” that requires much more than a one-time meeting or
technical remedies.
For the project group’s issue-question, the complexity was different. The primary purpose of
its deliberation was to find out “where they landed” on the question, without needing to take any
action at all to implement it. It was essentially an action inquiry. They would inquire into
themselves, the local situation, and one another, to consider how different tones and intentions
could impact public relationships if they flavored future actions. Another purpose that I hoped it
would serve was to enable participants to imagine how deliberation, in general, could be used in
the community to address the topics of concern that they had identified earlier.
The earlier negative tone was missing by the time this group began step 5. Two persons later
expressed their surprise at this “dramatic” group shift. I think the explanation lies in the
insightful observation made by the participant quoted above: the process of framing different
approaches seemed to dissipate the negative energy.
As it concluded its deliberative session, the overall preference of the group was the tone,
intention, and action-examples of the fourth approach (community-wide collaborative work) that
it deliberated about. This was because the actions that could implement that approach would hold
the greatest potential to foster untroubled interactions in the community: it would change the
workings of public relationships and decisions. The group pragmatically recognized that there
would be issues or situations when such a higher-level approach would not fit or succeed, in
which case the next lower approach could be appropriate to try. It identified that there may be
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cases where none of the last three approaches could work and the first approach would be needed
as a last resort.
The content and quality of the group’s thoughtful deliberations are best reported by allowing
them to speak in their own voice. I believe this is especially so in this case, because it was a
groundbreaking event: people conducting a truly deliberative action inquiry about their tones and
intentions and how their decisions would impact an already-troubled community. Their work
was characterized by the rhythmic back and forths of deliberation’s interactive reasoning. In that
session, they demonstrated the capacities to remain focused, build constructively on one
another’s contributions, and arrive at well-reasoned conclusions tailored to their personal styles
and the community’s history and context. Click here to read the report on their deliberative
session, which I prepared and edited for them from the session’s audio recordings. It conveys the
unique character of deliberative dynamics more effectively than any of the words I have written
to describe it.

Transformative Impacts
The purpose of this section is to introduce two of the major themes that reflect significant
impacts participants discussed at length during my final interviews with them. 7 In the first of
two sub-sections, I draw from two participants’ experiences to discuss the theme of transforming
“us versus them” mindsets and behaviors. Then I develop the theme of liberation, also through
highlighting specific participants’ experiences. This theme showed up in personal and
interpersonal dealings, public and private. These two themes merged to underlie a unique
community project that two members of the group began to plan after the last group session. All
of these influences could be expected to have some positive direct and indirect impacts on the
adversarial community atmosphere over time.

“Getting Off Our Horses”
The negative tone that had been apparent in the group was initially introduced into the group
dynamics by several people. They had had an accumulating number of disturbing experiences
dealing with city hall and certain groups of citizens over the years they had lived in the
community. 8 Each of them had a different kind of history in the community and different levels
of activity. I cite only two of them because they were more influential within the group and the
way they described their changes illustrate this theme best. One of them, who I will call Larry,
had lived in the city for only a few years. In that time, he had trouble getting public information
from officials to help him solve various problems and to inform his voting decisions. Along with
those frustrations, he was concerned about the community being overdeveloped with both
residential and commercial buildings. He had never attended a public meeting or been visibly
active, but he considered himself very active by virtue of his considerable mental, residential,
and child-rearing investments in community life. The other was a long-time activist who I will
7

Descriptive portraits of all participants are included in the longer research report in this issue, referenced
in this article’s footnote 1. They report the changes in people’s levels of hope and motivation before and
after the project, and convey more information about how each person experienced the process and
applied its benefits.
8
An analysis of how this tone “infected” the tone of the group is included in the longer research report.
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call Janet. She was involved in various ways in community organizing, citizen referendum
initiatives, and lawsuits against the city to overturn or prevent certain official decisions. Janet
and Larry began the project with points of view about local affairs that were quite similar to the
first and second approaches that the group deliberated. Approach 1 was the tone and intention of
an “us versus them campaign,” which was how Janet and others had been using legal
mechanisms for a long time. Approach 2 was the legalistic tone and intention of forcing officials
to change through passing new laws and exercising vigilant oversight over and enforcement of
existing laws. Larry’s perspective toward officials reflected a combative, heavy hand of the law
tone. Both Larry and Janet were convinced that officials routinely made questionable deals and
violated administrative and zoning ordinances to the detriment of the community, relations with
at least some citizens, and democratic process in general.
In our individual interviews before the group work began, each of them explained in detail the
local issue that concerned them the most. They described how they understood the causes of the
issue, what should be done about it and by whom, and what they would do if they were in charge
of making sure the issue was dealt with. In brief, Larry’s remedy centered on requiring officials
to disseminate all public information to citizens in a timely, accessible way. Thus equipped,
citizens could “take the power back from the government” and control the community
development directions and decisions. Janet had been thinking for a long time about what she
would do to address the zoning-related issues (the real or suspected back room agreements,
strategic appointments to the zoning appeals board, manipulations of the code, and outright
violations). She would start a neighborhood congress system to be a defense mechanism, a
counterforce against the city’s power. It would select and support new candidates for public
office that would support the congress’s agenda. She wanted to ensure that the voice of a huge
number of citizens was too strong for officials to dismiss, and believed such a congress was the
only hope to alter the traditional dynamics and get a different caliber of public officials into
office.
Those sketches capture how Janet and Larry began the project. They ended it very differently.
In Janet’s terms, it was time for everybody—citizens (including her) and officials—to “get off
their horses,” to step out of the vicious cycle of playing offense and defense with no end in sight.
She would not build a defense mechanism against the city, but rather, something very different.
For Larry, it was to “quit looking at it like an us versus them thing, because it’s not an us versus
them: it’s a ‘we.’” He no longer thought in terms of citizens (“us”) taking the power back from
the government (“them”).
How did their experiences in this six-week project transform their long-held perspectives? A
thorough explanation would include their self-reports about their thinking, their biographies, how
they internalized all of the discussions and activities during the group sessions, and life events
that were going on while they were having and reflecting upon their project experiences. It
would also require a great deal of theoretical discussion, including the tone and intention issue,
TIP’s design, and adult development psychology. In the space of this short, general article, my
explanation will simply draw from the main experts: the people who had the actual experience. I
offer a synthesis of their reports about getting off their horses. The process of “laying down arms
and coming to the peace table” was the way another participant described this shift.
Their first step in this transformation was noticing that they had been thinking like aggressive
warriors. They had not seen it this way before. They had felt like victims of others’ behaviors,
and thus justified in taking a defensive stance. They had not realized that their defensive stance
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behaved just like an offensive stance. This was like finding out they had been playing a different
role than they thought they had been. The idea of role was instrumental here.
Once they recognized that they had been in an aggressive role (mentally and in their concrete
actions), they had a natural reaction to that discovery. They did the kind of mental role-playing
that most adults can do: they imagined how their aggressiveness would trigger undesired
reactions in others. Those reactions would seem to be defensive, but of course, they would be
aggressive, too. In this way, they realized how they participated in a cycle of adversarial tones,
intentions, and relationships, but, as Larry said, “I don’t want to feel like an outsider to another
group of people.” Neither of them wanted that. Since they were now aware of their own roles in
supporting many of the situations they did not like, they became open to alternatives. 9
Fortunately, the group process that elicited these experiences and insights was simultaneously
introducing them to a range of alternatives. They discovered for the first time that there were
alternatives. They simply had not known that their view of reality was not really “all bundled up
together” in one, unpleasant way. They did not have to be stuck where they were, and they could
look at alternatives. They found out that they could step out of the vicious cycle, first mentally,
then physically. The alternatives indicated that there were different ways to do this, so they
would not be stuck in any single approach at all. This was a liberating discovery.
As is often the case, along with that liberation came feelings of insecurity, taking forms that
reflected each person’s uniqueness. For example, Janet said that although “getting off the horses
first” was necessary, “it’s not something that I am personally real comfortable about. It makes
me nervous. I feel safer on the back of my horse. And I’m sure that they probably do, too.” As a
novice in civic affairs, Larry’s fears were different: “I don’t know if I’ve got what it takes to be
able to do it mentally, physically, or verbally, so it kind of scares me.” These and other
participants found creative and further-liberating ways to experiment with and ease into their
discoveries.
With these internalized understandings that “we need to act the way we want them to act”
Larry and Janet took different paths. Larry’s is reflected in the next section. Janet and another
participant dove into early planning for a substantive, long-term goal to develop a “neutral
platform” for non-adversarial community “network mechanism” that could include citizens from
every part of the community, city officials and departments, and area groups and organizations.
They planned to begin by conducting focus groups throughout the community to research and
test their ideas and integrate them with what they would learn from others. Their intention was to
foster communication and informal issue deliberations on an ongoing basis, so the “community
organism could know itself” and begin to learn how to recognize and deal with its issues before
they became situations that tore the organism apart. This did not seem to have a pie-in-the-sky
idealism. Rather, it reflected the realism of the group’s deliberative conclusions, that diverse
approaches should be tailored to address conflicts that arise from time to time. They wanted to
build an infrastructure to support local communications and information exchange, and
proactively reduce unnecessary conflicts. Such a mechanism would support efforts to work
through the inevitable future conflicts, too.

9

There are important things to understand about how and when people can become open to alternatives at
all; regrettably, they are beyond the scope of this article to discuss.
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Liberated By Taking Multiple Perspectives
The discovery that they could consciously select from among multiple perspectives in
forming their own thoughts—about anything—was the high point for some of the participants.
Reports from Larry and a woman I will call Sue showed how thoroughly life-changing it was for
them. There are both nuances and pronounced differences in how each person used their new
insights. For the sake of brevity, I will highlight only Sue and Larry, and do so without
discussing all of the differences I heard during their interviews.
There are, however, two differences about this case’s issue-focus to point out at the beginning
of this section. As I mentioned earlier in the article, people have been “framing” public issues for
a long time; there are some different methods for doing this, including TIP’s in recent years. A
customary design is for one person or one group to develop the approaches into an issue booklet
for others to deliberate the issue. In other words, most often, people do not experience both steps
4 and 5, above. Another difference is that if this project group had selected one of its four,
prioritized issue-questions in step 3, before the tones and intentions surfaced as an issue, this
transformative theme may have never developed, at least not in such life-changing ways as it did
for Sue and Larry. The difference in this case was that the tone and intention issue invited a
different kind of deliberative activity: self-reflective inquiry. By self-reflective, I mean that there
was an explicit need for people to move their attention back and forth from the issue within them
to the community issue in front of them, in order to reflect upon the implications of each possible
choice of intentions and their tones. Unfortunately, our social settings rarely provide such
transformative opportunities.
How were these experiences liberating to Larry and Sue? They released them from a trap.
Although this played out differently for each of them, the common trap was to be wedded to one
way of looking at things. As they both said, they didn’t know there was any other way to look at
and react to things. Many of us do not. This is reminiscent of the saying, “If you find that you are
digging yourself into a hole, the first thing to do is: stop digging.” That is easy for a critic to say,
yet it does not consider this: what if digging is all we know how to do? What if we do not even
know how to stop it? This could be like electric current without an on/off switch installed: the
electricity just keeps flowing. These people were elated to discover that they could switch; they
could look at and react to things in life quite differently.
The first step was to realize that they had been looking at and reacting to things in one way.
An analogy may illustrate what this seemed to be like for them. If we never encountered any
reflective surfaces—mirrors, glass windows, pools of water, etc.—and if we did not have arms
and hands with which to touch our own faces, and if we never talked about seeing, how would I
know that I had eyes? How would I know how I saw things at all? I suspect I would not even
think about seeing, but rather just take it for granted, because neither I, nor our culture, had a
concept of it to think about it with. Just so, many people do not have a concept of, or a way to,
notice that they have a point of view. Often, we assume whatever we think is the way reality is.
This is reminiscent of another saying: “Our perceptions are our reality.” It is often true. We often
are our points of view and so we have no reason to give them a second thought, just like the eyes
that I am unaware of in the analogy. Both Larry and Sue made this point, that they had not had
any concept about their own perspectives. The group process provided the concept for first
realizing that they had perspectives. Simultaneously, as described above, they learned that there
were other perspectives than their usual ones. This contrast supported their discovery that they
had been using the same perspective to view things in life, even when it was not getting
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satisfying results. With the structured support and resources of the process as a starting point,
they began running numerous joyful experiments in this liberating territory of multiple
perspectives.
The group’s focus on tone and intention was instrumental for bringing home inside what it
meant to them to explore and use different perspectives. Larry’s early experiments were with his
family, and he found that it meant a whole new world of information that he could mine from
within himself and share with others. He told me how his whole thought process had changed,
and with it, his behaviors. An immediate benefit was that he became more approachable to his
wife and children, who now clearly enjoyed being with him. Rather than reacting to things out of
old habits, he took time to look at things from different perspectives—his own new inventory
and those he imagined others might have—to find out what a whole situation might be about. He
would ask questions now, and in a non-threatening way. All of this also meant a way to help
others mine information from within them. One of several examples he gave was reading books
with his elementary school-aged children. He would suggest they pause at various points in a
story, and talk about what perspective a character was using at that particular point. Then they
would imagine what other perspectives might the character take, and how would the story be
different then? He found he could directly transfer his learning from TIP to any other domain in
his life, including educating his children so they would not live in the trap he had just emerged
from.
This played a major role in transforming how he wanted to address the issue of citizen access
to public information and community development: it erased the dividing lines between “us” and
“them.” For the first time, he was viewing the entire community as a “we” without those dividing
lines. For him, it had become a system in which to exchange as much information as possible
about points of view and respect them as valuable information, even when they were different or
conflicted. He would respect those differences. With his experience of becoming un-wedded to
one point of view, he wanted to help other citizens appreciate the information-value of
differences and respect them, too. The exchange of viewpoints as essential information became a
main criterion, in his view, for developing a healthy community.
For Sue, bringing home the learning about using multiple perspectives meant exciting new
ways to approach all of her interpersonal dealings and her modest social change efforts. She
integrated those new insights into her thinking about the issues she was most passionate about,
nationally and locally. I do not discuss details of her experience here because I think the
following observation eliminates the need to do so. I observed that although there were
significant differences in her and Larry’s interests and “where they were coming from” in
general, before and after the project, she used her learning in ways that were similar to Larry, but
from a different angle. Her palpable excitement was that she now had ways to decide what
approach to take with individuals, groups, or organizations: she could “handle it according to
who that person is.” She developed a detachment from her own preferences that enabled her to
assess a situation in a more comprehensive and realistic way. She could consider the person or
persons involved, their individual and/or institutional constraints, the individual and social needs
that people were trying to meet or were unaware of, and base her strategic approaches on who
the people are that she was or was going to be interacting with. She was running experiments
with her grown children, extended family, and friends in the community who were concerned
about the same issues she was. Our interview was punctuated by a phone call from one of her
children, whose reaction to a recent interchange with her was so positive that he called
spontaneously just to tell her he loved her. With a laugh, she told me, “See? It’s because of how I
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approach the situation!” Her new sense of general empowerment was both exciting and
liberating because she felt equipped with new powers of discernment. These fed her creativity
for conceiving new ways to help others learn how to use multiple perspectives, to see others’
conditions with new eyes, and to see how systemic complexity needed to be addressed. She saw
this as the best hope for breaking certain kinds of cycles that trap both citizens and their
societies.
In this group’s community, with its troubled interactions between citizens and their
government, there was a long history of “us versus them” dynamics and entrenched positions
that clashed in important issues. What happened during this project has potential to influence
changes in that political culture. As I write this, it has been almost six months since the end of
this research project. I have not returned to the community—a follow-up study is decidedly
alluring—and thus, I cannot report further than this about the transformations that participants
experienced.

Conclusion
This article divided its focus between the steps of “The Integral Process For Working On
Complex Issues” that I used in this research project and discussed it with the group’s work on an
issue, and the two predominant themes that emerged from the participants’ final interviews. A
brief summary of the project’s outcomes may help to pull these subjects together and summarize
this reporting. Those outcomes include both the participants’ perspectives and my own, as the
researcher.
A first outcome is finding that a number of participants connected their increased sense of
hope and motivation toward the community’s issues to learning that there are processes and
methods for dealing with issues and diverse perspectives on them. That was particularly
meaningful because it included learning that perspectives can be distinguished and worked with,
with productive implications for the issues, i.e., there were reasons to hope. Another outcome
was that the negative group tone had a dramatic shift into a productive, positive tone, apparently
as a natural byproduct of the process itself. Although a small, self-selected group is not
representative of any larger population, for this group concerned about the negative local culture,
to experience a dramatic shift even at this micro level was significant and hopeful. Participants
learned about ways to anticipate and accommodate multiple perspectives on issues and within
their own intentions and tones. They developed their own conceptions of how they could use
their learning, and/or described how they were already using it to meet their interests and affect
their own and others’ experiences. A new small group formed to develop a freshly conceived
approach to a community network mechanism, which it hopes will facilitate positive change in
the adversarial political culture over time.
From my perspective as researcher, the unexpected outcomes of this project were (a) the tone
and intention issue itself, and related to that, (b) the project’s impacts on participants. As far as I
know, it was groundbreaking for a group to conduct an individual and collective reflection that
inquired into intentions and tones using deliberative methods. The impacts and learnings that the
participants internalized and used within such a short time are the most significant changes—
personally, socially, politically—that I have ever seen in my years of working with individuals,
groups, and communities.
Of the countless public issues that I have had the privilege to work on with other citizens—on
the ground “live,” as intentional action research, and in assorted educational settings—I never
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had the occasion to work on a tone and intention issue. Although this was the first opportunity, it
was not the first time or place that I saw a need for people to address their public relationships
and attitudes.
Some years ago, I summarized my thinking about how to address complex public issues in
such a way that efforts would foster healthier evolution of individuals and their political cultures
and social institutions. Based on the experiences that I had accumulated at that point, I prioritized
that thinking based on the importance of conditions that show up often, not just in this project’s
site community. To date, I still agree with the first item in that summary. 10
Address the community’s most presenting or hidden needs first, those which, if left
unaddressed, would likely sabotage other efforts.
- Troubling relationships and their history
- Assumptions about capacity, knowledge, power, leadership, inclusivity
a. Provide a method for recognizing them because people need to become conscious of them
before they can intentionally work through them.
b. Provide a method for working through them because the [likely] alternative is paralysis or
regression (p. 2).
Because of this study’s findings, I have institutionalized the tone and intention issue: TIP’s
methodology now incorporates it as a specific option for groups to discern using before
addressing other issues. Whether or not existing troubled relationships or misplaced public
assumptions appear to characterize a political culture, in these decades of rapid change, with
their clashes of worldviews, expectations, and competitions over rights and resources, the
potential for an increasing number of tone and intention types of issues is, itself, a pervasive—if
unrecognized—socio-political issue. Thus, this small study seems important because it
documents that at least in this case, using TIP helped people and may help their community.
Further studies on tone and intention issues at larger scales could make vital contributions to how
we understand and foster healthy social change.
In recent months, researcher Richard Harwood has been traveling the United States to
promote and discuss his book, “Hope Unraveled: The People’s Retreat and Our Way Back.” 11
He reports, “people can no longer see or hear themselves reflected in politics and public life….
They abhor this retreat, but feel lost about what to do… [We need to] square with the reality of
people's lives…tap into people's desire to be part of something larger than themselves…affirm
our commitment to hope.” 12
I first heard about Harwood’s book as I was concluding this study’s fieldwork. I had been
hearing how much more hope and motivation participants had in our closing interviews. A
number of them who had felt lost and hopelessly shut out of their community’s life at the
beginning no longer felt so by the end. Further action research could indicate if the methods used
in this study would be effective to implement Harwood’s prescriptions. They might fill such
prescriptions while people are addressing their issues and being their communities’ new politics
and public life—not just reflected in them, but enacting them, themselves.
10

Ross, S. (2000, July). An integral approach to public issues and changing the culture. An unpublished
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Published in 2005 by Charles F. Kettering Foundation.
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Epilogue
For readers who are interested in integral theory as promoted by Ken Wilber and his Integral
Institute, and who are curious about the qualities that make TIP an integral process, this section
points out those connections in the steps described above. For brevity’s sake, I confine this
correlation to only those steps, and I assume that readers of this final section are already familiar
with integral theory. Therefore, I do not define its basic terms that I refer to below. TIP does not
use the theory’s jargon, and its incorporation of “all quadrants, all levels” is natural, since all
issues inherently include them.
Step 1. Meeting people wherever they “are,” it invites concerns to be expressed in whatever
terms reflect the way people already think about them. Then people identify the topics’ chief
(apparent) characteristic(s). These may be individual and/or collective attitudes or values (left
hand quadrants), and/or the behaviors of individuals and/or social systems (right hand
quadrants).
Step 2. The selected topic is broken down into its concerns, impacts, and causes; in effect, all
of its integrated quadrants and levels. Whichever of those is selected to work on as an issue, is
analyzed in terms of the all quadrant/all level elements that support its existence. If a “human
behavior issue” (i.e., any issue where individuals’ behaviors are “problems”) is selected, it gets
extra, developmentally tailored attention and investigation into complex causes, but it is beyond
my scope to discuss how that happens here. Participants develop an integral understanding (a
“portrait of the issue”) that integrates the left- and right-hand quadrants and pertinent levels of
worldviews that comprise it by their presence or their absence.
Step 3. An integral array of all quadrant actions and assumptions on the issue addresses the
relevant developmental (individual and social) levels involved. Its analysis identifies how
individual and collective attitudes and behaviors will be interactively improved or changed by
each of the new actions and changes proposed. Criteria for the kind of decisions that will require
multi-perspectival deliberation promote integral attention to social change and its challenges.
Step 4. The issue-framing template embeds the distinctly different perspectives of all
developmental levels’ concerns, values, and stakes in the issue, tailored to the specific issue that
is framed. The framing process invites reflective consciousness by identifying underlying
assumptions and walking in the shoes of all perspectives without judgment.
Step 5. Deliberations engage all the perspectives on an issue and the tensions of diverse,
possible actions on different parties’ life conditions, values, and agendas. Depending on the
complexity of the decision or issue, deliberations can result in integral or meta-system
approaches to address the issue. All quadrants and all levels’ interiors and exteriors are
inherently worked with, and worked through, in this method.
I hope that this overview, read in conjunction with the body of the article, responds to any
basic questions about how TIP has correspondences with integral theory, for those who are
interested.
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Plain and Integral: An Interview with Karen Kho
By Jonathan Reams
Abstract: Karen Kho describes her work in the Alameda County Green Building
Program. She covers the application of an integral framework to working with a variety
of stakeholders in the residential building industry. This work includes a stakeholder
analysis, rating program, educational materials and guidelines. How the program
expanded beyond Alameda County is also covered.
Keywords: Green building, integral, residential home building.

Four or five years ago I heard about some work that David Johnston was involved in as a
consultant, applying an integral framework to developing the green building industry in
Alameda County in the east San Francisco Bay area. Green building is a term used to cover a
variety of practices focused on creating environmentally responsible, energy efficient and
healthy places to live and work. In the fall of 2004, I was doing some consulting work in that
area, and heard that he was going to be speaking on the topic at the Integral study group that
takes place at the California Institute for Integral Studies. I attended the talk he gave, which was
followed by a wonderful presentation from Karen Kho, who works for the Green Building
program in Alameda County. Her presentation was a balance of theory and application that
grounded the integral perspective in a real world application.
A year later, in thinking about interesting topics for Integral Review, Karen’s presentation
and brief paper came to mind. I asked her if she would be interested in telling more of the story
of the Green Building program, and how it has spread beyond Alameda County. The following is
the result of two interviews and some further back and forth between us.
As I interviewed Karen, what revealed itself clearly was how an integral awareness was
engaged in a very pragmatic endeavor, and that there was a current underneath all of the
activity weaving it together. The glimpse of this awareness that came between the lines sat with
me long after the interviews.
Jonathan Reams

Q

I’d like to begin by asking about your background. What brought you into the area of
green building practices?

A

I started off as an environmentalist, a conservation major in college until I realized that
environmental problems were really tied up with developmental problems. So I studied
international development. In retrospect, I’m not sure I learned much about development,
except that well-intentioned people could easily make things worse rather than better.
Instead of going overseas, I decided to stay closer to home and become an urban planner.
Planners attempt to integrate different disciplines like economics and sociology, and to
work with people from many different sectors. Before coming to the Green Building
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program, I worked in transportation, community development and urban sustainability.
My work has centered on social change, of one kind or another, and I have always been
interested in knowing what makes some approaches more successful than others.
Q

This was a question floating in the back of your mind.

A

Yes. When I’m engaged in the actual work I do not have a lot of time to think, I’m
putting out fires and implementing a program from day to day. It takes an effort to step
back and ask—how effective is this program? Is it accomplishing what we’re hoping to,
or are we pushing ahead because the course got charted a long time ago? I have always
been a student of development in the broadest sense—interested in what makes things
work for individual people, families, cities, as well as society as a whole. Observing the
dynamics of development has been fascinating.

Q

In reflecting on why some things work better than others, what did you discover along
the way?

A

Speaking from the context of community development, two things come to mind.
First, the more people that are engaged, and the more diverse their perspectives, the more
potential there is for positive change. Second, the more that a community is able to tap
into local creative thinking, the more it can generate solutions tailored to its unique
circumstances. There’s a stark difference between a community that has confidence in its
own ability to innovate, vs. those that look outside for experts or money or off-the-shelf
solutions. I believe the true art of community development comes in facilitating unitythrough-diversity and fostering creativity.

Q

I agree. So how does integral theory fit into this for you?

A

Even though I completed my formal education a decade ago, I continued on a path of
self-directed study. I find most people are either in the world of practice or in the world
of theory, but I need a foot in both. As Paolo Lugari, the Colombian visionary, says,
“There is nothing as practical as a good theory.” What fuels my learning is the question:
What are the universal principles that can explain how the world works? I had been
seeing correlations between healthy self-development, a good relationship, a productive
office and a sustainable community. Well, when I came across integral theory it provided
a lens to focus on the dynamics of development. You can’t remedy complex social
problems by only looking at the external factors. You have to understand the values or
motivations of people.

Q

What were your early efforts at utilizing integral theory for creating solutions to the
problems that you were facing?

A

My early efforts at using integral theory were basically “testing it out” to see if it
correlated with strategies that I knew from experience were successful. I believe there’s a
lot of good work being done by people who have never heard of integral theory, but if
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they are successful, most likely they are doing things in an integral way. They have an
intuitive understanding of how to do things in an integral way.
Q

They may not have the lingo but they’re doing the work.

A

Exactly.

Q

You currently work for the Green Building program in Alameda County. How did that
program get started?

A

The Green Building program in Alameda County got off the ground in the late 1990’s.
In Alameda County a portion of landfill fees are set aside for outreach programs to
reduce waste, such as promoting recycling and composting. Green building became a
priority area because 20-30% of the waste comes from the construction and demolition of
buildings.
When the Green Building program was started, the initial activities included giving
grants to build demonstration projects and organizing public lectures. The demonstration
projects were not having a broader impact, because the builders doing most of the
construction weren’t even paying attention to them. So my colleagues hired David
Johnston as a consultant to help reach a broader audience.

Q

So, there was an awareness that the conventional methods for getting people to
change their practices were not working. How did the integral approach and the
consulting that David did influence the program?

A

I don’t think there’s a common understanding about what constitutes an “integral”
approach. What I mean by integral is that one considers both technological, quantitative
factors and social or qualitative factors. And you are working with the key stakeholders
in an appropriate way. For the Green Building program, this meant reaching out to the
mainstream builders, who are doing most of the construction. You can’t point fingers at
the building industry; you have to engage builders and understand how they work.

Q

That was the fundamental premise that enabled all of this work to flow?

A

Yes. I think the thing that David really brought to the program was an ability to tap
into values, motivation and culture—Wilber’s lower left quadrant. He was instrumental
in bringing together key groups and tapping into the reasons that they might be motivated
to do green building. Initially that included production builders and city officials.

Q

To create a value proposition for those groups that would make them say okay, I’ll
come to the table.

A

That brought them to the table initially. Over time, we need to deliver on what we
promise. You are circling around the quadrants in a sense. First, you generate interest and
focus on understanding values and motivation. Then you need to provide services and
meet the needs that have been identified. As people get engaged in the program’s
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activities it may shift their sense of who they are and what they’re doing You might even
find that someone who was rabidly opposed to green building becomes its most
enthusiastic proponent.
Q

That idea of moving around the quadrants makes sense. If you started with their
motivations and the value system and then asked them questions like what do you need,
what would help you, and then on the external side delivered individual information, put
together structures and facilitated things like meetings with the regulators. It’s like you
say, it helps them understand their relationship better, and opens up a different
developmental level of conditions where they can come back and say now we need this as
well.

A

Yes that’s how it can work. As things are unfolding, I pay attention to where are we in
the cycle. Do we need to stimulate a group’s motivation again and remind people why
they should care about green building? Or are people really engaged and hungry for more
information? One of the things we’re working on now is a rating program. It was not a
priority when the program started. But now it’s something people want. They are ready
for it.

Q

It sounds like it is kind of an evolutionary or developmental process where you were
able to meet some basic foundational needs and wants, and as those settle in and take
root a new set of needs occurs.

A

Right. The need may have shifted to another quadrant or to another group. In the fall, I
was spending a lot of time developing material for the production builder group. Now
we’re working with remodeling contractors. It’s a constant process of balancing activities
and keeping the overall picture in mind.

Q
A

How do you use the integral framework now?
Aside from David I don’t work with anyone who speaks in Spiral Dynamics colors or
integral lingo. The language can be a real stumbling block. But as I started mapping out
integral theory against the daily reality of promoting green building, I realized that there
was a very simple way to capture the essence of it. I found a way to communicate
“integral” without using any jargon.
What I did was take Ken Wilber’s Four Quadrants and distill them into four questions
that anyone can understand. Who? What? Why? and How? Who addresses the intentional
and subjective—it speaks to self or group identity, Why examines values, motives,
cultural norms and worldviews. What leads you to behaviors, products that are created.
And How elicits the rules, roles, social systems and organizations that make those
behaviors or products possible.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Wilber’s 4 Quadrants with Kho’s 4 Questions.
Q

Okay, those are very basic questions that anyone can relate to. How do you apply
them?

Figure 2: Overview of the 4 Questions.

A
As I described earlier, I
use this framework to evaluate
what needs the most attention in
our green building program. I am
often asked to speak to groups that
want to start a green building
program. So I incorporate the four
questions into the process.
It’s quite a common
practice in business development
or community development to
conduct a stakeholder analysis.
I’ve taken that framework and
embedded it with an integral
structure—the four questions.
When you’ve completed the
stakeholder analysis, you have a
good idea about the points of
leverage. From there, you can
create a program of action.
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Analysis of Housing Market
WHAT

WHO

WHY

HOW

What is being built?

Who is building?

What do they value?

What influences them?

Mass-Produced Homes
& Apartments

Production Builders,
Developers, Contractors

Profit, Predictability

Consistent Standards
Expedited Processing

Custom Homes &
Home Remodels

Custom Builders,
Remodelers, Architects

Status, Performance,
Individuality

Awards, Ratings,
Information

Affordable Housing

Non-Profit Developers,
Architects

Social Equity,
Environment

Regulations, Financing,
Information

Custom Green Homes
Eco-housing

Owner-Builders,
Green Builders

Environment,
Affiliation

Information

Figure 3: Results of Stakeholder Analysis.
In the case of green building, we are concerned about what kind of housing is being
built. First, you identify the types of housing being built in a community and list them by
the quantity of production. Second, you identify the stakeholder groups that are building
each type of housing. Third, you examine the values or motives of each group, and last,
you consider what will influence each stakeholder group to “green” their activities. So
you start with What, then shift to Who, then to Why and then to How. The chart above
shows what this analysis looks like in our county, and for California overall.
Q

On your stakeholder analysis chart you show that the custom builders and remodeling
contractors tend to be more interested in status, performance and individual creativity as
where the mass production homebuilders want profit and predictability. There would be
very different motivations for these groups.

A

Right, and it’s not that homebuilders would turn down the opportunity to gain
recognition, but it’s not the prime motivator for them. We promote tours that showcase
homes constructed with green building practices. These tours are much more popular
with the architects and the remodelers than with the production builders. The remodelers
appreciate the opportunity to showcase what they’ve done and get more business. In
recent years, the production homebuilders have had waiting lists for homes that have not
even been constructed yet, due to the housing shortage in California. We included a
couple of their homes in the tours but it has not been a key leverage point for them.
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How do you develop a program based on the stakeholder analysis?

A

In Alameda County the program evolved dynamically, in response to the needs that
arose. First, we needed to define green building and debunk misconceptions – so we
developed green building guidelines. After the guidelines were published, people wanted
to know where to buy products and who to hire to do the job. Then building professionals
needed training and we had to address the supply of green building products. So, the
program elements came together incrementally. If you are building a new program from
scratch, you need to start with a stakeholder analysis so that you identify the right target
groups. But the way you build your program will depend on the resources and
opportunities unique to the situation.
When I speak to cities that are starting a new program, I give them an outline of the
elements they should consider based on what we’ve found to be effective. What they
choose to focus on will depend on what kind of building is taking place in their
community. The good thing is that they don’t have to develop the tools and practices
from scratch, as we did. But what can’t be substituted is the local groundwork of
convening key stakeholders and developing shared values and motivations. (The lower
left quadrant work). Every community needs to do that for themselves.

Q

Could you highlight the main elements of the work that the Green Building program
does?

A

As you can see on the chart below, the main elements are policies, guidelines,
ratings/incentives, technical assistance/education and consumer outreach.
We work with all the cities in Alameda County by providing recommendations on
what policies they should adopt for their own buildings as well as private sector
buildings. Often we find ourselves bridging between the cities and the builders. Builders
feel that cities are over regulating everything that they’re doing and that getting a project
approved costs far too much money and time. Many cities, especially the more mature
ones, feel that the builders ought to be required to do more. They both have valid
concerns, but they usually don’t communicate in a non-adversarial way. We often serve
in an intermediary role.
I’m speaking primarily about the residential sector because it’s more complex—and
accounts for more construction. We developed three sets of residential green building
guidelines, because each one addressed a different stakeholder group. They differ in their
construction methods, their motivations, and their business models. Production building
is predominant in the east part of the county. So, we work with large-scale builders to
identify practices appropriate for them. The west part of the county is mostly built out, so
you see a lot of smaller projects and remodeling. And in the multifamily sector, there are
many non-profit developers, with very different needs and constraints than the production
builders or remodeling contractors.
Once we had released the guidelines, people wanted to know how much you had to do
in order to call a project “green.” So, we created the Green Points rating system to help
builders track what was in their project, and cities to know what was being proposed. We
offer grants and incentives based on how well a project scores, either based on their
residential Green Points score or commercial LEED rating.
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Residential Green Building Program
HOW

WHY

WHO

WHAT

Elements

Purpose

Target Audiences

Desired Outcome

City Policies &
Permit Process

Set standards
Encourage collaboration

City Officials,
Production Builders

Guidelines &
Education

Consistency
How-to information

Building Professionals,
Homeowners

Rating System &
Incentives

Promote competition
Reward excellence

Architects, Developers,
Custom Builders

Design Assistance
& Grants

Facilitate learning
Financial support

Non-Profit Developers

Consumer Marketing

Increase demand
Public awareness

Homeowners,
Civic Groups

Healthy,
Safer
Durable,
Energy efficient,
Cost-effective,
Sustainable,
Comfortable,
Housing for All

Figure 4: Program Development.
We offer a full range of educational programs—tailored to each of the stakeholder
groups. Sometimes these are developed in conjunction with a partner organization like
Build It Green or the local chapter of the US Green Building Council. We also provide
free technical assistance to certain projects, to help reduce the learning curve. This has
been helpful for city or county public works staff to learn to manage civic green building
projects and incorporate green building into standard practice. We’ve also found it
helpful for nonprofit developers.
Q

How are you able to have an impact in the multi-family housing market? What has
been your best leverage point with that stakeholder group?

A

We have had a really good relationship with non-profit developers because they don’t
need to be convinced of the importance of green building. The barriers for them are
technical knowledge and financing. They wanted a lot of information—everything you
need to know to decide if a green building practice will be appropriate for your project or
not.

Q
A

All in two pages.
Exactly. And so unlike our other two guidelines, the one for the multifamily buildings
is a 200 page reference document. The project manager can bring the two-page summary
to the team meeting with their architect and subcontractors. We gathered up the technical
information that would otherwise take them a long time to find. We do not have a product
like that for the production homebuilders. Even if we did produce one they wouldn’t take
the time to read it.
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Q

So, how do you reach that market? What kinds of support or information are you able
to provide for them?

A

The production builders who are doing green building want to be seen as quality
builders. They want to maintain a good reputation. They see that more and more cities are
asking about green building and they don’t want to get left behind.

Q

It is part of staying up with the most current trends and having a reputation for quality
that is seen as a long-term advantage for those builders.

A

Right. The main motivation for production builders to work with us is that we provide
a bridge to the cities. There are lots of cities around the state that are looking at what
we’re doing and copying. So they want to help shape what we’re doing because it might
have a larger impact.

Q

How much has the public had an impact on this? Have they started asking for this
more and more?

A

What we hear from the production builders is that the public is not asking for green
building yet. It’s probably due to the lack of information, but also the housing shortage in
California. Consumers have not been picky about what they buy, at least not recently. In
the past, we have sponsored public lectures and workshops, and organized home tours.
But in the coming year we will be focusing on consumer marketing. Now that we have
provided education to the builders and created awareness on the supply side, we can put
more attention on generating demand.

Q

How has the success of the green building program in Alameda County started to
attract interest from other counties in the Bay Area or elsewhere in California, and what
has that led to?

A

We have made all our educational materials available to cities and counties in
California and beyond. Most of them do not have the resources to work with the
stakeholder groups and technical experts. We made a commitment to our builder
committee that we would promote consistency among local jurisdictions. They don’t
want to go to other communities and have to deal with different green building standards.
So, we are active throughout the state.
I helped start a network of public agencies with existing and nascent green building
programs. It began with eight or nine active programs in the San Francisco Bay Area, but
it has drawn people from as far away as Fresno and Truckee. The group meets quarterly,
and now a sister chapter has formed in Southern California. There are almost 70
jurisdictions involved, and more contacting us every week.
We, Green Building in Alameda County, see ourselves as a seed organization that
jumpstarts activity in green building and develops the resources that are needed. Since
our program is geographically restricted to Alameda County, we look for other
organizations that might be a more appropriate long-term home for the resources that we
develop. For that reason we helped found Build It Green, a California non-profit
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organization that is promoting green building. Build It Green has taken over several of
our programs, such as a certification program for building professionals, home tours, and
a database of green building products.
KEY:

Build It Green
Councils & Guilds
State
County/
Regional

Public
Agency
Council

Government
Business
Nonprofit
Partnership

Builders
Council

Build
It
Green

Production
Homebuilders
Manufacturers

Cities

Nonprofit
Network

Suppliers
Council

Nonprofit
Groups

Green
Remodeler
Guild

Affordable
Housing
Coalition

Real
Estate
Council

Architects

Contractors

Developers

Retailers
Realtors
Lenders

Figure 5: Build It Green councils and guilds.
We (Green Building in Alameda County) have also been interested in fostering
interactions among different stakeholders in the green building market. So, we have
worked closely with Build It Green in convening and facilitating the formation of other
stakeholder councils. I mentioned the network of public sector green building programs
earlier – this group comprises the Public Agency Council of Build It Green, with chapters
in Northern and Southern California. We supported the formation of a Green Remodelers
Guild in Alameda County, which included graduates from our Certified Green Building
Professional programs. The Remodelers Guild is now a council of Build It Green.
In addition to the Public Agency Council and Green Remodelers Guild, there are a
Suppliers Council, Builders Council, a Nonprofit Network, the Real Estate Council, and
an Green Affordable Housing Coalition. Those groups are self-directed. For instance, the
remodelers meet ten times a year, and they want to learn from each other and bring in
experts on various topics. The suppliers group is looking at ways to get some of the green
building products to market and removing barriers. Each group has its own interests.
Build It Green provides a forum for all of them; it is becoming the social glue.
Q

It is very clear from your description to see how it has organically blossomed. From
something that was seen to work, people have been attracted to it, and it’s been able to
meet multiple stakeholder needs in a way that continues to grow in a very positive and
successful way.
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Yes. And I hope that in the next couple of years Build It Green will be able to
encourage more interaction among these different councils. Each of the stakeholder
groups needed time to coalesce around core values, to develop their own mission
statements or sense of purpose and priorities.
Their own culture and identity. The left hand quadrant things.
Right. And now there is interest in bringing some of these groups together. Build It
Green is hosting a summit for all the guilds and councils under at its umbrella in the fall
of 2006.

Q

That sounds like a fairly large undertaking.

A

It will be.

Q

But you only have marginal involvement with Build It Green yourself?

A

Actually I’m involved with most of the councils because many of them evolved from
our development and outreach committees in Alameda County. I like to keep track of the
issues and objectives for each group so that we can keep our program current and up to
date.

Q

It is sort of like research for your own Green Building program, just to have the pulse
of what is current in those communities and stakeholder groups.

A

I also keep an eye out for potential conflicts, because they often arise in groups,
especially when groups are in the early formative stage.

Q

It sounds like there is some awareness of the developmental process of each
stakeholder group or guild, that they have to go through this on their own. And having
gone through that in the Alameda County program you can provide a level of mentoring
for those to happen.

A

Yes. Something like that. But in addition, I think it comes back to the integral
perspective, whether we call it integral or not. There are more and more people who are
becoming involved in this green building movement, so the leadership of the whole
initiative is very dispersed. It is not focused on Green Building in Alameda County or any
one organization. It is now spread out among the many people who have become
interested and stepped up to the plate. I think it’s important to make sure things move
forward in an integral way. There are always individuals who are less tolerant or open to
other value systems. They can create or exacerbate differences among groups rather than
seek integration. So, that is one of things that I look for.

Q

Can you describe the figure 6 for me?
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Figure 6: AQAL View of Housing Market.
A

Q
A

The way the graph is constructed, if you look at the middle four rings, from production
housing out to the eco housing, that’s where our green building program has focused.
That covers the market transformation program. How are we going to “green” housing in
Alameda County? If you look back at our stakeholder analysis and how that led to the
green building program then you will see all those different stakeholder groups and the
elements of our green building program in those four rings. Then I added in the center to
rings of housing types that are “below the market” so to speak. There is no open market
for those sorts of things. But they fill in the full picture of what is being built.
So, in looking at all of this, how do you measure success?
There are different ways that we measure success. We look at how many of our cities
are actively promoting and encouraging green building. We also look at how many
people we’re attracting to our trainings, and whether have we have been able to engage
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all the key stakeholders. Maintaining a channel of communication with the production
builders is a sign of success. We don’t have much quantitative information, such as the
number of houses built, at this point. That will come later as the rating program matures.
We are seeing success in the left-hand quadrants first, and expect that to show up in the
right hard quadrants later (the number of green buildings). Sometimes people get
narrowly focused on looking only at the number of buildings.
I think that another gauge would be local capacity building. When we got started there
were only a few environmental groups promoting green building—before it was even
called green building. Now we’re working with realtors, mortgage brokers—people who
are involved in a lot of transactions around housing. I think that’s a sign of success.
Q

What would be the most challenging thing you’re experiencing now in terms of what’s
going on with the program?

A

The most challenging thing is keeping all of the stakeholders in the fold and fending
off the tendency to go to one end of the spectrum or the other. For hard-core
environmentalists, we are never green enough. And for some building industry stalwarts
we are interfering with the “free” market. The forces of polarization are very strong. In
California, we have the whole gamut. We have the most liberal groups that you can find,
as well as a very conservative building industry association. I think in other parts of the
country, the stakeholder spectrum is not as wide, or it may be weighted towards one end
or the other.
Each group has a tendency to do whatever is most comfortable and familiar for them.
And there is a time when those strategies are appropriate. For builders it is to focus on the
economics, and to fight change. For government it is to regulate. For environmentalists it
is to protest and fight industry. It is difficult to hold the space where there is common
ground.

Q

Are you hopeful that the work of Green Building in Alameda County and Build It
Green will be able to continue holding this common space open and support the
sustainable evolution of the building industry?

A

Absolutely! We have our ups and downs, but overall we are seeing more acceptance of
green building and increased collaboration.

Q

Thanks for taking the time to share all of this with our readers.

A

Thanks for your interest! It has been a pleasure.
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Le Peer to Peer:
Vers un Nouveau Modèle de Civilisation
Michel Bauwens
Abstract: Le « peer to peer » est la dynamique intersubjective caractéristique des réseaux
distribués. Le but de cet essai est de montrer qu'il s'agit d'une véritable nouvelle forme
d’organisation sociale, apte à produire et échanger des biens, à créer de la valeur. Celle-ci
est la conséquence d'un nouvel imaginaire social, et possède le potentiel de devenir le
pilier d'un nouveau mode d'économie politique, voire d'un nouveau type de civilisation.
Pour cela, nous allons d'abord définir le P2P, décrire en bref ces manifestations, et le
différencier d'autres modalités d'échange intersubjectif tel que le marché, la hiérarchie,
l'économie du don.
Comme principale modalité P2P nous distinguons: Les processus de production P2P,
comme troisième mode de production, qui n'est ni géré par un mode hiérarchique ou par
l'état, ni répondant à des impératifs de profit ou qui sont modulés par le biais des prix.
Les processus de gouvernance P2P, qui gouverne ces processus de production. Les
formes de propriété P2P, qui sont destine a empecher l’appropriation prive de cette
production pour le commun.
Afin d’examiner les characteristiques de cette nouvelle dynamique sociale, nous
utilisons la typologie intersubjective de l’anthropologue Alan Page Fisque, qui distingue:
1. l'échange égalitaire (Equality Matching), c..a.d l’economie du don. 2. La relation
d’autorité (Authority Ranking) tel qu’elle s’exprime dans le mode hierarchique. 3. le
marché (Market Pricing). 4. la participation commune (Communal Shareholding).
En conclusion, nous examinons les possibilites d’expansion de ce nouveau mode sociale
et son insertion dans l’economie capitaliste, en nous nous posons la question: le P2P
peut-il etre concu comme alternative sociale et economique aux modeles existants.
Keywords: capitalisme, cognitif, Economie, Internet, Politique, Societe de l'information,
Reseaux.
Abstract: "Peer to peer" is hypothesized as a new social formation with intersubjective
dynamics characteristic of distributed networks. This is shown to have profound
implications for the transformation of our current form of market economy. To
demonstrate this, I initially will define P2P, and carefully distinguish it from other modes
of production and governance such as reciprocity-based gift economies, markets etc..
Peer to peer dynamics are associated with a series of important processes: Peer
production as a third mode of production, peer governance, and Universal common
property regimes.
In order to examine characteristics of this new social dynamic, I use the intersubjective
typology of the anthropologist Alan Page Fisque, who distinguishes: 1. leveling exchange
(Equality Matching), the gift economy. 2. The relation of authority (Authority Ranking)
such as it is expressed in the hierarchic mode. 3. The market (Market Pricing). 4. The
common participation (Communal Shareholding).
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In the end, I look into the possibilities of expansion for this new social formation,
which holds great promise for a reform of our polity towards more participation.
I conclude the article with an examination of the integrative nature of P2P.
Keywords: Capitalism, cognitive, economy, internet, policy.

Introduction
La plupart des lecteurs sont familiers avec le concept de 'peer to peer' dans le domaine
technologique, et spécifiquement, en tant que technologie de base pour le partage de fichiers, et
connaissent les nombreuses controverses suscitées par l’échange (en fait: le ‘partage’) de
contenus musicaux et audiovisuels. Notre propre conception du peer to peer, ou 'pair à pair' est
bien plus large. Il s'agit en fait d'une dynamique intersubjective caractéristique des réseaux
distribués. Le but de cet essai est double, il faut montrer tout d’abord que le peer to peer est une
véritable nouvelle forme d’organisation sociale, apte à produire et à échanger des biens, à créer
de la valeur. Mais nous chercherons également à établir que le peer to peer a le potentiel pour
devenir le pilier d'un nouveau mode d'économie politique, voire d'un nouveau type de
civilisation. Pour cela, nous allons d'abord définir le P2P, décrire en bref ces manifestations, et le
différencier d'autres modalités d'échange intersubjectif tel que le marché, la hiérarchie,
l'économie du don.

Définition Préliminaire du P2P
Le P2P est la dynamique humaine intersubjective à l'œuvre dans les réseaux distribués. Un
réseau distribué n'est donc pas 'centralisé' (tel que les anciens réseaux téléphoniques), ou même
décentralisé (comme le système des aéroports américains, organisé autour de hubs obligatoires).
Un réseau distribué peut avoir des nœuds plus importants que les autres, mais ceux-la ne peuvent
être obligatoires et n'ont pas d'autorité sur les agents / participants. Des exemples récents sont
l'Internet et les réseaux routiers. Avec ce système, les agents sont donc autonomes, libres d'agir
et de contribuer (et donc aussi: de se retirer, de ne pas participer), et ne sont pas soumis ni
contrôlés par une autorité hiérarchique, ni motivés par des signaux économiques comme le 'prix'
ou le 'salaire.' Pour que naissent ce type de relation intersubjective, les agents doivent être
considérés comme équipotentiels, 'égaux en puissance', ayant la capacité de contribuer sans
sélection préalable, et sont généralement unis autour d'un projet commun, 'un objet'. Il s'agit de
ce que certains sociologues ont pu appeler une 'socialité orientée vers un objet'

L'émergence du P2P
La définition préliminaire peut paraître abstraite, mais le phénomène s'étend dans tous les
domaines de la vie sociale. Le but n'est pas ici de donner une description exhaustive, comme je
l'ai fait ailleurs (http://integralvisioning.org/article.php?story=p2ptheory1) mais de donner une
idée de son énorme étendue. Il ne s'agit donc certainement pas d'un phénomène marginal, mais
bien d'un phénomène émergent et interconnecté qui est caractéristique des secteurs de pointes de
la société contemporaine (technologies, échange et production de savoirs).
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Le P2P est premièrement la base infrastructurelle du système économique contemporain,
c.a.d. du "capitalisme cognitif." L'Internet et le Web sont aujourd’hui la base même de la
communication et de la coordination des processus dans les entreprises, ainsi que de la
communication du public. Son architecture a été spécifiquement conçue comme un réseau
« point a point ». D'autre phénomène liés sont le partage de fichier, par le biais duquel le concept
de peer to peer est apparu pour la première fois dans la conscience publique; le 'grid computing,'
le réseau mondial sans fil en construction (le Wireless Commons), et bien d'autres. Une nouvelle
génération de 'Communicateurs Viraux' permettent de créer des réseaux distribués sans
infrastructure préalable: ce sont les ressources supplémentaires de chaque 'participant' qui la
créent.
Le P2P est aussi une nouvelle infrastructure médiatique. La Toile – renforcée par les
développements connus sous le vocable Web 2.0, et plus spécifiquement les blogs et les wikis –
facilite la publication sans intermédiaire industriel; ce phénomène de démocratisation de l'édition
et de l'expression créative est également en train de s’étendre au domaine audio, par le biais du
podcasting, et même à la vidéo, avec le webcasting. Toute la chaîne de production/publication,
de distribution, et de 'consommation /utilisation' a été profondément « désintermédiée » (une
nouvelle intermédiation est en train de se faire, mais ne passant plus par les acteurs classiques
des médias de masse). Cette nouvelle infrastructure est en partie complémentaire des médias de
masse, mais fonctionne aussi comme alternative, par les forces sociales et politiques n'ayant pas
accès aux médias traditionnels. Nous sommes entre de plein pied dans l’ere des post-media.
En troisième lieu, et en restant toujours dans le domaine technologique, le P2P est devenue
l'infrastructure collaborative mondiale. Il est aujourd’hui possible, avec une grande panoplie
d'outils de cooperation, non seulement de produire des biens immatériels, mais aussi de faire du
'design' d’objets matériels, et même de partager (diffuser?) ces derniers, des groupes autonomes
de la société civile se montrant désormais en mesure de faire de la production sans
l’intermédiaire d'usines ni d’entrepreneurs. Il suffit de jeter un coup d'œil sur la modélisation
graphique des 'technologies de coopération' de Howard Rheingold 1 (2003), pour se rendre
compte de l'énorme développement et de la maturité de ce nouveau domaine. Pour le grand
public, ce sont les outils de la famille Wiki qui sont les plus connus.
Il y a un quatrième aspect fondamental qui n'est pas technologique, mais légal. La General
Public License, utilisée par le mouvement du logiciel libre, permet de créer des 'biens publics'
qui ne peuvent pas être appropriés par des acteurs privés. Des outils similaires ont été développés
pour la création de contenus créatifs, comme l'initiative des licences Creative Commons.
Passons maintenant à un deuxième niveau, celle des pratiques sociales et voyons ce que les
processus P2P ont déjà produit. Premièrement, la sphère infrastructurelle elle-même a été créée
en très grande partie par des processus de production P2P. L'Internet ne pourrait tout simplement
pas fonctionner sans les logiciels libres. Des 'collectifs cognitifs' autonomes et collaboratifs ont
créé non seulement des programmes, mais des millions de pages de contenu coopératif, dont le
plus connu est probablement l'encyclopédie gratuite Wikipedia. Le deuxième mode de transports
aux Etats-Unis, le car-pooling, se fait par le biais de ces mêmes principes. Des centaines de
milliers d'internautes partagent leurs ressources informatiques (mémoire, fichiers, etc.) pour des
projets d'intérêt public. Notons aussi l' essor du journalisme participatif et citoyen, dans un
contexte de déclin généralisé des médias traditionnels. On peut donc bien parler, comme l'a fait
déjà Yochai Benkler (2006), d'un troisième mode de production, qui n'est ni géré par un mode
1

Howard Rheingold and the Cooperation Project. Technologies of Cooperation. May 27, 2006 URL =
http://www.rheingold.com/cooperation/Technology_of_cooperation.pdf
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hiérarchique ou par l'état, ni répondant à des impératifs de profit ou qui sont modulés par le biais
des prix, dans un marché compétitif. Yochai Benkler, par le biais d'une analyse des coûts de
transaction et d'information a pu démontrer que lorsque les coûts de départ sont distribués
(outillages informatiques de millions d'utilisateurs) ou faibles, les processus de 'peer production'
sont en fait plus efficaces que le marché. Cette peer production crée donc des biens publics
informationnels, les "Information Commons," et est lie à l’émergence des mouvements
politiques de défense du Commun, bien analysés par Philippe Aigrain dans son livre Cause
Commune. Il s'agit de tous ces mouvements qui visent à protéger les biens communs contre
l'appropriation privée abusive: mouvements contre les prix prohibitifs des médicaments du Sida,
protection de la propriété commune des ressources naturelles et contre la biopiraterie,
mouvement pour l'accès libre à l'information scientifique, etc.
Il est clair que tous ces projets de production commune doivent également être gérés. La 'peer
production' est donc inévitablement liée à de nouvelles formes de gouvernance: la 'peer
governance', dont l'Internet même est un exemple. Quel est aujourd’hui le mouvement politique
qui a émergé globalement, qui ne dispose ni de médias classiques et arrive pourtant à mobiliser
des centaines de milliers de personnes? C'est évidemment le mouvement altermondialiste. Ces
acteurs utilisent principalement l'infrastructure P2P pour s'organiser, et ont adopté des nouveaux
principes de gouvernance P2P. Contrairement à d'autres mouvements politiques du passé, ces
aspects 'égalitaires' n'ont pas diminué, mais se sont renforcés au travers des années. Des
observateurs on également noté que les nouvelles luttes sociales, prennent la forme de
'coordinations.' 2 Implicite dans les nouveaux formats politiques est le refus de la 'représentation',
c.a.d. de la délégation permanente du pouvoir.
Le P2P possède également des aspects 'culturels' très marquants, ce qui constitue un troisième
niveau, représentant une nouvelle subjectivité et des nouvelles constellations de valeur. L'aspect
le plus connu en est celui des nouvelles attitudes de travail, telles que les a décrites Pekka
Himanen dans son livre sur "L'éthique des Hackers." Moins connu du grand public, on trouve
aussi une évolution des pratiques religieuses et spirituelles, visibles là où les vérités pré-établies
sont rejetées, ainsi que les formes autoritaires d'organisation qui les véhiculent (par example le
format hierarchique de l’Eglise Catholique). Nombreux sont déjà les 'peer circles,' spécialement
parmi les mouvements néopaiens, un phénomène des grandes villes occidentales, mais qui est
également perceptible dans d'autres traditions. Il s'agit aujourd'hui de développer une 'spiritualité
contributive et participative' à travers des communautés de 'pairs', et non de suivre des traces
établis de façon autoritaire.

Quelques Clarifications et Caractéristiques Importantes
Les processus P2P sont essentiellement liés à des pratiques de participation 'maximale.' A
partir de la création des sociétés de classe inégalitaires on pourra décrire l'histoire de la
civilisation humaine comme une histoire de la participation. Nous citons John Heron:
1) civilisation inégalitaire sans participation dans le domaine du pouvoir politique
2) civilisation sur base d'égalité formelle qui accepte la participation politique grâce à un
système de représentation

2

La forme politique de la coordination. Maurizio
http://multitudes.samizdat.net/article.php3?id_article=1446

Lazzarata.
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3) processus d'élargissement de la participation dans divers autres domaines. C'est
évidemment la phase actuelle.
4) Ce vers quoi l'évolution sociale devrait tendre si les processus P2P deviennent
dominants: civilisation participative généralisée basée sur la création du Commun et sur la
participation équipotentielle de tout un chacun 3
Il peut donc y avoir bel et bien des pratiques hiérarchiques dans les processus P2P, mais
l’important est alors de savoir si l'existence d'éléments hiérarchique est employée pour
promouvoir la participation, ou pour consolider l'existence d'une élite permanente. Par exemple,
si un groupe de PDG crée un réseau collaboratif, il est probable que le processus a pour but de
renforcer le pouvoir mutuel, non de l'ouvrir à une participation équipotentielle de tout un chacun.
Par contre, les éléments hiérarchiques tel que le système d'adresse DNS, ou l'emboîtement
hiérarchique des couches de protocole TCP/IP, ou le modèle client/serveur du Web, n'élimine
pas la participation généralisée, mais la rend possible.
L'élément d'équipotentialité est crucial pour comprendre les processus P2P. Dans les
processus sociaux modernes, la connaissance est en quelques sorte démocratisée, mais en même
temps elle est aussi soumise à des processus de validation institutionnalisée. Participent à des
projets ceux dont la connaissance et l'expertise a été validée préalablement. Par exemple, pour
écrire dans une revue scientifique, on doit démontrer son expertise formalisée par un diplôme,
faire référence à ses écrits préalables, puis être jugés par des pairs. Dans les nouveaux processus
de création de connaissance P2P, il n'y a pas de sélection préalable, pas de restriction aux
'membres' de l'institution. La participation est ouverte, et c'est dans le processus de coopération
même, que le triage se fait 'à posteriori.' Généralement, les processus de création de valeur
d'usage, comme le logiciel libre, sont donc ouverts à tous, à condition que l'équipotentialité soit
présente, c.a.d. la capacité de coopérer dans ce contexte spécifique. Ainsi aussi, la Wikipedia est
ouverte à tous.
A l’ University of Openness une application très radicale des principes P2P qui est avant tout
basée sur l'échange de savoir, et sur la recherche de savoir en commun, tout un chacun peut créer
une faculté, devenir un étudiant de cette faculté,etc. Les facultés disposent également d'une
bibliothèque coopérative et diffuse, c.a.d. les livres de chacun mis à la disposition de tous. La
validation est communautaire, se fait par le biais de l'intelligence collective dont dispose la
communauté (et dont les membres sont informés également par les autres modes de validation
institutionnelle). Notons que la participation à des projets P2P peut être automatique: l'option
par défaut devient alors la participation, et les ressources individuelles sont considérées comme
communes 'à priori.' C’est la non-participation qui apparait donc comme élective. Par exemple,
dans l'échange de fichiers, la participation est impliquée par la mise à disposition de sa propre
mémoire dans le réseaux; concernant la méthode de diffusion à bande large BitTorrent, toute
personne téléchargeant un fichier partage automatiquement ses propres ressources non utilisées.
Les processus de P2P pratiquent donc en général des procédés de capture automatique, ainsi de
nombreuses petites ressources distribuées font-elles naître des méga-projets, dépassant de loin les
capacités de mobilisations des entreprises, même multinationales. 4
3

Communication personnelle avec John Heron, July 2005
La typologie de Alan Page Fiske
People use just four fundamental models for organizing most aspects of sociality most of the time in all
cultures. These models are Communal Sharing, Authority Ranking, Equality Matching, and Market
Pricing. Communal Sharing (CS) is a relationship in which people treat some dyad or group as equivalent
4
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Dans quelles mesures les processus P2P peuvent ils être distingués de la socialité de réseaux,
tel que décrite par Manuel Castells (2001)? Cet auteur ne distingue pas clairement les différents
types de réseaux, et nous rappelons que les processus P2P sont caractéristiques des réseaux
distribués. Prenons l'exemple de Marx observant la naissance du modèle industriel: il aurait pu
décrire uniquement les usines, les relations autoritaires à l'intérieur de l'usine. Mais en même
temps, les ouvriers créent une nouvelle culture de résistance, des coopératives, mutualités,
syndicats et partis politiques populaires. Ces dernières pratiques ont durablement changé la
société capitaliste et créé un modèle dans lequel l'économique a été, en tout cas pour un temps,
soumis à des priorités sociales (le modèle social Européen ou Rooseveltien). L'approche P2P ne
se contente donc pas d'analyser la socialité générale de notre société en réseaux, mais les
processus spécifiques qui ont une intentionnalité participative, qui sont une réaction, une
résistance et une création sociale vis à vis de la socialité de réseaux généralisée. L'objet des
processus P2P est implicitement et explicitement de créer du Commun, et non du marché ou de
l'état.
Il faut donc distinguer nettement les processus participatifs purs, résultant dans la création du
Commun, de processus qui 'emploient' l'infrastructure P2P, mais tentent de l'approprier dans
and undifferentiated with respect to the social domain in question. Examples are people using a commons
(CS with respect to utilization of the particular resource), people intensely in love (CS with respect to
their social selves), people who "ask not for whom the bell tolls, for it tolls for thee" (CS with respect to
shared suffering and common well-being), or people who kill any member of an enemy group
indiscriminately in retaliation for an attack (CS with respect to collective responsibility). In Authority
Ranking (AR) people have asymmetric positions in a linear hierarchy in which subordinates defer,
respect, and (perhaps) obey, while superiors take precedence and take pastoral responsibility for
subordinates. Examples are military hierarchies (AR in decisions, control, and many other matters),
ancestor worship (AR in offerings of filial piety and expectations of protection and enforcement of
norms), monotheistic religious moralities (AR for the definition of right and wrong by commandments or
will of God), social status systems such as class or ethnic rankings (AR with respect to social value of
identities), and rankings such as sports team standings (AR with respect to prestige). AR relationships are
based on perceptions of legitimate asymmetries, not coercive power; they are not inherently exploitative
(although they may involve power or cause harm).
In Equality Matching relationships people keep track of the balance or difference among participants
and know what would be required to restore balance. Common manifestations are turn-taking, one-person
one-vote elections, equal share distributions, and vengeance based on an-eye-for-an-eye, a-tooth-for-atooth. Examples include sports and games (EM with respect to the rules, procedures, equipment and
terrain), baby-sitting coops (EM with respect to the exchange of child care), and restitution in-kind (EM
with respect to righting a wrong). Market Pricing relationships are oriented to socially meaningful ratios
or rates such as prices, wages, interest, rents, tithes, or cost-benefit analyses. Money need not be the
medium, and MP relationships need not be selfish, competitive, maximizing, or materialistic—any of the
four models may exhibit any of these features. MP relationships are not necessarily individualistic; a
family may be the CS or AR unit running a business that operates in an MP mode with respect to other
enterprises. Examples are property that can be bought, sold, or treated as investment capital (land or
objects as MP), marriages organized contractually or implicitly in terms of costs and benefits to the
partners, prostitution (sex as MP), bureaucratic cost-effectiveness standards (resource allocation as MP),
utilitarian judgments about the greatest good for the greatest number, or standards of equity in judging
entitlements in proportion to contributions (two forms of morality as MP), considerations of "spending
time" efficiently, and estimates of expected kill ratios (aggression as MP). (source: Fiske website
http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/anthro/faculty/fiske/relmodov.htm).
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l'économie marchande. Ainsi, l'ensemble du capitalisme cognitif repose aujourd'hui sur
l'infrastructure communicationnelle P2P; les processus collaboratifs intra- et inter-entreprises
seraient impossibles sans leur emploi; certaines entreprises, que nous appelons 'netarchiques'
reposent explicitement sur la facilitation et l'exploitation des processus participatifs, tel que
Amazon, Google, eBay etc. L'idéologie du 'Bottom of the Pyramid development,’ visant à une
extension du marché vers les tout pauvres, est en quelque sort inspire par certains principes P2P.
Plus loin, nous développerons les différences entre les processus P2P et le marché.

Récapitulons Quelques Principes Supplémentaires:
-

-

le P2P n'est pas sans structure, mais possède des structures dynamiques et changeantes,
selon les différentes phases de constitution d'un projet.
le P2P n'est donc pas sans 'autorité' mais l'autorité y est dynamique, fonctionnellement
spécialisée, souvent avec un leadership collectif, gardien des valeurs et de la vision du
projet, mais dont l'influence dépend de l'engagement concret. L’hierarchie ‘volontaire’
est en general constituee d’un leadership ideologique et historique, c.a.d. les
‘concepteurs’ du projet, et d’un leadership de competence meritocratique.
la communication n'y est pas formalisée dans des processus de haut en bas et
réciproquement, mais y est intégrée aux 'protocoles' même du système.
La coopération doit être libre et non forcée, et soit le retrait, soit le 'forking', la création
d'un nouveau projet, doit être possible à tout instant.
Si les systèmes hiérarchiques sont caractérisés par le panoptisme, autrement dit la
capacité réservée à la hiérarchie de voir le système dans son entièreté; les processus P2P
sont caractérisés par l'holoptisme, lequel signifie la capacité de chaque membre de voir le
tout, aussi bien horizontalement (avec les autres participants), qu'avec le développement
du système dans son entièreté. La transparence est inscrite dans le protocole même et
accessible par les outils informatiques et la communication libre. Ces qualités sont
exprimées dans des 'collectifs cyber' reposant sur une collaboration globale. Notons que
la qualité d'holoptisme nous permets de distinguer le P2P des processus sociaux des
insectes, où les participants n’ont pas cette capacité, et peuvent être sacrifiés au système;
cette même qualité permet de distinguer le P2P des processus marchands, dans lesquels
les individus n'ont pas accès à la connaissance du système dans son entièreté ,et sont
seulement engagés dans leur propre transaction.

Si il n'y a pas à proprement parler de hiérarchie, de structure ou d'autorité fixe dans les
processus P2P, où est donc le pouvoir? Le pouvoir est dans la communauté, et cette communauté
est non-representationelle. Elle refuse donc de déléguer ces pouvoirs. Ce que ces processus
participatifs veulent éviter, c'est l'émergence d'un « individu collectif » dans le sens de Louis
Dumont, qui peut se détacher des participants (tel l'entreprise ou la nation), et acquérir ses
propres stratégies de pouvoir, éventuellement à l'encontre de ces propres membres. En éliminant
ainsi les signaux de la hiérarchie et du marché, les projets Communs ont besoin de signaux qui
doivent venir des relations sociales elles mêmes. Il y a donc la validation communautaire par le
biais de multiples techniques d’auto-évaluation permanente; il y a l'invention de protocoles
technologiques indépendants, qui vont tenter d'objectiver cette validation, par exemple, le
protocole de Technorati.com qui permets de distinguer les entrées de blogs à partir de leur utilité
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démontrée par l'usage réel. Ce sont le résultats des ces algorithmes qui vont fréquemment faire
un arbitrage 'objectif'.
Notons finalement le processus de dé-marchandisation. Les projets communs produits par le
biais des processus sociaux P2P, ne sont généralement pas destinés à la vente, il ne s'agit pas de
'produits' proposés à un marché. Ils sont faits pour leur valeur d'usage. L'usage qui en est fait est
lui-même le principal outil pour déterminer la valeur d'un projet et des protocoles informatiques
peuvent être utilisés pour la mesurer.
Pour qualifier de processus 'peer to peer', nous pensons qu'il est justifié d'y ajouter une
caractéristique morale, une 'intentionnalité', qui doit être celle de la participation et de la création
du Commun. En effet il est possible de créer des projets collaboratifs fermés à la participation, et
il est également possible de produire des produits sans viser de mettre la valeur d'usage en
Commun. Il y aujourd’hui un nombre de sites ou des firmes privées qui rémunèrent les
meilleures solutions à certains de leur problème, même si le processus de production de ces
solutions est le fait de 'collectifs cyber' en compétition, comme l'intentionnalité est ici de 'vendre'
la solution, cela peut être au plus un procédé 'partiellement P2P.'

Le P2P et les Autres Modes Intersubjectifs
Afin de pouvoir distinguer cette nouvelle formation sociale d'autres modes intersubjectifs de
création et d'échange de valeurs, nous employons la typologie de l'anthropologue Alan Page
Fiske.
Il distingue quatre types de relations intersubjectives: 1) l'échange égalitaire (Equality
Matching); 2) la relation d’autorité (Authority Ranking); 3) le marché (Market Pricing); 4) la
participation commune (Communal Shareholding).
Notons que toute civilisation est un mélange de ces quatre types d'intersubjectivité, mais
qu'en général, un mode domine et 'modèle' les autres. Ainsi, le mode tribal a été identifié avec la
dominance de l'échange égalitaire, ou l'économie du don. La société tribale est dominée par
l'appartenance à la lignée, et les liens y sont crées par le biais du don. Le don crée obligation et
lien social.
Les civilisations agricoles ou féodales sont dominées par le principe d'autorité ou d'allégeance
et possèdent une économie tributaire basée sur la relation de force. Aujourd'hui le mode
capitaliste est évidemment dominé par l'échange via le marché et le lien salarial, qui est une
relation de dépendance.
Notre hypothèse est donc que le peer to peer représente une nouvelle formation sociale base
sur la participation commune.
Voyons en quoi cette nouvelle formation sociale diffère des trois autres modes, et pourquoi il
s'agit d'un mode de 'participation commune.'
Premièrement, le P2P n’est pas basé sur une réciprocité directe. Il n’y a pas d’échange. La
production dépend essentiellement de la volonté de chacun de vouloir participer dans le projet
commun. Pendant le processus, il n’y pas de processus de dépendance car il n’y a pas de salaire.
L’utilisation de la production commune est encouragée, et chaque nouvel utilisateur est en fait
une ressource pour le système. Il n’y a donc pas de Tragédie du Commun, dans le sens ou il ne
peut y avoir sur-utilisation du système. Finalement, le produit final est un bien commun qui est
mis à la disposition de tous. C’est donc bel et bien un système de non-réciprocité et toutes les
analyses qui veulent faire de l’internet une économie de don sont erronées.
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Deuxième point: le P2P n’est pas un marché. Il n’y a pas de relation salariale et de commande
hiérarchique, car il n’y a pas d’entreprise. Les produits ne sont pas vendus sur le marché (bien
que cela soit permis par les licences) et, puisqu’il n’y a pas de tension entre l’offre et la demande
dans le contexte d’un bien infiniment reproductible, il n’y pas de régulation par les prix. La
production P2P ne produit pas de marchandise.
Ceci ne veut pas dire que le P2P n’est pas profondément impliqué dans l’économie de
marché. Pour les entreprises, l’utilisation de logiciel libre est un moyen de fortement diminuer
les coûts; ces mêmes entreprises sont à l’affût de l’innovation ainsi générée, et peuvent même
financièrement soutenir des projets. Tout simplement, l’économie cognitive ne pourrait
fonctionner sans l’appui des technologie P2P (l’internet, le web), sans l’innovation diffuse, sans
les techniques participatives dans le management des projets. Les processus participatifs créent
une nouvelle sphère du capitalisme, une nouvelle fraction du capital qu’on pourrait appeler
‘netarchique.’ Il s’agit d’entreprises dont la valeur ne dépend ni de leurs ressources matérielles
(comme dans le capitalisme industriel), ni de leurs ressources intellectuelles (comme dans le
capitalisme cognitif), mais de leur capacité à créer des plateformes participatives (Ebay, Google,
Yahoo, Amazon) ou d’agencer l’apport de la participation dans l’enrichissement des services et
produits.
Les deux erreurs d’interprétations sont donc de considérer la peer production comme une
expression du marché, ou de ne voir que les aspects ‘immanents’ du phénomène P2P, sans en
voir les aspects transcendants, les aspects qui dépassent le marché et l’économie politique du
capitalisme.
Le P2P a donc une double nature: par le biais de son infrastructure informatique distributive et
collaborative, il est instrumentalisé par le capital. Mais le P2P ne peut se réduire à cette
instrumentalisation. Elle est une initiative du monde civil pour sortir de la dichotomie marchéetat, offrant un troisième mode d'organisation sociale.
En effet: 1) cette même infrastructure renforce l'autonomie du monde civil; 2) son mode de
production ne répond ni à des impératifs de marché, ni à une hiérarchie étatique ou corporative;
3) son mode de gouvernance non hiérarchique se sépare de celui des entreprises, mais aussi du
mode étatique; 4) Sa mise en commun de la propriété intellectuelle rend impossible
l'appropriation privée et crée un 'troisième domaine social.'
Le P2P changent également profondément la relation hiérarchique. Le P2P est méritocratique
et n’est plus basé sur la relation de dépendance du régime salariale mais plutôt sur un leadership
distribue et changeant. L’identité, la réputation de l’individu y dépendent de sa contribution au
commun et de la reconnaissance de cet apport par la communauté. Le grand choix de l’individu
est désormais: de suivre un projet existant avec un leadership déjà constitue (même s’il est
mouvant et changeant), ou de créer son propre projet.

L'extension du Mode P2P Dans le Monde de Demain
Nous voulons ici réfléchir à une extension possible du mode P2P, et de son articulation
présente et future dans la société. Il serait faux de réduire l’extension du P2P au domaine de
l’immatériel.
L’extension des modes participatifs sont une fonction des réseaux distribues, donc d’une
extension des processus de distribution. La distribution de l’intellect tout d’abord. Le P2P est
fonction de l’abondance d’intelligence collective, et de son surplus qui ne peut être réduit à son
emploi dans l’entreprise par le biais de la relation salariale. Toute extension générale du niveau
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de l’éducation, des moyens mis dans la recherche et l’innovation, sont favorables à son
extension.
La distribution des moyens de productions, du capital fixe ensuite. Dans la mesure ou les
ordinateurs et les réseaux continuent leur expansion, les possibilités de capitalisation distribuées,
c’est à dire la création de réseaux sans apport de capital centralisé, augmentent. L’explosion que
nous voyons aujourd’hui dans la sphère médiatique, pourrait se produire dans certains secteurs
de la production matérielle, selon les progrès de la ‘desktop manufacturing’ (‘production chez
soi’), qui vient de démarrer aux Etats-Unis, avec des entreprises de support tels que
eMachineShop.com, iFabricate.com, etc. En outre, partout ou la production peut être distinguée
en deux phases, immatérielles et matérielles, la possibilité théorique d’une extension du
participatif existe dans la phase de conception des produits et services. C’est évidemment déjà le
cas dans le secteur des logiciels, ou de nombreuses entreprises de service, capitalisent sur les
logiciels libres.
La distribution du capital financier ensuite. C’est le facteur le plus délicat et difficile à
envisager, puisqu’il y a une extraordinaire concentration des ressources dans ce domaine.
Cependant des nouveaux mécanismes comme la Banque ‘P2P’ Zopa, un système bancaire sans
intermédiaire, pointent vers les solutions futurs.
Le développement de la sphère non-reciprocité pure sera aussi dépendante d’une série de
mesures politiques, tels que le revenu universel garanti. Une telle politique, qui permet de sevrer
le lien trop direct entre travail et salaire, permettra à de nombreuses personnes de rejoindre,
pendant des tranches choisies de leur vie, des projets de production participatives en dehors de la
sphère marchande. C’est probablement la mesure la plus importante pour enrichir durablement
nos sociétés.

Recapitulatif: Les Aspects Integraux et Integratifs du P2P
Les processus P2P sont donc généralement associés à une production de valeur, la 'peer
production.' Ces processus P2P n'ont pas comme finalité le profit, mais la valeur d'usage.
Pourquoi ce mode peut-il être considéré comme intégratif par rapport à la situation précédente?
Autrement dit, le P2P est-il régressif, ou, au contraire, reprend-il les avantages des modes
précédents, tout en les améliorant ?
Le P2P est tout à fait compatible avec un mode de production industriel et post-industriel, et
est même plus productif que celui-ci dans certaines conditions. Le P2P n’abolit donc pas la
complexité du monde économique. Il n’est en aucun cas, un retour en arrière. Il permet en fait à
l’économie du marché de profiter de son innovation et de son extension. Nous avons également
insisté sur le fait que la vocation du P2P n’est pas d’exister seul, mais de devenir le format
‘dominant’ dans une nouvelle configuration qui englobe les quatre modes intersubjectifs.
Comme il s’agit ici d’une hypothèse sur le futur, nous ne pouvons qu’offrir une réflexion.
Nous avons développé ailleurs trois scenarios. Dans le scenario ‘négatif,’ le P2P est entièrement
instrumentalisé par le modèle dominant. Les dispositifs propriétaires y sont renforces, mais la
propriété physique y est remplace par des formes de propriété basées sur des licences
(abonnement, location de services). Dans ce scenario, décrit par Jeremy Rifkin (2001) dans The
Age of Access, il y a perte de liberté d’usage, car les licences sont beaucoup plus restrictives que
la propriété matérielle, et limitent l’usage que l’on peut faire de la production immatérielle. Pour
réussir, il faut créer une rareté artificielle, par le biais d’une législation renforce sur la Propriété
Intellectuelle, et par l’intégration de logiciels de contrôle empêchant la reproduction de la
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matière première digitale. C’est évidemment le scénario soutenue par Microsoft et l’OMC, qui
détruirait le Commun. Il s’agit d’une forme de ‘féodalisme informationnel’ tout à fait
réactionnaire car il détruit les possibilités productives et la création culturelle du nouveau
système. En plus, il crée une dichotomie, une nouvelle inégalité entre ceux qui auront accès aux
réseaux et aux licences, et ceux qui en seront exclus.
Deuxième scénario: la cohabitation pacifique entre le système économique dominant et la
sphère P2P. Un modèle historique en serait la cohabitation entre la sphère commune des paysans
aux Moyen-Age, ainsi que l’existence d’une Eglise disposant de ses propres domaines avec une
forme de propriété collective, et le système féodal. Dans la Sangha bouddhique de l’Asie du SudEst, nous voyons comment l’on peut se mouvoir de la sphère féodale (et aujourd’hui:
marchande) vers la sphère monacale, comme font aujourd’hui les programmeurs entre leur
travail pour les entreprises et leur production libre. C’est donc en effet la situation actuelle mais
elle est, selon nous, instable, car nous ne voyons pas comme un système qui détruit sa propre
base productive, c’est à dire la biosphère elle-même, peut durer indéfiniment.
La question essentielle est ici la survie du marché sous la forme ‘capitaliste.’ En fait, la
situation nous parait être la suivante: il y a abondance immatérielle (c’est la sphere du P2P
‘pure’); il y a abondance dans l’appareil productif (le modèle industriel nous permets de produire
à outrance), mais il y a limitation des ressources naturelles Les reformes proposées par les
adhérents du courant du capitalisme ‘naturel,’ c.a.d. Paul Hawken (2000), David Korten (2000),
Hazel Henderson (1995) pourraient constituer une piste alternative. Celles-ci vont dans le sens
d’une obligation d’intégrer dans le système économique les coûts d’externalisation par rapport à
l’usage de la biosphère. Nous devons arriver soit à une économie à croissance zéro (décrite par
l’économiste Herman Daly (1997) concernant cet usage de la biosphère (et dans un esprit
d’équité, à une décroissance en Occident, décrite par l’économiste Serge Latouche (2004)). Le
deuxième aspect important est l’intégration des coûts sociaux, des couts d’une reproduction
sociale qui ne réduit pas des milliards d’êtres humains à la misère.
La première priorité renvoie à une attitude participative envers la nature, ce qui fait partie
d’un changement dans les constellations de valeur dans le sens du P2P; la deuxième renvoie à
une intégration de la gouvernance humaine dans les processus économiques. Nous devons donc
imaginer un futur ou le marché lui-même est informe par les principes P2P. Prenons exemple du
commerce équitable. Ici, le marché est extrait de la pure sphère du pouvoir, et les nouveaux
intermédiaires négocient avec les producteurs pour connaitre leur besoin en terme de
reproduction sociale digne. Ces demandes sont alors compare à ce que le marché peut ‘porter.’
Le résultat: les consommateurs payent un peu plus, les intermédiaires gagnent un peu moins,
mais les producteurs gagnent mieux et dignement leur vie. Ceci parce que le marché est ici ‘informé’ par ce processus de négociation participative. Le marche est soumis a un processus
d’arbitrage P2P.
Poursuivons notre démarche de questionnement ‘integratif’ du P2P. Nous avons démontré les
aspects intégraux de la production P2P. Quand est-il de la gouvernance ? Cette gouvernance est
bien plus démocratique et efficace que les modèles précédents, mais ceci sans abolir les bienfaits
de la démocratie représentative. Au contraire, la participation, jusqu’ici limite au vote, est
généralisée, puis étendue vers les sphères non-politiques, comme la production de valeur
économique, et vers la culture, par le biais de la production autonome post-médiatiques.
Quand est-il du mode de distribution P2P, c.a.d. les biens communs informationnels ? En
effet, les 'produits' sont rarement vendus sur le marché mais sont la plupart du temps mis
gratuitement à la disposition des utilisateurs et du public, sous des formes propriétaires
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nouvelles, de 'bien public' ou 'bien communautaire,' "non-étatiques." Il s’agit ici d’un nouveau
mode de propriété, la ‘peer property,’ qui est ni celui de la propriété privée (et donc exclusif et
privatif), ni collectif et étatique (où l’individu est ‘soumis’ aux impératifs de l’état ou de la
collectivité), mais commun (tous les individus y ont un droit égal). Ce nouveau mode n’abolit
pas la propriété privée ou étatique, mais en ajoute un troisième qui reconnaît l’apport individuel
(donc un des aspects clefs de la propriété prive), tout en transformant la notion du collectif
transcendent (la propriété étatique qui externalisent la propriété commune), en ‘commun
immanent.’ Les deux plus importants aspects des nouveaux modes de propriété commune sont
donc 1) l’attribution individuelle; et 2) le concept du ‘share-alike.’ qui est l’obligation de
continuer à mettre à la disposition du public tout travail d’amélioration.
Le P2P est en outre une avance considérable dans l’interrelation entre l’individu et le collectif.
Une des caractéristiques de la prémodernite est la vision holistique ou l’individu n’existe que par
la collectivité. La modernité invente l’individualisme, mais aux prix d’une atomisation de
l’individu. Dans le peer to peer, nous retrouvons entièrement l’individu libre, mais conçu dans
son interconnexion avec les autres. Rien n’est perdu de l’individualisme, mais on réintègre
l’aspect relationnel constitutif de l’être humain, par le biais du commun. La fragmentation
postmoderne de l’individu retrouve une integration par le projet des projets communs.
La où l’universalisme de la modernité faisait table rase des différences, le commun
participatif les reconnaît pleinement. Tous les mécanismes communs des processus P2P ont pour
but d’empêcher la création de groupes transcendants au dessus de la communauté vivante des
producteurs.
Quand est-il des aspects ‘négatifs’ de l’émergence des processus P2P ? Ils se trouveront
probablement dans ses problèmes d’apprentissage, surtout au niveau de la gouvernance.
L’absence de structure claire peut parfois cacher des structures de pouvoir. Il y a toute une
problématique d’appropriation privée qui reste entière. Que faire de l’appropriation par des
entreprises de tout ce travail en commun ? Doit-il profiter à toute la communauté ? Comment les
processus de gouvernance autonome peuvent-ils s’intégrer dans la structure de pouvoir
existante? Certains protocoles communautaires ne risquent-ils pas renforcer la médiocrité, plutôt
que le génie individuel ? Le chantier du P2P est donc ouvert et nous allons découvrir non
seulement ses bienfaits, mais les nouvelles problématiques et tensions que son émergence
engendre.
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Le Peer to Peer:
Vers un Nouveau Modèle de Civilisation
Peer to Peer: Towards a New Model of Civilization
Michel Bauwens

English Summary
This article presents and summarizes a hypothesis about the birth and emergence of a new
social formation, called "peer to peer," which has profound implications for the transformation of
our current form of market economy.
Peer to peer is the intersubjective dynamic at work in distributed systems, i.e., a type of
network that goes beyond decentralization, because hubs are no longer obligatory, thereby giving
an unprecedented amount of control to the agents involved. Such peer to peer dynamics are
associated with a series of important processes:
- Peer production, as a third mode of production, where decisions do not arise from market
allocation or corporate management, but arise from the free cooperation of producers. It
is mostly associated with the production of free and open source software, but is
expanding to the totality of the immaterial sphere and even beyond.
- Peer governance, as the new methods of governance that are being experimented with in
these kinds of projects.
- Universal common property regimes: the resulting use value is not sold on the
marketplace for its exchange value, but is freely available to those who need it.
The precise characteristics of peer to peer (P2P) processes are described (such as its
holoptism, anti-credentialism, etc.), and it is carefully distinguished from other modes of
production and governance such as reciprocity-based gift economies, markets, etc. P2P is
identified as a modern form of 'Communal Shareholding,' following a comparison with
anthropological models of intersubjectivtiy, i.e., the relational models proposed by Fiske. 1
The fourfold intersubjective typology of Alan Page Fiske distinguishes:
1)
Equality Matching, where individuals make sure that reciprocity occurs, and that was
the basis of the tribal gift economies, and where the key question was 'to belong or not
to belong.'
2)
Authority Ranking, where individuals are ranked according to priority, which was the
basis of agriculture-based feudal-type civilizations.
3)
Market Pricing, where goods and services are exchanged according to a pricing
mechanism, the basis of the capitalist economies.
4)
Communal Shareholding, whereby resources are held in common, each contributes
according to willingness and ability.

1

Fiske, A. P. (1993). Structures of social life. New York: Free Press.
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In the last part, we look into the possibilities of expansion for this new social formation,
which holds great promise for a reform of our polity towards more participation.
I conclude the article with an examination of the integrative nature of P2P.
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two French-language books on the 'Anthropology of Digital Society', and was editor in chief of
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michelsub2003@yahoo.com
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Perspectives On Troubled Interactions:
What Happened When A Small Group
Began To Address Its
Community’s Adversarial Political Culture
Sara Ross
Abstract: This study investigated fostering political development (as defined in the
report) through an integration of adult development, public issues analysis, and structured
public discourse. Entitled The Integral Process For Working On Complex Issues (TIP),
that multi-session discourse methodology includes issue analysis and framing,
deliberation, and organizing systemic action. Its issue-framing template helps users
generate multiple approaches to issues that reflect different levels of complexity and
incorporate the conceivable human and institutional perspectives and environmental life
conditions. The small group used the discourse process to select a public issue of concern
and to begin to address it. It was about how to change the community’s adversarial
political culture. They conducted a deliberative action inquiry into their own tones and
intentions toward that issue as the starting point to address it, and did deliberative
decision-making on that basis. The political reasoning and culture of the group developed
during the study, evidenced by the group’s work and changes that participants
experienced. The study is the first of its kind in several respects, which are: (a) to use this
public discourse process as part of the research methodology, (b) to perform this kind of
empirical research on public discourse and deliberation, and (c) to foster political and
adult development while addressing complex issues. This extended length research report
departs from traditional journal article formats not only by its length but also by
integrating its report of findings with analyses of the processes that resulted in the
findings. It is complemented by a shorter article in this issue of Integral Review, which
describes the steps of the process and the major themes evident in participants’
experience.
Key words: action inquiry, adult development, hierarchical complexity, perspectives,
political culture, political development, transformative learning.
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Introduction
Unexpected, instructive, and transformative things happened when a small group of citizens
decided it wanted to begin to address its community’s chronically troubled interactions between
citizens and local government, and between groups of citizens. Participants in this study used six
sessions of a structured public issue discourse process to investigate the roots of the issue,
discover and work with priorities, and deliberatively weigh the powerful roles their own tones
and intentions would play in any efforts to address the overall issue.
In this first detailed report of findings from the recent study, I aim to tell a “whole story” in
such a way that a variety of people may notice at least a few places where this research—and the
ideas and praxis behind it—could offer something relevant and interesting to their own
endeavors. That variety of people could range from individuals interested in personal and
interpersonal development, to various kinds of consultants, change agents, and practitioners
including those in deliberative democracy, to theorists and action researchers, to public officials,
administrators, and policy makers.
My focus in this report is on what happened in connection with participants’ experiences with
the issue they worked on during the process. This extended report includes theory, praxis, and
analysis. Praxis involves the process of surfacing a unique public issue about attitudes toward—
and strategies for—social change, and the small group and individuals’ experiences of beginning
to work on the issue. Narrative descriptions and qualitative analyses explore what happened with
the issue, with the group, and with the individual participants. To support my effort to convey
what happened in terms of its whole story, I include a substantive theoretical section before that
reporting begins. I believe that readers who wish to skip over that section will glean interesting
things from the rest of the story.
The purpose of the study was three-fold: (a) to find out what changes, if any, participants
experienced that could be associated with participation in the structured public issue discourse
process; (b) to learn about the issue that participants would select, analyze, develop, and
deliberate during the process; and (c) to study what happened within the political culture of the
small group of participants.
As the method to organize this report, it has the following framework. It begins with a
background section in two parts: one that discusses the larger context of the research, followed
by one that discusses my research interest and situates it in relation to the literature. That
discussion identifies both the void to which this study begins to respond and the research
questions posed for the study. The second section discusses the theoretical perspectives
underlying the study’s methodology and the report of findings. That section serves as an
overview of the fields, key theories and areas of praxis. It includes discussion of developmental
dynamics in relation to the methodology. Building on those foundations, that second section has
a subsection related to the political importance and implications of the study participants’ issue.
This entire second section provides a foundation for understanding the study as a whole from an
applied-theory standpoint. It also enables me to be more efficient in discussing the findings later
in the report.
In the third section, the report on the study begins by introducing my research perspective and
information about the study participants and data collection methods. It provides a brief
overview of the project’s design to orient readers for the rest of the section. In this part, my
discussion has two major levels of reporting: one at the group level, and one at the level of
individual participants. The group level reporting follows the chronological sequence of the
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discourse process methodology. Its subsections discuss what happened in each group session,
generally using the same pattern: introductory description of a session, a report on its work and
dynamics, and usually some reflective or theoretical analysis. Analyses of what happened at the
group level close that reporting before shifting the focus to the individual participants. The
subsection that reports on what happened for participants includes brief, individual portraits of
some of their experience and various qualitative analyses. (This section does not report on the
two major themes that showed up in participants’ experiences; those are reported in the shorter,
companion article in this issue of Integral Review.) After a summary discussion of the study, the
report ends with describing the study’s limitations, recommendations for further research, and
my conclusion.

Background
Larger Context of the Study: Political Development
This research reflects the junction of long-term interests I have pursued in tandem. One is
putting into use systematic methods to address complex public issues, including conflicted ones,
so that their component layers can be addressed systemically, and another is supporting
individuals’ personal development and communities’ socio-political development. These reflect
my commitment in research and praxis to fostering political development. 1
Consistent with the dictionary and Stephen Chilton (1988, 1991), I define politics as all our
ways of relating to others, to groups, to formal and informal institutions, and (unlike Chilton or
the dictionary) to the environment. Chilton defines political development in terms of the political
culture, comprised of the publicly common ways of relating. In his theoretical work, he writes,
“Political development is defined in this work as a specific form of change in the political culture
of a society. The political cultural system, not the individual or social systems, is the locus of
development” (Chilton, 1988, p. 28, emphasis in the original). The first conditions of political
development, then, are the human adaptive capacities for increasingly more competent,
principled, and appropriate publicly common ways of relating.
Existing political cultures need to develop beyond their present stages of effectiveness in
order to address systemic, interrelated issues at all. As that is long-term change, it is important to
begin work sooner rather than later to change the political cultures that support and sustain
challenging—and often quite troubling—issues. Complex issues are not “things” in themselves
that exist independent of the dynamics that give rise to them. They are better understood as
complexes, metasystems made up of the complicated, interacting dynamics of multiple other
systems. Individuals and groups, social institutions, and their cultures play interactive roles in all
social issues; thus, they are instrumental actors in efforts to address issues.
Chilton (1988, p. 14) writes, “Locating political development in the cultural system admits
several sources of change: change due to cognitive-developmental forces; change due to social
inertia; and change due to hegemonic control over available cultural alternatives.” According to
my reasoning, it follows, then, that if:
1

Most often in the political science and international development literature, where the term political
development is used, it refers to institutions. My use of the term includes institutions but is not confined to
them. Therefore, I refer to and discuss only Chilton’s work with regard to political development because
we share the same orientation.
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1. structured public issue analysis and discourse can foster participants’ individual
development while and by addressing complex issues of concern, and
2. thus alter social inertia by actively addressing those issues, and
3. the discursive processes lead to new politics by both the nature of the processes and new
systemic approaches to action and institutional change that they equip people to engage,
and
4. the process iterations extend over time, gradually resulting in new publicly common ways
of relating,
then political development will be fostered. This is a long-term strategy-agenda. A
fundamental prescription in this agenda is that its methods to address issues must afford
opportunities that are conducive for developing new competencies over time in the culture, in
individuals and groups, and in their institutions. If methods support this prescription, then people
might make qualitatively different contributions to their own quality of life, their interactions,
their institutions, their environments, and the challenging issues that often pervade them.

Research Context and Interest
This study grows out of my overarching research interest to develop and use the how to’s—
the structured analysis and discourse methods—that might advance political development while
and by addressing complex issues and questions. The methodology I used in the study was a
replicable, structured process I developed almost six years ago, the design of which is grounded
in years of public issues analyses and action research, understandings of adult development and
dynamic systems, the roles of action inquiry and deliberation, and other foundations. Its design
embeds assumptions that its methods need to invoke, utilize, encourage, motivate, develop, and
use humans’ capacities as they confront complexity in issues that concern them. Its central
function is to enable people to identify and work on the systemic layers of complex issues.
Working on complex issues in such ways invites reflective thinking. This and other capacities
mentioned later are both products and agents of using such methods to foster political
development. As one of the capacities that play simultaneously product-and-agent roles,
reflective thinking
introduces the capacity to reason and make conclusions about ill-structured problems at a
more complex level. [From the point of introducing this capacity, there is a traverse], with
the actual development of reflecting thinking skills, and [their] eventual functional use in
everyday life, dependent on application of this capacity to complex knowledge dilemmas
so as to construct reflective thinking skills over time (Fischer & Pruyne, 2003, p. 176).
Reasoning about and reflecting upon such issues or problems is an important way to interact
with the environment. The sciences that study dynamically complex adaptive systems, including
biology, psychology, and anthropology, have shown that humans and their social systems can
evolve to greater complexity as they interact with changes in their environment. Fields of genetic
epistemology, other branches of cognitive science, and education have studied human cognition
developing the capacity to perform more complex tasks as it interacts with the environment.
Information about how we humans and other systems do this is crucial to know if development is
to be fostered.
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The Model of Hierarchical Complexity (MHC) was developed and refined over the last
twenty-some years. It was recently posited as a formal theory (Commons & Pekker, Submitted),
and makes a significant advance beyond just describing stages of development and what
capacities develop during them. Applicable across human cultures, species, and even computer
simulations, among its other contributions to the behavioral sciences and developmental
research, this mathematical theory accounts for each step of transition in development in any
domain. It does this by assigning to every task an order of hierarchical complexity, resulting in
objective measures irrespective of the content, context, or performer of a task. The model
“replaces the old, flawed empirically based ideas of developing mental structures” (p. 3). This
makes an important, potential contribution to inspiring more research into how to foster human
development, particularly since “the traditional notion of developmental stages has been
hopelessly mired in empirical problems that have led to its abandonment by many as a coherent
measure (see discussions by Brainerd, 1978 or Broughton, 1984)” (p. 3). As a comprehensive
developmental theory, the MHC accounts for “a) what behaviors develop and in what order, b)
with what speed, and c) how and why development takes place” (Commons & Richards, 2002, p.
2). An important implication is that we need not hazard guesses nor make leaps of logic to
attribute cause when we want to study and explain why development occurs in individuals and
their social groupings at any scale. This is because the sequence of hierarchical task construction
is mapped out, and “there are no intermediate complexity task actions” (Commons & Pekker,
Submitted, p. 4). Rather, each discrete step of each increase in performance is identifiable and
measurable, both within and across domains of activity, such that “one need not posit as a cause
spurts in brain development” (p. 4), for example, or other causal explanations that do not account
for the dynamics of development’s “how and why.” The MHC is essential for grounding
assumptions in this study’s methodology. However, although it includes the how and why, and
general issues of support, contingency settings, and other general factors, it does not, itself,
include applications or methods.
Relatively little research has been done to investigate methods to foster adult development
that will demonstrate capacities beyond those possible at the more common adult stage of formal
operational logic. Alexander’s research with prison populations and children using
Transcendental Meditation (TM) techniques (Alexander, Heaton & Chandler, 1994, p. 59) and
numerous other studies have documented “that TM produces distinctive physiological,
psychological, and sociological effects (Orme-Johnson & Farrow, 1977; Chalmers, et al., 1989)”
(p. 65). One longitudinal study of TM practitioners showed a substantive number of the student
experimental subjects at Maharishi International University scoring at postformal levels (p. 62).
As discussed by both Alexander et al and Torbert (1994), the TM studies reflect different
assumptions about the how and why of adult development than, for instance, Commons et al,
cited earlier. They center on different hypotheses about the role of effort in development: “From
the perspective of Vedic Psychology (Maharishi, 1972, p. 18:8) any individual effort hinders the
experience of transcending and diminishes the realization of natural and balanced personal
development” (Alexander et al., 1994, p. 62). Since complex issues require effort to address
them, this research has little bearing on methods used to foster political development. 2
2

The studies concentrate on sole individuals’ meditation practice in the isolation of their own minds and
beings. Given the evidence that organisms develop in the course of their varied interactions with their
entire environment, an investigation into the culture of the university community where TM was
embedded as an individual practice could produce some interesting findings. For example, how does a
presumably non-adversarial “institutional atmosphere” and Vedic norms in the “cultural atmosphere”
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The literature on fostering critical thinking and transformative learning in adults (e.g.,
Brookfield, 1987; Cranton, 1994; Freire, 2002; Mezirow, 1991; Taylor, Marienau & Fiddler,
2000) is germane to this study in its subject matter, since the process embeds opportunities for
critical insights to develop and be used. There are signs that adult developmental perspectives are
beginning to converge with the adult learning field (Hoare, 2006), and this may extend such
efforts beyond their traditional settings. In the meantime, the methods used in educational venues
do not transfer well to the public sector and voluntary citizen work on public issues.
Literature that is germane to my research would reflect the premise that human development,
transformation, adaptation—different labels for the same dynamics—emerge and transpire in
social settings and interactions and in response to the larger environment. From my perspective,
rather than treat such development as an isolated individual endeavor, it should be regarded as a
dynamical political process because it inherently involves our ways of relating to self, others, and
the world. Another criterion for literature related to this research is recognition that our complex
issues arise and exist as complexes that manifest and reflect the myriad ways that people, their
institutions, and their processes are (or are not) relating with respect to them. Complex issues are
more than just the “thing” that their labels suggest and that people debate (e.g., conflict, poverty,
unemployment, education reform, etc.). As complexes, they are made up of many issues and they
need various layers of integral attention, analysis, decision-making, action, coordination, and
evaluation extended over the long term.
Thus, more germane here are intentional practices that “treat not just individual persons, but
all social systems from brief conversations to intergenerational institutions as capable of
developmental transformation” (Torbert & Associates, 2004, p. 218). A small body of research
validates that specific practices involved in action inquiry—whether used in educational or
organizational settings, or in informal groups—can foster adults’ postformal development into
more complex capacities (Rooke & Torbert, 2005; Torbert, 1994; Torbert & Associates, 2004).
They do this by the way they direct people’s attention into the tasks involved in this practice of
“learning from the four territories of experience through action inquiry” in the course of daily
life (Torbert, 1994, p. 199). Action inquiry’s powerful effectiveness and broad transportability
are among factors that led Torbert to conclude, “the only political principle that invites the
potential transformation of everyone’s perspective is the principle of inquiry” (Torbert, 1991, p.
236).
A look at those four territories of experience can help to make the connection with inquiry’s
role more evident.
- First territory. Outside events: results, assessments, observed behavioral consequences,
environmental effects.
- Second territory. Own sensed performance: behavior, skills, pattern of activity, deeds, as
sensed in the process of enactment.
- Third territory. Action-logics: strategies, schemas, ploys, game plans, typical modes of
reflecting on experience.
- Fourth territory. Intentional attention: presencing awareness, vision, intuition, aims
(Torbert & Associates, 2004, p. 22).
Torbert et al’s theory and praxis of developmental action inquiry bears on processes to foster
political development, regardless of issues’ subject matter. However, complex issues involve
serve as the kind of “contingency setting” that is conducive to individual development (see Commons et
al., 2005)?
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substantive additional factors that require additional processes, which may or may not embed
action inquiry. These refer to the criteria I mention above. Specifically, these include down-toearth analyses of issue-layers. These engender layers of complex decision-making and priority
setting, and systemic action by institutions and citizens in various configurations and contexts.
Much of that structured and unstructured work is voluntary, is systemically joined with policymaking dimensions, and requires deliberation for complex decisions about both voluntary and
official action.
Thus, my review of the literature turned to other sub-fields including public participation
with deliberative dialogue and methods for addressing group or moral conflicts. I will confine
the focus here primarily to deliberation-related issues. The literature indicates that the “how and
why” of public deliberation is still little understood: “The field of public deliberation and our
knowledge about this phenomenon is nascent, and much remains uncertain” (Williamson &
Fung, 2004, p. 3), largely because “empirical research has lagged behind theory and practice”
(Delli Carpini, Lomax Cook & Jacobs, 2004, p. 315), a gap that some have already attempted to
explain (e.g., Levine, Fung & Gastil, 2005) and that I will not repeat here. Until fairly recently,
when public deliberation or deliberative democracy was discussed or theorized about, the
underlying assumption was that deliberation was, or would be, actually taking place among
citizens convened for that purpose. Part of the problem in some deliberation research seems to be
the absence of criteria for what constitutes deliberation, under what conditions it occurs, and for
what purpose. Questions about deliberation are surfacing that challenge earlier assumptions and
give rise to new hypotheses. Complicating the matter, clear agreement about the definition of
deliberation is not evident (Delli Carpini et al., 2004), nor is there a scheme to understand its
various contexts and purposes, qualitative variances, or explanations for them. These are signs of
the still-new status of deliberative democracy as a subfield of political theory: it was only
“around 1990 [that] the theory of democracy took a definite deliberative turn” (Dryzek, 2000, p.
v).
Two recent reviews of the empirical literature on deliberative democracy’s practices (Delli
Carpini et al., 2004; Ryfe, 2005) provide thorough discussion of the state of the subfield, its
challenges, and its questions and I refer to some of them only in summarizing this section.
Beyond the literature’s discourse, numerous “civic entrepreneurs” have been pursuing their
own initiatives which are “vital laboratories of public deliberation,” including: Center for
Deliberative Polling, Citizen Juries, National Issues Forums, AmericaSpeaks, Study Circles
Resource Center, Public Conversations Project, Viewpoint Learning, and others (Williamson &
Fung, 2004, p. 12). Some of that work uses multiple, more loosely-structured, quasi-public
sessions over long periods (Saunders, 1999, 2006) or single sessions (Pearce & Littlejohn, 1997)
to explore and improve conflicted relations or issues. Despite all the activity, little empirical
work has been done to study how in-person deliberation influences later behavior and political
beliefs Burkhalter et al., 2002)” (Gastil, 2004, p. 309). Findings from a combination of two
different studies that used NIF as civic education to explore a social cognition model led to a
conclusion was that “it would be a mistake to increase the quantity of NIF and similar programs
without simultaneously devoting sustained attention to improving their quality” (Gastil, 2004, p.
327).
I have previously presented (Ross, 2002; Ross, 2005) the way I integrate developmental
understandings into my theory and methodology, including the process for framing issues so that
they can be deliberated. Important additions to the literature on deliberation that also have a
developmental perspective have been made by Rosenberg (2002, 2004a, 2004b, 2005) and his
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former graduate student, Winterstein (2005). Its close relation with my research makes it
important to discuss Winterstein’s dissertation research. He produced a developmental stage
model of discourse based on Piaget, Kohlberg, and Rosenberg’s (1988, 2002) previous work, and
participated with Rosenberg in two small studies. One involved college classes, one involved
residents in a community. Doing his reporting before all transcriptions and data analyses were
complete, he tendered the conclusion that people must be operating at the systematic stage in
order to deliberate, and that his study participants’ capacities and their discourses were not nearly
systematic: therefore, they could not and did not deliberate in the studies. Rosenberg’s recent
work has not yet included final reports on the two studies introduced by Winterstein, but he has
been asserting that citizens cannot deliberate and challenging assumptions about deliberation’s
possibilities. The main contribution of these authors’ work, in my view, is their developmental
perspective entering the discourse on deliberation.
My research interest and methodology include but are not confined to public deliberation, but
I do not find literature that extends beyond deliberation to address the scope of my research.
Therefore, I mention below some purposes cited for public deliberation to create a broader
context for it here.
Buttom & Manson (1999) derived from their studies that the prevailing orienting purposes of
convening deliberative gatherings reflect a range: educative, consensual, activist/instrumental,
and conflictual. Levine et al. report that despite the countless deliberative efforts over many
years, the idea of action as a purpose is a new idea now occurring to some convenors. Actions
come out of decisions to act, and although many writers do not discuss citizen action at all, some
do regard the general purpose of deliberation to include decision-making or common ground that
can inform policy decisions, e.g., Macoubrie (2004), Mathews (1999), Lee (2003), Rosenberg
(2005), and Winterstein (2005). Others have taken the thinking further into specific needs,
advocating for deliberative decision-making to characterize how we coordinate our intentions
and actions to guide our future actions (den Hartogh, 2004), to address future stakes (Karlsson,
2005), grapple with issues concerning science and technology in relation to governance (Farrell,
2003) and concerning the global environment (Dryzek, 2000; Laslett, 2003; Stern, 2005). Some
view the benefits so vital as to advocate for the institutionalization of deliberative techniques and
norms at the level of national government (Levine et al., 2005; Williamson & Fung, 2004) and
international agency and development efforts (Daubon, 2005; King, 2003). One motive for this
advocacy is to exploit such techniques’ potential for reconstructing boundaries and transcending
differences that manifest in violence between and among communities, a necessity for “any
ethical enterprise aimed at constructing moral and political community” (Lee, 2003, p. 22). All
of these purposes are relevant to my research and to the research agenda for public deliberation.
I classify the chief elements of that research agenda as process-structure issues and the
informed application of developmental understandings. Those who have recognized the need for
structured processes, although they do not provide methods, include Dryzek (2000), Gastil
(2004), Levine et al. (2005), Macoubrie (2004), Rosenberg (2005), Ryfe, (2002), and Winterstein
(2005). Habermas summarizes the elemental importance of structured processes or procedures
when he writes, “‘Dialogical’ and ‘instrumental’ politics can interpenetrate in the medium of
deliberation if the corresponding forms of communication are sufficiently institutionalized.
Everything depends on the conditions of communication and the procedures that lend the
institutionalized opinion- and will-formation their legitimating force” (Habermas, 1998, pp. 245,
emphasis in the original).
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In order for future research to identify “particular keys, strategies, or patterns of talk” that
assist “successful deliberation” (Ryfe, 2005, p. 60), informed application of developmental
understandings need to underlie both assumptions about deliberation and the design of discourse
structures for it (Rosenberg, 2005; Winterstein, 2005). A new ingredient in the discourse is the
argument recently introduced by Rosenberg and Winterstein, described above. That stance
counters others’ assumptions and assessments, including my own, and also Ryfe’s (2002, p. 5)
conclusion that “it is not then, that people cannot deliberate, it is simply that they often don’t in
these forums.” Public deliberation is unlikely to occur outside of well-designed structures.
Ryfe (2005) suggests that findings indicate the need to revise images assumed by deliberative
theorists. Those efforts need to include a great deal of boundary crossing in two areas
summarized by Ryfe (2005): (a) “Despite its breadth, the empirical study of deliberation is not
yet very rich or deep. More integration across disciplinary boundaries would be useful” (p. 64);
(b) “Moreover, the theory of deliberative democracy needlessly remains removed from its
practice” (p. 64) and practitioners of deliberation, empirical scholars, and theorists “might gain
from greater interaction” (p. 49). That would facilitate the new learning needed to fill the glaring
void apparent in the discourse, because “finally, and perhaps most importantly, we must learn
more about what deliberation actually looks like. It simply will not do to place the very practice
under investigation into a black box” (p. 64).
Thus, I have located a void, wherein no work or research has been conceived, designed, or
conducted that reflects this paradigm for fostering political development. This present study
makes an original contribution to social knowledge that begins the long process of responding to
and filling that void.
My research interest in this study was to answer these questions.
1. What changes, if any, would participants experience that could be associated with their
participation in the process? If any changes were experienced, did they involve
discernible changes in any of their action-logics3 ?
2. What could be learned about the public issue that participants would select and develop
during the process?
3. What would happen during the process, if anything, in the political culture of the small
group?

Theoretical Perspectives Underlying the Methodology
I include this section as a foundational reference for understanding the study as a whole and
my interpretations of its findings. Included below are the major theoretical perspectives that are
embedded in the methodology. As a whole, this section is an overview of key, interrelated
premises in some other fields that underlie both the research methodology and my analyses. It
includes a subsection to introduce why participants’ tone and intention issue was important from
this vantage point on theory and praxis. I believe the inclusion of these foundational ideas, here,
helps my discussions to be more efficient later in the report.

3

The term action-logics is defined in the next section.
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Integrating Diverse Concepts and Practices as Dynamics of Political
Development
In this section, I integrate important concepts within theories of motivation, transformative
learning, nonlinear dynamics, action inquiry, and adult development. By integrating the
dynamics that those concepts represent, I can then relate them to the study’s methods and
practices for issue analysis, action inquiry, deliberation, and decision making. The objective is to
convey a holistic understanding of the dynamics of adult development as they pertain to my
methodology, and to political development in general. This should elucidate key aspects of my
paradigm of fostering political development using structured approaches for working on complex
issues by showing the integration of the dynamic development of the adult and the political in a
hopefully seamless fashion. To arrive at a seamless whole requires that I first identify the “parts”
and dynamics comprising it. Therefore, this discussion involves a great deal of detail to
accomplish its purposes. I believe the effort supports my goal to make the study’s reporting more
efficient and to make at least parts of the overall report meaningful to diverse audiences.
Despite the concept’s obscurity, conation and its dynamic role in human development
(Maslow, 1987) and transformation (Mezirow, 1991) are important considerations for
understanding choices of behavior. In addition to being an important dynamic to integrate here, I
also draw upon it later in the report in connection with study participants’ levels of hope and
motivation. Both Maslow and Mezirow describe conation as an intensity of desire companioned
by the free choice to act on it. Conation heightens in the process of learning experiences that
have transformative qualities. For example, a new insight that significantly re-frames a former
assumption about how things work in some area of life-interest is typically followed by the
strong desire to put the insight to active use. Thus, transformative learning involves intentions
toward new activity, and “behavioral intentions involve conative, cognitive, and affective [i.e.,
emotional] dimensions” (Mezirow, 1991, p. 14). In that light, the participants’ tone and intention
issue—where tone is understood as imbuing behaviors—was about behavioral intentions, and it
involved those dimensions of conation, cognition, and emotion. A key tenet of transformation
theory is that as people gain insights into new perspectives, they are motivated to act out of them
with a new sense of empowerment (Mezirow, 1991). To complete that picture, it is important to
incorporate environmental factors into considerations of these “behavioral intentions.” This is
because (a) human behaviors are interactions with the larger environment, and (b) intentions are
formed in the context of that larger environment. The findings from this study make it important
to situate transformative learning events in the larger frame of the politics of adults developing
their interactions within, and with, their environment.
A Synthetic Logic
To provide the rationale for the analytic categories I use later in this report, and so that I can
discuss the findings as a coherent whole, I begin with a synthesis of Mezirow’s three dimensions
of transformative learning’s intentions. Then I use that synthesis as a starting point to map a
logical progression that explicates the important concept of action-logic and the generic
conditions for developing insights and new action-logics.
According to Mezirow, behavioral intentions involve insights into new perspectives
(cognition), motivation to act (conation), and a new sense of empowerment (affect, or emotion).
Motivation theory demonstrates how these dimensions are inseparably intertwined, and
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establishes conative energy as an inherent human quality, not confined to specific learning
events:
In a certain sense almost any organismic state of affairs whatsoever is in itself also a
motivating state. [Others seem to assume] that a motivational state is a special, peculiar
state, sharply marked off from the other happenings in the organism. Sound motivational
theory should, on the contrary, assume that motivation is constant, never ending,
fluctuating, and complex, and that it is an almost universal characteristic of practically
every organismic state of affairs” (Maslow, 1987, pp. 6-7).
That theory pivots on humans’ and other organisms’ natural drive to satisfy needs, putting the
process of gratifying needs center stage. The different stages of human development demonstrate
different needs to strive to meet (Maslow, 1987). New needs arise as a new stage if the basic
needs of the previous stage have been met. Organisms are motivated to strive to meet their basic
needs, which are ends unto themselves because they are basic needs. Because these “ends are
intrinsically, and in themselves, valuable to the organism, it will therefore do anything necessary
to achieve these goals” (p. 35). The striving, the motivation to strive, the gratification of basic
needs, and any frustration or depression at not satisfying basic needs, are affective (p. 42).
Therefore, conation is an emotional dimension. On that basis, Mezirow’s formula above can be
slimmed to two dimensions: behavioral intentions involve (cognition) + (conation/emotion).
Maslow’s explication of the cognitive dimension and its needs is valuable for understanding
development and transformation, for integrating understandings of their dynamics, and for
interpreting what happened in this study. He refutes prevalent connotations of the cognitive as
being the arena of dry intellect, and illuminates how humans have basic cognitive needs. Those
needs are vital because cognitive capacities are vital to meet other basic needs: “it is clear that
any danger to [cognitive capacities], and deprivation or blocking of their free use, must also be
indirectly threatening to the basic needs themselves” (p. 23). The basic cognitive needs are the
“desires to know and to understand.” Further, “the gratification of the cognitive impulses is
subjectively satisfying and yields end-experience….Insight is usually a bright, happy, emotional
spot in any person’s life… the desire to know and to understand are themselves conative” (pp.
23-25). On this basis, Mezirow’s formula slims even further: behavioral intentions involve
(cognition/conation/emotion).
This unity supports the framework I use below to integrate notions of transformative learning
events with development. Further, it supports a whole-person model of development by not
carving up human experience into compartments such as moral, cognitive, emotional, value
systems, etc. (or even drawing thick lines between the personal and the political). Others have
already framed dynamics of human development in holistic, non-compartmentalized terms.
These include, for example, theories of action inquiry (Fisher, Rooke & Torbert, 2000; Torbert &
Associates, 2004), the biological basis of cognition (Maturana & Varela, 1998), cybernetics
(Bateson, 2000), emergent cyclical (Graves, 2005), hierarchical complexity (Commons &
Pekker, Submitted; Commons & Richards, 2002), motivation and personality (Maslow, 1987),
nonlinear dynamics of cognition (Thelen & Smith, 1994), process psychology (Roy, 2000), and
subject-object differentiation (Kegan, 1982). Of those, Fisher et al, Commons et al, Graves, and
Kegan identify discrete stages of development. Of those stage theories, two of them—action
inquiry and hierarchical complexity—are explicit about the fractal levels at which, and the
different domains in which, different stages of performance actually operate concurrently in a
person’s life.
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Since I interpret some of the findings in terms of domains of life, I need to indicate why, and
that, transformative, developmental events and their dynamics show up both at small and larger
scales, and in single domains and across multiple domains. My coverage is directed to the
limited needs of this report; others in addition to Commons et al. and Torbert et al. have
documented this (e.g., Burleson & Caplan, 1998; Dawson, Xie & Wildon, 2003). In
developmental theory, the term domains refers to context-categories we may create to distinguish
different environments where activity takes place, such as home, work, community, or
governing. For more specificity, relevant sub domains within them can be identified. 4 My
discussion will draw from both action inquiry and hierarchical complexity and embed nonlinear
dynamics. For the logic presented below, I employ Torbert’s conception of action-logics. Actionlogics are distinguished by their hierarchical complexity of tasks, as described in the MHC that I
discussed earlier.
The following logic provides a context or framework for my later discussions. It begins with
the now-unified rendition of Mezirow’s transformative learning dimensions: the behavioral
intentions involve (cognition/conation/emotion). Those dimensions unite in a natural synthesis,
where:
1. (conation/cognition/emotion) Æ why people act as they do (i.e., behavioral intentions)
2. People

form

and

use

logics of action

3. These are the dynamics of undertaking human action. Æ decisions about acting/reacting
4. This is about the process of human activity. Æ comprised of continuous decision
dynamics
5. Human activity is made up of events that happen.
6. People often experience events as being “chunks” of discrete, identifiable happenings yet
events (at many scales) seamlessly constitute all human experience. 5 Thus, events and
experience are inseparable, like two sides of the same coin of human existence.
(Sometimes events are treated as external happenings; if so, that overlooks the multitude
of happenings going on within individuals. Both kinds of events co-constitute human
experience. The contradiction dissolves if event/experience is viewed as a seamless
whole, which is the viewpoint here.)
7. Every event/experience (however brief) co-forms/in-forms people’s decisions (aware-ly
made, or not) about how to inter-act with it.

4

Bateson’s (2000) concept of cybernetic system is superior to sub domain when discussing how actionlogics develop to greater complexity. While it is beyond my scope to delve into, for present purposes,
activities in sub domains can be loosely related to cybernetic systems. Bateson’s complex system of
thought, which he called a “cybernetic epistemology” (p. 467), understood cybernetic systems as the
“units of evolution” (p. 466). This bears on why I believe it is important to report some of the study’s
findings in terms of domains and sub domains.
5
This view is consistent with Whitehead’s (1960) cosmological view of reality as process.
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8. How people inter-act with their event/experience reflects the above dynamics of forming
and using a logic of action, i.e., an action-logic.
9. Forming and using an action-logic involves a decision-making process (aware, or not).
10. People decide to inter-act a certain way only if it is logical to them to do so.
11. If people assume (implicitly or explicitly) that they do not have a free choice to interact—for whatever reason(s)—then they will perceive that certain decisions are not
possible. ‘Impossible decisions’ are illogical, by definition, and people do not choose or
make them.
12. A decision/choice of inter-action will be logical only if it makes sense in a given
event/experience.
13. What makes sense depends on how people (a) perceive the environment of the
event/experience they may inter-act with (e.g., threatening, supportive, creative) and (b)
perceive the benefits of a potential inter-action.
14. If they perceive a “match” between the environment and potential benefits, people will
naturally desire—be motivated—to inter-act with the event/experience.
15. If people do not perceive a match, they are unlikely to be motivated (and may inter-act, in
effect, by deciding to not inter-act directly with the event/experience.)
16. The way that people perceive the environment and potential benefits is shaped by
whatever action-logic they form and use toward an event/experience + its environment +
its benefits.
17. Action-logics rest on assumptions about possible options for inter-acting and achieving
desired ends.
18. If people do not (or cannot) assume/perceive certain options, then the options do not
exist, for them. (Then their action-logics reflect repetitive patterns in decision-making
about
how
to
inter-act
with
event/experiences,
based
on
existing
assumptions/perceptions.)
19. People encounter possibilities for new options in the form of insights that arise during or
after their inter-actions with one or more event/experiences.
20. When people actively inquire into new insights, their new perception of now-new options
may lead them to form and use new action-logics because a new, now-logical possibility
has appeared in sight.
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The Dynamic Process of Developing Action-Logics
Consistent with transformation and some adult learning theory, this logic indicates that
insights are like seeds from which transformative change may develop. Such change includes
new assumptions and transformed perspectives (Brookfield, 1987; Cranton, 1994; Freire, 2002;
Mezirow, 1991; Taylor et al., 2000; Torbert, 1994). When we have an insight, we may “see our
way into” new perspectives, which are ways of viewing things. Perspectives are not, however,
disassociated from action-logics: rather, the two are as inseparably intertwined as
conation/cognition/emotion. According to the Model of Hierarchical Complexity, a person’s
perceptions of the world (and the stimuli in it) are influenced by frameworks. These
frameworks embody the individuals’ conditioning history, including cultural, educational,
religious, political, and social backgrounds, among other factors. These combined
frameworks are referred to as one’s perspective. Perspectives differ in terms of hierarchical
complexity. As the hierarchical complexity of an individual’s response to task demands
increases (i.e., as complexity of performances goes up), the individual is increasingly
likely to have taken many such perspectives into account (Commons,& Rodriguez, 1990)
(Commons, LoCicero, Ross & Miller, 2005, p. 1).
Perspective transformation is not a lateral or translative shift in how people operate. Rather, it
is an integral dimension of developing qualitatively different action-logics (Torbert &
Associates, 2004). An action-logic reflects the framework a person has about how things seem to
work in a given situation or in general. Thus, action-logics can show up at the scale of an
event/experience as well as the scale of a more pervasive world-view (Fisher et al., 2000). All
development follows a progressive logic of actions, which are made up of tasks of increasing
hierarchical complexity (Commons & Pekker, Submitted). When we have an insight in a
particular domain of effort, it may help us internalize a more complex-than-before set of
connections about how things work in that domain. Although only some action logics use
reflective thinking, the basic dynamic in the organism is akin to this: “reflective thinkers do not
take knowledge as given, but instead they evaluate it and then combine it in novel and complex
ways to construct and evaluate new ways of understanding and knowing” (Fischer & Pruyne,
2003, p. 178). If the more complex connections get made, one action-logic gives way to the next
hierarchically complex action-logic. Through the lens of that next action-logic, perspectives can
“see more.” If the new insight is used, transformative learning has taken place, at least in the
domain in which it arose. At different stages of development, people have correspondingly
different capacities, affecting if or how they may reflect on and transfer learning from one
domain to others (Fischer & Pruyne, 2003). Thus, if or when transformative learning takes place,
it may remain confined to only its original domain, or may extend across to others.
The concept of transformative learning needs to be situated in the context of development’s
hierarchical complexity, because what can be considered as transformative can be qualitatively
different: it depends on how complex a person’s action-logic is in that domain. For example, a
child will have a zero-loop action logic of helpless, repetitive whining, such as: “I want my teddy
bear.” The child may pitch the whining at higher and lower volumes in revised efforts to get a
response (quantitative change, not qualitative). The whining may get no response from the
environment (the teddy bear does not magically appear in the child’s arms, a caretaker does not
deliver it from another room in the house, etc.). If the child is motivated enough, the desire for
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the teddy bear, possibly combined with the visual memory of someone bringing it previously,
may connect as an insight, inspiring and further motivating the child, who begins to actively look
for the teddy bear. This adaptation in response to no-outcomes-from-whining would be
transformative learning for that child in that sub domain: the zero-loop behavior of whining
transformed into a new, single loop action-logic: “My teddy bear (still) is not here; I look for my
teddy bear.” By contrast, this behavior change would not represent transformative learning if a
lazy older person whined for someone to deliver a meal over to the easy chair, but finally got up
and got the meal independently. The older person already had the capacity to exercise singleloop behavior change in that sub domain of being hungry while sitting in the easy chair.
Several of these concepts are combined in Table 1. Column 1 illustrates the concept of
domain by an analogy of using a radio station and media in increasingly complex ways. Column
2 indicates the number of feedback loops (sometimes called learning loops) each action-logic
uses, and introduces the action-logic titles I use in this report. Column 3 indicates differences in
adult action-logics in terms of the contents included in feedback loops. It shows the quantitative
increases in the type of activity that each loop includes. These loops can be thought of as a lasso,
with each larger lasso encompassing more than the previously-sized lasso could. As column 3’s
heading suggests, these loops encompass (quantitative increase) progressively more territories of
event/experiences (qualitative differences) as its sub-columns are read from left to right.
Finally, Table 1 (click here) portrays how development that is typically thought of as stages
that a person may develop through over a lifetime, it is a pattern of action-logics that transpires
throughout lifetimes at larger and smaller scales. The pattern behaves like “mini-stages of
development” in all event/experiences, as I intend for the whining child and the radio analogy to
illustrate. This indicates that these self-similar (fractal) patterns are processes—like building
blocks—of all development into increasing complexity. This is one important implication of the
Model of Hierarchical Complexity. Row 5/0 across the bottom of the table is my attempt to
indicate this, although within the confines of one table, it is difficult to illustrate one pattern that
appears at all scales. As incremental capacities get added, from left to right in that row, the
feedback loops’ activities operate as the transition steps required to develop the next higher
action logic at any scale (see Commons & Richards, 2002 and Commons & Pekker, Submitted).
Scale is almost infinite; it can refer to a set of thoughts, an event/experience, a skill, a domain, a
life-world (worldview, paradigm), a society, an era, etc. Every time we reach a new synthesis
(sub-column 5/0) regardless of scale or activity, we have developed a new paradigm for
operating “there”—we completed the quantitatively required transitions (Commons & Pekker,
Submitted) to operate at a more complex action-logic (or stage of performance). Then, as we use
that new action-logic, our activity that uses it gets classified in sub-column 0. This simply means
that the end of one full set of integrated learning transitions, once they are consolidated, places us
in potential readiness to begin a new learning cycle from within our new, more complex actionlogic.
The foregoing points were that people develop new action-logics in the course of active life,
that action-logics pertain to all domains and scales of human activity, and that there are different
action-logics that reflect varying degrees of complexity. Below, I describe four “full stage” adult
action-logics that are relevant to this study’s findings. It does not give illustrations of the
transition steps between the full stages because to do so would unduly extend this section. These
action-logics are structures of behaviors and reasoning, which is a different way to think about
human behavior. Therefore, under each description, I include one example of study participants’
content that uses each different structure, to show the differences in the action-logics’
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hierarchical complexity between each stage. The examples come from asking participants what
they thought of or meant when they heard or used the term “community.” Each meaning would
underlie (be the logic of) how they acted with regard to community. I use both Torbert et al.’s
and MHC’s (the Model of Hierarchical Complexity) names and descriptions for these stages
because they are complementary and familiar to different audiences. See Torbert & Associates
(2004) and Commons et al. (2005) for fuller descriptions. A critical reminder is that people
employ different action-logics situationally, depending on the event/experiences they find
themselves in and the level of hierarchical complexity they have already developed (or are ready
to develop).
Abstract/Diplomat. Uses stereotypes and clichés; uses quantifiers when describing things (all,
most, none, some); talks about variables of time, place, act, actor, state, type; makes categorical
assertions (“we all know that”); seeks group membership, status, is loyal to in-group; saving face
is important.
Example: “People. You think of people involved and people activity and places where the
community can go to feel safe and spend time together. Most communities do not have that
anymore.”
Formal/Expert and Achiever. Argues using empirical or logical evidence; logic is linear
(if…then, because, thus, therefore); seeks causes and solves problems based on one input
(causal) variable; dogmatic; accepts feedback only from objectively acknowledged masters; uses
longer-term thinking to achieve results.
Example: “This community is, basically the [name of local city] area because we have the
boundary lines of [names three counties] that meet the city boundary; therefore, that area
would be this community.” [empirical boundaries as input variable, logic based on their
relations]
Systematic/Individualist. Coordinates multiple variables or factors and uses them as input to
recognize systems of relationships; forms matrices to illustrate relations; situates events and
ideas in larger contexts (present and historical); relativism may show up while juggling these
multiple relations; is less inclined to judge; systems are formed out of relations; starts to
recognize self as system and notice own shadow.
Example: “I don't know how to mention this but the word community has a lot of meaning
because we are looking to developing a residential community here at [work site] so we
have been going around to meetings trying to put community, create community, to
develop a housing community here at [site of employment]. The word ‘community’ has a
specific meaning in that context, in terms of an intentional, planned place to live, work,
and have relationships with people.” [system]
Metasystematic/Strategist. Integrates systems, constructing metasystems, which can take the
form of higher principles that coordinate systems coherently; principles go beyond rules,
customs, and exceptions; reflects on and compares systems and perspectives coherently (metaanalytic), and is aware that people’s perspectives depend upon their action-logics; recognizes
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perspectives as systems, and multiple perspectives as metasystems; coordinates short-term goals
with long-term process orientations.
Example 1: “I just think of community as a group of homes or people living in homes that
are in x amount of numbers where they go to the same school, that you see one another,
and you are a part of paying either city taxes or county taxes [system] and those taxes go to
whatever things that you participate in publicly in that area [system]. That is how I see a
community” [metasystem that coordinates relations of systems].
Example 2: “I guess, you know, I think about this community more in terms of what we
talked about, the [site] community per se, and all of the different constituencies that were
included in there. I guess I kind of felt a part of that community, if you will. I think that
could be translated a lot of different ways, in terms of community. I think it maybe
changed my perception, that it includes a lot of different parties coming from different
perspectives [who] a lot of times you don’t really perhaps think about that have an interest
in an issue or a topic, or whatever.” [metasystem of parties with different perspectives and
interests]
This section has been a long, dense traverse to arrive at its simply stated conclusion about
where these theoretical perspectives lead. Human interactions with the environment are
continuous event/experiences that happen all the time at numerous scales. Decisions about how
to inter-act derive from whichever action-logics a person has available and other factors that
influence motivations. The more territories of experience that a person can inter-act with, the
more complex that interactive action-logic is and can become. My theory for fostering political
development uses that foundation as a basis to build into methodologies all the territories of
experience that are practical within given tasks that are needed to address issues. Thus,
event/experiences that introduce and use more territories of experience are part of my overall
methodology.
To give some indication of this integration, Table 2 lists main practices of the method’s issuework with their action inquiry elements. This is shown within the same columnar format as Table
1, with the incrementally more complex action-logics from left to right. While it is not easy to
indicate process dynamics in a static table, or how they are woven through the method in various
iterations, Table 2 indicates that the pattern built into the methodology is a fractal that is selfsimilar to Table 1’s developmental pattern. It indicates the progressive looping of more elements
to (hopefully) arrive at a major synthesis, a new decision point. The decision point/synthesis in
Table 2 corresponds to Table 1’s last cell at row 5/0 in column 5/0. There are several smaller
decision points within the process, indicated by an asterisk. Each one represents that the group
has created and must inter-act with an event/experience before work can continue.
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Table 2. Integration of Method’s Main Practices With Action-Logics and Action Inquiry.
Main Practices Within Methodology
In Relation to Developmental Sequence in Table 1
0
Map topics of
concern; select
one *

1
Convert topic to
an issue * and
gain insights
R, I

2
Develop *
systemic analysis
of the issue, and
gain insights
R, A, I, AI

Create an issue
action-system,
and gain insights
R, A, I
Select one
systemic action
to work on 1st *
^ Issue Analyses ^

3
Describe
multiple actionlogic approaches to address
issue, and gain
insights
R, A, I, AI

4
Deliberate *
tensions within
and across the
multiple actionlogics, and gain
insights
(R), A, I, AI

5/0
Deliberative
decisionmaking
outcome(s)
R

^ Frame ^
the options

^ Perceive ^
^
landscape of
Synthesize
options
Action Inquiry’s four practices weave through most tasks in this group discourse method. The four codes used
above are: R-Re-framing; A-Advocating; I-Illustrating; AI-Actively Inquiring

The Importance of Inquiring Into and Deliberating About Tone and Intention
The purpose of this section is to discuss why the tone and intention issue was critical for this
group to inquire into. As Table 4 in a later section will indicate, one of the participants raised
some fundamental inquiries in a mid-point discussion. In one instance, for example, “Why do we
think they don’t do what we want them to do?” In another, “So why do we distrust them?” The
inquiries were why do we do something, not, why do they do something. Other participants did
not engage the queries into why do we, which would mean examining some assumptions and
beliefs. Nor did I, in my role as facilitator, invite them to; my activity during their impromptu
diversion from task was to observe what was happening among them. I observed that they did
not naturally move into an inquiry into why do we (or why do I) even in the face of the direct
questions. Instead, they moved away from inquiry.
The practice of inquiry bears directly on why the tone and intention issue was important to
deliberate. The method’s overall design embeds the role of inquiry into an integral array of
factors that make up the layers of issues. In a social context, an issue represents a collective
perception of a complex, a complicated set of “stuff” going on that people want to change.
Factors that contribute to perceptions of an issue include people’s intentions, assumptions,
beliefs, values, biases, concerns, needs, hopes, and life experiences, as well as larger social
factors. The collection of those individual factors (intentions, assumptions, beliefs, values, etc.)
contributes to an individual’s perspective on an issue.
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The Politics of Tone and Intention
Every attempt to address issues is political, because it intends to impact the ways of relating in
and among the polis: the people who contribute to an issue, those who are affected by the issue,
and those who have governance roles in any dimension of the issue. For people to realistically
conceive of undertaking complex action to address issues, and for the actions to have the
necessary integral change-making potential (where integral is understood as essential to
completeness), an effective political change process must rest on and reflect a certain set of
principles. These are implicit in the methodology, and this section is for making some of them
explicit.
Torbert’s (1991) explication of his action inquiry paradigm gives a coherent rendering of the
principles most important to emphasize here. Habermas’ (1979) communicative action theory
and Freire’s (2002) pedagogy for critical consciousness are consistent with these. Torbert shows
a concise, building-block logic of why inquiry is an essential political activity. Three of the
principles are the traditional ones of liberty, equality, and fraternity. He adds two more: inquiry
and quality, as the first and last principles in the hierarchy. He recombines all of these to
construct his new paradigm. He asserts, "we are missing a fourth political principle—a principle
never before recognized as political—the principle of inquiry. The only political principle that
invites the potential transformation of everyone's perspective is the principle of inquiry"
(Torbert, 1991, pp. 236, emphasis added). This principle is primary, followed by peerdom, which
combines the principles of fraternity and equality “without the sexist connotation of fraternity”
(p. 234), and liberty. Quality is the “quaternary political principle, approached only in the context
of the commitment, attention, and skill cultivated through ongoing practice of the first three
principles” (p. 234).
In any setting, liberty and peerdom (equality and fraternity, combined) are not necessarily
givens: perceptions and realities of whether or not they operate depend largely on the culture’s
operative—not espoused—action-logics. Without liberty and peerdom, people find it difficult to
meet their needs, and motivation (conation) to decide to do something that seems impossible to
do is naturally depressed. Maslow explicates what is at stake.
There are certain conditions that are immediate prerequisites for the basic need
satisfactions. Such conditions as freedom to speak, freedom to do what one wishes so long
as no harm is done to others, freedom to express oneself, freedom to investigate and seek
for information, freedom to defend oneself, justice, fairness, honesty, and orderliness in the
group are examples of such preconditions for basic need satisfactions. These conditions are
not ends in themselves but they are almost so since they are so closely related to the basic
needs, which are apparently the only ends in themselves. Danger to these freedoms is
reacted to with emergency response as if there were direct danger to the basic needs
themselves….Secrecy, censorship, dishonesty, and blocking of communication threaten all
the basic needs” (Maslow, 1987, pp. 22-23, emphasis in the original).
Toward completing this discussion about the importance of the tone and intention issue, I
emphasize my earlier point, that every attempt to address issues is political because it intends to
impact ways of relating in and among the polis. Thus, intention plays an inherent role in all
political activity. Our intentions may be unconscious or implicit, or conscious or explicit.
Interpreted in terms of Kegan’s (1982) work, if we are not conscious of having certain intentions
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because we are embedded in them, they often have us and they govern our tones, assumptions,
behaviors, etc. Conversely, if we are conscious of our intentions, we can have them without our
actions necessarily being governed by them; this is because we can inquire into and modify
them. If we are aware of our intentions, they are explicit in our private thinking. Often, they seem
to remain in that private domain. However, when they flavor our speech and behaviors, they are
no longer private, even though we may assume that they remain private if they are not spoken.
The point, illustrated in this study, is that tone and intention’s flavor enters the discourse whether
intended or not. However, this can be brought into the public domain purposefully, and
consciously be made explicit there, simply by speaking about them to others.
To articulate actual intentions publicly is an intensely political act. If such acts do not already
characterize the publicly common ways of relating—the political culture—the acts change the
politics (the ways of relating) by being acts done in public. Thus, both knowing and stating our
intentions toward social change play a political role in fostering change. The kinds of intentions
we have will flavor the kind of change we foster. If we have a commitment to foster positive
change, we are wise to inquire into and examine our intentions so our tones, assumptions, and
actions are consistent toward that goal. This is one reason why inquiry is the primary political
principle and practice.
By exposing the participants to their tone and intention issue, illustrating how it showed up,
and explaining why it was crucial to address, we together opened the space for them to own the
value of inquiring into it in a structured, deliberative way. As Table 2’s columns 3 and 4 indicate,
issues are framed into diverse approaches driven by different action-logics (perspectives) on the
issue. It is just as legitimate to deliberate about tone and intention as it is to deliberate about any
traditional “out there” public issue. The logic that I give here shows that tone and intention are
inherently political and are among the factors that make up issues. Thus, tone and intention is a
public (“out there”) issue, it is complex because multiple action-logics construct it and multiple
approaches to address it are possible, the approaches embed competing tensions, and “this
tension must be worked off by the participants’ own efforts” (Habermas, 1996, p. 17). This is the
classic formula for when deliberation is called for.
Paradigm of Deliberative Action Inquiry
The idea and practice of developing several approaches to a public issue so that people can
deliberate about it are not new, at least in the U.S. 6 As a process of thoughtfully weighing
differences, deliberation is associated with a transformative quality (Mathews, 1999) and playing
a role in the sometimes decades-long process from citizen’s earliest awareness of issues to
arriving at a “public judgment” about them with a will to make policy changes on them
(Yankelovich, 1991, p. 64). Thousands of single-session meetings for public deliberation have
been convened over the last two decades. Even so, as I mentioned earlier, a change in orientation
from talk to action is only beginning in the minds of many practitioners who convene them
(Levine, Fung, & Gastil, 2005). In my years of doing contracted research for Kettering
Foundation—in community politics action research and performing a longitudinal study—I
found few signs of what my program area called “real” deliberation, and no evidence of systemic
action on issues. These are natural outcomes in the absence of (a) a rigorously systematic theory
and practice for issue-framing that embeds real tensions to deliberate at all, and (b) a
metasystematic understanding of the layers of complexity involved in issues with processes for
6

National Issues Forums is celebrating its 25th anniversary in 2006 (See www.nifi.org).
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systemic action to be conceived. Real deliberation requires focus on the bona fide tensions
resulting from different life experiences of people employing different action-logics. With a
rigorous issue-framing system to help ensure such focus, real deliberation’s talk does not include
blaming, polemics, diagnoses, opining, and off-topic tangents that are otherwise quite common
in unstructured talk—an incoherence akin to a spontaneous discussion participants in this study
had (shown in Table 4 in a section below). When the deliberation is focused, people’s naturally
deliberative, nonlinear oscillations among and between the embedded tensions (Ross 2005) have
the environment they need to elicit insights, inform and shift assumptions, and take in more of
the territories of experience the issue involves. When the process is designed for the possibility,
the deliberative product can lead to a metasystem of action-systems that a well-focused issue
needs. The methodology used in this study reflects these improvements to deliberative practice.
When a deliberative framework enables people to weigh several choices of action-logicdriven perspectives that they could adopt toward their own tone and intention, it is an
opportunity for individual and collective processes of reflection. 7 Such occasions offer a
structured event/experience to step back, perceive, reflect on, and weigh—in an orderly way—
several approaches or scenarios. Each of those include different assumptions and different
territories of experience. Those territories include our individual and collective intentions,
strategies, behaviors, and desired impacts. Table 3 (on the next page) indicates the complex array
of nonlinear dynamics that go on within a group that is really deliberating a framework based on
developmental action-logics.
Inquiring into our assumptions and suspending them long enough to explore alternative
assumptions and their implications are fundamental activities in accounts of critical reflection
and transformative learning (e.g., Brookfield, 1987; Cranton, 1994; Fischer & Pruyne, 2003;
Mezirow, 1991; Taylor et al., 2000; Torbert & Associates, 2004). Critical reflection liberates the
individual and the community by making themselves observable or transparent to themselves
(Badillo, 1991), and such transformative potentials are commonly associated with positive social
evolution (e.g., Earley, 1997; Habermas, 1979; Morrow & Torres, 2002; Torbert, 2000). When
individuals or groups can turn their reflections back onto themselves, they form a relationship
between themselves and their reflections. This is called being reflexive. In Earley’s discussion of
reflexion’s role in personal and societal evolution, he calls it "the most advanced form of selfreflexive consciousness" (1997, p. 323). In sum, critical reflection’s “significance cannot be
sufficiently accentuated” (Badillo, 1991, p. 32).
This structured approach to critical reflection using a paradigm of deliberative action inquiry
with the multi-perspectives of a range of action-logics to deliberate about, enables people with
different reflective capacities to conduct a meaningful issue-inquiry together. When the issue has
an array of tones and intentions to deliberate, as the study participants did, people can weigh how
each option may contribute to (or detract from) an overall goal, and conscious choices about
them in advance can reduce the odds of self-sabotaging efforts once the active work begins. This
is especially essential when the stated goal is to transform an adversarial political culture.
Political development requires the landscapes afforded by “event structures” that embed the
principles of inquiry and quality and the “multi-paradigmatic nature of human
consciousness/reality” (Torbert, 2000, p. 75). Fischer and Pruyne (2003) summarize these last
notions when they write “reflective thinking…depends on environments that support high-level
abstract thinking about multiple perspectives” (p. 185), and the key factor … does not seem to be
7

The same things are true for any other issue, although tone and intention issues explicitly require threeloop learning, which always incorporates intentions in its deliberations across the four territories.
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education in general, but a certain kind of education—a focus on reasoning about ill-structured
problems” (p. 189). Participants’ disparate tones and intentions toward achieving a common goal
certainly represented an ill-structured problem in this study.
Table 3. Structure for the Nonlinear Dynamics of Deliberative Action Inquiry.

Feedback
loop
complexity
built into
approaches’
perspectives
(i.e., their
basic
action-logics)
È

Concurrent
1st person
2nd person
3rd person
feedback
loops
during
deliberation
È

Feedback loops Æ
across territories of
deliberative action inquiry
1st Approach
1st individual
0-loop
2nd group
abstract
3rd issue
nd
st
2 Approach
1 individual
1-loop
2nd group
formal logic
3rd issue
rd
st
3 Approach
1 individual
1-loop
2nd group
formal logic
3rd issue
th
st
4 Approach
1 individual
2-loop
2nd group
systematic
3rd issue

0 Encounter reasons, assumptions & actions involved in approach
1 Frame/advocate/illustrate one’s own pro/con
concerns (i.e., action-logics formed & used toward the
issue)
2 Frame/advocate/illustrate/inquire into
issue-concerns of other’s concerns (present
& absent) (i.e., other action-logics formed &
used toward the issue)
3 Coordinate the issue’s pro/con
tensions within the approach
4 Coordinate the
issue’s pro/con
tensions across all
approaches
5/0
Synthesize/
Decide

0

1

2

3

4

5/0

The Study
Research Perspective
The study was based on qualitative research methods, using individual interviews, participant
observation integrated with action research, and my reflections as the researcher and process
facilitator. The study was informed by the theoretical perspectives described earlier, which are
embedded in the methodology.
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Participants and Data Collection
The population of interest was any adult who lived, worked, or felt invested in the selected
U.S. community. The site selected was a small city and the areas adjacent to it, referred to below
as “the community.” All eight participants lived and/or worked in the community. They engaged
in the informed consent process for research with human subjects and signed the appropriate
forms indicating their informed consent to participate. They ranged in age from 31 to 57 years,
with educations ranging from two persons with general education diplomas and some postsecondary education, to three with Master’s degrees.
Fieldwork spanned approximately three and a half months and included individual preprocess interviews, six consecutive weekly group sessions, and individual post-process
interviews, all audio-recorded. Process methods used during the group meetings varied by
session, with the following sequence of general tasks.
1. Identify all the topics of concern in the community and why they are concerns. Map how
and why they connect with each other.
2. Select a priority topic to focus on. Using the steps provided, select one of the issues
derived from that topic, and analyze why it exists, its impacts, and the factors that support
its continuance.
3. Identify a systemic array of reactive and proactive actions tailored to address the issue.
4. Using criteria provided, select one of the actions that will require complex decisionmaking about its implementation.
5. Using the template provided, develop several viable, diverse approaches toward deciding
upon that action; product a brief issue booklet about the question that needs deciding.
6. With the aid of the issue booklet, deliberate all the pros, cons, and real world
consequences and trade-offs involved with each approach, and articulate decisions.

What Happened for the Group
The discourse process, formally entitled The Integral Process For Working On Complex
Issues but called FreshAir for this project, is referred to below either by the acronym TIP, or
simply as, the process. It is derived from a general model that I had developed based on my prior
action and theoretical research. Its functional purposes and their theoretical underpinnings are
not further discussed here (but see Ross 2002). Its template for first developing and then
deliberating approaches to issues explicitly includes distinct action-logics that complex issues
evoke in various people, depending on how the issue does, or may, affect them. 8 These actionlogics are characterized by capacities to perform tasks at different levels of hierarchical
complexity as shown in Table 1. TIP embeds these disparate voices in various of its subprocesses, providing a structured method, context, and the real-world reasons for people to
engage with each voice, even if it is not “theirs” on a particular issue. Some of those real-world
reasons have to do with the individual’s own concerns, inviting some first-person (self) action
inquiry. Others have to do with discussing the existence and validity of other persons’ concerns
8

While a maximum of four action-logics are reflected as the individual approaches to deliberate, within
each approach the other common, adult action-logics are given voice by reflecting their concerns or
objections to each approach.
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about the issue (second- and third-person action inquiry), inviting social perspective-taking, in
Selman’s (1980) terms, which expands the territories of event/experience.
Sessions’ Methodology, Analyses, And Discussion
The group’s issue about tones and intentions evolved gradually, and this narrative begins by
telling the story of that evolution. Every complex issue arises from a particular context. While a
tone and intention issue could seem generic on its surface, that issue, too, emerged out of not
only the design of the discourse process itself, but also out of the gestalt produced by a particular
combination of factors. These included the research context, the individuals involved in it and
their unique contexts, group dynamics in the various subjects and steps of the process,
community history, and the local political culture that concerned participants.
Session One
The unusually thorough quality of the work that participants did in their first session laid the
foundation for the rest of the process and their eventual issue. They began by identifying 39
topics of concern. As they discussed which topics were more like the tip of an iceberg (as
compared to the deep base of an iceberg) they were able to separate the topics into two distinct
clusters. They characterized one cluster as consequences and symptoms. It was associated with
recent years’ changes in the community’s status quo, with those differences in the quality of life
feeling like a threat. They recognized that all of the topics of concern in that cluster were directly
or indirectly affiliated with local land uses. The other cluster was associated with the strains that
characterized local public life and showed up in the relations of the public with its government
and in the relations between local governments. They characterized that cluster as containing
issues of process: “how we get the job done, relate, and communicate, how we do things, how
things are working or not working.” In that cluster laid the roots of the eventual tones and
intentions issue they worked on. At that early stage, words they used as part of some topics’
descriptions included angst, trickery, tension, strain, and other terms to describe what contributed
to the strained relations, from their perspectives.
At that juncture, the next task was to select one topic of priority concern to work on in more
detail in the next session. The process steps do not require or invite participants to identify or
analyze the relationships between any topic-clusters they develop. In this case, however, once
people saw and discussed the distinctly different nature of each cluster they had created, there
was a seemingly natural desire or movement to articulate “the gap” between the two clusters.
What was the missing link that would transform one cluster’s strains so that the pile of its
symptoms and consequences in the other cluster could get whittled down? A difficult effort, the
most they could do at that point was name that the community needed a process to connect the
two clusters, which was hard to do when there was a lack of a sense of community and a lack of
communication. Not only did the community seem to have such a gap; at that point, the group
discovered it also had one. Its gap was not finding a satisfactory way to “name” its priority
concern, that missing link or process between the two clusters.
My job as facilitator in this process was to help people share and build their knowledge base
together. My role did not include imposing my own thinking or analyses on the participants.
Although it left some of them feeling dissatisfied to stop short of selecting a clear topic, they
were tired and we had reached the end of that session’s allotted time. With assurances that the
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next session would begin where this one left off, I suggested that once I typed up their work, that
seeing it in an orderly format could help them identify and select the topic.
I believe a combination of factors probably made it hard for the group to coalesce around a
way to name the new topic of concern situated between their clusters. First, at an analytic,
developmental level, their two clusters represented huge systems. To conceive of a way to name
that nexus would be a difficult task of metasystematic complexity in a new domain of issue
analysis. Public issue analysis is not something that participants were accustomed to doing, and
they would need more time to think, whether or not any of them used metasystematic thinking.
Next, at a content level, some of the individuals had expressed which topics they had the most
concern about, while others did not have a stated preference. As they tried to name the new topic,
they may have been struggling to assure that the already-identified topics of greatest concern
would still be accommodated. In their concerns about getting to the roots of the difficult relations
and consequences of them, I had some sense that it was almost like they were searching for a
“magic bullet,” a quick way to make that missing link appear. If people harbor hopes for such
rescues, it can naturally lead them to avoid making a commitment to a possibly sub-optimum
choice. Finally, there are choice-points like this throughout the process, and it is not always
comfortable for participants to engage them.
Session Two
As the next session began, participants felt no closer to finding words to describe that topic,
yet everyone felt that they shared the same grasp of what they meant, even though it did not yet
have words. That was sufficient for me to suggest that we just dive into the steps to turn the topic
into an issue, which would be a more specific set of concerns that they could work on through
the rest of the sessions. It takes a thoughtful process to get from the broad, implicit
generalizations of a topic (whether it has words to label it, or not) to identifying a specific issue
or problem. Regardless of what kind of topic concerns people, it has identifiable impacts and
causes that people can cite from experience, or that they fear they will experience. Some or all of
those may be bona fide issues that can be worked on. For this group to sort through the impacts
and causes of this hard-for-them-to-name topic, its discussion included anecdotal stories that
unpacked it and revealed more about the concerns.
One person reported that his stances on certain issues in the community seemed to put him on
the police department’s list of people to track and then harass with traffic tickets over minor
things. Another reported that family members had said the city’s atmosphere had been
antagonistic across the forty years they had lived there. Some people reported a number of
frustrating, unsuccessful attempts to get basic public information from City Hall. Some told the
stories of citizen referendum efforts over the years, and how each one left more damaged
relations in its wake regardless of which side “won.” Despite citizen outcries, mostly in
connection with land use issues, successive city administrations would pursue their own agendas.
There were chronic difficulties in obtaining official explanations for decisions or creating
opportunities for dialogue about them, either before or after they happened. The community
politics seemed to be summed up by a resident (not participating in this study) who posted to an
electronic bulletin board: “It’s hard to live here in the middle of the ‘Hatfields and McCoys.’ I
try to stay in the background and not say much so I don’t risk the venom and being labeled.” I
trusted that the study participants were not exaggerating the community’s troubled interactions.
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Citizens’ complaints about others in their community have been common in all the years I
have done public issues work. They represent only some of the facets of any community’s whole
story. This discourse process is designed to flesh out the whole story from as many perspectives
as possible to elicit as much balanced insight as possible, and therefore as much capacity to
address issues as possible. The group in this non-public project did not have that benefit. Some
of the participants contributed to achieving some balance by introducing actual or potential cases
of officials’ frustrations with citizens, and including other citizens’ perspectives. For example, in
the third session a participant asserted: “They’re sitting around having the same meeting [that we
are], by the way.”
Us and them language was prominent in the early sessions. Yet, I heard these people
describing more than common complaints. I heard them, and they heard themselves, describing
in detail a very uncomfortable political culture that permeated a great deal of daily life, and the
quality of that life. Through their explanations of impacts and causes, participants defined their
key issue of concern, using these terms: “The issue, the problem is that citizens are unaware,
frustrated, and therefore powerless, uninvolved, and misinformed.” Moments later, the group
coalesced around a name for the elusive umbrella topic this problem referred to: “the troubled
interactions between government and the people.” The group adopted this as its orienting topic.
It seemed to capture the cause of the gap between their first session’s clusters. It was at the heart
of troubling things that were—and were not—happening in the community.
By the time these milestones were reached, we did not have enough session time remaining
for the last step: to summarize their work into a fuller description of the issue. One person
suggested that they could work on the summary from home before the third session, and all
agreed. The process book had an example for reference, modeling the factual, unbiased style to
use when describing an issue. This seemingly clear closure to the second session masked some
things going on beneath the surface.
During the week, I received the summaries drafted by (only) two of the participants, giving
me a clue. Rather than a neutral issue summary derived from the group’s work, one person
drafted a page akin to a manifesto that proclaimed “power to the people” in a democracy. It
echoed comments that the person had made in the last session, and prescribed what citizens
should do to “take the power back” from the “power elite.” It told me that this person had both
missed the purpose of the issue summary, and was operating on an erroneous assumption. Its
tone of victimization and aggression was similar to the tone that another participant’s comments
sometimes had. It seemed to me that at least one, and possibly, two participants had
misconstrued the research project’s objectives and the overall purpose of the discourse process.
We were entering the turn toward the group’s tone and intention issue.
Session Three
I inserted some discussion time at the beginning of the third session so we could surface
assumptions about the project and the process, and the neutrality with which issues are treated in
both. It answered a couple persons’ previously unasked questions and seemed to afford more
clarity in general about what we were doing, and why. In the course of that discussion, the
person who wrote the manifesto-type issue summary explained why it sounded the way it did.
One reason was the perception that the group was quite homogenous, that everyone seemed on
the same page about motivations and what they wanted to be different in the community. The
inference seemed to be that if the group had a shared goal, then it was appropriate to summarize
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the issue with prescriptions for addressing it. The underlying assumption seemed to be that
everyone would agree on the same prescriptions because their ultimate goals were similar.
To that stage of our work, I too had been viewing the group as homogenous. Discussions in
this session began to shift my perception. One outcome of this first discussion was that the
manifesto-writer said that it clarified for her why the issue’s summary description had to be
neutral and not prescribe solutions, and also that the rawness of so many bad experiences made it
“probably impossible to feel neutral.”
The agenda for this session was very straightforward. The first task was to freely brainstorm
all the conceivable actions that could be taken by anyone, or any entity, in the community, to
directly address the issue the group had selected. The group produced a long, diverse systemic
action to-do list. Some actions were voluntary things that individuals, groups, or government
could do. Some would involve administrative policy changes for local government, the
newspaper, and schools. Most of them would involve public policy changes of different kinds,
including how facets of local government operations were structured. The purpose of this step is
to generate a comprehensive inventory of what systemic change on a public issue could require if
it is undertaken.
The next task was to select only one of the actions that met the basic criteria provided in the
process book. If an action met those criteria, it would signal that the action amounted to a subissue of the overall issue, and that it needed special attention and decision-making. The criteria
help people recognize the kinds of changes that should ideally be deliberated: to decide about
why an action should be done, about whether it should be done, and/or about how it should be
done. Such explorations indicate the hallmark of which issues to deliberate, that they have no
simple answers. Deliberative decision-making about such changes is important if they are to be
understood, well designed, accepted, supported, and successfully implemented. On the surface,
the selection of one action from such a list is a straightforward task. In reality, such decisionpoints involve some messiness, because to give priority to one subject of importance means
weighing the consequences of not choosing other perhaps equally important options. (However,
when many people are involved, concurrent work on a range of issues is possible.) Some groups
doing issues work experience such decision-points as a dilemma, to various degrees.
At times taking circuitous routes, and with my prodding to assess which actions might be
more likely to address the group’s fundamental concerns sooner than others’, participants’
discussion surfaced the following list to choose from. Each selection was cast in the form of a
question that could be deliberated. They were:
- How do we involve the whole community in deciding changes to zoning codes?
- Who needs to be included and considered in deciding zoning variances?
- How do we ensure transparency and access to all public information?
- How do we ensure accountability and protections in cases of retribution?
Narrowed down from all the possible choices on their earlier list of actions, this short list of
concrete issues confronted the group with another dilemma: which one should be the issue that
the remaining three sessions would focus on? Rather than briefly and informally deliberating
about these four options, choosing one of them, and ending the session at the two-hour mark, the
participants veered far away from that task. They began an important discussion of a very
different ilk.
The discussion illuminated that participants were not of one mind about how, why, and when
they should engage their overall goal, much less of one mind for choosing one of the four issuequestions they prioritized. From one perspective, the discussion was like an ordinary
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conversation among citizens that might take place almost anywhere. However, its context and
timing made it noteworthy. It took place instead of making a key decision. Experience over the
years has taught me to pay close attention when a group avoids a task. It usually signals that
something is going on, unnamed, that needs to come to the surface. It could be something as
simple as not really understanding the task to be done, or something much more complex. Thus,
this was an important discussion to emerge, and I did not redirect their focus back to the task.
All of this meant that we closed the session in a state similar to the first one, with the group
unable to make a selection. This time, however, the reasons for that state were very different. I
spent the next days immersed in analyzing the session’s discussion and the cumulative group
dynamics, pondering how to introduce participants to the invisible “elephant in the room” I saw
emerging: the dynamics that indicated that a tone and intention issue had to be on that list.
Emergence of the Tone and Intention Issue
As the event/experience that brought the issue to the surface, the discussion’s content merits a
closer look, for its own sake as part of this study into what happened, and also as a basis of
comparison for what happened later. To highlight an instrumental pattern within the discussion
and the political dynamics in the group, I introduce and use the Triangle Model of Responsibility
(Schlenker, Britt, Pennington, Murphy & Doherty, 1994). For reading the transcript below, it can
contribute a layer of coherence. The participants’ discussion lacked coherence in the traditional
sense, since they were unable to coordinate and reflect on the relations among the myriad points
they raised (or their assumptions). The triangle model explicates some of those relations, and in
doing so, coordinates the kinds of foundational issues of accountability and responsibility that
happened to be reflected in the group’s four issue-questions above. The model posits that
responsibility is an essential part of holding people accountable and that accountability entails
“an evaluative reckoning” (p. 634) that judges self and/or others. It asserts, “there are no
exceptions” (p. 635) to the requirement that to make an evaluative reckoning, “the evaluator has
information about three key elements and the linkages or connections among them” (p. 634) “as
perceived by the individual who is making the judgment” (p. 638, emphasis added). Those
elements are
(a) the prescriptions that should be guiding the actor’s conduct on the occasion, (b) the
event that occurred (or is anticipated) that is relevant to the prescriptions, and (c) a set of
identity images that are relevant to the event and prescriptions and that describe the actor’s
roles, qualities, convictions, and aspirations (Schlenker et al., 1994, p. 634, emphases in
the original).
The elements defined by Schlenker et al. are couched in language that implies judging
specific instances and individual actors, and they need to be generalized to apply to the
participants’ discussion. For example, ‘actor’ would apply to the class of citizens, the class of
officials, or the government, and ‘event’ would apply to classes of events. The image of a
triangle is ideal for suggesting the tensions among and between the three elements. When an
“audience” is judging a situation comprised of those elements, the authors reflect that added
dimension to the triangle by calling it “the accountability pyramid” (p. 635). Their explication of
the model and the significance of different weights that an evaluative judgment can place on the
elements’ linkages is worthwhile reading, although it is beyond my scope to discuss it here.
Their notion of the pyramid is germane because much of the participants’ discussion reflected
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various judgments on others’ situations, resulting in quite an assortment of such pyramids. This
was because participants perceived differently the prescriptions, relevant events, and identity
images evoked during the discussion.
With regard to the foregoing three elements of evaluative reckonings, each participant
statement below that I classified that way illustrated that the person had particular perceptions of
prescriptions, events, and identity images (for whatever actors it referred to). The purpose of
using that model in this analysis is not to show simple support for the model. It calls attention to
both positive and negative evaluative statements, and contrasts judgments with other kinds of
statements. In the process of using those categories to assess statements, attention picks up on
other features that could be obscure without a method to sharpen the comparisons. For example,
the scale of participants’ attention ranged from prescriptions, events, and roles at the level of
citizen and official minutiae to larger questions of roles and responsibilities. The scope ranged
from personal levels of distrust to political philosophy. The type of statements ranged from
searching questions, to balanced observations, to judgments, to prescribing a decision for the
small group to make about a hypothetical candidate. The focus shifted from arriving at nonjudgmental observations to moving away from them back into judgment, like the “patterned set
of influence links among members” discussed by Arrow, McGrath & Berdahl (2000, p. 43).
Prescriptions, events, and identity images focused predominately on “them.” Some statements in
the discussion reflected negative judgments along the lines of similar statements made in the first
two sessions. Half of the participants later referred to this as a “negative tone.” Albeit
understandable, if such a tone flavored efforts to foster positive change in an adversarial political
culture, it would fail by perpetrating the very culture it purportedly wanted to change. The
dichotomy between the group’s expressed desire to improve the culture and the tone that
characterized a number of participants’ attitudes—and the silence about that dichotomy—was
the invisible elephant in the room.
The discussion ensued immediately after I asked the group which of the four issue-questions
(above) it wanted to select. Table 4 classifies the chronological flow of statements using the
elements of the Triangle Model of Responsibility, where applicable. It is a basis for comparing
the coherence, in tone and intention, with the group’s later, deliberative discussion.
Table 4. Excerpts From Session 3 Discussion.
Participant Statements
Triangle Model Elements: P = Prescriptions

E = Events

I = Identity Images

Statements
Maybe we should be asking what do we expect government to do for us,
what do we want them to do, what should they provide us, what’s the
best way to do that and not anything else. And beyond that, get out of
other activity, like the development business. A lot of people feel they
shouldn’t be in it.
It’s a human thing, it’s a personal thing: they’ve been elected, they’re
right. Period. Period. There are two ways you look at our form of
government, either they’re responsible to do what the people want or the
government’s structured so if people don’t like it, they can vote you out.
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Participant Statements
Triangle Model Elements: P = Prescriptions

E = Events

I = Identity Images

Do we think it’s a power thing? Why do we think they don’t do what we
want them to do?
Because they often do do things we don’t want them to do.
But why do they do things we don’t want them to do?
Because they’re right.
There’s a debate around government issues about to what extent do you
do just what the people say and to what extent do I, as an elected
official, take what people say and factor it in with what I know and
experience and make the best decision I can….I think there’s a
legitimate other condition there that says it’s my obligation to synthesize
information and make decisions and act in what I perceive is in the
community’s best interest, even if it’s different from what [some people
say].
That is a tension a leader deals with. And I also think there are things
you have a perspective on, of what’s best overall for the city, that
another tension is what’s best for the city as opposed to what’s best for
people that live [nearby contested issues]. And that’s a tension they deal
with. So where does the distrust come in? We know these are issues they
deal with. So why do we distrust them? [pause] I admit they’ve done
some bad things...
And why do they mistrust [citizens] too, right? Because there’s mutual
distrust, isn’t there?
Yes, oh yeah.
Yeah, they’re sitting around having the same meeting we are, by the
way. What you just said is the basis of their [effort to meet citizens].
[Facilitator] So if we’re asking how do we understand the role and
responsibility of government, so the city, conversely, could be asking
how do we understand the role and responsibilities of citizens? N___,
I’m remembering you telling of a conversation with the city manager,
and him asking if it’s the city’s job to educate citizens.
Yeah.
[Facilitator] So it sounds like there are some mutual questions, and the
them is us, and the us is them: we’ve met the enemy and it’s us?
Right.
I have to wonder why at meetings people don’t discuss or ask questions.
It almost seems as though the manager comes up with the answer he
thinks is cool, and says here, I’ve done all this research and this is what
you have to do if you want a happy city. And everyone on council nods,
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Participant Statements
Triangle Model Elements: P = Prescriptions

E = Events

I = Identity Images

and if any of them asks him to explain or if they could have more facts,
they’re accused of slowing things down or grandstanding. But policy is
actually being developed by maybe one or two individuals, and of
course they’re the experts because, after all, they’re getting paid 90
thousand dollars plus per year.
[Facilitator] So, if you had a policy to require discussion of decisions
before they’re made, etc., it’d be information you don’t have now.
Right. And it should be part of the job description of the city manager,
which is a big and responsible job, is that he be flexible in terms of goal
setting, that it’s not just his goal.
See, this has been literally, and I’m serious now, I got into this with [a
city staff person] in a fun discussion, and he pointed me to a text that’s
200 years old. People have been arguing about this subject for 200 years:
the responsibility of a person to do what the people want in a
democracy.
[Facilitator] But you’re [the group] talking about what specific structural
changes are possible to alleviate the problems you’ve identified. This is
not up at the philosophical level.
What problems are you talking about?
[Facilitator] The first sentence of the summary description you came up
with last week.
Citizens’ communication…
The interactions, being alienated, adversarial.
Part of what it comes down to though, the reasons for those is because of
past experiences. And it’s one thing to say they want people to call them
at city hall, but it’s like, what happens when you call? And then if you
call them and this happens, is when you feel apathetic and adversarial.
It’s one thing to say we should do this, this, and this, and they should do
that, that, and that, but if they’re not going to do that, that, and that, then
it doesn’t matter if you do this, this, and this. Sometimes it’s like you’re
in a twilight zone.
I was suggesting a connection between elected officials not feeling it’s
their responsibility to do what people want, a correlation between that
and the adversarial. If you want to get to the root, that’s it: “I’m elected;
now I’m the boss. Elected representatives can’t possibly know what
everyone wants, so they do their best. Vote me out if you don’t like it.”
His argument is valid. I don’t agree with it.
One option could be a public forum to talk about what are the
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Triangle Model Elements: P = Prescriptions

E = Events

I = Identity Images

responsibilities.
I don’t understand. You brought up the point we can’t go in and strongarm them. They’ve been strong-arming us for 200 years. We gave them
the power, now we’re asking for the power back. We want more control
of what you do. You’re saying I can’t ask for this because I might offend
somebody. At this point, I could care less about offending them. The
issue is getting power back to the people, to make them more confident
to come to vote, to feel like they got control. You have to go back and
take some power back and limit what their responsibilities are. See, I
don’t have a good trust factor.
It all boils down to they hold all the cards right now and the only card
citizens hold is that they go to the ballot box. Citizens have to be able to
talk to each other to develop their own sense of where they are, what
they want. It has to be really grassroots [like neighbors talking and
saying] “let’s find a candidate who will do these 5 specific things for
us.” Maybe if we [this group] make a list of 5 things we want a
candidate to do… This group can come up with the list, we’re a
‘neighborhood’ right now.

3

3

3

3

3

3

Why did participants veer so far away from their task of selecting a specific issue to work on,
when it would be a concrete starting point to address their pressing concerns? It is unlikely that a
single explanation could account for it, given the diverse participants and group dynamics.
Perhaps the options felt too objective or positive to resonate with some of the people. For
example, comments in a later session surfaced both the attraction to punitive action and the
revulsion toward collaboration: “It [one of the approaches] is not mean enough. We feel the need
to punish before we feel clear to build new relationships,” and another was, “We all will have to
overcome habits and even our personal revulsions.” Perhaps a sense that it would be a concrete
beginning, like a commitment from which there was no turning back, induced some resistance.
Resistance can take numerous forms at such points. An insight into dynamics that happen “not
infrequently, especially at the point of decoding concrete situations” (Freire, 2002, p. 156) may
apply here.
It is just that in facing a concrete situation as a problem, the participants begin to realize
that if their analysis of the situation goes any deeper they will either have to divest
themselves of their myths, or reaffirm them. Divesting themselves of and renouncing their
myths represents, at that moment, an act of self-violence. On the other hand, to reaffirm
those myths is to reveal themselves. The only way out (which functions as a defense
mechanism) is to project onto the coordinator their own usual practices: steering,
conquering, and invading (Freire, 2002, pp. 156-157, emphasis in the original).
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In this setting, any such projections were not onto me (with my facilitative role loosely
corresponding to Freire’s training coordinator above), but perhaps onto the “them” of city
officials. Whether or not that was the case, perhaps they needed me to give them a set of clear
criteria to launch and guide the selection process. Perhaps because the process had increasingly
narrowed the focus so that discrete issues were identified, that focus acted like a magnet that
attracted all the diverse, internal stances to the surface. Perhaps, as with groups in other settings,
they simply could not bring themselves to commit to one direction when there were several to
choose from; especially when, in this case, they had questions and implicit assumptions just now
surfacing. Coordinating all of this, without an intentional process-container to assist, can be a
complex task involving the three distinct kinds of coordination described by Arrow et al. (2000,
p. 42). Groups’ coordination tasks are: that of “interactional synchrony” or action; that of shared
meanings and norms, i.e., understanding; and that of “adjusting purposes, interests, and
intentions,” i.e., goals. The discussion certainly indicates that these factors were uncoordinated
by the group at that point. However, the benefit in this case was that the diversity and confusion
were out in the open. There were clear signs that the earlier sessions’ opportunities to voice a
wide range of emotions, and their reasons, had not lessened those feelings’ strength. These
factors made it easier for me to introduce them to their elephant.
Sessions Four and Five
Formulated as an open-ended question, the overall issue they wanted to address was by now
entitled: “How do we improve interactions between government and people in ways that reduce
frustration, increase information exchange, and foster citizen participation and cooperation in
their government?” It would not require a huge leap in logic to connect that issue of interactions
with the importance of individuals’ tones and intentions. However, given the group’s orientation
toward others’ objectionable attitudes and behaviors, the group needed a process to re-orient its
attention. That process had to do two things. First, it needed to introduce that there was an
elephant in the room, and what it was made up of. Then, it needed to persuade the group that the
issue of tones and intentions was a bona fide complex issue to add to their short list, and select
from five, rather than from the original four. I intended to make a strong case for doing first
things first, and recommend they choose this one.
Arrow et al’s (2000, p. 43) work on small groups as complex systems supports the issue’s
importance as the first one to address. Using their formulation, the tone and intention issue was a
“global variable,” defined as “the global structure or pattern generated by the interaction of local
variables [which] in turn constrains the future behavior of these local variables.” The authors
describe the coordination tasks of a group (those listed above), as local variables. The
implications of this interactive, mutually-shaping dynamic “between micro- and macro-system
levels” (p. 44) for the future of a group are significant, and suggest the level at which
interventions are effective.
Each global variable (or, more accurately, the system that all of the local variables jointly
reflect) may have subsequent effects on all aspects of the group’s local activity….When
[the group members] are dissatisfied with the state of the group, or when outsiders notice
and comment on problems in the group as revealed by global variables, this is a cue to
change something. However, global variables cannot be changed directly—what needs to
be changed is the local dynamics that give rise to them. Action identification theory
(Vallacher & Wegner, 1987) suggests that when groups receive negative feedback from the
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environment, they are cued to focus on lower-level subtasks, rather than higher-level group
tasks, as a locus for corrective action (Arrow et al., 2000, pp. 165-166).
To shift the issue-focus from a traditional community issue to an individual cum group issue
for explicit action inquiry was to situate corrective action on such lower-level subtasks. For the
fourth session, I prepared several handouts to present the logic of working on the tones and
intentions within the group. I began the session with sharing my reflections on the previous
week’s discussion, introduced the elephant in the room, and walked through several handouts
with them. I stated that they had a choice of which issue to select. In the previous sessions, they
had developed their own logic for the four issues listed above. Now, I introduced the logic
behind the new issue of tones and intentions, via another handout that listed a short series of
logical statements to build the rationale. Two of those statements follow.
Our attitudes shape our behaviors toward others. While we feel angry, frustrated,
mistrustful, disrespected, and shut out, we risk flavoring our approaches to introducing this
issue with those feelings. If we let those adversarial feelings dominate us, we are likely to
provoke adversarial reactions in others, and keep the vicious cycle of troublesome
relationships going. Since our overall goal is to end adversarial divisions and processes, we
are wise to step back and carefully choose which feelings and motivations we want to
flavor our public efforts.
If we frame and deliberate this issue for ourselves, we should be able to accomplish three
things.
- Figure out what kinds of chain reactions may be set in motion if we take different
approaches to introducing the overall issue.
- Find ways to keep our feelings in perspective so we can have them, but they don’t
“have us” at the expense of our effectiveness on this issue.
- Align our intentions and purposes to reach a well-considered decision (agreement,
shared sense of direction) about the kinds of public relationships we want to have as we
introduce this issue, and what strategies might support them.
The rationale (which addressed both the local and global variables, discussed above) seemed
to be sensible to participants at least on the surface, possibly assisted by whatever trust levels
they had developed toward me; they agreed to focus on the new tone and intention issue.
Agreements at that time were accompanied by reactions ranging from surprised confusion, to
understanding, to appreciation. That range that showed up in participants’ retrospective
reflections on that turning point, including the excerpts from three persons below.
Yeah, that really blindsided me. Once it was done, it made good sense. But it wasn’t what I
was expecting and I wasn’t sure why it was at that point in the process. After it was said
and done, it seemed vital to do that, but it almost seemed like it was tacked on or that it
wasn’t the original intent. And I didn’t understand it at all.
You were seeing more the personal attitudes and the words. The words that were coming
out, they were more agitated or aggressive, and it became more personal like, in their own
little, what you feel inside. Well, I would probably include me, also. And it was getting
away from what the topic or issue was. So I think that’s why we had to get rid of that
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undertone first. And you started asking a few questions, then kind of fleshed that, and then
I started seeing it.
I think it really helped focus our energies in one direction in one approach. And I think we
struggled prior to that [with] these topics that we weren’t really sure which were the best
one.
Once the group committed to this new direction, we spent time developing the precise issuequestion to describe it. They couched it in these terms: “What kinds of relationships do we, as a
group, want to have around the issue of troubled interactions with and among citizens, officials,
and public servants?”
The remainder of the fourth session, and all of the fifth, were spent developing four very
different approaches toward tones and intentions, using the process’s standard issue-framing
template. This produces an issue booklet that introduces the issue and contains the descriptions
of each approach, which are introduced below with the sixth and last session. The importance of
a group process to deliberate about tone and intention, and its relevance when the group wants to
make positive change in the larger political culture was discussed earlier in this report.
Session Six
This last session that was planned for the group was devoted to the deliberation, structured by
several discrete segments. It included the processes of opening the deliberative session,
deliberating the tensions embedded within each approach, followed by deliberating the tensions
across all the approaches, and the final process of closing the deliberation. Opening the session
included reviewing the ground rules, and participants’ articulating their personal stake in the
issue they were about to deliberate. In the closing process, participants reflectively evaluated the
thoroughness of their deliberations, summarized their conclusions and reasons for them, and
reflected on the deliberative process and its effects on them.
Before listing the four approaches to its tone and intention issue that the group deliberated, I
summarize the layers of activity that brought them to that point, to refresh the memory of its
evolution from the processes described earlier.
1. The overall issue of concern was entitled, How do we improve interactions between
government and people in ways that reduce frustration, increase information exchange,
and foster citizen participation and cooperation in their government?
2. From the systemic action array it created to respond to that umbrella issue, the group
initially identified four priority sub-issues from which it needed to choose one to work on
in the remaining project sessions. All of them were good candidates for deliberative
decision-making at a later community level and each would address a different facet of
the many-faceted overall issue.
3. As the group veered from the task of selecting one of those four, evidence of a tone and
intention issue emerged in its discussion.
4. It agreed to select the tone and intention issue as the one that it would develop and
deliberate during this limited project. This issue was entitled: What kinds of relationships
do we, as a group, want to have around the issue of troubled interactions with and among
citizens, officials, and public servants?
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5. The titles given to the four approaches to that issue-question were as follows.
a. Approach 1: The intention and tone of preparing to organize an “us vs. them”
campaign to get the changes we want.
b. Approach 2: The intention and tone of preparing to take an “it’s the law”
approach to enforce needed changes.
c. Approach 3: The intention and tone of preparing to take a positive “strategic
encouragement” approach to get changes rolling.
d. Approach 4: The intention and tone of preparing to take a fully collaborative
community-wide approach to work on changes.
6. Although they had qualitatively different content, all approaches were developed using
the same outline to develop that content, indicated by the headings, below.
a. We might favor this approach if we assume that…
b. This approach to the overall issue would be best because…
c. Examples of how we would prepare for taking this approach.
d. This approach may be worrisome, because…
e. Trade-offs that would be involved, including impacts on the kinds of relationships
we want.
The most striking thing I noticed as the group convened and got settled for this session was
the difference in the quality of its overall energy. I had expected that some sharper tones would
still be evident, as they had been during the several previous sessions. This time, the energy
seemed clear and open, ready, and free of any sense of struggling. That quality characterized the
entire session. Two persons later expressed their surprise at this “dramatic” shift in the group. I
reflected on possible explanations for this.
From some of their comments at the end of deliberating and in the subsequent interviews, I
gathered that the process of developing the sharp clarification of several possible perspectives on
tone and intention (to create their issue to deliberate) had contributed to the change in energy. In
addition to providing an orderly structure for deliberation, the separately described, distinctly
different perspectives perform that clarification service. That new clarity can lend explanatory
power to understand and sort out the confusing din of internal thoughts. It is often hard for
people to slow down their thinking enough to even notice their mental zig-zags of internal
decision-making attempts to choose among scarcely-conceived, unarticulated options. All of the
participants but one referred in some degree to the explanatory benefit of approaches based on
distinct perspectives. For example, the person who had drafted the earlier manifesto realized that:
I guess I’ve [now] looked at these things as separate things, which I probably hadn’t
before. I didn’t think of them as separate, to choose this way or that. In one way, they were
all bundled up together and this pulled them apart and kind of examined each one
individually. And I probably hadn’t examined each individual [one]: “Well, what if I did
this and not the other, what would I gain?” Seeing it like this, with the one, two, three,
four, you know, I can see the differences in those.
The passage of time between beginning to develop the approaches in the fourth session, and
arriving at the sixth session, may have cleared some of the sharper-toned energy. It may have
been cathartic for participants with a lot at stake in this issue to have all of their sentiments,
concerns, and hopes formally legitimized. By including those in the course of developing all the
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components of each approach, the process legitimized a wide range of diversity—the
participants’ and others’—even before getting to the stage of deliberating.
The content and quality of thoughtful deliberations are best reported by allowing them to
speak for themselves. This unique event/experience deserves to speak in its own voice. It was a
group of people conducting a truly deliberative action inquiry into their tones and intentions,
within the two-layered context of (a) larger concerns for the adversarial political culture and (b)
being intentional about potential impacts on that culture. For this reason and to convey the
deliberation’s own whole story, the Appendix is the session report that I prepared from the
transcripts and sent to the participants. In contrast to the discussion segment included earlier as
Table 4, the smooth undulations of deliberation’s back-and-forth, interactive reasoning, which is
observable in the report, indicate the sea-change in the group’s coherence. Participants
demonstrated the capacity to remain focused, build constructively on one another’s
contributions, and arrive at well-reasoned contextual conclusions about how, when, and why
they may use the various tones and intentions in the community.
Those conclusions happen to reflect the pattern suggested by action identification theory,
which was introduced earlier in the sessions four and five section.9 That framework describes the
pattern of shifting from higher-level tasks to lower-level ones as the effective place to make
course corrections when environmental feedback indicates corrective action (Vallacher &
Wegner, 1987, as cited in Arrow et al. 2000, p. 166). The group reflected this pattern in the
situational hierarchy it developed for when and why it would employ actions derived from each
of the approaches to tone and intention. By process design (shown in Table 3), the approaches
follow a progressive sequence of action-logics with increasing complexity, i.e., the first approach
was the least complex, and the fourth approach was the most complex. For example, it demands
far less skill for a group to organize a campaign among like-minded people against something
(the first approach) than it demands of several individuals, groups, and various entities to
succeed at negotiated solutions that meet the requirements of multiple, diverse, vested interests
(the third approach). Overall, the group preferred the fourth approach because it held the greatest
potential effectiveness to foster untroubled interactions in the community by changing how
public relationships and decisions were structured and conducted. As the deliberation’s summary
describes, the group pragmatically recognized that there would be issues or situations when a
higher-level approach would not fit or succeed, in which case the next lower approach could be
appropriate to try. It identified that there may be cases where none of those higher-level
approaches could work and the first approach would be advisable as a last resort.
Discussion
I have two analyses of the development the group exhibited over the course of the sessions. I
refer to Arrow et al’s work, cited earlier, to emphasize the system level at which these remarks
apply. The observable development pertains at the dynamic group level, at the level of the
“global variable,” which is the “global structure or pattern generated by the interaction of local
variables [which] in turn constrains the future behavior of these local variables” (2000, p. 44,
emphasis added).
9

Other theoretical frameworks, including developmental ones, would have explanatory power for this
common pattern. In the space of this report, it seems sufficient to use only the one that has already been
introduced.
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Analysis 1
The first development, already suggested above, is that the sharper combined energy of
distressed concern, confusion, judgment, and frustration transformed by the end of the process.
That earlier negative tone, as several participants called it, gave way to freer, open, pragmatic,
and as the next section indicates, hopeful energy. “Us versus them” tones derive from dualistic
action-logics that view event/experiences in such terms, pitting in-groups against out-groups. As
findings from the post-interview inquiry into hopes and motivations reveal (reported in next
section), the group dynamic resulted in a complex set of negative feedback loops until the last
session of the process. Participants who did not, themselves, bring a negative tone toward city
officials or other citizens, developed an un-voiced, inwardly negative attitude toward the several
participants who did voice their negative judgments about officials and other citizens. Rather
than articulate the attitude or associate it with specific individuals, it was safer to refer to the
negative tone as “the group’s” or “the people in the group.”
It is worth a brief discussion to unpack how a layer of projected attitudes feeds the loops that
gives a group’s global variable its character. Projection is a normal part of humans’ nonlinear
system dynamics (Van Eenwyk, 1997). Its psycho-logic is that whatever attitudes or beliefs that
an individual has but does not recognize, or is unwilling to claim as his or her own, will be
unconsciously assigned elsewhere: for example, to other individuals, groups, societies, etc. In
this group’s case, and likely in many others, projection of attitudes played a silent role in
constructing the overall negative tone. The loop began with several individuals’ critical,
frustrated statements and the tones that accompanied them. These were directed at the
community’s officials and other citizens: the “them.” If no other people had a reaction to these
statements, there would not have been a negative feedback loop at all. However, four people did
have reactions (see the next section). They developed a negative attitude toward the negative
attitudes of others, creating a dynamic loop of negativity. One of those four said that he adopted
a negative attitude toward officials based on what he heard from others. The result was four
people with negative tones toward (primarily) officials, and four people with negative attitudes
toward those negative tones. The original three “negative” people did not mention or seem to
perceive any negative tone at all in their group experience. The perception of negative tone
resided in only four other people. My analysis is that those four were sufficiently embedded in
their negative attitudes toward the others’ negative attitudes that they projected the responsibility
for negativity onto the three vocally-negative people. The silence that accompanied so much of
this non-verbal dynamic is a natural dimension of the Cognitive Thermodynamics understanding
of communication within or across species, which recognizes a “dynamic complex information
circuit” that does not require verbalization (Malcolm Dean, personal communication, February
2006). In summary, the feedback loops were comprised of spoken judgments toward officials
and unspoken judgments of those judgments. Seven of eight participants’ judgments
characterized the global variable of group tone, a dynamic information circuit indeed.
These human system dynamics account for how, on a surface level, only three individuals
with negative tones, in a group of eight people, could have so much power to influence. In
reality, seven of the eight people constructed and maintained the negative tone. Only one
participant consistently held a non-judgmental attitude toward all people in the group, the group
itself, and in the community. That person’s earnest, inquiring influence was not sufficient to alter
the dynamic feedback loop that the others were maintaining at the level of the global variable.
The Appendix and the individual portraits in the next section demonstrate that the feedback
system became transformed by different attitudes and energy. The pluralistic tone the group
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ended with indicates the global variable of tone developed to a systematic action-logic by the end
of the process.
Analysis 2
Equally significant, the other observation compares the level of task complexity the group
faced at the end of the first session and how it handled it, with the level of the task complexity
the group completed at the end of the last session. As that first session closed, the group had
failed to achieve its self-set task to conceive an encompassing way to describe the missing
process or approach that could unite its two major issue-clusters (or systems) of concern. There
seemed to be the intuition that there had to be a way to describe this, but the group could not
complete that task, which I identified earlier as having a metasystematic level of complexity that
was beyond the group’s reach. By contrast, in the last session’s work, the group constructed a
metasystematic approach as a product of its deliberating about tone and intention. Tones and
intentions were not treated as ethereal, “soft and fuzzy” ideas detached from embodied action,
but as the bases of concrete actions. Thus, the group deliberated about diverse concrete actions
and their possibilities and impacts at the same time as it deliberated about the tones and
intentions that may govern the strategies for them. This deliberative action inquiry spanned the
four territories of experience (see Table 1) that were involved. The situational hierarchy of
approaches to action that it developed through its deliberative reasoning is a tailored metasystem
that unites the two original issue-clusters by addressing concerns about them. By the end, the
group successfully conceived a complex response that completed—and qualitatively exceeded—
the earlier task that had eluded it in the first session. The process of deliberating through
progressively more complex approaches apparently gave it the tasks of increasing complexity it
needed to arrive at an action-logic of higher complexity. That metasystematic capacity to
combine disparate systems of actions to construct a new, comprehensive approach is the
paramount demand if systemic issues are ever to be addressed as such.

What Happened for Participants
By devoting the foregoing space to an emphasis on the group and issue levels, I have
attempted to set a meaningful context for this section about the individual participants. The scope
of this report is set to focus on the tone and intention issue, which emerged from within the entire
process and cannot be entirely divorced from that origin. In this section, I strive for an
appropriate balance in reporting on what happened for participants within that scope. This scopesetting precludes the depth of reporting and discussion on each participant that seriously
interested readers may wish to have. Reporting included below presents much less than their
experience as a whole, yet inherently reflects it.
This section begins with short narratives that include participants’ reports about what
happened for them. After each paragraph about a participant is my brief reflective analysis and
observations about that individual’s participation. Following those findings, there is short section
to report how participants assessed their levels of hope and motivation toward the overall issue
of the adversarial political culture, then a concluding discussion.
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Individual Portraits of Participants
In the individual interviews I conducted with participants after the last group session, I asked
what their understandings were about the reasons for the last session’s deliberative decisionmaking about the tone and intention issue. I also inquired into what each person learned or
otherwise got out of the process, if anything, and how they could use what was learned or gained
from it, if anything.
One section of the interview was devoted to exploring how participants were thinking and
feeling about various dimensions of the overall issue that they identified. That issue was entitled,
“How do we improve interactions between government and people in ways that reduce
frustration, increase information exchange, and foster citizen participation and cooperation in
their government?” I asked one question, each, about hope and about motivation as that section
of the interview began and ended. Those questions were as follows.
1. If we had taken the group temperature on this issue at the beginning of our sessions (once
it was identified), how would you have rated your personal sense of hope about it
changing for the better? Why?
2. Back then, how would you have rated your personal motivations to address the issue?
Why?
3. How does that [set of work and experiences] affect your motivation for wanting to
address this overall issue? Why?
4. What is your sense of hope, now, for successfully addressing this overall issue? Why?
The presentation sequence below is organized on the basis of those participants reporting
relatively fewer to relatively greater personal impacts or learnings.
Participant 1
Hope, before. “I don’t think there’s much hope. Not hopeful at all. Because of history. Over
and over and over and over again. Not history one time, but history over and over. And not just
history with [Site], but history with politicians and government and how things work. You just
got to know how things work.”
Motivation, before. “Well, if it’s hopeless, I’m not going to be very motivated to put my time
and energy into it, cause you get geared up a little bit, and you think well, maybe, you know.
Then you think, oh yeah right, okay. And then the reality comes in again.”
Immediately after the deliberation, this first person commented that it did not change her
feelings on things, but “it’s helped to clarify them and to verbalize them better.” Beyond that, she
did not report that anything was meaningful about working on the issue, and said she “was lost
the whole way.” However, she also said, “I understood in that when you’re communicating, that
what tone you set can, changes the outcome…all that kind of stuff, I understand all that.” Yet
shortly thereafter, she also said “So, to me, changing the tone wasn’t going to make any
difference. Now, changing the approach…” When I asked, “What’s the relation between the tone
and approach? Is there one?” she responded, “I think so. One approach is knocking on the door.
And you can knock using different tones. So, one is a piece of the other, I guess. And, so, I don’t
know.” Perhaps related to her identifying that one action can be done using different tones, she
reported that “I’ve only just evolved to the understanding that people need something, a plan,
whether [or not] it’s the plan, they needed something that says here’s an idea of a plan to follow,
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otherwise they’ll go crazy about it. That just became concrete in my experience with my board.
So I’m supposing there are things from this experience that helped me come to that
understanding, but I couldn’t be specific as to what.”
Motivation, after. “Slightly motivated, but again, as we talked before, I’m not going to get
involved in politics in this town because unless you are willing to jump in 100% and put it out
there and be willing to bank everything on it…. You can jump in and take a chance of winning,
or you can stick your finger in and know it’s going to be chopped off. I need my fingers. So, I’m
just not going to go there to do that.”
Hope, after. “Obviously, the problem’s getting bigger and bigger, and hope gets less and less.
Not hopeful. Because of this interaction [in the project] I have looked at some things, as far as I
will, gone back to reading the opinion page, and that’s the same old shit. Nothing. Oh yeah,
that’s good. It’s like I thought it was.”
Participant 1. Analytical Reflection and Observations
Compared to the other participants, this person was the least engaged in the issue. One
objective sign of this showed up in the session and interview transcripts: she did not ask any
questions, nor express curiosity or wondering about anything; rather, she consistently made
declarative statements. Most of them were complete, logical thoughts, indicating a formal actionlogic. The apparent absence of curiosity also appears above, as she was content to end her
thinking with its unresolved contradictions. One of the several individuals whose own tone
helped to surface the issue, this person’s past experiences had led her to confine her community
activity to volunteer efforts that did not interface with city officials. She indicated several times
that the tone issue lay with city hall and it was a “futile effort” because “we don’t have any
control over the reality of politicians” and she was sure that that would not change. She was
explicit about not feeling personally related to the issue or invested in it. She had no logical basis
for engaging the issue. The issue that she was interested in, as she discussed it in both interviews,
reflected a small but significant change in her strategy for addressing it. It did not appear that she
was aware of the transition underway from formal to systematic action-logic in that domain that
her descriptions reflected. It may be that the reflective nature of the tone and intention issue
affected her in ways that she did not notice. Unlike the first interview, in the second one she
made several self-reflective statements (one is included above) that were transitions to or fully
reflecting systematic thought.
Participant 2
Hope, before. “Hmm, not very hopeful, I’d have to say. I’m pretty pessimistic. From what I
was hearing, it had been that way for a long time. I’d heard about various different kinds of
attempts to try to change the interactions. I know N___ a little better [than others], and I respect
her, and to hear her say stuff coming from city hall doesn’t make sense sometimes and there
really is this kind of antagonistic interaction. And I think also, too, because people who were
trying to make changes had such high emotions about it, and such negative emotions.”
Motivation, before. “Not hopeful so, I’d say, not motivated at all to slightly motivated.
Because I was there and bothering to think about it and interact, so that’s some motivation.
Although, whether I was motivated to be there and interact because I was hoping to change the
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issue, or because I was getting other things out of it, that was probably more accurate reasons for
my motivations.”
Immediately after the deliberation, and iterated in the interview, this person expressed
appreciation for learning the value of long-term thinking. She explained that she came to that by
the deliberation helping her to “understand that there are multiple options to choose from with
tone, and people can make a better choice if they thought through what the likely outcomes of
those choices would have been.” Apparently making some new connections, she explained, “I
probably wouldn’t have thought it through to that degree. I would have just said, ‘Am I going to
take a friendly tone or am I going to take a more aggressive tone?’” She said the “whole
deliberating about tone thing helped me keep that more in mind, how the tone I take and the
intention I have when interacting with other people can affect the outcome, apart from what the
words are actually saying, and that’s been really valuable.” Even though “the process is bigger
than easily fits in my head,” she learned the value of using different steps to “understand what
people think is a problem, which of those are just surface parts of other problems, and looking at
who the problem affects and where they originate from.”
Motivation, after. “I would say, up to slightly motivated. But there’s so many other things
beside that would affect motivation, because more options, some of them just little steps, but still
steps toward improving the situation, and I think then it’s probably the just the emotional part of
people feeling more empowered as a group maybe like brought me along with it.”
Hope, after. “I’d still be slightly hopeful, because it seems more possible now. And I think
just getting people to think about the kind of relationships they want when they interact is maybe
a step in right direction, and taking the focus away from all the wrong, all that problematic
specific issues, and more on something maybe they can affect, the interaction between them and
another individual.”
Participant 2. Analytical Reflection and Observations.
As a recent arrival in the community, this person exhibited a neutral yet engaged attention to
the issue that was unaccompanied by history or apparent biases. Throughout her first interview,
her discussions about issues relied upon formal logic, some of them in transition to systematic
stage. As the statements above indicate, the value she placed on tone and intention at both the
general and interpersonal levels has a utilitarian, goal-directed, single-loop nature: it can affect
“outcomes.” However, she formed new systems of relations: she did not isolate outcomes from a
process of collective and individual reflection that would support better choices to arrive at those
outcomes. Rather, she developed full systematic connections between reflection, actions, and
outcomes. She seemed to associate long-term thinking with the reflective acts of “thinking
through” and “keeping in mind.” A number of her statements in the second interview, and the
new insights reflected in them, indicated she was using the insights into several issues in a
double-looped systematic action-logic.
Participant 3
Hope, before. “I would probably be not hopeful at all or slightly hopeful, because it was really
a very decisive split, it seemed like. I mean, it seemed like a lot of frustration, a lot of past
efforts, a lot of dead ends, a lot of frustration. And it was very personal for a lot of the group, the
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temperature sounded pretty high on the personal front. So, I would have thought not hopeless,
but it was going to be a struggle.”
Motivation, before. “To me it probably would be at the other end of the extreme, very
motivated. I guess I like a good fight. I don’t know. I’m a champion of hopeless causes.”
Immediately after deliberating about tone and intention, this person reported how it shifted
him out of “being caught up in” the earlier group tone: “In the beginning, it was all directed at
specific individuals, it’s grown to a bigger picture. It was easy to get caught up in that. Now it’s
more refreshing.” He felt that the purpose of re-framing things in terms of “how do we really
want to address this issue” was about “how we wanted to be representing ourselves in our
intentions.” He thought that that accounted for the “pretty dramatic shift out of the combative
mentality,” and used the analogy of “warring parties going to the peace table.” What changed for
him in the deliberation was the refocusing, that “it wasn’t so much the individuals as the process
and the system [so] instead of griping at individuals or events, step back, and it grew into a
bigger issue,” and “that’s how it changed for me.” He reported that he “learned or relearned
being a little more appreciative of different perspectives.” Extending that further, “I think it
maybe changed my perception, that community includes a lot of different parties coming from
different perspectives, [who] a lot of times you don’t really perhaps think about, that have an
interest in an issue.” He views a business as a community with underlying issues, and “very
much learned, I think, how to get all of the issues and how they’re potentially interconnected.”
Motivation, after. “I think it would still put me in that pretty motivated to be involved,
because I think the way that we framed it and the way that we ultimately ended up looking at it,
it seemed like a solvable problem, a worthwhile problem to spend energy and effort on that could
be used as a model for a lot of communities and relationships.”
Hope, after. “I think coming out of it, it would be pretty hopeful, because I think [after] that
real frustration and divisiveness, I sensed people had a sense of hope and a new approach, a new
way of looking at it. I don’t think it’s any less of a, I mean it’s going to take some real effort, but
I felt very hopeful that if people proceeded with that, that they would have some success with it.
So, I probably have flipped, going in and coming out of it.”
Participant 3. Analytical Reflection and Observations
As someone who did not live in the community, but worked in it without involvement in the
community life, this person also exhibited an apparently neutral yet engaged attention to the
issue that was unaccompanied by history or apparent biases. While he said that he had gotten
caught up in the group tone, that was not observable by his tone and behaviors in the sessions.
Retrospectively, I could tentatively link one joking suggestion he had made about “throw the
bastards out” to his feel of being caught up. It appears that, for him, being caught up in the tone
developed out of group conversations with a narrower than usual (for him) focus on concrete
individuals and events, which happened to reflect others’ negative experiences and led to the
group tone. Statements he made in sessions and the interview indicated that his usual orientation
is at the system level of processes. Thus, it was “more refreshing” when the tone and intention
issue eventually rose to that level. Through internalizing these event/experiences, his conception
of community developed to the metasystematic level, as did his reflections on the discourse
processes that complex issues need.
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Participant 4
Hope, before. “Probably would say slightly hopeful, because I feel like some people were
very pessimistic about the problem, feeling like it was so deep, so intense. And I feel I’m
relatively new, and I don’t really know what’s going on, so I need to take some of that, they’ve
got a lot more knowledge and experience than I do, so I have to take some of that on faith. But
also, generally, as a person, I am optimistic, and think there are usually solutions to things if
people are willing to work on it and engage with it. So, that would modify that a little bit for
me.”
Motivation, before. “Probably I’d say slightly motivated, because it wouldn’t be the issue I
would pick necessarily, it’s not the thing I feel a great deal of passion about. Probably mostly
because I’m new and because I’m so involved in what’s happening here [at place of work and
residence], my available time is really low.”
Immediately after deliberating about tone and intention, this person preceded her reflection on
the deliberative experience by referring to the course of the six weeks. She said, “I’ve learned a
lot. I don’t know that much has changed tonight, but I understand more about each approach, the
options, what are the dividing lines. Breaking them apart and looking at them as separate
strategies is helpful, to pull them apart.” She viewed the purpose and contribution of deliberating
as “clarifying and focusing.” That came out of the processes that “help[ed] the group really
wrestle with the pros and the cons of each one…to talk it out enough that people understood
them and kind of wrestle with the reasons why to do it and not to do it, so that the group was
making some intentional choices. Instead of falling into a default habit, they were really looking
at their options and choosing one.” For her, personally, “the thinking about intentionally
choosing a tone to respond from is helpful.” She was able to reflect on and describe the session
methods and their progressive purposes, and reported that with further thought and the support of
the materials, she thought she could transfer her learning and the process to other group
environments for working on issues and decision-making on them.
Motivation, after. “Probably bring it up to moderately. Yeah, I would say having the list of
actions, but also more than that, having a sense of who else is interested, or having connections
with some of those people, that, partly it’s the concept of what happened, partly it’s the
relationships of the process of what happened, that could make me feel more motivated.”
Hope, after. “Somewhere between slightly and moderately. I think that it feels a little more
hopeful, because I think people made some of the connections, they’ve thought through things a
little more. They’re not stuck in that place of just being reactive, that they’ve given it a lot more
thought and have more perspective. But I also know how hard it is to make real, deep changes
like that, and how the change that needs to happen depends on others changing their behaviors,
as well as the individuals changing their behaviors, and that’s always a hard thing to do. And it
feels like such a big, intense, deep, issue, that I don’t really feel, don’t think that I can be too
hopeful, because it will take a lot of time and a lot of work to really change. So, I guess it
depends on what time frame you put on it, for successfully addressing it. I would say at least 10
years, that it would take at least that long to see really transformative change. I could see smaller
steps in the next, like, two or three years, but significant change seems like it would take that
long, 10 years. But I don’t really know, I’ve never been to a city council meeting, I don’t
know… it’s just based on those interactions.”
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Participant 4. Analytical Reflection and Observations
As suggested by the more distanced references above to “they” (as compared to “we”), this
person did not carry a personal stake in the issue. She was one of the two participants who had
recently moved into the community, and exhibited an apparently neutral yet engaged attention to
the issue that was unaccompanied by history or apparent biases. Her observable behaviors during
the deliberative session and her statements suggest that her internal stance toward it was as an
interested participant-observer of the process. Her various observations and interpretations
indicate that viewing issues and interpersonal dynamics at systematic and sometimes
metasystematic levels was familiar territory. Even so, “I was surprised to see the group moved so
far… especially since I missed the session right before the final session, for me it felt like a
really dramatic change.”
Participant 5
Hope, before. “Oh, I was very hopeful, because that was a very powerful group. I don’t know
N___ or N___, but I think I knew everyone else. And if they decided that’s what they wanted to
work on, it would get done.”
Motivation, before. “Mentally, very motivated. Physically, like, am I going to put the time
into it? I’d say moderately motivated, at the beginning. Maybe moderately, or even kind of
depressed, maybe even slightly motivated. I mean in my mind, I think yeah, this really needs to
be done, but it’s been so nasty lately, am I actually physically going to do it? Ah, it’s just, you
get depressed with all the issues, and the attitudes, and stuff. And a lot of these people are my
friends, personal friends. So, I’m limited. I have access in a certain way, but I’m limited in a
certain way, too. So, yeah, beats you down. What am I going to say, what am I not going to say.
Kind of gets you tired.”
Immediately after deliberating about tone and intention, this person could say only that she
“just learned a lot. I don’t know how it’s changed. It’ll take me a while…” Later, she was able to
answer her earlier confusion about why we did the tone and intention issue, reflecting, “Well,
now, it makes sense that there’s different attitudes or ways to approach this problem and that’s
an integral part of what the problem is. So it was confusing to me why we didn’t even start off
with something like that, or at least, it would be a part of all this. But that it is the problem, it is
the tone, that’s what we’re objecting to, is the way things are done. Some of it is what things are
being done. And that addresses that, that we need to act the way we want them to act.” For her,
“one of the best parts about it [deliberating] is getting at the different perspectives. Like I said,
you can get lost in yourself…. But it wasn’t apparent to me how it would affect the solution. I
thought, well, we’re all going in the same direction, so it doesn’t matter. We just have different
energies. But I think it would have made a huge difference in the end. This is a way to articulate
that.” Although she did not elaborate, she reported, “I found words for articulating feelings.”
She valued “getting insights onto perspectives,” and learning the “universal tones, [which] I find
real interesting,” and “that things are complex but they can be divided, and that there’s lenses
that you look through things and try to separate them.”
Motivation, after. “Well, it just reminds me that it’s just a lot of work. And towards the end, I
felt more energized and willing to put in the time. I thought, let’s pick one of these, and do
something. I’m quite motivated. I felt reminded about things and felt energized that there’s other
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people interested in it, even if they’re coming at it a different way and for different reasons,
that’s fine. I thought, okay, maybe it’s time to put more effort in it. I don’t know…seemed like it
was a way of putting words to things I was feeling, once you have the words, and you can work
with it, so it makes it more concrete and more focused.”
Hope, after. “I’m very hopeful, because, it’s a perfect time with change in [city]
administration, I have the time, it’s inspiring, all these powerful people that are interested, so, I
think, maybe we will see something good.”
Participant 5. Analytical reflection and observations
An established and very active resident of the community, this participant did not contribute
to the negative tones in the group. Her contributions took the form of searching questions,
introducing perspectives of officials, and other balanced forms of engagement in the discussions
and deliberation, indicating her metasystemic action-logic in this domain. Her use of “we”
indicates that she felt very much a part of the group and the community, neither distant nor
detached. She had a long-standing concern to figure out a way for city officials to “know what
the community feels,” and had not been able to conceive one. This was closely related to the gap
the group had in the first session, unable to conceive how to connect its two clusters. After
participating in this issue’s work, she did construct a metasystematic connection in the form of
the principle, above, that “we need to act the way we want them to act,” and developed a long,
sophisticated line of metasystematic reasoning about what it would take, and why, for city
officials to know how the diverse perspectives in the community could be heard in unmanipulated, un-biased ways, and acted upon.
Participant 6
Hope, before. “I guess between slightly and moderately, because I thought well, something
might come out of this, that it’ll work, or I wouldn’t have gone to the meetings.”
Motivation, before. “Well, I’d say very motivated. But only if I could figure out something to
do that I thought would really work, and that, I can’t do it myself. [Because] I’m just built that
way. I’m a glutton for punishment. I don’t know what to say. You know, in a sense, you beat
your head against the wall a lot of the times. But sometimes you don’t. And when you do get
some kind of a breakthrough, it’s really worth it.”
Immediately after deliberating about tone and intention, this person shared a lengthy
reflection, which included the earlier quote (“I guess I’ve [now] looked at these things as
separate things, which I probably hadn’t before….”). Her interview was sprinkled with reflective
insights, some perspective-taking, and conclusions drawn from the experience, perhaps summed
up when she saw the issue as the way to get to root causes and “that if we were more agreeable,
we’d be more agreeable regardless of who the ‘we’ was or what the subject was. If we were
being agreeable, maybe we’d find agreement.” She had been considering the issue, and what she
wanted to do about it, in the almost seven weeks between the interview and the last session. “I
think what came out of that session, was that in order for tensions to be lessened, it can’t start
out, anyway, as an adversarial thing.” Referring to a post-deliberation, long-term plan and design
for a community network she embarked on with the participant in item 5 above: “The goal is to
remain as neutral a platform as possible. And that’s changed. I mean, I began, because the
situation is adversarial now, feeling the need to, basically, build a defense mechanism….But the
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activity of getting off the horses first, I think, is probably necessary. It’s not something that I am
personally real comfortable about. It makes me nervous. I feel safer on the back of my horse.
And I’m sure that they probably do, too. But, I think that if everybody gets off their horses, then
I think maybe we’ll be able to…we’ll just have to see how it goes… we won’t be any worse off
than we are now.” She reported that much of the process was “foreign” to her way of thinking
and she felt confused. “But sometimes when you’re confused, then you’re walking somewhere
you’re not used to walking. Maybe it was a pattern of discovery to have everyone walking
around confused for a while so you reorganize your thoughts. That was one of my conclusions.”
Motivation, after. “Oh I’m probably equally as, probably a little more motivated than I was
before. I’d say I’m very motivated, because I sense there’ll be more helpers, and every time I get
people talking to me they seem they’re on the same page, they may be more or less organized
about what to do about it, but I think if it can be intelligently set up, a mechanism intelligently
set up so people can access it easily, I’m pretty convinced.”
Hope, after. “I don’t know, I’ll give it a shot. I mean, why not hope, you know? I’d say
between moderately and very. Very hopeful is pretty sure of success. I don’t think so. [But] I
think we have a shot at it, and there’s a lot of reasons it could run of out steam, not because it
can’t work, but because it ran out of steam. I really think it could work. I just do.”
Participant 6. Analytical Reflection and Observations
This person was a long-time active member of the community, often involved in citizens’
various campaigns. She was one of three whose experiences had contributed to the negative
tones that others experienced. The early openings she exhibited after the deliberative session
were likely nurtured along by her close association with the friend-participant who recognized
that “we need to act the way we want them to act.” It seems likely that the openings and
unbundling of the perspectives done in the last session prepared the ground to internalize her
friend’s insight, and to fertilize ideas for a new communication system in the community and
actions based on that new principle of interpersonal relations. That new project conception is a
meta-system that integrates the one’s desire for a system for officials to know how the
community feels, and the other’s desire for a system for the “community organism” to “know
itself.” She demonstrated systematic action-logics in general issue discussion and about the
community organism knowing itself. Her action-logic in the domain of troubled interactions
transformed from formal logic’s “us vs. them” framings, to the systematic level, accounting for
the radical change in her tone.
Participant 7
Hope, before. “I would have been slightly hopeful. But not really hopeful, because I started
listening to people in the very beginning, a lot of people, and they were so gung ho and so
advocate about their issues, you know. It was like just so stern, this is how it is, this how it’s
going to be, you can’t get anything through this way, and it was just… And so I didn’t think it
would be very hopeful, that they would turn, because they were so, you know. They were just
like me, if I have a set thing in my mind and that’s the way I’ve thought for years and years and
years. I just didn’t feel very hopeful, that was why.”
Motivation, before. “I would have been slightly motivated. I don’t think I would have been
too motivated as far as the group was concerned. Actually, I didn’t think I’d get that much out of
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the group per se, I thought I’d get more out of the actual processing of the work we would do,
but not necessarily the individual people because, there again, it goes back to the first, because
everybody was so stern about their ideas.”
Immediately after deliberating about tone and intention, this person echoed another’s
comment that it helped to clarify and verbalize things better, then stated that “I came with an
open mind. I can just see things a little clearer, how to deal with a lot of different things.”
Reflecting on how she reacted once the issue was introduced in the fourth session, she conveyed
that she had been assuming “this is how everybody acts: cut and dried. And this is the issue.
That’s when I noticed it, not till you brought it up, then I could see it.” The experience with the
issue seemed to offer her both a mirror and a window. “I’m like the group, I mean, I have my
ways, I’m set in my ways. A lot is, maybe, because it’s all I know how to do, and that kind of
gave me some other avenues. After I’ve used all the traditional ways that I’ve always done, I can
back up and say, you know, there are some other ways to approach this.” Along with a number
of statements about feeling “excited,” she told anecdotes of recent interpersonal experiences, and
anticipated future scenarios, of using what she had learned. “My kids, I’ve been using some of
this stuff on them. [One of them] just called to tell me he loves me! Because it’s how I approach
the situation! (laughs) It’s how I approach the situation. I’m very stern and I have my ways. I
always used to be like, really, like a taskmaster. But what I’ve been doing here lately, I’ve been
using what’s upstairs…. Basically, I’m thinking more of, not so much the feeling—I mean I have
the feeling and the compassion—but it’s how I deal with it intelligently, how I approach it
intelligently. Because I can feel compassion for it, I can feel motivation, all those things, but that
doesn’t mean that I’m going to get or be able to deal with those issues just because I feel that
way. I’ve learned that there are different ways that I can handle a situation, and not necessarily
my way, but how to handle it according to who that person is.”
Motivation, after. “I would think very motivated, because it just kind of gets me a little bit
excited as to, you know what to do. It’s just like you were asking the question before, if you
knew what was going on, why didn’t you do something about it? You didn’t know. But now that
you know, you kind of have a ground-laying thing. It’s just not all, ‘Well, this is the right
approach.’ There’s many ways to take that approach. It’s kind of like stepping back and being
able to look at it. We don’t plan to live here very long. But if things come up, which I think they
will in the community we plan to go to, I think I’ll be a little more aware, I won’t be so anxious
to jump on a bandwagon. I’d be more inclined to look at the issue to see how it affects
everybody. So, it’s kind of motivating me, because I know how to do it.”
Hope, after. “I think it’s moderately hopeful, because I just saw a small portion of the people
who are really involved in what’s going on, on the issues in [Site]. And from what I saw there,
you know, I saw a lot of hope. I saw like, the little lights come on. I saw some of them who were
diehards [come] to the point now, ‘Well, maybe there is.’ And I think some of them said, ‘Well,
maybe there is another way to do it.’ So, I feel pretty hopeful, as to some of the issues that will
come out of it, some of the things.”
Participant 7. Analytical Reflection and Observations
As she stated, this person came with, and she exhibited, an open mind during the sessions.
Several years before, she had been active in an organized effort with other citizens on the
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‘winning side’ in one issue, but she seemed to regard it as a functional activity that did not carry
a lingering or sharp edge. Her activity and experience in the community was otherwise
unconnected to city issues, and she did not have a basis for sharing the negative tone others had.
Her excitement was in discovering that she had new options that transformed her assumptions
that there was only once stance available to take in situations. Now she was “intelligently”
tailoring her tone, intention, and behavior to situations she found herself in. The
event/experiences of working with the different action-logics while developing the issue’s
approaches and playing a participant-observer role in the deliberation seemed to open these
windows. Her thinking about issues of concern had already demonstrated metasystemic
conceptions. Now, her anecdotes indicated that this early stage of enjoying and experimenting
with her budding metasystematic capacity in the pervasive domain of interpersonal relations had
a focus on watching the different approaches she could adopt, in relation to how they met and
adjusted to the perspective and situation of whomever she was having an interchange with. Her
phrase, “to handle it according to who that person is” was a consistent element in her anecdotes
and future scenarios. Her delight in this new way of being was palpable.
Participant 8
Hope, before. “Temperature-wise? Freezing. [not hopeful at all?] No. [Slightly hopeful?] No,
because after seeing over 200, 2,000 years of the same things going on, what does that tell you?”
Motivation, before. “Really not motivated. Confused and scared. [So, if you were confused
and scared, you wouldn’t be motivated?] Right. I would be motivated to the point that I needed
to find out more information, so I would probably start digging for more information. Would I
act on it? No.”
The last participant to present here was unable to attend the last two group sessions due to
family illness and another emergency. He was a fully active participant in the first four sessions,
and was one of those who brought a combative tone into the group. He considered himself an
active member of the community, although he reported that he had never attended any public
meetings or citizen efforts before. His active-feeling investment was getting its first public
manifestation with participation in this project. His vociferous complaint was the frustrating lack
of information he could get from the city when he needed it to inform his various decisions. The
need for information and people’s rights to have it was a passionate mantra. Initially, he had
some confusion about the tone and intention issue, fearing that it would mean his perspective
would not be permitted. The fear was allayed during his participation in the first of the two
sessions that developed the issue’s approaches. When he missed the following session, I sent him
(and the others) the full issue booklet, which he used to study new handouts and the remaining
approaches. When he had to miss the deliberation, he studied its written report and summary.
By his use of these experiences, he transformed the meaning he gave to “information.” “Yeah,
how to define the issue. I kind of speculated it was information, because this is what I felt.
Before I started this program [the research project] I pretty well gave up, I threw my hands up,
said we’re not going to beat government. But … now I can understand, when I don’t understand
something, I look at it from every angle.” After relating a conversation to serve as an example of
how it had changed his conversations, he explained, “I normally wouldn’t do that. I would pick
something to say, and then I would pick it apart, and build on it. I didn’t do that. I actually
stepped back and looked at it from different angles and different ways of thinking….And said,
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‘this is what I would think about and these are the things I would consider [if I were you in this
situation].’” He found that when he developed these new systematic-level conceptions that he
was creating new information for himself and others to use in decision-making. “This gives you
more access to information, because you got to look, you have to think, you have to analyze
things more, listening to yourself, so you actually get more information. So, it helps
tremendously because you’re building your knowledge level, and building a better understanding
of what all has to go on to be in this universe, to even be here. I mean, it’s amazing.”
Motivation, after. “I’m more motivated to try to make changes. I would say between
moderately and very, because I wanted something better for my kids. And I want something
better for my wife. I don’t want to just come to a house. And be in a house with a couple friends
on the block. And I don’t want to feel like an outsider to another group of people. I would like us
all to feel the same, like this is our home, and have a good time and experience each other.
Because I want to. I would like to make the changes. But I’m kind of scared to do it. I don’t
know if I’ve got what it takes to be able to do it mentally, physically, or verbally, so it kind of
scares me.”
Hope, after. “I would say, moderately, because the more people I get involved with and speak
with, hopefully at some point they would see that these are the changes that need to be made and
be willing to help me, to get them done. Because I really don’t see nothing coming out of it [if]
we’re going in there turning wheels, covering issues we’ve been covering, yeah it might change
for today, I’m not looking for here and today. We can change it one day, one week, one year, ten
years, I want to change it.”
Participant 8. Analytical Reflection and Observations
This person maintained his passionate mantra about the need for information, but with
qualitatively new meanings and ways to access it, including self-reflection. Its application
extended to other people, including city officials: the information everyone in the community
needed was knowing each other’s opinions and what angles they had looked at in arriving at
them. From his earlier stance, he arrived at the conclusion that “I gotta quit looking at it like an
us versus them thing, because it’s not an us versus them: it’s a ‘we.’” He no longer wanted to
exist in an in-group/out-group divide. His anecdotes revealed that he had begun to take the
perspective of multiple people in one situation and put them in relation with each other. He had
“more concern for other people.” He found that this practice of stepping back to look at different
angles resulted in stepping out of the strong emotions that previously held sway over his tone and
behaviors. “I got more tones. Before, I was pretty limited. Two tones. Their side, and my side.
That was it. I’m using it with my wife. I’m using it with my kids. In the process, I’m getting
better. I’m learning different ways of thinking and acting. So, it’s helped me with my family, and
my life. I use it every day, in my way of thinking and living. It’s changing me. It’s going change
me. I’m curious to see what I’m going to be like in another 20 years.” He had emerged from a
self-described behavioral prison where he felt confined to a dark present, and developed a
longer-ranged orientation. I had the sense that he had been open to finding such an escape for a
long time, but had not had the kind of event/experiences that would help him discover that there
were alternatives. His escape from the dualisms of linear thinking was a grateful change.
Participating in the process “gave me a little spark to live, because for a long time, I just wanted
to give up and die. It actually gave me a reason to live now.”
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Summary Of Findings At The Individual Portraits Level
These individual portraits of what happened for participants indicate five potentiallyprogressive categories that are meaningful from the perspectives of both adult and political
development. Table 5 illustrates those categories. All participants are included in the first
category because they reported having at least one new insight, during or after participating in
the process, which bore a connection to their participation. Seven people indicated by discussion
that they had at least one specific idea of how they could use the new insight(s) in a future
situation. I treated that as learning and included the persons in that second category. Four
participants reported taking new forms of action that were based on new assumptions or insights
connected to their participation, and they are included in the third category. The fourth category
accommodates one person’s unique experience, which evidenced a meaningful change in her
action-logic that appeared to be confined to one domain of her activity, based on her selfreporting. The final category is for the two participants who evidenced operating from a new
action-logic in what I categorize as their life-world. I use the term life-world to indicate that the
new action-logic affected multiple domains of their activity, based on their self-reporting.
Table 5. What Happened For Participants.
Person

Total
Impact
Categories
Per Person

1.
Had new
insight(s)

1
2
2
2
3
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Impact Item Counts
22
Frequency distribution
of impacts in each category

8

7

4

1

2

100%

87.5%

50%

12.5%

25%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Frequency
distribution
of persons
in
impactcount
clusters
100%
12.5%
37.5%
12.5%
37.5%

2.
Had
idea(s) for
using new
learning in
future

3.
Reported
new actions
based on new
assumptions

4.
Evidence of
a new
action-logic
in one
domain

5.
Evidence
of a new
actionlogic in
life-world

3
3
3

All of the participants demonstrated increased complexity in their thinking in one or more
areas or domains. One-half of the participants’ behaviors and activities (not just thinking)
reflected substantive changes, based upon different operating assumptions that they developed.
This is evidence of transformative learning (Cranton, 1994; Mezirow, 1991; Torbert &
Associates, 2004). The most dramatic of those impacts involve the three participants that had
already begun to operate with new action-logics. Valuable for the individuals personally, there
also are broader positive impacts from such development. Viewed through a quantifying lens, the
change in the one person who developed a new action-logic in only one domain (that could be
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identified from data) has potentially far-reaching impacts for the community population and its
adversarial political culture. Within the domain of community, she changed her action-logic in
its sub domain of citizen organizing and activism. Where she had been a force in efforts that
opposed city actions, she “got off her horse” and began the long-term investment in the noncombative system-change effort mentioned earlier. The two people who evidenced development
to new life-world action-logics were extending their benefits, and anticipating further extensions,
in the majority of the domains identified in Table 5.
Across the participants, there was a diverse range of domains where they foresaw that the
learning could be applied, and/or where they had actively begun to employ it. Table 6 classifies
those seven domains and indicates which participants cited them as either anticipated or active
applications. The symbol 3 indicates that a participant anticipates a domain, and the symbol 5
indicates that a participant described doing new activity in a domain.
Table 6. Domains in Which Participants Could, Or Did, Use Learning.
Person

Domain
Total
Per
Person

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Counts
Frequency
distribution
Current
5Frequency
distribution
Anticipated
3Frequency
distribution

3
3
2
4
3
4
5
24

1.
Interpersonal
(in
general)
3

2.
Family

3.
Employed
Work

4.
Meetings
(any)

3

5.
Community
or subcommunities

6.
Group(s)
(any)

3
3

3
3
5
5

7.
Other
issues
(in
general)
3
3
3

5

2

N/A
N/A
1

5
5
3
3

1

6

4

5

20.8%
3

8.3%
2

4.2%
--

4.2%
1

25%
2

16.7%
2

20.8%
1

100%
13

27.3%
2

18.24%
--

1

9%
--

18.23%
4

18.23%
2

9%
4

100%

15.4%

30.75%

15.4%

30.75%

3
5
5
5

5
5

5

100%
11

7.7%

3
5

What Happened With Participants’ Hope And Motivation
In Table 7, I report their ratings in response to the questions I posed about their hope and
motivation. The questions used a simple, four point scale for both categories of hope and
motivation: 1 = not at all; 2 = slightly; 3 = moderately; 4 = very. Participants exercised the option
to use half points when they wanted that refinement to be reflected in their response. For
simplicity, the table uses before and after headings to distinguish the timing differences the
ratings refer to.
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Table 7. What Happened With Hope and Motivation
Participant
Sense of Hope
Sense of Motivation
#
Before
After
Before
After
1
1
1
1.5
2
2
2
2
1.5
2
3
1.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
2
2.5
2
3
5
4
4
2
4
6
2.5
3.5
4
4
7
2
3
2
4
8
1
3
1
3.5
Totals

16.0

22.5

17.5

26.0

As reported in their individual portraits, participants explained the reasoning behind the
ratings they assigned to their levels of hope and motivation. Table 8 summarizes their
explanations.
Table 8. Categorical Explanations for Hope and Motivation
Reason for
Reason for
Level of Hope
Level of Motivation
Rating
Before
After
Before
After
Very 4.0

P

Between moderate-very 3.5
Moderate 3.0
Between slight-moderate 2.5

O P S

Slight 2.0 NH NT NT NT
Between none-slight 1.5

O P S

M S

M P P S S

PT S

I M S

I P PT

P S

PT S
P PT

NT

I I M NT NT S

I NH PT S

I M NH S

NH NH
NH
I
None 1.0
I – Issues around investment at personal level (either limited or liberating)
M – General motivation by nature, interest in issue
NH – Negative history, historical trends
NT – Negative tone of people in group/community
O – Other reasons
P – Positive personal qualities of people in group
PT – Positive tone of people in group
S – Discovered new system or method to address issues

What happened for participants at these individual levels, and the work they collectively
produced, changed the “global variable” of the group’s tone, which developed to the systematic
level. The group’s deliberative conclusions at end of last session reflected a metasystem of tones
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and intentions, and situational approaches that coordinated them (see Appendix). A new group of
two formed on the basis of a metasystematic, executable plan for an approach to social change

Summary Discussion
In the multiple layers of event/experiences involved in this study, participants’ learning
ranged from noticing some influence in the evolution of a new understanding, to diverse
actionable and employed new insights and action-logics. One of the hopeful and motivating
insights gained by most participants was that there are processes and methods for dealing with
complex issues and diverse perspectives. As both products and agents of the process’s impacts,
participants’ levels of hope and motivation, and the overall group tone, realized positive
development. Some of this was a result of that insight into the existence of processual methods,
some was appreciation that negative tones could transform, and some was a result of learning
that there are a range of perspectives and tones. Participants who had new learning about
multiple perspectives and tones developed various conceptions of how they could use, or
described how they were already using, that information to meet their interests and affect their
own and others’ experiences. Positive feedback loops of insights and actionable learning
developed within the group and within the participants. The group-level competency developed
sufficiently to conceive a complex, metasystematic approach toward addressing positive change
in the local political culture. Participants developed more complex action-logics in either selfreflection, a concept, a principle, a sub domain of activity, and/or their life-worlds. Some of
those changes were already having positive influences on people beyond the group. A new small
group formed to develop and implement a newly-conceived metasystematic approach to a
community network that holds possibilities for change in the adversarial political culture over
time.
What happened here transpired in the context of an intentionally-designed, structured
discourse process for working on complex issues. As the vehicle that introduced new
event/experiences, the process itself was an integral part of what happened. It was a higher-level
system in which this group system functioned. It enabled both the negative tones and the
subsequent positive tones to develop and play their roles in participants’ experiences. The
progressive building-blocks of session-methods increasingly narrowed the group’s attention,
beginning with abstract topics of concern, and ending with up-close-and-personal concerns at
concrete levels of tones to take in interactive contact with others in the community. It was a
vehicle for participants to co-create their event/experiences, assumptions, motivations,
alternative perspectives, and a wider range of free choices to act. In the course of the process, the
political culture of the group transformed, a microcosm of the macro-level problem that
concerned many of them in the larger community. There were overall higher levels of hope and
motivation toward improving the adversarial political culture, and new, more adequate
conceptions of approaches to dealing with it.

Limitations Of The Study
The primary limitation of this study is its low number of participants, which precludes
drawing any inferences from the findings. Related to that issue, the sample’s limited
demographic and cultural diversity is a limitation. Another limitation is that no participants
began the process with concrete or abstract levels of action-logics, and the process may have
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been a very different event/experience for persons with those action-logics, including the
possibility that they may have dropped out before it was completed.

Recommendations for Further Research
Research into socially significant impacts of using this discourse process for working on tone
and intention, and other more traditional complex issues, should be designed to overcome the
limitations of this study, mentioned above. Comparative studies between tone and intention
issues and traditional public issues should be designed to discover how impacts on participants
and groups correlate with the specific subject of the issue selected to work on. Findings here
suggest that a study should be designed to investigate if a tone and intention issue needs to arise
organically from within the process of addressing larger issues, as it did in this study, or if the
issue can be introduced as an issue unto itself that people are motivated to engage. If so, how
would such introductions be designed? Another research question is that of investigating and
comparing impacts on people when a group only deliberates an issue, versus a group both
developing the approaches and deliberating them as this group did.
International relations expert Harold Saunders recently published another book on his work,
“Politics Is About Relationship: A Blueprint for the Citizens’ Century” (2006, Palgrave
MacMillan). His loosely structured sustained dialogue process developed out of watching the
slow evolution of relational change over the course of dialogues between conflicted parties,
which spanned years. This small study introduces the research question: how might parties to
such dialogues be beneficially impacted if their efforts are preceded by a more tightly structured
process, such as this, that specifically guides people through a triple-loop action inquiry into their
own tones, intentions, alternative possible strategies, and assessments of potential impacts of
those various strategies? How might deliberating tone and intention issues, in general, affect
populations in conflicts and brewing conflicts?
In recent months, researcher Richard Harwood has been traveling the United States to
promote and discuss his book, “Hope Unraveled: The People’s Retreat and Our Way Back”
(2005, Charles F. Kettering Foundation). He reports, “people can no longer see or hear
themselves reflected in politics and public life…. They abhor this retreat, but feel lost about what
to do… [We need to] square with the reality of people's lives…tap into people's desire to be part
of something larger than themselves…affirm our commitment to hope” (Harwood, 2005).
Further research could indicate if the process used in this study provides a method to implement
those prescriptions.
Two of the participants in this study suggested that the process should be customized for use
in two other areas: family systems work, and child education. Both of them believed the value of
discriminating between discrete perspectives and tones that family services and educational
methods are silent about would make a significant contribution to people’s well-being and
interpersonal relations and effectiveness.
Further research would be valuable to investigate how to institutionalize tone and intention
issues as a liberating discipline that could embed deliberating multiple perspectives into child
education, family services, and political development efforts at various scales to address complex
issues.
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Conclusion
Of the countless public issues I have had the privilege to work on with other citizens—on the
ground “live,” as intentional action research, and in assorted educational settings—this occasion
of working on a tone and intention issue was rich with new experience and findings, and
beneficial impacts on participants and others who share some of their life-worlds. Although this
was the first opportunity to actively work with that issue, it was certainly not the first time or
place that I saw the need for it. Some years ago, I summarized my thinking about “those
elements that are necessary in considering how a public can address complex social or political
issues in such a way that the evolution of the culture and the structures it supports might be
assisted” (Ross, 2000, p. 1). The summary was based on experiences in public issues work that I
had accumulated at that point. The first element that I treated began as follows.
Address the community’s most presenting or hidden needs first, those which, if left
unaddressed, would likely sabotage other efforts.
- Troubling relationships and their history
- Assumptions about capacity, knowledge, power, leadership, inclusivity
a. Provide a method for recognizing them because people need to become conscious of
them before they can intentionally work through them.
b. Provide a method for working through them because the [likely] alternative is paralysis
or regression (p. 2).
Whether or not existing troubled relationships or misplaced public assumptions appear to
characterize a political culture, in these decades of rapid change, with their clashes of
worldviews and expectations, the potential for an increasing number of tone and intention types
of issues is, itself, a pervasive—if unrecognized—socio-political issue. For this reason, this small
study has socio-political significance because it demonstrates that there is an effective discourse
process for people to work on such issues, both in communities and other settings both larger and
smaller. As a result of this study, I have institutionalized the tone and intention issue by
incorporating it into TIP’s methodology as a specific option for groups to discern using before
addressing other issues.
By providing the purposeful structure, the processual methods, the context, and the reasons
for engaging all voices on an issue, the process used in this study is an institutionalized form of a
“liberating discipline” as described by Torbert (2000, p. 80). It provides a method to precisely
identify discrete issues and sub issues that comprise larger topics of concern, e.g., in this case the
community’s adversarial political culture. It legitimizes, respects, and appropriately uses the
perspectives emanating from the range of action-logics, to conceive metasystematic
combinations of approaches to specific issues, such as tone and intention, that can effectively
work on the overall issue. What happened in this study was that diverse forms of human energy,
motivation, and capacity were freed and could, or did, begin to engage collaboratively in social
change and more complex decision-making processes and action-logics.
Another conclusion I propose is that there are valuable implications for political development,
as defined earlier. When we consider the conundrums posed by perennially troublesome issues,
an integrated understanding of positive event/experiences, human motivations, and adult
development of new action-logics can help us transform hopeless assumptions that things will
never change. We have the knowledge of the necessary conditions to liberate the conative
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dimension of human nature. Now, to develop those conditions is, itself, a universally-germane
complex issue that demands priority if we are ever to address the serious challenges that
humanity has brought upon itself in every region of the world—and in their populations’ publicly
common ways of relating.
Such an understanding of conation’s role in human existence has much to say about “apathy”
and “public disengagement.” What might it say about addressing the systemic, underlying issues
in conflicted communities and societies? Freeing up people’s environments, for example by such
methods as used here, would employ the wisdom of identifying corrective actions at the
foundational lower-level tasks discussed earlier. Whole-system change, at any scale, must
include the level of individual human beings and their motivations to satisfy basic needs. This
small study demonstrated some dimensions of why that is so.
Finally, a word about the word paradigm. In recent years, “new paradigms” are announced in
one arena or another with noticeable frequency. They “tend to emphasize their revolutionary
dissimilarity from the paradigms prior to them” (Torbert, 1994, p. 80). The people who study and
measure stages of development in the field of developmental theory use the term with a specific,
technical meaning. In that domain, a paradigm is measured by the hierarchical complexity of the
tasks necessary to construct a new paradigm, just as other stages are measured by the task
complexity needed to construct, for example, a linear logic, a system, or a metasystem. The
paradigmatic level of development is characterized by its use of methods that are quantitatively
and qualitatively more complex and adequate to deal with other clashing or competing systems
and metasystems. Their hallmark is socio-political dynamics that can resolve moral questions by
engaging all perspectives constructively (Sonnert & Commons, 1994), practices that use all
worldviews’ perspectives in “recognized complementarity” to the others (Torbert, 2000, p. 80),
and public discourses and social levels of organization, including societies, that effectively
integrate “all members…[in the] co-construction of solutions” to complex issues (Commons et
al., 2005, p. 50). Social, economic, and political issues are metasystem complexes of enormous
complexity that are not susceptible to technical remedies. If, as the planet’s 21st Century
inhabitants, we hope to address them with an effectiveness that exceeds our history to date, we
must employ genuinely new paradigms. Torbert’s developmental action inquiry and the
methodology used in this study operate at the paradigmatic stage. As first, second, and third
person discourse methods that depend on all action-logics for their effectiveness, they embed
paradigmatic complexity: “When the public discourse is extended in time, has real power, is
inclusive, and establishes its own rules and agenda, and when it engages in real co-construction
of its rules, agenda and prioritization of assumptions, then the discourse may be paradigmatic”
(Commons et al., 2005, p. 50).
Referring to capacities that he associated with his Learning III (which equates to the
metasystematic action-logic), a passionate Gregory Bateson had the following convictions.
If I am right, the whole of our thinking about what we are and what other people are has
got to be restructured. This is not funny, and I do not know how long we have to do it in.…
The most important task today is, perhaps, to learn to think in the new way….The step to
realizing—to making habitual—this other way of thinking—so that one naturally thinks
that way when one reaches out for a glass of water or cuts down a tree—that step is not an
easy one. And quite seriously, I suggest to you that we should trust no policy decisions
which emanate from persons who do not yet have that habit (2000, pp. 468-469).
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If we do not currently think that way—and few do—so much more the reason to
institutionalize the new field of political development. Its theory and early praxis have potential
for such liberating disciplines to begin to permeate our publicly common ways of relating: a new
field to develop individuals, institutions, and their cultures while, and by, addressing their
confounding complexes of issues. Such liberating disciplines need to be embedded in the way we
humans do our important work: living, intending, inquiring, thinking, learning, analyzing,
strategizing, relating, transacting, educating, deliberating, policy-making, governing, and being
good stewards of our entire ecosystem.
[Editor’s note: The Appendix begins on the next page.]
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Appendix
Report of Study Participants’ Deliberation
Thinking and Outcomes of Our Deliberative Session
Before starting, we expressed some of our personal stakes in this issue.
-

It would certainly be a nicer place to live if these bad feelings weren’t here; would
certainly be a nicer place for me to live!

-

There’s an awful lot of time and energy that’s really wasted in the current situation. It
would be nice to get that off our backs and be able to address specific littler issues that
are interesting and often fun to solve, without this impossible monster that underlies
things. This matters tonight because we’d like to be successful and have a better
environment.

-

Even though I don’t live in the city limits, it’s the closest community to where I live, so if
it was a friendlier, happier community, obviously it would benefit me. Also, if there were
better relations between government officials and people, government would be more
effective and more would get done.

-

It would make the community a better place to live. We can’t solve all the problems and
please everybody, but it would be a good way to establish that there are problems and
there are ways to solve them to a certain extent.

-

I hate wasting time, energy, and money. And we’re doing all of it, a lot of people are:
wasting time, energy, and money. We could use it to better serve the whole community.

-

It’s a case of personally learning, in case I ever find myself in that situation, there would
possibly be some ways to avoid doing some of these things…so it’s a learning
experience.

-

We had talked about democracy, and how this may be a failing of democracy. If we can’t
make democracy work on such a small scale, how can it ever work on a large scale? I
want to see it work here because I want democracy to succeed.

-

I want to see better government and better community relations. I think it makes a
difference. The kind of government people live with affects people as individuals. I care
about people who live here, and l live close by; I want it to be better for people.

Using the approaches we developed in our Issue Booklet, we deliberated about the different
tones and intentions we could employ toward the overall issue. First, we weighed the pros and
cons of each different approach, and imagined what kind of future scenario it would mean for the
community if each tone were the dominant one. The following pages summarize our deliberative
thinking about each approach.
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Approach 1: The intention & tone of preparing to
organize an “us vs. them” campaign to get the changes we want
This is the tone and approach of things that are already going on now. It’s the status quo, not
in the sense of a public campaign, but in the form of people finding others willing to walk into
the fire with them over an issue. Such efforts have been organized issue by issue, and stir things
up, but have never been organized as a long term campaign to stop the overall nonsense.
Adopting this tone to get changes made would mean people wouldn’t want to participate, it’s
too high-intensity, certainly not worth it for people who never had anything happen to them that
they had to fight against.
On the other hand, perhaps with the negative national publicity over the ____ case, this type
of approach might tap into existing energies and seem appropriate given the nonsense of [that
case], which seems rather emblematic of the larger issue we’re concerned about.
The worrisome aspects of this approach are that it means there would continue to be winners
and losers, and could make that rift even greater, although we’re unsure if it could be greater
than it already is. Losers bide their time, because even if someone else wins the battle, the war
isn’t over. It may just be the nature of the system, to have winners and losers.
But our goal is that we want to help make decisions, not keep opposing decisions or having
the us vs. them dynamic. We want an “we’re all in this together” tone. That would stop the cycle.
With this approach, even if a concerted campaign flipped the balance of power, that’s all it does:
then “us” has the power of the system over “them.” All we would be doing is trading places, and
that means no change at all.
This approach works best on a specific issue that has a specific yes or no answer, like a “do
you want it or not want it?” question. A campaign would have to have a specific and limited goal
– such as a movement for a strong mayor, for example, or the _____ battle. It requires defined
targets, and only those things would happen that are focused on by such campaigns.
They would create more ill will and tension, and it doesn’t seem worth it. Targeted issue
campaigns don’t lead to general system change. That’s what we want, but this just reinforces
what is already here. However, if we had a different system, where people have a say in advance
about deciding what they want, or do not want, such campaigns would not be necessary, and our
relationships wouldn’t suffer this long term, sore underbelly after battles.
We agreed this approach is only a last resort if all else fails. In general, we place the highest
value on wanting broader change, improving relationships, and being freed of aggravation.
When would it be worth it to head into more aggravation by using this approach? We agree
that land use decisions can warrant this, because they are irreversible, and dramatically affect
people where they live. Homes are bedrock where people say No.
Looking ahead. The scenario we foresee if our approach to the overall issue were dominated
by this tone is that it would just be more of the same: long term conflict, bad feelings, more
angry folks, and more of not getting things done. Nothing would change in the long term on
either “side.”
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Approach 2: The intention & tone of preparing to
take an “It’s the law” approach to enforce needed changes
This approach rests on the assumptions—some of us say knowledge—that government
officials are not abiding by existing laws in all cases and circumstances. It is neutral toward our
relationships with one another, because we all have to follow the law. If we believe laws are not
being followed, our tone should convey we want to find diplomatic ways to get the facts on the
table. If laws have not and are not being broken, we need to know that so suspicions can be laid
to rest. In the meantime, this tone risks relationships becoming hostile and people taking sides,
even if we all regard the law as the bedrock of democracy.
We would like to approach things with the assumption that the law is followed and
implemented without favoritism or discrimination toward selected people and issues. We are
concerned that patriarchal attitudes of “father knows best” at the government level lead to
uneven treatment of people and issues. This approach would lead us to remove such people from
office, in favor of those who do what constituents want and who take impeccable care with legal
requirements.
While we see the potential for hostile relationships aroused by insisting on lawful behaviors,
on the other hand, if such efforts were successful, it would not matter if those who do not follow
the law and those who support them became hostile, because they would no longer be in power.
We have the right to insist on lawful behavior without apologizing. This tone may generate
respect, since it is the way the system is designed to work.
Since this approach does not rest on an us vs. them basis but rather on already-spelled out law,
it is a firm and diplomatic basis for taking the high moral ground, beyond issues of relationship.
It is also possible that if other things happen in the community to improve, that a shift to proper
enforcement of the law will be an end result rather than something we need to emphasize
specifically. We would not want this legal enforcement tone to dominate everything we do,
because in itself, it is not enough.
When we turn this legalistic approach around, we find ourselves ambivalent about judgments
between the spirit of the law and the letter of the law. We notice we want to hold government to
a strict execution of the law in areas where we fear its misuse or abuse, yet we also want public
servants to be more facilitative than rigid and dictatorial in applying the law to citizens in certain
cases. If laws aren’t serving well as they are written, we need to deliberate to change them, but
that needs to be broad-based deliberation, not among only a select few.
Overall, we value the spirit of the law over compliance, a balanced spirit of cooperation and
compliance. We value public servants striving to make laws work for all of us without
impersonal rigidity. We value both government officials and citizens living within the law
without the weight of fear of dictatorial punishment for mistakes.
Looking ahead. The scenario we foresee if our approach to the overall issue were dominated
by this tone is characterized by antagonism and even fear, despite efforts we may make to make
enforcement neutral. Legal actions of various kinds would sever communications even further.
Everyone would have reason to be on constant guard, looking over their shoulders because we
were not careful about what we asked for, and got stuck in it.
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Approach 3: The intention & tone of preparing to
take a positive “strategic encouragement” approach to get changes rolling
The main thing we like about this approach is its positive, non-antagonistic nature, especially
by comparison with the first two approaches. It gives us an optimistic feel that we can work
things out in a way that involves enough give and take from everyone to get a job done without
causing problems. It means being proactive, creative, and the potential to get people excited
about positive change and looking for the positives everywhere we can, including complimenting
officials when they do commendable things. These are underlying modes or tones that we need
in order to change the dynamics.
At the same time, there can be a concern that it would be effective in only tiny increments,
because overall, it is important that government and relationships be working right. We shouldn’t
have to negotiate our way to proper operations. However, it does not prevent us from being
assertive about what our concerns are, and we can still ground this approach in our root concern
so it stays in the forefront.
Even if we adopt this tone willingly, there is a worry about how realistic it is. What incentives
do citizens have to offer besides promising to not create an uproar or organize to vote out
officials who don’t want to engage?
To avoid the potential downside of coming up with exchange offers everyone may not want to
live with, we assume this tone includes the necessity of developing good community networking.
The voice of many must be brought to the table, not the voice of only a few who are ignorant of
what the community wants and is willing to offer in the course of negotiating exchanges.
Toward improving relationships, it changes the tone by the prospect of going to officials and
saying: “We know there has been a lot of conflict over the years, we’re tired of it, you’re
probably tired of it too, let’s find a better way to work together on things…and when contention
arises, let’s agree to find tradeoffs we can live with.”
However, this approach assumes there is willingness on both sides, and there may not be.
Also, while it may make us feel better, it could come across as weak, too, to the other “side.” By
contrast, if we come from a more oppositional approach, there may be more willingness in others
to engage in negotiation.
A benefit of this approach is that it does not narrow options down, but can serve as a
springboard for either genuinely more collaborative approaches, or for taking stances suggested
by the earlier two approaches if they are needed as backup systems. This provides the tone of an
initial overture, and gives all of us the time and opportunity to do our homework and figure out
what we bring to the table. It would be a good, educational process for everyone, if this
characterized working things out.
One unresolved downside is that some people prefer “ready-resonance” with ideas, letting
natural alignments and attractions to visions bring people together, rather than negotiating our
way through everything. Realistically, this approach cannot work yet, because we do not have
any venues for such conversations to take place. That gap would have to be filled first.
Looking ahead. The scenario we foresee if our approach to the overall issue were dominated
by this tone is one of wanting to work together enough that we’re all willing to give something to
get something. We wouldn’t be taking stances of either “yes” all the way, or “no” all the way.
We would be breaking through such either/or gridlocks, and finding a third way. We would not
be going into every endeavor expecting, or looking for, a fight.
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Approach 4: The intention & tone of preparing to
take a fully collaborative community-wide approach to work on changes
This is the approach that captures our overall goals, it addresses the overall issue we’re
concerned about. We want to replace our long history of mistrust with a new pattern of trust and
reduced tensions, and have a greater quality of community life. None of the other approaches
strive for this directly.
But if any tone portends negotiating from a weak position, this one does. It does not have any
strong positions built into it. We may have a concern that it could be easily dismissed or
manipulated. At the same time, we’re aware that it does not prevent us from using the tones and
tools of the other approaches that have some sharp edges, as needed.
The benefit of risking this stance is that it could lead to a broad, long-term framework to get
the whole community up to speed, and able to take any kind of action. That means we could
work on focused issues, find ways to get people talking, find out and define the issues, and have
various meetings facilitated by someone neutral when needed. Along with all this, there would
be small group meetings happening all over town that make the web of connections we’ve talked
about, a very empowering prospect.
Once that happens, information starts moving back and forth, and it’s harder to steer people
down a path where they don’t want to go. Once they know what’s going on, with communication
methods that work, people aren’t easily manipulated, if that should be attempted. Starting off
with this tone could lead to such wide spread meetings, and they wouldn’t be gripe sessions.
They could be productive and educational, like learning the aspects of the laws about something
of keen interest, for example, for businesses. It could also be the means to the end of fostering
community, something we all hold as highly valuable.
Some of us believe that starting off this way could lead to city council finally feeling it has a
way to get a broad enough sense of what people want. It needs to feel assured it knows, and this
could begin to change the way it thinks about a lot of things, and change the way business gets
done, for a lot of reasons.
Despite those positives, we are aware that there are people whose feelings of animosity run
deep, and this tone is probably not aggressive enough for them because it holds out little realistic
hope that things will change. We could, potentially, lose the prospect of their participation in
community change efforts like this. On the other hand, this kind of open approach affords a
soapbox for everyone, regardless of what is on their minds. They can all say their piece. In the
process of hearing one another, we would begin to find things out that we need to know, that put
us at greater ease, etc.
This could be too optimistic, and we might find out that no one is really interested in widespread collaboration to make change, then efforts toward our goals would fizzle. We can only
hope that having easy access through such processes would start to encourage more activity. We
are telling ourselves that if we threw a big enough party, a lot of people would want to come.
Looking ahead. The scenario we foresee if our approach to the overall issue were dominated
by this tone is that there would be a lot fewer “us and them” dynamics. The more connections
people began to have with better communication methods among them, the fewer the biases that
would remain. We would be changing our perspectives, toning things down, and becoming more
tolerant. It would be good for both “sides,” and we’d be finding out we can agree on some things
even when we disagree on other things, without the tensions and adversity.
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Comparing Across the Approaches
After we deliberated the tensions within each of the foregoing four approaches, we looked for
any overall tensions among them.
We characterized the differently-toned approaches in terms of which ones block other tones,
and which tones are open to others. While we recognized that there can be specific situations
where actions based on approach 1 may be practical or necessary, its tone is not one of choice
because it pits one group of citizens against another, and acting on that adversarial basis—as we
know so well from experience—leaves long-lasting scars on the community and individuals. In
that sense, it is in tension with approaches 3 and 4, which have markedly more positive tones. On
the other hand, as we said earlier, if we had a system in place where citizens were involved at the
early stages of things, this might not be needed.
The second approach to action (as compared to just tone) also has potentially legitimate uses
that are not necessarily at odds with any of the other approaches, but its tone of distrust blocks
healthy relationships and is in tension with approaches 3 and 4, which assume some degrees of
trust and willingness between people.
The tone of approach 3 could co-exist to some extent and in certain situations with that of
approach 4, but there is tension between their assumptions about who is “at the table,” how they
got there, and what brought them there. Approach 3’s tone assumes there are probably fewer
people involved directly, and that it could be an elite few who bring others to the table to
negotiate the gives and takes of coming to agreements. Its aim is focused more on dealing with
specific decisions, than with changing the culture of the community. In that sense, it blocks the
full expression of approach 4.
By contrast, approach 4 assumes community issues or questions require some ongoing venues
for fully collaborative and community-wide involvement. It is the most open of all the tones that
could be adopted. It is not in competitive tension with any of the other tones because their
situational uses fit within the openness of approach 4, which indeed, may influence the others
toward moderation. It does not imply taking everything on blind faith or being naïve; it
accommodates realism and flexibility.
In that vein, we considered how the strong tones of approach 2 would actually “look” and
play out in a scenario where approach 4’s tone was dominant. This seemed important because of
the charged emotions, judgments, and suspicions that people express either verbally or by not
speaking at all to certain people. We imagine the adoption of approach 4’s tone could meet
people where they are, wherever they are. Eventually, such a tone characterizing relations should
underlie enough new, positive experiences that people’s anger and anxiety levels would
gradually diminish. People who would feel more comfortable and secure in tone 2 might relax
more as the open tone of 4 leads to more information acquiring and sharing. It should also lead to
the feeling of being more supported in general, rather than dependent on only their own efforts to
meet needs. We do not foresee that people preferring the tone of approach 2 would feel in
tension with or alienated within approach 4.
When we compared the time-and-energy demands implied by enacting each approach, we
concluded that each, in its own way, could certainly take time. The tone of the energy expended
in approaches 3 and 4 would be generally more positive and satisfying. This would be so because
both products and relationships would be held in equal value, not sacrificed for expediency’s
sake. We can imagine that proceeding on the basis of approach 4 would initially be heavier in
such demands, but that in the long term, it would result in fewer urgent situations to deal with.
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Finally, we recognized that another reason that approach 4 has the least amount of tension
with the others, is that it does not presume a stance of telling others what to think or inducing
them to react in particular ways. Rather, it assumes creating the venues and processes to work
with whatever people think, even when it is in tension with others.
Summary of Deliberative Outcomes
The foregoing work helped us formulate the following reasoning and preferences, as we
summarized our conclusions about tone-adoption and its relational impacts.
In this group, there is a sincere desire to build community and to be as non-adversarial as
possible. We conclude the fourth approach can best support this. Values underlying this
consensus include: the importance we place on healing relationships and having more good ones;
wanting the democratic ideal to prevail in our community; preferring the benefits of long-term
thinking for real change over short-term efforts; higher levels of information-sharing; and the
tangible benefits of fostering community for its own sake.
A down-to-earth realism goes along with this. We realize that desire does not preclude using
the sharper-edged tools available for doing community business when they are a last resort, or
when they would be more practical and effective for particular issues or circumstances. Until we
deliberated this issue, we had not been considering that the third approach existed or that it fit
anywhere in accomplishing our ultimate goals of addressing the overall issue that concerns us.
We realized toward the end of our deliberations that our focus had shifted considerably with
regard to that overall issue, placing less emphasis on government, and more on people. This may
be because, as one of us commented, “if we’re worried about being pushed around or some of
those other things that seem to be a root of a lot of this issue, the sense of building community
gave us a sense of empowerment.” There may be other valuable things to understand about this
shift, too. For example, it may be about interplays we intuit between processes we hope the
community adopts, and the products they can produce. We did not explore this idea beyond
naming that when we use ourselves and each other to solve our problems, we find out not only
that we can, but also that our “products” become much more than we aimed for at the start.
Another dynamic behind our shift may be quite natural: the shifts that occur as hope takes root,
that we become freer to place our attention on the positives as we become less weighed down by
the negatives we have struggled with. We talked about the real impacts for changing public
relationships by doing very simple, positive things; for example, conveying compliments even to
people with whom we disagreed about something else.
We identified that we experienced diverse benefits from deliberating our issue. A significant
one was the usefulness of having each approach described separately so we could explore it
thoroughly and clearly distinguish it from the other ones. This had value for the sake of
considering its tone, practical usefulness, and relational impacts. It also equipped us to weigh it
against the others and see how, when, or if it could complement the others.
We concluded that the first approach is like a return to a familiar ground zero, and none of us
favor such a return. Our hope is that even if an issue in the future requires such a strategy, that
the deeper changes we hope take root across the community will help to prevent it becoming
personalized as us vs. them. We hope approach 4 helps such issues be seen as just being issues,
which we do not need to personally identify with to the point of destroying relationships over
them.
We share the assumption that broad community networking is essential to the life of the
community, communication and information-flows within it, and our ability to achieve a better
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quality of civic life overall. We believe there may be quite a period ahead before the spirit of
mistrust and adversity dissipates in the community, yet it has to start somewhere. We agree that
community life that is rooted in the tone of approach 4 is the “somewhere” it has to start, even if
it takes generations.
Preferences for the tone of approach 4 do not overshadow the challenges it represents to us.
For a couple of us, the spirit and practice of negotiation reflected in the third approach is more
familiar and easier to envision using as an individual. As our issue-framing mentioned, using
approach 4 for public business implies citizens learn new skills. Leadership questions arise in
connection with sustained commitment and neutrality that ensures truly collaborative efforts to
meet others needs as well as our own. We wonder about people’s interest levels and ability to see
long term change develop gradually, without reverting to inactivity or business as usual. At the
same time, we see the third approach as a viable option when the fourth does not work, for
whatever reason. A real challenge is suggested by the idea of creating new venues for productive
citizen-citizen and citizen-official interactions. Developing a shared imagination for what they
need to look like may prove challenging, too.
As our discussions kept showing us, and the foregoing illustrates, deliberating the issue of our
own tone led us inevitably to imagining how things would work in practice. How things will
work is obviously up to everyone, not just this group. At the same time, our participation in this
process leaves us feeling that we have more company now. Things seem pretty hopeful, and we
look forward to finding ways to get some wider agreement on what kind of interactions we want
to have in the community, and spread that hope in such interactions more widely.
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Collaborative Knowledge Building and Integral
Theory: On Perspectives, Uncertainty,
and Mutual Regard
Tom Murray
Abstract: Uncertainty in knowing and communicating affect all aspects of modern life.
Ubiquitous and inevitable uncertainty, including ambiguity and paradox, is particularly
salient and important in knowledge building communities. Because knowledge building
communities represent and evolve knowledge explicitly, the causes, effects, and
approaches to this “epistemological indeterminacy” can be directly addressed in
knowledge building practices. Integral theory's approach (including “methodological
pluralism”) involves accepting and integrating diverse perspectives in ways that
transcend and include them. This approach accentuates the problems of epistemological
indeterminacy and highlights the general need to deal creatively with it. This article
begins with a cursory analysis of textual dialogs among integral theorists, showing that,
while integral theory itself points to leading-edge ways of dealing with epistemological
indeterminacy, the knowledge building practices of integral theorists, by and large,
exhibit the same limitations as traditional intellectual discourses. Yet, due to its values
and core methods, the integral theory community is in a unique position to develop novel
and more adequate modes of inquiry and dialog. This text explores how epistemological
indeterminacy impacts the activities and products of groups engaged in collaborative
knowledge building. Approaching the issue from three perspectives—mutual
understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual regard—I show the interdependence of
those perspectives and ground them in relation to integral theory’s concerns. This article
proposes three phases of developing constructive alternatives drawn from the knowledge
building field: awareness of the phenomena, understanding the phenomena, and offering
some tools (and some hope) for dealing with it. Though here I focus on the integral
theory community (or communities), the conclusions of the article are meant to be
applicable to any knowledge building community, and especially value-oriented groups
who see themselves fundamentally as working together to benefit humanity.
Keywords: Applied epistemology, cognitive psychology, ethics, integral theory,
knowledge building.
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Introduction
With the founding of the Integral Institute and its satellite organizations, integral theory
moves further from "the world of Ken Wilber" and progressively toward a community
knowledge building endeavor. The most recent version of Wilber's AQAL theory (phase
"Wilber-V") emphasizes multiple perspectives and multiple knowledge building methodologies.
This points to an important and, I think, necessary turn in the evolution of integral theory, which
heretofore has primarily focused on the task of articulating models, "orienting generalizations,"
or meta-models describing "what is" (or what seems to be the case), toward an exploration and
articulation of method itself—"how we (can) know what is." This turn constitutes a greater
emphasis on epistemology vs. ontology—i.e. on the nature of knowledge vs. the nature of
"reality" (though integral theory has always concerned itself with both).
At this juncture, it behooves the community to reflect more deeply upon the forms, processes,
and styles that it uses to articulate, communicate, and evolve knowledge. Might uniquely
"integral" forms or styles emerge and be developed by this community—forms and styles that
would serve as exemplars and models for the rest of humanity? The seeds of these issues have
been lying around all along, as it is impossible to develop a post-modern or post-post-modern
framework without a critical reflection upon process as well as product. But on the whole, these
seeds have yet to take root to produce an in-depth and in-use framework within the integral
community.
"Epistemological indeterminacy" refers to uncertainties, ambiguities, and paradoxes in
knowledge and its communication and validation. (If this technical term with its mouth-full of
syllables seems overly academic to the reader, mentally substitute the less precise but more
digestible phrase "knowledge uncertainty" whenever you see it.) As part of the post-modern
transformation of consciousness and culture, we have progressively come to understand, to our
frustration, that knowledge is fuzzy, multi-layered, constructed idiosyncratically by each
individual, socially negotiated, affected by emotions and biases, and forever subject to revision.
This paper examines such multiple sources of this uncertainty, and begins to address how to deal
with it. In all domains of modern life, from the family living room, to the seats of national
Senates, to the texts produced in "ivory towers," we can observe that many people will
acknowledge the fundamentally uncertain nature of knowledge in an abstract sense, but that they
are bereft of productive ways to deal with this uncertainty, and thus overlook or deny it in
practical situations.

Collectively, Systematically, Reflectively Dealing with Epistemological
Indeterminacy
The term "knowledge building community," as articulated by Scardamalia & Bereiter (1994),
is similar to "learning community," as articulated by Senge (1990), and "community of practice,"
as articulated by Wenger (1998) (though each term emphasizes different phenomena). I use the
term "knowledge building community" to emphasize efforts to discover, improve, record,
organize, and share knowledge. Knowledge building draws on the collective intelligence of a
group engaged in researching, theorizing, critiquing, doing, and synthesizing in order to
progressively evolve some body of theory and practice. Though modes and methods can differ
widely, all communities of learning/practice/knowledge building share certain elements, with
epistemological indeterminacy as one of the important concerns.
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This article focuses on the integral community because integral theory's main methodology of
methodological pluralism (Wilber 2005a), both highlights the problems of epistemological
indeterminacy and suggests new ways of knowledge building that can accommodate it.
Methodological pluralism prescribes an openness to multiple perspectives and knowledge
finding methodologies. Unfortunately, though individual integral theorists use methodological
pluralism to synthesize diverse theories across disciplines, the dialog within this knowledge
building community is often not epistemologically sensitive or aware. The same can be said for
almost every knowledge building community, and I do not single out the (loosely defined)
integral community for its faults but rather for its potential to create something new.
Contemporary theories in philosophy, psychology, and sociology contain numerous insights
about the nature of epistemological indeterminacy that could benefit collaborative work and
knowledge building practice. However, by and large, these insights have yet to be systematically
and reflectively incorporated into the way that people communicate and collaborate in such
organizations or groups, so the full potentials of collective intelligence remain unfulfilled. This
article addresses the issue through exploring the following themes.
I hope to engage the reader in envisioning what knowledge building communities would be
like if they adopted methods exemplifying key insights and implications from integral theory.
Similarly, I ask "what would it be like for an integrally-informed community to build knowledge
in a deeply integral way?" (i.e., fully practice what it preaches epistemologically). My thesis is
that one of the major aspects of doing so involves a productive, even proactive, approach to
epistemological indeterminacy, i.e., collectively developing what we could call "epistemological
sensitivity" or "epistemological sophistication:" an in-context awareness of the manifestations,
causes, and adaptations surrounding epistemological indeterminacy.
My goal is to seriously consider the problems inherent in realizing such a vision. It will need
the support of new practices that allow individuals to identify and respond to common
problematic patterns in thought and communication. I will touch on the importance of these
themes: social vulnerability and power dynamics, unconscious sources of resistance to
awareness, the challenges in justifying the effort required to raise consciousness in groups, and
the role of technology in knowledge building. My conclusions and suggestions are starting places
to instigate dialog and trial-and-error implementation. Though I propose a variety of ideas,
cognitive tools, and methods, it is too much to be practically implemented in total any time soon,
and the reader is invited to select aspects of it a-la-carte to consider implementing. Rather than
offer end-solutions, I hope to suggest underlying theories and concepts needed for any
community to engage in a dialog about their own knowledge building practices.

Themes Covered in this Article
Using a methodical approach to progressively introduce its main elements, the article is
organized as follows:
1. I begin by summarizing integral theory's values and methods, highlighting those aspects
of integral theory that support productive approaches to epistemological indeterminacy;
2. I illustrate the extent and inevitability of epistemological indeterminacy by examining
textual discourses (positions, critiques, and responses) from on-line "communities" of
integral theorists;
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3. I examine in depth the many and varied causes of indeterminacy in knowledge and
communication, as it is only with this understanding that we can address the problems that
arise;
4. In the process I show that the indeterminacy can not be removed, but that it can be
minimized, celebrated, reflected upon, bracketed, and otherwise dealt with in productive
ways;
5. I include a discussion of the various ways that truth claims are evaluated, and an attempt
to clarify collective truth-finding vs. meaning-making;
6. I then discuss psychological and social theories that provide tools and perspectives for
dealing with indeterminacy (for example, the skill of dialectical thinking and how group
vs. individual needs are balanced in knowledge building communities); this leads to a
discussion of how the need for certainty leads to social vulnerabilities, which in turn
introduces unavoidable ethical considerations;
7. I make specific recommendations for how information and communication can be
organized and tagged to ameliorate some aspects of indeterminacy (including
"indeterminacy analysis" and "differential analysis," and some recommendations on the
use of "cognitive tools" such as wiki technologies);
8. I revisit the specific values and goals of integral theory and provide suggestions for how
claims within the integral theory community can be validated and critiqued.
I will frame the discussion in terms of three aspects of collaborative knowledge building:
mutual understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual regard (this triptych is inspired by
Habermas' theory, as explained later). The discussion of mutual understanding and mutual
agreement concerns the inherent uncertainty, ambiguity, and dynamism of knowledge and
understanding. Interestingly, the quest for knowledge and understanding has intrinsic ethical
implications involving the freedom, equality, and authenticity of participants. Epistemological
indeterminacy, as it involves increased levels of ambiguity, self-reflection, and openness in
dialog, can also increase social vulnerability, which in turn calls for compensating increases in
generosity or regard, if the social fabric is to remain robust. The discussion of mutual regard
looks at approaches to balancing critical rigor, reflective self disclosure, radical openness to the
perspectives of others, and an authentic reflection on power and privilege. I will base my
arguments on the works of an interdisciplinary collection of theorists including Jurgen
Habermas, George Lakoff, Jon Elster, Imre Lakatos, David Bohm, Marshall Rosenberg, Arnold
Mindell, Arne Vetlsen, and Hans Kögler, as well as Ken Wilber.

Observations about Integral Theory
Depth and Span of Integral Theory
Though my purpose is to flesh out some methodological implications of integral theory in
general, I will focus on the work of Ken Wilber and those colleagues that refer thickly to his
work. My hope is that in the end it will be clear that my practical suggestions are broadly
applicable to all integrally informed communities (and more generally to all knowledge building
communities). Wilber's work is certainly the defining body of work for the integral community,
and is one among several contemporary theories that provide a systematic counterweight to the
materialistic, objectivist, instrumental, and/or reductionist thought systems that prevail in much
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of culture, politics, and academia. It does so not merely by critiquing other theories but by
proposing an integrative framework that coordinates these theories and also by incorporating
subjective and intersubjective matters of self, culture, and spirit. The task of formulating a model
or world-view that can accommodate and interrelate scientific, economic, political, social,
cultural, religious, ethical, and psychological aspects of the lifeworld is a daunting one, yet
Wilber has succeeded at least to a limited degree (another rare example is the work of Jurgen
Habermas, which Wilber often cites, and to which I will return).
Integral approaches give equal importance to the subjective and objective aspects of the
world. Seen through this lens science and technology are not divorced from questions of
meaning, identity, aesthetics, and ethics. Though Wilber's is a "theory of everything," its analysis
is deepest and its application is most compelling in the areas related to spirituality and human
potential. Wilber has an impressively deep relationship to and experience with contemplative
practice, and his primary motivating orientation seems to be giving contemporary validity and
meaning to topics including states and stages of consciousness, transcendental aspects of reality,
the development of the self, and the facets of human potential. Wilber's theory integrates key
insights from dynamic systems theory, theory of mind, sociology, ecology, etc., but does not
explore these areas so deeply or thoroughly that theorists in those fields are likely to find new
tools, models, or insights for dealing with the complexities introduced by modernity. Rather,
they are assisted (or challenged) to relate their work to other fields and larger questions. The
integral framework provides "orienting generalizations" from which models or perspectives can
be compared and synthesized, and related to the perennial questions of the human condition.

Integralism and Post-modernity
Integral theory positions itself as being at the forefront of (post, or post-post) modern
philosophical thought. It does so in the way that many theories purport to be a fresh innovation
within their historical periods, but, more importantly in the way that it tries to systematically
transcend and include all other theories with an all-encompassing narrative of the evolution of
human consciousness and meaning-making (within which it unavoidably takes a privileged role).
The post-modern perspective is characterized by, among other things, a deeper appreciation of
the uncertainties, complexities, ambiguities, paradoxes, and unpredictabilities of the life-world.
This goes for both the objective world, which is the purview of science and technology, and the
subjective worlds of thought, value, feelings, and human ethical considerations. The reliability
and authority once given to systems such as religion, science, and governance has eroded, in part
as their limitations and failures empirically come to light, but more fundamentally as we
understand the inherent unpredictability of complex systems and the fundamental limitations of
individual and collective human understanding and problem solving. This new understanding1
has lead many to varying degrees of relativism, narcissism, solipsism, cynicism, paranoia,
defeatism, or despair as the full curse of complexity, unpredictability, or uncontrollability is
unveiled. These inevitably show up in discourse, and for the most part, we lack tools to navigate
these waters. Even in intellectual communities like the integral community and academic

1

"New" in the sense that for the first time a substantial proportion of society is grappling with these
concepts, some of which had been described in pre-modern times.
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communities of philosophers or psychologists that produce theories about epistemology, the
practices that they use to dialog and build knowledge are largely traditional.2
In contrast to the voices of post-modern despair and defeat, some, Wilber and Habermas (and
myself) among them, contend that the news is not all bad—that humanity's striving for ever
deeper or greater levels of understanding and happiness is not hopeless, and that the post-modern
understanding can be seen as a necessary though sometimes painful step forward, providing
important new tools and insights. These insights help explain past failures in terms of the
simplicity or inadequacy of their paradigms.

A Definition of Integral
Before discussing the implications of integral theory for knowledge building we need to
attempt to define the goals, values, and methods of integral theory. This is needed because, as
discussed later, the methods a group uses to share and validate knowledge depend on the group's
goals and values. There is no definitive description of the features or goals of integral or
"integrally informed" theories, research, or practice, but the one given here was arrived at
through synthesizing a number of sources. I give two descriptions, the first is the integral
paradigm or method for knowledge building, called "methodological pluralism" (Wilber, 2005a,
2005b). The second describes the scope and contents of integrally informed theories.
The integral method, or methodological pluralism, is an approach that, "in the presence of
apparently incompatible, conflicting, or unrelated data, tries to make a productive, creative
synthesis of the divergent elements" with a "gracious, spacious, and compassionate embrace."3
It takes a "both/and" rather than an "either/or" or "right/wrong" perspective, and assumes that
any person or group that has put considerable and sincere effort into discovering knowledge has
at least a kernel of truth and deserves consideration. Integral theories are particularly sensitive to
multiple perspectives, and claim that we gain an ever-better understanding of a thing through
additional (valid) perspectives. It is not simply a relativist or non-rigorous belief that "everyone
is [at least partially] right," but rather an understanding that if there are differing ideas they
probably come from different perspectives. Thus the point is more that all (sufficiently informed
and sincere) perspectives are important, rather than that every idea is.
One could say that all theorists think that they are seriously and graciously considering all of
the available information and ideas, synthesizing them, and only discarding those that are truly
invalid, and that the integral paradigm is thus rather vapid. To the contrary, one could also argue
that Wilber and other integral theorists have a particularly inclusive attitude. But we can go a
step further to try to characterize the type of inclusivity integral theories have by describing their
scope and tenor as follows. I propose that being integrally informed entails the following:4

2

We speak here of how authors relate their ideas to others, both within the context of a single paper, and
in the larger sense that a body of texts is an extended dialog among authors.
3
Also called the "integrative method" at http://noosphere.cc/integrationParadigm.html. Second quote is
from "Introduction", Collected Works of Ken Wilber, vol. VIII, p. 49. "Methodological pluralism" can
also be used to refer specifically to the eight methodologies (and eight primordial perspectives) mentioned
in Wilber's "Integral Spirituality".
4
Based on Sex Ecology and Spirituality, A Theory of Everything, and Integral Psychology, and other
works by Wilber.
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1. An acknowledgment and treatment of the "big three" ontological domains: objective
(it), subjective (I), and intersubjective (we) (and/or the three cultural value spheres of
science, morals, and art; the true, the good, and the beautiful; and/or the dimensions of
body/mind/spirit and nature/self/culture).
2. A holarchical approach to problem solving that acknowledges and treats multiple
holarchical levels (i.e., that when the central concern is with entities at a particular level,
entities at higher and lower levels are acknowledged, if not worked out in detail).
3. A methodological pluralism is used, which, as described above, tries to incorporate
material from as many valid perspectives and methods as are available.
4. Developmental and evolutionary processes are incorporated into the explanatory
narrative.
5. There is an attempt to discover integrative principles or models that transcend and
include the various dimensions, levels, and perspectives described above.
Later, in the section on "Practical Implications," I will return to this description/definition in
suggesting validity criteria for integral theories. Next, I summarize an analysis of the textual
dialog among integral theorists, to illustrate some of the causes, effects, and ubiquitous problems
of epistemological indeterminacy, and to support my claim that greater attention to
epistemological indeterminacy could benefit this, and other, knowledge building communities.

Examples from Integral Theory Texts
My reference in the Introduction to integral theory moving beyond "the world of Ken Wilber"
points in two directions. First is the evolution from one man's theory to a theoretical framework
by and for a community of theorists and practitioners. The second is a veiled reference to Frank
Visser's
web
site
www.IntegralWorld.net,
which
was
originally
named
www.WorldOfKenWilber.com, and is currently the largest on-line repository of both validating
and critical writings about Wilber's work (it is an independent and "unofficial" Wilber website).5
The critiques, debates and dialogs on these sites, while containing much insightful material, also
contain much that is not satisfyingly exemplary of a community working efficiently to refine and
extend a body of intellectual work. That notwithstanding, the issues that I identify below from
these on-line texts and dialogs are characteristic of most, if not all, knowledge building
communities.
In this section I will anchor the issues I wish to raise in this article with some example quotes
by Wilber and his colleagues from books and web sites. The critiques and rejoinders are mostly
taken from wilber.shambhala.com (henceforth WSC) and www.integralworld.net (henceforth
IWN).6 Since these web sites concern Wilber's work, most of the critiques are levied Wilber's
5

A second and more official site at wilber.shambhala.com has less material and less critical dialog, and
the third major option for material are the new Integral University and Integral Institute sites, which at the
time of this writing are just beginning to post theoretical papers.
6
The "Reading Room" on the Frank Visser's Integral World web site lists over 150 contributions from
almost 50 authors (see http://www.integralworld.net/readingroom.html). The page lists articles in such a
way that it is easy to note critiques, responses, and rejoinders to a primary article (note that we are
describing a dialog through articles, which are typically 5-30 pages long, not a discussion forum dialog
composed of (usually quickly composed) paragraphs). That there are about 25 such responses (or
responses to responses) attests to a certain level of cross-fertilization of ideas. We can also see from this
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text (or Wilber himself). This article is not concerned with rigorous analysis of the available
responses and counter-responses within the integral community, nor is it concerned with
technical debates around the content of integral theory. Also, this article is not about Wilber's
work per se, but is about and addressed to any community that uses or extends integral theories. I
use Wilber's work and those with whom he textually dialogs as the most salient examples,
though these authors comprise a "community" in only a loose sense of the word. The examples
given here are anecdotal but sufficient to introduce the issues. Thus, even if the reader does not
think there is a problem within integral theory discourse, I think you will agree there is an
opportunity for creative improvement therein.
Most of the on-line exchanges lie somewhere in the middle of a formal/rigorous to informal
spectrum—between the critiques and rejoinders one finds in peer-reviewed academic journals
and what one would find in email and chat-room dialog. The on-line material has more "shoot
from the hip" critique and more uncritical praise than articles in academic journals. One could
argue that because they are offered within an environment with little quality control, that they are
poor exemplars for my discussion. I will give several reasons to the contrary. First, Wilber has
published very little of his material in peer-reviewed forums. The vast majority of his writings
and ideas are available through his books and various (non-peer-reviewed) web sites, and the
same is generally true of critiques and responses to his writing; so, these exchanges are
representative of a large segment of the extant textual dialog. Second, the concern here is with
practical implications to community knowledge building, and much of such knowledge building
happens, even in academic communities, in informal ways; so the use of semi-formal exchanges
is appropriate to my purposes. A community's knowledge evolution and meaning construction
take place in articles, emails, meetings, conversations at the water cooler, etc., with the informal
and more personal exchanges being at least as influential as the formal ones. The
"epistemological sensitivity" discussed in this article applies to all contexts.
Finally, the integral community, taking Wilber's lead, has a propensity toward informalism,
pragmatism, and popularism. Wilber's books are read predominantly by intellectually-oriented
progressives and "cultural creatives." The flagship website "Integral Naked" and many published
interviews with Wilber have a "hip/chick" informal and trendy style.7 The Integral Institute is
energetically disseminating integralism into many fields (politics, business, psychology/therapy,
health/medicine, education, etc.) in addition to its knowledge creation activities. Though there
are indications from Wilber and others that the rigorous or academic side of the work is not taken
as seriously by academics as they would like, the community also intentionally incorporates
informality into its products and methods. Therefore, my focus on semi-formal exchanges is
appropriate to the consciously chosen tenor of this slice of the integral theory community.
I will categorize elements of the various integral theory debates according to whether the
contention is about (a) the content of an integral theory, (b) the method an author uses to arrive at
their conclusions, or (c) the style and intent of an author. The table below illustrates how these
categories map roughly onto the types of arguments made.

list that over the last ten years Wilber has written articles responding to a number of his critics or cotheorists. However, some of these authors do claim that Wilber has failed to address certain issues that
have been repeatedly brought up.
7
In audio/video dialogs with other luminaries it is not unusual for Wilber to greet them using terms such
as "buddy" and "pal." Wilber is often referred to as "Ken," even in academically-styled articles.
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Table 1. Types of Critique.

Critiques of content

Critiques of method

-

Critiques of style and intent
-

Example arguments:
Author is inconsistent,
Author is confusing,
Author makes unwarranted assumptions,
Author is inaccurate or invalid,
Alternative framework is proposed.
Author uses invalid methods of drawing
conclusions,
The method used does not reflect the
method the author claims to use
Alternative methods are proposed.
Author's intention or purpose is harmful
or unethical,
Author is purposefully misleading,
hypocritical, or insincere,
Author's rhetorical style is harmful or
unethical,
Author has serious character flaws
leading to dubious style or intent.

The issues thus map approximately onto my orienting framework of looking at knowledge
building in terms of mutual understanding (issues of comprehensibility and meaning), mutual
agreement (issues of truth and validity), and mutual regard (issues of ethics and character).8

Critiques of Content
First, we will look at what Wilber's critics have to say about his AQAL theory of holons,
quadrants, and perspectives.9 We will also look at how Wilber responds to some of his critics,
and vice versa. The arguments in the texts can become quite philosophically intricate, and the
brief examples given below are not fair representations of them.10 My purpose is to characterize
some properties of the overall debate, rather than their substance and conclusions.
Types of Holons
Much of the disagreement is around sub-categories of holons as described by Wilber and by
Kofman (2002). Wilber distinguishes "heaps" (such as a pile of sand) from "wholes," where
wholes behave according to his Twenty Tenets. He also treats "social holons," which are
8

Note that issues of content concern both comprehensibility and validity, while issues of method are, in
the corpus of text, concerned exclusively with valid methodologies.
9
We will not deal with levels, lines, states, or stages here, as our focus is not to cover the content of
integral theory, but to look at its espoused methods and at methods in practice.
10
For example, Edwards in Through AQAL Eyes Part 1 pg. 3, describes holons as perspectival "points of
reference" that are "simply not objective entities”—opening up the unanswered question of exactly what
reality is made of.
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collections or communities with particular properties, differently from individual holons.
Kofman goes further to differentiate artifacts, leading to four fundamental types of things in the
universe (individual, social, heaps, artifacts; Wilber then also uses these distinctions). One of the
controversial issues is what types of things (holons) could be said to possess sentience
(consciousness, subjectivity, or prehension; note that sentience is not mentioned in the Twenty
Tenets).
The debates on holon types11 are largely around the sufficiency of Wilber's definitions of
them. Wilber's arguments, and those of others with alternate theories, have the form 1) <holontype-T> is defined by <characteristics-C>, 2) if an entity is of <holon-type-T> then
<implications-I> [i.e., the thing has certain properties, behaviors, relationships with other types
of entities, etc.], and 3) specific <examples-E> are given. The arguments against these theories
take the form of pointing out new (counter) examples of holons and showing that the critiqued
theory makes a false prediction about holons of that type. Among the authors with alternative
frameworks, some authors add new categories to better explain unusual examples (e.g.,
Edwards), and some reduce the number of categories (e.g., Smith). As the authors often admit,
the new frameworks fix certain problems but create new ones in the process. Meyerhoff claims
that Wilber reformulates his framework in light of the counterexamples offered by others, but
does not credit the authors of these productive critiques.
In most cases the disagreements have the same epistemological source: claims are not so
much categorically wrong as seen to be invalid under a particular definition or interpretation of a
term (a <holon-type>, <characteristic> or <implication>) where the interpretations of the terms
varies among authors. Some of the problem arises from different definitions of terms, and some
from the fact that definitions use "graded" conceptual categories, as discussed later. Also, we can
see instances where definitions are modified and claims refined in light of new types of examples
not considered before. (This knowledge building dialectic is essentially the same as in Lakatos'
Proofs and Refutations).
For example, Edwards claims the Kofman-Wilber definition of holons "implies that people
are not members of a community or group or society when they fall below the average" (in
intelligence or beauty, for example) ("Through AQAL Eyes" Part 1 pg. 36). Let us assume that
Kofman would find Edward's critique disagreeable. Kofman might respond that 1) Edwards
erred in not understanding his definitions and arguments, or 2) his theory is essentially correct
but the way it is described could be clearer; or 3) his theory is incorrect and should be modified,
and that Edward's found a flaw in it (and there are of course other possible response types).
Edwards' point represents a typical and potentially very useful type of dialogical move that
allows knowledge to evolve (though we don't know how it actually affected Kofman's or
Wilber's ideas). This is exactly the type of interplay between examples, definitions, and claims
that Lakatos describes in Proofs and Refutations (1976). Wilber's work has certainly gone
through a number of evolutionary phases and refinements, which he claims have been assisted by
the feedback of many dialogs.

11

See (at IWN unless noted) Meyerhoff Chapter 1, Edwards "Through AQAL Eyes," Smith "The
spectrum of holons," Goddard "Further thoughts on holons, heaps and artifacts", Jaron "My Holarchy
and the Integration of Robert Pirsig and Ken Wilber" at
http://www.moq.org/forum/GaryJaron/What'sWrongWithThisPicture.html.
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Four? Quadrants
Another controversy mentioned by many of Wilber's critics has to do with the validity of the
four-quadrant model and its descriptions. One issue is the confusion about whether every holon
has all four quadrants (or can be seen from the perspective of each of the quadrants), or whether
holons exist in one of the four quadrants. For example, Wilber's Four Quadrants diagrams (e.g.,
p. 62 in Wilber 2000c) show atoms as holons in the “upper right” (UR) (individual objects)
quadrant and galaxies as holons in the “lower right” (LR) (plural/social objects) quadrant, but
both are holons and can thus be seen from either the singular (upper) or plural (lower)
perspectives. Wilber has clarified numerous times that the first interpretation is the more correct
or fundamental one,12 yet his descriptions, even up to the recent Kosmos II drafts (Wilber
2005a), also explain things in terms of the second interpretation.
For example, in Wilber (2005a, p. 6) Wilber says "we will take as examples actual occasions
(or holons) in each of the four quadrants...The upper quadrants refer to individual or singular
holons, and the lower quadrants refer to plural, social, or communal holons" (my emphasis). He
uses similar statements in many of his texts. Elsewhere in the same text (p. 18) he says "Of
course, there are not different holons in the four quadrants; the four quadrants are the four
dimensions of every holon. But it is easier and simpler to say things like 'holons in the UR
quadrant,' and so on, which is fine, as long as the tetra-nature of any holon is remembered."
Though I understand the usefulness in each interpretation of the holon-vs.-quadrant
relationship, and, after a period of confusion, can now "remember" the caveat, I suggest that,
given the possibilities of confusion and the controversy this often-left-implicit distinction has
raised, in the end it may not be fine or simpler to use the same terms in two different ways.13 I
furthermore claim that the debate about whether holons can be said to exist "in" the upper left
quadrant, for example, is due to transferring a property of the diagrammatic representation
beyond its usefulness, and thus momentarily confusing the map with the territory. Edwards
("Through AQAL Eyes Part 4" and "Another Way of Putting it" on IWN) tries to remedy this
problem with a significantly more complex set of diagrams. But the issue of general limitations
to diagrams and other conceptual schema is not sufficiently addressed by Wilber's critics.
Primordial Perspectives and Integral Mathematics
Overall, Wilber's work attempts to provide an integrative model incorporating the primary
value spheres of the modern life-world, i.e., mind (including art), matter (including science),
culture (including ethics), and society (including economics, politics, etc.). His description of
these value spheres is often given in terms of the pronouns "I," "it," "we," and "its/they," and his
more recent work on "primordial perspectives" and "integral math" notation make heavy use of
pronouns. For example, "1p(1p) x 1p(3-p) x 2p(3p)" represents "my first person knows, in a third
12

For example, in "A Suggestion for Reading...", Wilber writes that "molecules are sentient beings ...
[that]... can register objects in [their] world (it) has its own prehension (I), can resonate with other
molecules (we);" and that "any object can be LOOKED AT from [the] four perspectives, but only sentient
holons POSSESS four dimensions or can LOOK FROM four perspectives" and that "social holons do not
possess four quadrants." Clear enough, but still confusing for the newcomer.
13
For another corroborating opinion, see Mcfarlane (A Critical Look at Ken Wilber's Four Quadrant
Model (2000) at integralscience.org/wilber.html) also claims that Wilber "is not consistent with his
terminology and this leads to considerable confusion," and he gives several examples.
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person mode, your first person," which Wilber says "would simply mean, I am seeing you in an
objective fashion" (from Wilber, 2005a, Appendix B).14 This new work has generated a
significant amount of critique and counter-theory on the IntegralWorld web site.
Several authors on the WSO site provide critiques and alternative models. Peter Collins, (in
"Clarifying Perspectives, Part 4,” WSO) claims that the ability to look at one quadrant from the
perspective of another leads to 16, and then 64 distinct perspectives, which he diagrams at
length. Mark Edwards ("Through AQAL Eyes part 7," at IWN) claims that Wilber’s I-we-it-its
framework does not make important differentiations, including differentiating the "you" from the
"we" perspective, the "he/she" from the "it" perspective, or the "my" from the "me" perspective.
(He claims that each of these constitutes valid perspectives, but in so doing it is not clear that he
uses the same sense of the word perspective as Wilber.) He proposes a model that includes
subjective, objecting, relative, and possessive pronoun perspectives. In it, first, second, and third
person perspectives are extended from singular to plural, resulting in six perspectives. He
continues to elaborate his model to produce 42 first-person perspectives, and over a hundred
additional perspectives illustrated in about a dozen tables.
Andrew Smith ("The Pros and Cons of Pronouns," at IWN) critiques both Edwards and
Wilber in claiming that there are no ontologically distinct second or third (or fourth...) person
perspectives, that there are only different classes of first person perspectives. He also agrees with
Edwards in differentiating actual perspectives (that a person has) from imagined (or notational)
perspectives, which one person imagines or believes another person to have. He then uses his
"single-scale hierarchical model" of holons to propose yet another system of
I/you/we/it/them/thou perspectives.
Those providing alternates to Wilber's system offer complex, at times bordering on baroque,
models that, though perhaps valid, are difficult to assimilate and use. It is not clear yet what
practical purposes such systems, including Wilber's integral math, can be put to that would make
it worth studying these frameworks to the point of fluency (or even getting a reasonable grasp of
them). Models work by articulating key differentiating constructs and integrating them. There are
an infinite variety of models possible for any phenomena or domain. The validity of a model
depends critically on its usefulness and usability, and thus on its intended use. What problems
does it allow us to solve? All of these models are less than clear on this point, making it difficult
to compare their validity and usefulness.
In addition, I believe that the importance that these models place on pronouns creates an
unnecessary degree of confusion and imprecision, because they lead us to transfer associations or
map structures from informal use of language to more formal or ontologically basic arguments.
To the extent that we enlist these inappropriate inferences, we engage in another form of
confusing the map with the territory.
The Ubiquity of Indeterminacy
Wilber's critics fall prey to the same types of validity, coherence, and understandability
problems that they point out in Wilber's works. As in any complex philosophical argument,
within all of these integral theory articles we can pick out many instances where the definition of
a term is unclear or where a term seems to be used in contradictory ways. The meaning and
implication of statements hinge critically on which subtle shade of meaning is given to certain
14

Wilber notes that "a pronoun is not an actual person but a relative perspective that all actual persons
can adopt" (Wilber 2005a, p. 137). He also introduces notation that distinguishes "we/us" from "our."
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terms. Whether the arguments of Wilber's critics are more coherent, understandable, consistent,
etc. and whether they have reworked their own theories in response to counterexamples and
critiques more than Wilber has, is debatable. Validity-constituting properties such as coherence,
understandability, and an open attitude to alternate perspectives and counter examples are
important, but can also be illusive. Given the evidence, I would suggest that imbuing every one
of one's claims with these qualities is both practically difficult, and, in the extreme, theoretically
impossible. However, if one intends to engage in rational dialog in an effort to better understand
the world, we do have to attempt to approach these qualities.
Wilber Responds in "Kind"
Before moving on, it will be noted that Wilber does acknowledge the inevitable difficulties in
creating mutual understanding as well as his own part in creating avoidable ambiguity, for
example:
The distinction between an individual holon and its social holon...is not as easy to draw as
it may first appear...because it is almost impossible to define what we mean by an
individual in the first place...there are only holons, or dividuals. On the other hand..." and,
later, "This is still somewhat arbitrary...because there are some social holons that seem to
act as individual holons...an ant colony, for example (Wilber 2000a, p. 72).
Also, although I tried as hard as I could to make chapter 14 in Integral Psychology...as
clear as possible, I am now—given de Quincey's reading of that chapter—worried that I
didn't succeed very well at all, so allow me to try to simplify and summarize (From "Do
Critics Misrepresent My Position? A Test Case from a Recent Academic Journal, Part II,"
at WSC).
One of my biggest problems is that, alas, I haven't the time to address all these issues
adequately (from "On the mean memes in General, " at IWN).
...misrepresentation of my work is quite common, simply because there is so damn much
of it, and many of my actual positions are buried in obscure endnotes; I have not helped
much in this regard, a situation I am doing my best to rectify (as I will explain below) (in
"Do Critics Misrepresent My Position?" at WSC).

Critiques of Method
I next move from disagreements about the content of integral theories to disagreements on the
methods used to develop and validate integral theories. Several authors claim that the methods
that Wilber uses to draw conclusions are flawed. For example, M.A. Kazlev15 accuses Wilber of
over-relativism, lacking predictive ability, unfalisifiable conclusions (a-la Popper),
misunderstanding of original sources, and insufficient research. Along similar lines, Meyerhoff's
book-length critique of Wilber's work offers the largest number of challenges to Wilber's
method. Some examples (from the Introductory Chapter and Chapter 8, IWN) include:
15

"Ken Wilber's 'integral' method and critique" at www.kheper.net/topics/Wilber/Wilbers_method.html.
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A cornerstone of postmodern understanding is that an overarching integration of
knowledge of the kind Wilber attempts is not possible and that a radical plurality of
perspectives is a fact of contemporary life. A type of relativism prevails which Wilber
believes he has transcended, but which my analysis shows he has not....we cannot hope to
have a large-scale model of the kind Wilber attempts.... Hiding behind Wilber’s belief that
all partial truths must fit together is the debatable assumption that all the partial truths
correspond to one true world....Yet the philosopher Nelson Goodman has made a strong
argument that there are contradictory truths which cannot be assimilated into one coherent
picture of the world.
The assumption is that if a great and influential thinker says something, what they say is
supposed to carry authority. It’s a curious pre-Enlightenment way of validating statements
by reference to authority.
Anyone who reads a lot of academic writing develops straw man radar. The reader senses
when the arguments attributed to the author’s opponents are being formulated weakly. The
problem is, as Rorty says, that 'such neat little dialectical strategies only work against
lightly-sketched fictional characters.'
[Wilber] presupposes background points of agreement or orienting generalizations. In each
field of knowledge Wilber culls this already-agreed-upon background knowledge and
constructs his integral synthesis...assumptions that debating scholars assume to be true as
they debate the relevant issues in their fields...I show the extensive and contentious debates
surrounding the supposedly already-agreed-upon knowledge that Wilber uses to construct
his integral framework.16
[there is] a problematic conflation of intellectual and spiritual insight...While Wilber would
probably agree that the advanced mystical stages do require leaving rational thought
behind, he tries to create in the intellectual sphere a great Whole that preserves the parts; a
kind of intellectual Oneness to match the supreme mystical insight into Oneness....one
great theory of everything [is] in the wrong direction...Thinking must be seen as a path to
spiritual insight through the critical, skeptical and deconstructive questioning that is
prominent today in a postmodern world.
It should be noted that Wilber has not yet responded in writing to Meyerhoff's critiques, so
one can only guess how he would respond. This is in part because some of Myerhoff's material
has only recently been posted. Wilber may of course choose not to respond for any number of
reasons. Based on my reading of Wilber and his responses to other texts, I can at least say with
some confidence that Wilber would claim that Meyerhoff has misrepresented, simplified,
ignored, or does not understand important elements of his written works. In (attempted) fairness
16

Meyerhoff continues: "...while the participants in a given academic debate do presuppose background
knowledge which you could cull and call “simple, but sturdy” knowledge, as Wilber wishes to do, it’s
only because the participants in that debate don’t happen to be debating the validity of that background
knowledge....It doesn’t mean they are not debatable...Is this a piece of “simple, but sturdy” knowledge?
Not according to contemporary debates in epistemology...One person's generalized orientation is someone
else’s point of contention."
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to Wilber, I will say that Wilber does not ignore these issues in his writing. In (attempted)
fairness to Meyerhoff, it would seem that these methodological issues weigh much more heavily
on one who proposes a "theory of everything" than on one who is merely critiquing another's
theory.
Integration vs. Differentiation, and Kettle-Calling
The main thrust of Wilber's theories is to look for integrating generalizations in diverse fields
of knowledge, while Meyerhoff's is to point out the (sometimes historical, sometimes inevitable)
differences, disagreements, and incommensurability among such theories. However, Wilber also
discusses theoretical disagreements and differentiating multiple perspectives, and Meyerhoff also
makes his own overarching and integrating claims. It must be said, however, that while
Meyerhoff offers some strong arguments against the possibility of a "theory of everything," his
own text can be interpreted to include instances of most of the methodological problems he
mentions above. These include: overarching models (but not as "large scale" as Wilber's),
grounding an argument in authoritative thinkers (e.g., Rorty, White), including value-laden or
moral elements in what is presented as a fact-based logical argument, using language to theorize
about ineffable or spiritual truths and paradoxes, and attributing simplistic beliefs to others
(Wilber) that seem to me to be so obviously invalid that I presume no serious intellectual would
agree to hold them (i.e., he is using a form of straw-man argument).
More Indeterminacy
Therefore, notwithstanding the many particular instances Meyerhoff points out where Wilber
seems to be inconsistent or where he disagrees with Wilber's conclusions, in a broader sense
what he describes very clearly are the real difficulties in: (a) creating conceptual models, (b)
coherently communicating a complex matrix of ideas, (c) making truth claims in non-scientific
domains, and (d) the inevitable convolution of fact and value (truth claims and ethical claims).
That his own text demonstrates many of these fundamental problems is only more proof of the
inevitability of these problems (i.e., evidence of the impact of epistemological indeterminacy).
Meyerhoff emphasizes that the human drive to generalize can lead to significant problems,
while Wilber emphasizes the utility (if not validity) of this drive. Rather than favor either side of
this issue, one can say that most texts and dialogs can do more to avoid the pitfalls of
overgeneralization while still accumulating its benefits. Though the fundamental philosophical
issues cannot be "solved," some of the problematic aspects of these themes can be ameliorated.
This would benefit all. Therefore, though the collective quest for meaning and understanding is
fraught with indeterminacy, it is not futile, and it can be engaged with more or less skill.
As a final example of critique of method, Edwards' "The Integral Cycle of Knowledge" (2000,
at IWN) emphasizes the postmodern perspective on methodology and validity, which addresses
the dialogical and interpretive nature of meaning-making. Unlike the critiques of Kazlev and
Meyerhoff, Edwards focuses on Wilber's stated model of method, rather than critiquing Wilber's
methodology itself. He claims that Wilber's "three strands" epistemological model for knowledge
validation is missing a critical fourth strand: an interpretive strand. However, Edwards notes that
elsewhere in Wilber's writing he clearly acknowledges the interpretive element of validation.
Wilber proposes a three step methodology with the interpretive phase folded into it, while
Edwards suggests a fours-step model with the interpretive step clearly separated. Is one method
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wrong or invalid while the other is valid? Clearly, it is not as simple as this. I will revisit the
question of validity criterion further below.

Critiques of Style and Intent
Next, I turn to critiques of Wilber's work that focus on his character or on normative or ethical
issues. Below, I give some samples of derogative or inflammatory snippets from various authors.
Note that these are selected to characterize this aspect of the overall debates, and are not meant to
be fair representations of the average style of any author, or of the average character of the
overall dialogs.
Conspiracy Theories and Empires Without Umpires
Some critics criticize those who adopt Wilber's theories, and complain that Wilber and his
"inner circle" is "co-opting the whole Integral Agenda," and flag the "danger inherent in relying
upon any one person to define and determine Integralism" (Peckinpaugh "Shut-Ins" on IWN)
(also see "The Cult of Ken Wilber" by Michel Bauwens, on the IWN). As to whether such
complaints are sour grapes or clarion calls, I can not say. There are clearly grains of truth to both
perspectives, but I choose not to engage in the more political aspect of the debates. More to the
point here are questions about the ethical validity of knowledge building practices. Edwards
protests:
Ken has started a new initiative [on the Integral Naked site] called “The Critics Circle,”
and the set up is that a student asks Ken a question that is the student’s understanding of
some other person’s criticism [of Ken] and Ken responds. The student courageously tried
to summarize 50 pages of reasonably tight argument in a few words...I completely
understand that Ken has no time for reading the great amount of critical material on
Integral theory that exists on the web and on [the Integral World] site...But...asking others
to summarize huge amounts of material and then responding to their potted versions is just
not the way to run a “critics circle.”("Some Thoughts on the State of Things," on IWN).
To this Wilber responds by noting that the new Integral Institute website will soon publish a
slew of more rigorously debated articles by a wide range of associates of the Institute. From the
perspective of the health and evolution of "integral theory" worldwide, it is probably undesirable
to have most of the theoretical influence coming from a single person, and to have that person
maintaining a firm grip upon their theoretical orientation. However, from the perspective of
Wilber (and "his" organization) it makes perfect sense, both logically and psychologically, to
focus energies in ways that deepen, expand, and disseminate his theoretical intuitions, while
conserving energy and protecting the considerable existing investments from dilution or decay.
Very, very, few powerful leaders in any area, even in spiritually or ethically oriented projects,
have the type of humility and openness to diverse opinions that their detractors claim they should
have. However, democratic or decentralized organized groups can establish norms and
awarenesses that counteract these problems.
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Nastiness and Mea Culpa
Wilber has been criticized for his argumentative, polemical and abrasive manner. Many of the
statements referred to are in Part 3 and the extensive Endnotes of Wilber's Sex Ecology
Spirituality. Wilber addressed this issue in the following way:
[SES] is in some ways an angry book. Anger, or perhaps anguish, it's hard to say which.
After three years...of being exposed to [the contemporary style of academic debate which
included]..some of the most toxic and venomous writing I have ever seen...in anger and
anguish, I wrote SES, and the tone of the book indelibly reflects that." Wilber then notes
that comments about SES ranged from calling it "refreshing critique and liberating humor"
to "unmannered, rude, and offensive" and adds "No doubt, both sides were right (p. xxi in
Wilber 2000; and see also "On Critics, Integral Institute, My Recent Writing" at WSC).
Rather than finding that polemical, abrasive, or dismissive statements detract from an
argument, apparently many find such rhetorical features entertaining and convincing. There is no
dearth of such statements by others about Wilber and his work. Stabs at Wilber range from
Kazlev's relatively innocuous "I can understand where [Wilber] is coming from, and sympathize
with it, but I find his position simplistic" to Heron's more colorful "I despair of Wilberians….
People ask me from time to time what I make of Wilber's work. And I have to say, 'Not a lot'"
("A Way out for Wilberians," at IWN).
Character Analysis
Wilber's reflective explanation of his stylistic coarseness, quoted above, may suffice for some,
but for others a deeper explanation seems to lie in waiting. Several have engaged in ad-hoc
psychological analysis of Wilber, his character, and his unconscious motives. Meyerhoff, in his
extensively researched analysis of Wilber's work, traces Wilber's personal history and links it to
a hypothesis that a "...core issue of duality or separation and the need to integrate ...[and the] split
between science and spirit and the need to prove spirit to science...[and an] aversion to loss and a
resulting desire for integration" underlies Wilber's intellectual process (pp. 201, 206). He
suggests that since "the great danger for the grandiose is deflation by the intrusion of the real"
that the above noted unconscious forces accounting for an "insecurity [that] drives him beyond
repetitiveness and caricature to the sarcasm and snideness for which he has been criticized" (pp.
211, 213).
In another psychological analysis, de Quincey asks:
Why does [Wilber] seem driven to master the domain of reason, to construct an
impenetrable intellectual edifice...the impression [is] that this immense rational fortress has
been erected to withstand any possible intrusion of ambiguity, paradox, or mystery, and is
designed to shut out the messiness of intense feeling. Everything, it seems, must fit (The
Promise of Integralism, p. 5, at IWN).
Though Meyerhoff has done his research and is freer to speculate with an objective air, in de
Quincey's case one can note a polemical intensity of tone that belies a strong emotional
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motivation. That he does not reflect upon or disclose his own emotional state makes him subject
to his own critique.
Where does one draw the line between ad hominem attacks that, though perhaps rhetorically
persuasive, have no bearing on the issue at hand, and psychological analysis that adds insight and
meaning to the study of someone's' work? Is it ever valid to analyze the personality or personal
history of one's rhetorical opponent (especially if one has little intimate knowledge of them)?
The answer to these questions are, of course, very context specific but such rhetorical moves are,
at a minimum, risky, as one can see with Wilber's tit-for-tat rebuttal to Heron's "I despair of
Wilberians…. " article (quoted above):
Heron tells us...that he has a "self-imposed ordinance," which is "not to spend too much
time" in arguments that "typically involve heavyweights slugging it out in absolutist
theoretical arenas..." And then Heron delivers...a torrent of propositions landed on each
other to build up scores of points...absolutist positions...in a relentless stream... All the
while Mr. Heron assures us that [he deplores] the type of "theoretical gun-slinging" which
supposedly characterizes all of my writing.
Strong Straw Men
A common critique in any academic area is that one's ideas were simplified or
misrepresented. The ethical implications come in to the extent that it is stated or implied that the
other party intentionally misrepresented them, and there is often a flavor of such condemnation
in the debates. In his book Meyerhoff (2006) states:
Anyone who reads a lot of academic writing develops straw man radar. The reader senses
when the arguments attributed to the author’s opponents are being formulated weakly.
With Wilber, weak formulations are the norm. What he typically does in SES is: refer to
some general group of authors such as “the ecophilosophers” or “the multiculturalists,”
caricature some part of their views he doesn’t like, and then repeatedly “prove” that they
are wrong about the point he’s fixed upon. While reading these pages one wonders who
these people are and do they actually believe such simplistic things? (IWN).
Meyerhoff has a similar comment about his own critic (in "Reply to Jan Brouwer," who wrote
a critique of his book): "Most of my arguments that Brouwer does discuss are reduced to
simplifications, similar to the way Wilber treats his opponents' arguments." Though Meyerhoff's
analysis of Wilber is extensive, and in this way far from a simplification, Wilber might say, and
Brouwer does argue, that Meyerhoff selectively chooses Wilber's quotes to make a point, and
thus is also guilty of simplification. One could argue that it is no more feasible that Brouwer's
24-page review of Meyerhoff's book will do it justice than that Meyerhoff's single book can do
justice to Wilber's twenty books. In all cases, the authors have points to make that they no doubt
have some attachment to, select statements as data to support their opinions, and do the best that
they can (we will assume) not to misrepresent the other and to critique with integrity. And in all
cases, the outcome is less than completely objective, as complete objectivity in authors is not
possible. The processes of critique and response are, of course, critical for a community as a
whole to weed out over- and under-statements. The point made later in the paper in terms of
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"The Believing Game" is that this back-and forth can be more efficient and less like flailing to
the extent that authors make efforts to assume each other's perspectives.
The straw-man complaint is also launched by Daryl Paulson in Wilber's defense: "...what is so
problematic about Ferrer's [critique of Wilber is that] it lacks all subtlety, it lacks any
granularity—it is based on a series of crude distortions of Wilber's complex and inclusive views,
reducing them to a series of superficial straw-man arguments that Ferrer then attacks with
considerable hostility" (critiquing Jorge Ferrer's critique of Wilber, at WSC).
Wilber's articles "Do critics misrepresent my position" (WSC) and "A suggestion for reading
the criticisms of my work" (IWN) likewise complain that his critics misread and misrepresent
him, for example:
My recommendation ... is that [critics] try to separate two very different tasks: (1)
presenting their own good ideas in themselves, and (2) criticizing mine. Because [so many
of the critics on the Integral World web site] combine their possible truths with a misstatement about mine, their overall sentences and presentations are FALSE... And this is
truly unfortunate, because ....their OWN views are often true and important...Based on that
crucial misreading, a series of further misreading follow...[amounting to]...a staggering
distortion of my work "A Suggestion for Reading the Criticisms of My Work" (IWN).
In a like-minded rebuttal, de Quincey, in his 13-page rejoinder to Wilber's 23-page response
to de Quincey's 30-page critique of Wilber's 303-page book Integral Psychology writes: “I was
immediately struck by the degree to which Wilber manifested many of the critical failings he had
accused me of—not least of which were the ‘misrepresentations,’ ‘distortions,’ out-of-context
quotes, ad hominems, and plain factual inaccuracies in his ‘test case’ response.”
This is beginning to sound like a soap opera, for which I can take much credit since I am
picking out a few quotes from many pages of more substance.17 However, one does wonder
whether, if so much of this writing is based on distortions or misrepresentations of another's
work, whether the whole enterprise is seriously inefficient. But there is more...
Read My Mind
The concern by many authors that others are launching critiques based on simplifications or
misrepresentations is certainly a valid concern, and illustrates one of the problems with openended internet dialogs without peer review. But in a related posting, Wilber takes a stronger but
much more tenuous stance, saying: "...if somebody wishes to criticize [my version of integral
theory] specifically, then they must first state it accurately...usually the only way to really
understand a theory and criticize it cogently is to do so verbally, in person or by phone, with its
originator." Clearly there are some serious problems with this view—so serious and obvious that
I wonder whether Wilber thought through the implications of his two-page response before
sending it off. Though this may be the way that mutual understanding is created in a student-guru
relationship, it is not the criterion normally used in academic or philosophical dialog.
17

I will note that over the approximately 10 years of articles on the Integral World web site, that the tone
between Wilber and his critics/colleagues seems to have steadily deteriorated (on both sides). The early
articles of several authors are, if anything, overly respectful, and even claim a collegial understanding of
some of Wilber's foibles, such as the polemical style of Wilber's SES book (e.g., Visser's "The Seven
Faces of Wilber").
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That people offer simplified examples of each other's works in order to make a point is
unavoidable. Debates may have a bit more integrity if a one makes a clear distinction between
what an author says (and/or seems to imply) and what an author must actually believe, as the
latter is a far more speculative claim. For example, Meyerhoff's critique that in Wilber's writing
"a type of relativism prevails which Wilber believes he has transcended..." is doubtful. Wilber
himself crosses the mind-reading boundary at times, for example: "incredibly, [William] James
overlooks the fact that the symbol per se...is itself...immediately experienced or apprehended by
the eye of the flesh" (Wilber 2001, p. 63).
That there are inherent difficulties in offering a "correct" interpretation of another's work is
clear. In fact, Berge notes that Wilber himself says that "there is no single correct interpretation
because no holon has only one context" (from "Who decides what Wilber means" at IWN).
Back to Basics
Before closing this section, I will show several quotes from Wilber's texts that remind us of
the underlying intention behind his methodological pluralism—an attitude which has ethical as
well as epistemological import:
I have one major rule: everybody is right. More specifically, everybody - including me has some important pieces of the truth, and all of those pieces need to be honored,
cherished, and included in a more gracious, spacious, and compassionate embrace (from
the Introduction to the Collected Works of Ken Wilber, Vol. VIII, p. 49).
...in other words, all of my books are lies. They are simply maps of a territory, shadows of
a reality, gray symbols dragging their belies across the dead page (from Visser, 2003,
Forward).
...This means that the chief activity of integral cognition is not looking at all of the
available theories—whether premodern, modern, or postmodern—and then asking, 'Which
one of those is the most accurate or acceptable?,' but rather consists in asking, 'How can all
of those be right?' (Wilber, 2005a).
Though Wilber may not be open to multiple perspectives on what he himself believes, the
underlying intention of his integral theory (and all integral theories) contains a type of
intellectual generosity. Sometimes, but not always, integral theorists translate this theoretical
generosity into a generosity of practice through dialog (spoken and textual). Although in the end
(and in the beginning) our fragile human nature places limits on our openness to conflicting
beliefs and challenges to our own beliefs, I propose that as communities we can develop tools
and practices that nudge us in the direction of a generous spirit.

Discussion of Integral Theory Textual Dialogs
The following general points are summarized from my discussion of the texts I have quoted:
-

There is ample evidence that authors have different meanings or intentions for the same
terms, and even that the same author uses a given term in different ways.
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Some of these differences come from different background assumptions, which are not
always clearly stated.
Many of the disagreements or ambiguities result from the fact that the theories use
discrete conceptual categories (e.g., types of holons, UL-UR-LL-LR quadrants) and
make claims about the objects within each category, but that examples can usually be
found that fall between categories that invalidate the theory's claims. Both Wilber's
theories and the alternative theories of others are shown to have this problem. Authors
blame the problem on the inaccurate, inconsistent, or confusing statements of others, but
there is little attention paid to the unavoidable and inherent indeterminacy of all
conceptualizing schemes.
Most conceptual categories are "graded" in that things can be assigned along a
continuum within the category rather than into the discrete conceptual "boxes" suggested
by the concept. Models that make claims, usually of the form "X follows from Y being
true," are only true for examples that fall centrally in the categories used.
Each model is but one attempt to provide meaning to a complex phenomenal space, with
countless other alternatives. It is difficult to compare models or evaluate their validity or
usefulness when one does not have a clear indication of their intended use and what
questions they are designed to answer.
The complex and sometimes reciprocal relationships between the concepts of a theory
can pose problems in determining a prerequisite-based sequence of ideas explaining the
theory. Some claims must be summarized in simplistic, and thus partially inaccurate,
ways before other concepts are introduced.
Theories often run into problems when diagrams are created as visual representations of
conceptual models. We sometimes transfer properties of the diagrammatic representation
itself to the theory, stretching the diagram beyond its usefulness, and leading to an
interpretation that confuses the map with the territory.
One can also create problems by transferring properties of linguistic systems to
conceptual models, for example in the use of pronouns ("I,” "it," "we," etc.) to anchor
aspects of integral theory.
One finds almost universal evidence of a, perhaps unavoidable, form of hypocrisy, in
which those who pronounce ethical or normative judgments seem guilty of the same
infractions that they perceive in others.

Issues in mutual understanding arise from such sources as differing background assumptions,
and fuzzy or graded conceptual constructs. Issues in mutual agreement come from two sources.
One is disagreement on the facts or conclusions of another author's argument. The other is
disagreement on the methods one has used or on what methods in general lead to valid claims.
Critiques aimed at another's method come in the following forms: over simplification, over
generalization, straw man arguments, over-reliance on authorities, relativism, idealism
(inappropriate synthesis or postulation of universals), lack of empirical evidence, lack of
falsifiabilty, un-provable prior assumptions, internal inconsistency, incoherence,
misrepresentation of an author's claims or intentions, and insufficient dialog or participation in a
hermeneutic process. However, I illustrate that in almost every case, an author who critiques
another's method is guilty of the identical infraction. It may seem that some degree of hypocrisy
is unavoidable. Epistemological indeterminacy affects what members of a knowledge building
community can reasonable expect of each other, and thus how critiques are dispatched.
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One can note that there is nothing even remotely approaching a consensus on the validity
criteria that should be used for integrally informed theories, and there is very little dialog about
validity criteria. Later I will argue that no single validity or legitimacy criterion is appropriate,
but that a triangulation of multiple methods and validity criteria will usually be necessary.
I illustrated a number of critiques of style and intent. In the nastiest cases there were veiled
charges that another intentionally misrepresented one's argument, which is a more serious and
less provable claim than the unintentional misrepresentation discussed above. Charges of
misrepresentation usually take the straw-man form that another has portrayed one's argument too
simplistically. Wilber noted that one can be on thin ice when they propose to interpret the ideas
of another, and he noted how dialog and engagement were important elements of mutual
understanding, which in turn is essential to productive critique. He went too far, however, in
suggesting that those who could not have a personal or extensive dialog with him were unfit to
critique his theories.
I noted several authors who propose psychological character analyses of Wilber. As in the
paragraph above on method, I show how authors who sharply criticize the abrasiveness or
polemics of other authors are often found guilty of same crimes. However, unlike critiques of
method, we cannot say that such dialog attributes are unavoidable in knowledge building. The
adage that "those who live by the sword die by the sword" comes to mind in a couple of
exchanges where ad hominem implications fly like daggers (or sticky wet noodles) in the wild,
wild west of internet cyberspace.
Quotes were selected from this slice of the community of integral theorists to illustrate issues
in the areas of mutual understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual regard. Some readers may
be thinking "but those critiques against Wilber are correct, the problem is not about
indeterminacy!" That would miss the point. My concern here is not with whether claims or
counter claims are valid, but in how individuals, and especially communities, deal with diverse
perspectives and claims when there is no clear practical empirical or scientific method to settle
what is true, and whether integral theory points us to productive approaches. All of the issues
raised and illustrated in these quotes point to general issues faced by all knowledge building
communities. A similar (though perhaps less colorful) analysis could be done with any
knowledge building community, though each would of course have unique characteristics. Also,
there is no implication that these issues are easily eradicated or dealt with—they are ubiquitous
and entrenched in the way that knowledge building is practiced. In the remainder of this article, I
will explore the philosophical, psychological, and sociological elements of these problematic
issues.

Indeterminacy in Mutual Understanding, Mutual Agreement, and
Mutual Regard
In the previous section, I showed evidence from integral theory community texts of a number
of problematic patterns related to epistemological indeterminacy that plague knowledge building
communities. I also hinted that, though these issues were complex and to some extent
unavoidable, there are things that communities can do to ameliorate many of the problems.
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Before I recommend specific solutions, I need to explore the nature of the problems, their causes
and effects, by looking at some current theories of mind, group, and knowledge.18

Validity Claims and the Entanglement of Understanding, Agreement, and
Regard
I will introduce an orienting framework based loosely on Habermas' theories of
Communicative Action (Habermas, 1981) and Discourse Ethics (Habermas, 1999). Habermas'
work shows that most statements imply four types of "validity claims."19 The validity claims are
claims that we explicitly or implicitly make in communicating some belief. In any statement,
such as "your uncle is a communist sympathizer," the most obvious claim concerns the explicit
claim of the statement. This is a claim about truth of facticity. But, according to Habermas'
theory, three other types of claims are implied. The second validity claim is that we are
understood (i.e., comprehensible). The third is that what we are saying is ethically or
normatively acceptable (or appropriate). The fourth is that we are being truthful (i.e., sincere).
Thus when we say something, we are implying four types of things, and are implicitly expected
to be prepared to reply to questions or challenges in all four areas. Examples of these four types
of challenges are: "that is incorrect, I disagree;" "could you please say/explain that again, I didn't
understand;" "that is wrong" (in the ethical/moral sense or in the normative sense that “we just
don't do/say that around here"); and "I don't think you even believe that yourself; you are
misleading me."20
There are several important points of departure starting from Habermas' theory. First, it
highlights the importance of mutual understanding as a prerequisite to one's attempts to dialog
about what is true (or good, just, or beautiful). Second, it serves as an introduction to Habermas'
claim that the true and the right can only be determined through dialog. Third, Habermas shows
how ethical considerations are at work in all instances and at all levels of communication (the
details of his arguments are beyond our scope here). Both the truthfulness and acceptability
criteria have ethical implications. Habermas' "Theory of Discourse Ethics" goes further to show
how ethical values such as freedom, equality, sincerity, empathy, inclusivity, reciprocity, and
integrity are always already implied in acts of communication.
To organize my discussion, I use a framework different than but related to Habermas' four
validity claims. I will speak of mutual understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual
regard. Habermas' work shows how these three areas are mutually interdependent and
exquisitely entangled. Clearly, mutual agreement, the collective search for the true (or the good,
beautiful, just, or right) requires a certain level of understanding. One can also see that,
conversely, mutual understanding is not possible without some underlying level of agreement,
some shared assumptions or meanings. That mutual regard is completely entangled in both
mutual agreement and mutual understanding is less generally acknowledged.
18

Much of what I present below is examined in more detail in "Epistemological indeterminacy and
collaborative knowledge building: Dilemmas in mutual understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual
regard" (Murray, 2006a).
19
Habermas also calls these communicative, constative, regulative, and representative validity claims. In
some of his works, Habermas omits the compressibility/communicative claim in describing this scheme.
20
This is an extreme simplification of Habermas' theory but sufficient to ground my rhetorical
framework.
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Habermas believes that, particularly in the post-modern context, iterative dialog is necessary
to determining the true and the right. For example, the scientific process is a dialog among peers
in which data and ideas are considered. The democratic process involves dialog and debate to
determine what to do for the public good. What one thinks is true or right is always open to
challenge by hearing new information or coming to understand another's position. However, in
order for dialog to productively move us in the direction of the truth (a more valid, even if never
complete, truth) or the morally best action, dialog must have certain properties. The most
productive dialogs have several properties: (a) all important or relevant points are heard, (b)
dissenting opinion is not suppressed, (c) people speak honestly and without hidden agendas, and
(d) participants care about each other and the agreed-upon goals, values, and procedures of the
group. Of course, such is not always the case, and in real settings these characteristics can be at
odds with each other (as when a suppressed minority has to violate an agreed upon procedure to
be heard). Also, the pragmatics of such principles can be arduous (e.g., how does one determine
which views are relevant?).
The ethical implications here are clear. Attempts at finding mutual understanding and mutual
agreement are thwarted and outcomes are systematically distorted to the extent or degree that
mutual regard is lacking. Habermas notes that another important property of ideal or productive
discourse is that it is reflective. Participants must be alert to how the process itself is going, and
whether the process and outcomes reflect their values and goals.
An ideal knowledge building discourse is one that (a) creates mutual understanding, (b)
identifies mutual agreement, and (c) embodies mutual regard, and thus (d) moves efficiently and
effectively toward valid knowledge useful to all participants. Creating one is difficult for many
reasons. I focus on epistemological indeterminacy as a core problematic issue in knowledge
building. This focal theme links to related sources of difficulty for knowledge building, including
participants' diverse needs and opinions, power dynamics, and cognitive or developmental
limitations to what can be discussed in a group.
Having explained the focus on mutual understanding, agreement, and regard, and having
argued briefly for their importance and their dependence upon each other, I will explore how
epistemological indeterminacy affects each of these three areas.

Indeterminacy in Understanding and Communication
Problems in mutual understanding were quite evident in my analysis of integral theory texts.
Authors explicitly showed different interpretations of concepts, and authors faulted other authors
for allegedly misinterpreting their own ideas. Understanding will always remain problematic, but
what if anything can be done to mitigate the clear and frustrating inefficiencies of the
misunderstandings observed in knowledge building communities? First, I explore the nature of
the problem. The question of to what extent people can understand each other and communicate
meaning though speech or text has been explored extensively in philosophy under the subject of
hermeneutics. Mutual understanding has social and intersubjective aspects, and it also has
cognitive aspects having to do with how precise or stable any concept can be, even within the
mind of an individual. I will touch on all of these topics below, and will begin by examining
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indeterminacy in ideas at three levels: concepts, statements, and models. Models are composed
of statements (relationship propositions), and statements are composed of concepts.21
Concepts
Concepts are categories or groupings of objects, events, or other kinds of things (nouns, verbs,
properties, and modifiers all point to conceptual categories, e.g., tree, religion, diet, swimming,
symmetry, holon, manifest destiny). They are abstract references to a set of things that have
something (or some things) in common. Concepts, like all abstractions, never fully describe real
instances because real instances have a practically infinite number of properties (or things one
could say about them or ways to describe them) while abstractions, by their nature, involve a
limited number of properties. For example, the concept "ball" refers only to the ball-like aspects
of that thing I am pointing to, and leaves out everything else, including what it is made of and its
color.22 When one describes an individual object using a concept, one is taking a perspective on
it. This perspective involves a particular purpose, as when one calls something a "ball" rather
than "trash" or "a projectile," which it may also be.
Seminal cognitive research by Rosh and Mervis discovered that human concepts do not
usually behave in the manner of "classical" concepts, as they were widely assumed to by
philosophers and other thinkers since ancient times (Rosh & Mervis, 1975; Mervis & Rosh,
1981; also noted in Wittgenstein, 1953). A classically structured or defined concept is one with a
set of necessary and sufficient conditions, in which it is possible to determine in a clear-cut way
whether something is or is not an example of the concept. Most conceptual categories are not
classically structured but allow for grey areas, peripheral membership, and other types of
indeterminacy. Such categories are called "graded" conceptual categories. It turns out that
most abstract categories are graded concepts. For example, a person is not either narcissistic or
not—they may be "sort of narcissistic," or fall anywhere along a graded continuum. Consider the
concept "chair." Bean-bags, toy chairs, benches, broken chairs, are all sort of chairs, and sort of
not. There is no classical definition of chair that will cover all of the objects that might normally
be thought of as chairs. Thus, when one says something about chairs or narcissism (or any
graded concept), there is always some level of indeterminacy as to exactly what one is referring
to.
A compounding issue is that definitions of concepts are based on other concepts. So even if
one could create an air-tight definition at one level, one is thwarted at the next level down. We
could imagine having a solid definition of holons in terms of concepts such as "part
interchangeability" and "prehension" but these properties are indeterminate concepts. It’s a house
of cards all the way down. Also, the network-like and hierarchical structure of meaning
relationships poses many problems in written and spoken communication, which is linearly and
sequentially structured (for more about this see the MetaLinks project, Murray 2003a, 2005). It is
often impossible to design a prerequisite-based sequence of ideas that build logically up to a
concept. In most non-scientific matters (politics, philosophy, culture, etc.), the massive
interdependence among concept meanings means that attempts to identify or define fundamental
21

This differentiation of ideas into three types is not meant to be rigorous and is done to organize the
points of the discussion.
22
For simplicity my examples are often about physical things, but the analysis is valid for more abstract
concepts as well.
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constructs or building blocks are rather arbitrary. What is most fundamental and what is
secondary or derivative is a matter of perspective.
A modernist (or structuralist) approach to explaining an idea tries to identify "the best" or
most logical prerequisite sequence of ideas. In contrast, a post-modern (deconstructivist) view
might reject any attempt to logically build up meaning, and produce a meandering monologue
that tries to include all the relevant ideas in an almost arbitrary sequence, assuming that the
reader would create their own personal "gist" of the meaning by the end of the text, all the while
refusing to nail down or try to define the meaning of any term or idea. But of course, one can do
better than either of these caricatured extremes, in what one might call a post-metaphysical,
integral, or second tier approach.
Statements
Next, I shift the discussion from the meaning indeterminacy of concepts to the meaning
indeterminacy of statements (simple claims or propositions), which are composed of concepts.
Consider statements such as "X causes Y" or "X has relation R to Y". Given that most concepts
are graded or "fuzzy," then any such statement really implies "to the extent that the object is an
X, then .…" For example, if one says "holons are sentient" then (unless this is a tautological or
definitional statement) one is saying that to the extent that something can be characterized as a
holon (has the defining properties of a holon), to that extent it can be characterized as sentient.
George Lakoff discusses such graded propositions that "...contain linear scales [that] define the
degree to which a given property holds of an individual...defined by a graded category..."
(Lakoff, 1999, p. 288).
Indeterminacy at the level of propositions (statements or claims) is centrally about truth (or
validity), and I explore truth and validity in the next section. The meaning of a proposition can
be problematic and indeterminate, but that indeterminacy comes predominantly from the
meaning of its constituent concepts (or from the meaning of the model of which the proposition
is a part). Concepts do not have a truth value, so their indeterminacy is restricted to the topic of
"mutual understanding" and not "mutual agreement" (e.g., "tree" is neither true nor false, only
propositions about trees are). Epistemological issues at the level of models span both types of
problems, meaning and truth, more equally. Models are systems of propositions and often
propose that "the world works this way," yet it is also common knowledge that models are
approximations and abstractions.
Models
Models (including theories, frameworks, ideologies, and other complex idea-systems) are the
main foci of debate and division in most communities of policy and action (political, religious,
etc.) and in most knowledge building communities (in science, economics, education, etc.).
Models and other abstractions are important, even essential, tools in knowledge building. They
focus attention on specific elements in a complex field of information and articulate perceived
patterns. They provide shared conceptual scaffolding and common reference points for inquiry
and dialog. This text explores the indeterminacies and limitations of models, but not, to be clear,
as an argument against using models, but rather as an exploration of how these indeterminacies
and limitations can be dealt with.
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Models, like all generalizations and abstractions, are simplifications that incorporate
important features and ignore others. Models are meant to be analogous to
objects/processes/events/things/etc., and an analogy can only be taken so far before it is no
longer useful (e.g., electrical current in wires is like flowing water in pipes, but only up to a
point; Newton's law of gravity is correct up to a point, then we use Einstein's law, which in turn
may be shown to have limits). A model focuses on a particular set of features that are important
with respect to a particular task or purpose. Therefore there can be multiple models for a given
situation or thing, as different perspectives or purposes will highlight and ignore different
features (see Bara et al., 2001).
Models, then, are perceived patterns in data or ideas, and as such constitute perspectives. The
pattern perceived depends on the angle taken, the observer's location, the filter viewed through,
the tools and methods of observation—to speak metaphorically. Some perceived patterns are
unproblematic because they seem more objectively real (we might all acknowledge that that is a
"tree" over there) and some are unproblematic because the group of people we are speaking with
shares some common perceptions of the world. But from the phenomena of Rorschach Tests, in
which individuals see images in ink blots, to the phenomena of conspiracy theories, in which
groups find questionable causal patterns inside sparse data, we know that the human mind is
adept at pattern detection—"to a flaw."23 Cognitive psychologists have demonstrated numerous
ways that the mind "sees" regularities by filling in for missing (or nonexistent) information at
many levels of cognitive processing. The point is not that what one perceives, e.g., a tree, is
"just" one perspective, or that the tree does not "really exist." The important point is that in
addition to the patterns that we easily recognize there may be alternatives perceivable by others.
As George Lakoff explains, we often live happily with conflicting conceptual models.
"Conceptual systems are pluralistic not monolithic. Typically abstract concepts are defined by
multiple conceptual metaphors, which are often inconsistent with each other" (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1999, p. 71). For example, "in philosophy, metaphorical pluralism [multiple metaphors
for the same concept] is the norm. Our most important abstract philosophical concepts, including
time, causation, morality, and the mind, are all conceptualized by multiple metaphors, sometimes
as many as two dozen. What each philosophical theory typically does is to chose one of those
metaphors as 'right,' as the true literal meaning of the concept" (Ibid., p. 78).
It will be useful to classify models as predictive, explanatory, or organizational. Predictive
models, as the term implies, allow us to say something about the future, either definitively or
probabilistically. Explanatory models help us understand causal (or at least strong correlational)
relationships between things. Organizational models neither predict nor explain, but simply help
us organize or visualize a set of relationships. Integral theories are, by and large, explanatory and
organizational models that are not so much testable representations of reality as they are
cognitive tools that allow us to achieve certain ends.
In his book Alchemies of the Mind social scientist Jon Elster "views the ideal of law-like
explanation [in] the social sciences as implausible and fragile" (Elster, 1999, pg. 1). Psychology,
sociology, ethnography, political science, etc. have had little luck in predicting phenomena, he
explains. But they have been very useful in providing explanations of phenomena. For example,
if we know that a person is an alcoholic, and we find out that her parents were alcoholics, then
23

I do not even mention indeterminacies in perception, as illustrated by optical illusions etc.; nor the
indeterminacies in the accuracy of memory being documented by psychologists (Roediger & McDermott
1995); nor the work on "bounded rationality" by Kahneman & Tversky (Kahneman et al. 1982), each of
which cast its own hue of uncertainty upon truth claims.
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(assuming we know a bit more about the personal history) we may think that we have identified
a causal explanation. However, knowing that a person is a tea-totaler can also be "explained" by
the fact that both of their parents were alcoholics. Explanatory models have this characteristic, in
that they tell us something about the way the world works, but not enough to predict what will
happen.
Negotiated and Intersubjective Meaning
Over the last century, philosophers and theorists of mind have developed several widely
accepted notations about truth and meaning (see, for example, Wachterhuaser's Hermeneutics
and Truth). First, that all ideas involve interpretation. This is the "hermeneutical axiom" that
thought is conditioned by the experiences and context of the thinker. Related to this is the notion
that meaning of an idea (a concept, statement, or model) is not determinate but is "negotiated"
over time among interlocutors. The meaning of a word exists not so much "in our heads" (and
certainly not in some dictionary) as in the intersubjective or hermeneutic space between or
among the individuals.
As long as speakers share a common-enough meaning for a concept, it remains unproblematic
and rather invisible. But meaning becomes problematized when divergent interpretations meet in
dialog. A group may have developed a particular meaning for the concept "consciousness" while
another group may have developed an altogether different meaning, where meaning includes
what is implicated and associated with consciousness, as well as what one would categorize as
having consciousness. Ignoring the divergence in how foundational concepts are interpreted,
though common, often results in a significant amount of unproductive communicative flailing.
Importantly, meaning-making involves a dialectic movement between instances (examples or
experiences) and generalities (ideas, thoughts, etc.). In Proofs and Refutations: The Logic of
Mathematical Discovery, Imre Lakatos (1976) illustrates that even in domains as precise as
mathematics the meaning of concepts and models has some indeterminacy. Lakatos chronicles
the evolving understanding of Euler's formula "V-E+F=2" for polyhedra (the relationship
between the numbers of vertices, edges, and faces in three-dimensional objects with flat sides
such as cubes, soccer balls, pyramids, etc.). A rather surprising result is that the definitions of the
terms as basic as "polyhedra" and "edge" are not unproblematic. As new examples and
counterexamples were considered, mathematicians found that either the law or the definitions
needed to be refined as their theorems were improved.24 In all domains, not only the
laws/principles/truths evolve, but so do the meanings of even the key foundational concepts (see
also Kuhn, 1970). Robust or usable explanations of fundamental concepts must include ample
reference to examples.
Hermeneutics and Expertise
Jean Grondin says: "...it is only if one inquires into the underlying motivation of what is being
said that one can hope to grasp its truth. In other words, what is the urgency that speaks through
an utterance which alone makes its truth claim understandable? This is the prime question of
hermeneutics. If one ignores this question...one risks missing the true meaning of what is being
24

This example is similar to the way that Wilber has had to refine his definition of holons and holon
types once it was noticed that human artifacts posed special problems in the system of definitions.
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said" (as quoted by Hargens 2001 from Grondin's 1995 Sources of Hermeneutics). This raises the
question of what motivates a critique and when critique is and is not productive.
The traditional academic process of trying to understand the work of any great thinker (and
practically all of Wilber's critics solidly put him on the pedestal of great thinkers before chipping
away at his theories or personality) involves an attitude of suspension of disbelief/critique at least
in initial stages (though this is more true of deceased great thinkers). Thus, with great theorists
like Piaget, Goethe, William James, Aurobindo, and Wittgenstein, it is assumed they had some
deep understanding and that the job of the reader (or academic) is to go through their nevercompletely-clear, sometimes contradictory statements and ideas (which are acknowledged to
have evolved over time through their texts) and construct a sufficiently accurate interpretation
that allows us to understand their substantial ideas, insights, and intuitions. Within philosophy it
would seem that there are as many texts that argue over what so-and-so meant (a process of
exegesis) as there are texts that disagree with so-and-so's claims and offer alternative theories (a
process of critique).
Because the meaning of a statement (or paragraph, or full text) extends beyond the statement
itself, one must always look beyond a piece of text to interpret its full meaning. The
"triangulation" of different textual passages and interpretations to produce a stable meaning is
characteristic of the hermeneutic process of trying to understand another (imperfect) human
being. As the sea mariner needs several bearings to pinpoint a point of land ("triangulation"), we
come to understand the fuller, deeper, or broader meaning and implications of something through
considering it from different "angles" (perspectives), a process that often requires dialog and
dialectic. Another thing one can say is that efforts to improve the understandability of a text or
idea are good investments. Understandability and interpretation are improved by including
numerous bi-directional links among texts, ideas, definitions, examples, etc.
How one balances efforts to understand (exegesis) with efforts to critique in a process of
inquiry is of course a complex open question. What one can say is that the more one can
demonstrate that they have delved deeply into and struggled with another's work, the more
validity their critique will have. I will return to this theme later in a discussion of negative
capability.
The Unconscious
Freud's "discovery" of the unconscious aspects of mind has had a profound impact on how we
understand basic human capacities as such as thinking, belief, and action. Epistemological
sophistication requires some understanding of the unconscious. Modern attempts to examine the
validity of knowledge or beliefs must embrace the problems introduced by non-conscious mental
processes. Without adhering to any particular model of mind (there are of course many) we can
note that contemporary theories of mind point to a spectrum of awareness to non-awareness
(non-consciousness). This spectrum is illustrated with the following levels of consciousness:
-

Ideas or mental processes that we are aware of and understand enough to describe (e.g.,
why I think it is going to rain);
Ideas or mental processes that we are aware of having but can't satisfactorily describe in
words (e.g., my strange but undeniable fear of clowns);
What we are not aware of but could easily become aware of (e.g., the current sensation in
the left foot, or the name of our neighbor's dog);
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That which we could become aware of but only with considerable effort, including
difficult to access memories, or awareness that would take considerable mental
concentration or training, or an in -depth therapeutic process;
Mental processes which we could never become aware of (e.g., how we process language
or how the retina's signals are converted into images).

The existence of unconscious processes and beliefs creates indeterminacy or grey scales in
knowing "what I believe," "what I understand," etc. There are things that "I might know" and
that "I believe that I know," as odd as such statements sound. The acknowledged existence of
unconscious motives also muddies the water in ethical considerations having to do with free will,
choice, responsibility, and accountability.
Messy, But it Works (Until it Doesn't)
With so many sources for conceptual and terminological indeterminacy in every thought and
utterance, one might wonder how we ever "know" anything or get anything done. One might
wonder whether there is any benefit to examining something so ubiquitous and persistent. In
practice, the meaning of concepts and statements usually remains unproblematic and unexamined
until our meanings or beliefs clash with another's (or ideas clash within one's own mind). We
could not talk or do anything without unconsciously (pre-consciously) taking a large number of
assumptions for granted. As society becomes increasingly pluralistic and cosmopolitan,
meanings clash more often (or pass in conversation like ships in the night, never meeting) and
questions of how we deal with this type of indeterminacy become more important.
In knowledge building, we pay particular attention to meaning. The explicit goal of improving
knowledge naturally causes us to question and refine the meanings of terms and the validity of
models. New terms and models are introduced consciously, and the creation and stabilization of
meaning is more palpable.

Indeterminacy in Agreement, Truth, and Methodology
If we assume that those involved in a knowledge building dialog understand each other
sufficiently, the next level of concern is how participants determine what they agree upon, what
is true, or what is valid. In trying to understand another person, it is expected that we allow for
hypothetical or imaginary realities and possibilities. If someone says "the field is foggy today" in
a context where one cannot see this fog, one enters into an imaginative mode where one
envisions the fogginess being described. In the understanding process we entertain ideas
regardless of whether we think they are true. Whether we agree that the field is indeed foggy is a
different matter.
In this section, I shift the focus from indeterminacies in understanding to indeterminacies in
truth or in finding agreement. The discussion of "mutual agreement" is not about how to create
agreement (for example conflict resolution and formal decision making procedures are outside
the scope) but rather about exploring that nature of agreement, and, more specifically, how it is
affected by indeterminacy. Agreement is not necessary, or even desirable, in many situations, but
having a sophisticated understanding about agreement and validity is important to most
collaborative situations.
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Truth and Validity
There are a variety of theories of what truth is and how it is determined (for example, see
Kikham's Theories of Truth, 1992, for a discussion of how philosophers use varied and even
inconsistent meanings of truth). The most common senses of truth are: (a) truth means
correspondence with objective reality; (b) truth means coherence with other things that we know
(or believe to be true); (c) truth is what everyone, or most people, or experts consense to being
true; or (d) truth is based on practical utility (whether a statement satisfactorily explains or
predicts and helps us achieve our goals). Though various disciplines may formally use one of
these senses of truth more than the others, in practice all individuals and all knowledge building
communities (somewhat unreflectively) use a combination of these truth senses to create
knowledge and mutual understanding. One's overall sense of whether something is true relies on
a combination of all of these elements, and if any one of them is missing, one's certainty is
challenged.
Lakoff (1999) argues convincingly that the meaning of "truth" (like all abstract concepts)
comes not from a single conceptual core, and not from a transcendental ideal, but from
interweaving, multiple, sometimes contradicting metaphors tied to and constrained by embodied
experiences. Such "metaphorical pluralism" is the case at both individual and group levels, and is
the case even for formal domains such as mathematics and logic. In rigorously or deeply
evaluating the truth of a claim, we can not take the meaning or nature of truth for granted. Some
philosophers (e.g., see Rorty, 1999) go as far as to say that truth does not exist in any meaningful
way, or that it is futile to search for truth. I join with Habermas and others who say that truth's
indeterminacy, rather than negating truth, necessitates a more careful awareness of truth-related
methods and criteria.
As alluded to in the discussion of Habermas' theory, the concept of "validity" includes the
many meanings of truth, usefulness, correctness, believability, appropriateness, etc. and allows
us to address questions of truth, meaning, justice, and knowledge building at a general level that
includes these many notions. So, I will often speak of the "validity" of a statement or model
rather than its truth.
Sources of Validity
Theorists have discovered several things about how validity is imbued or judged. First,
validity has a procedural component, such that the method that we use to arrive at a claim is
important in determining its validity. Habermas (1981) shows that, though we may not be able to
claim that a statement or belief is unequivocally valid, we can develop procedures that steer us
toward more valid knowledge and away from invalid knowledge. Second, validity has a
communal (intersubjective or socially negotiated) component. Habermas states that society has
shifted "the standard of...objectivity...from the private certainty of an experiencing subject to the
public practice of justification within a ... community" (Habermas, 2003, p. 249). Given the
modern understanding of the fallibilities of human reasoning and communication, we can not
guarantee that an individual can make errorless unbiased observations, consider every type of
relevant data, and imagine every possible counter-argument that another might make. Thus,
knowledge building is unavoidably a collective effort where multiple trials, perspectives, and
areas of expertise accumulate to arrive at any general consensus about what is true. Third, the
procedural and communal aspects of validity point to the dialectic aspects of knowledge
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building. New ideas create new questions and cause us to look for data in new places. New
claims incite doubt that brings renewed attention to the validity of a claim's justifications. Each
new idea asks to be integrated with prior and future ideas, some of which seem incompatible,
until another synthesis is found, in an endless process.
Wilber (2001) explains these procedural and communal aspects in terms of three strands of
knowledge validation: 1) the instrumental injunction to observe using a particular method, 2) the
illuminative apprehension of experiencing the raw data after following the prescribed method,
and 3) the communal confirmation gained when (if) many individuals agree that when you
follow the injunction of step #1 you do observe those data in step #2. Those who provide
arguments to support or refute a claim have to show that their method allows them to "look at the
same thing," so-to-speak.
A fourth component of validity is that it is perspectival. As noted above, each concept,
statement, or model represents a perspective on reality. When multiple perspectives point toward
the same conclusion, we have more confidence in the validity of an idea. Lakoff & Johnson
(1999, p. 79) say: "what needs to be avoided...are assumptions that predetermine the results of
the inquiry [or] circumscribe what is to count as data...A common method for achieving this...is
to seek converging evidence using the broadest available range of differing methodologies."
The perspectival aspects of validity are at the center of Wilber's integral approach. Wilber's
analysis of a broad range of knowledge constructing methodologies has lead him to an elegant
model that proposes eight types of "primordial" perspectives and an accompanying eight truthfinding methodologies, including: empiricism, systems theory, phenomenology, structuralism,
hermeneutics, and cultural anthropology (Wilber 2005). His philosophy of "methodological
pluralism" is to acknowledge the importance of all of these ways of finding truth, within a
framework that clarifies the limits of each.
The procedural, communal, dialectic, and perspectival aspects of validity add considerable
indeterminacy to determining the validity of claims. And so does the fact that there are many
types of validity and many meanings/methods for determining the truth of a claim. This means
that in some situations it is not enough to dialog about the final "truth" of a claim, and that a
meta-dialog is necessary that focuses on how truth or validity are to be determined for a
particular group or situation.
Truth and Meaning
Integral theories are models or frameworks with explanatory and/or organizational functions
(they tend to have limited power as predictive models). As such, their purpose is more about
meaning making than truth finding. They are best compared or validated based on properties
such as parsimony, scope, internal coherence, consistency with other theories, and/or usefulness
in providing distinctions and syntheses that add meaning—and not based on how their results
correspond with objective reality. (This is more true for the philosophical and systems theory
aspects of integral theory than of its psychological elements.)
Integral theories tend to be theories about ideas rather than theories about objective data. In
Eye to Eye, Wilber (2001) compares "mental-phenomenological inquiry" into subjective and
mental phenomena with "empiric-analytic" inquiry into objective or physical phenomena. He
applies his analysis to knowledge building endeavors focused on subjective phenomena, for
example, determining the meaning of Shakespeare's Hamlet, discovering the meaning of
Egyptian hieroglyphics, and Freud's theory of the unconscious. He discusses how inquiry in such
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mental-phenomenological realms follows the same methods (strands) of knowledge validation as
empiric-analytic inquiry, namely the injunction to observe using a specific method and the
collective dialogic/hermeneutic processes of assigning meaning to data and validity to
conclusions. However, there is one important distinction that Wilber does not make in his
discussion that is relevant to the validity of integral theories (and many other theories).
The examples Wilber gives are about inquiry into meanings held by "others" — Shakespeare,
Egyptians, or "people in general" (for Freud's theory). These inquiries aim to find some specific
answer about something outside ourselves (what Shakespeare or the Egyptians meant, how the
mind works, etc.), but integral theory is a tool for us to use to generate meaning or answers.
Integral theories propose to create meaning for readers/users to help them answer their own
questions. They are general-purpose "cognitive tools" whose scope goes beyond meaninggeneration of a particular subject area. They do not claim that "some part of the world is this
way" but that "it is useful to look at the world through this lens."
Since I concluded above that meaning-generation, rather than truth-finding, is at the heart of
integral theory knowledge building, I will expand a bit on the meaning of the word "meaning,"
giving three senses of the word, each inclusive of or more general than the prior one. The first
sense refers to shared meaning or the meaning of a statement. The second sense is related to how
an idea (concept, statement, model, etc.) can have "more meaning" than another idea (to some
person or group). Here "meaning" refers to salience, usefulness, or importance, and is related to
the quality or quantity of relationships established with other (salient or important) ideas. Ideas
also have more meaning if they point to the origins/causes or purposes/ends of things, or involve
higher order relationships (Gentner & Stevens, 1983; Johnson-Laird, 1983). In this second sense,
an integral or explanatory model is more meaningful if it explains a broader scope of phenomena
and ideas. A final sense of "meaning" is as in "the meaning of life" or when an idea has "deep
meaning" to us. This implies that the idea is related to things that we value highly or it is related
to important life issues. This type of meaning is usually linked to one's sense of identity.
By emphasizing meaning-generation over correspondence to truth in integral theory
knowledge building, we are emphasizing the utility aspects of its validity. For many explanatory
and organizational models, it is more important to ask if they are useful than if they are true in a
strict sense. Falsifiability does not apply as a rigorous test of theory validity as it does in the
sciences (Popper, 1935). But this does not have to lead to extreme relativism or the rejection of
rigor. Usefulness and accuracy are tightly linked. A theory that does not explain important or
common patterns of data has limited usefulness. Myerhoff and others criticize Wilber for his
syntheses of whole fields of knowledge, saying that such syntheses are invalid or even
impossible because they gloss over important areas of controversy within disciplines. Pointing
out counter-evidence and counter-arguments to a specific theory or claim, as Meyerhoff does in
his critique of Wilber, is invaluable in a community's attempts to validate a theory. But in going
deeper to question the usefulness of the very methodology and enterprise that Wilber engages in,
Meyerhoff's critique goes too far. One can profitably ask whether Wilber's synthesis of some
field is as good as any other synthesis, or is sufficiently accurate and useful to its intended
purpose. But to reject any and all attempts to synthesize, organize, or explain large swaths of
complex and conflicting ideas would cripple knowledge building practice.
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Indeterminacy and Mutual Regard
There are deep reciprocal relationships between regard and my other topics of understanding
and agreement. As one comes to understand another's perspective, one can hardly help but
develop empathy for them. Conversely, an attitude of care or respect supports, and at times is
necessary for, making an effort to understand another's perspective. A similar reciprocal
relationship exists between agreement and regard. Discovering or building agreement fosters
solidarity. Conversely, an attitude of care or respect is important as participants forge new
agreements or make the effort to discover where they agree.
Unsurprisingly then, mutual regard is highly desired in knowledge building activities and
knowledge building communities. The quality and quantity of collective knowledge generated
can depend greatly on the level of mutual regard. And so can the strength and integrity of the
community itself. But, of course, mutual regard is often difficult to create to the desired level, for
reasons too numerous and too complex to even summarize here. My focus is on the interplay
between epistemological indeterminacy and ethics (mutual regard). The goal is not to moralize or
be ethically prescriptive but to tease apart the important issues to enable awareness, support a
group's explicit dialog about these issues, and to inform the design of knowledge building tools
and practices.
What is 'ethics'? In a world that can seem rife with materialism, objectivism, and
instrumentalism, where the simplest directives of ethical behavior have become lost in a fog of
abstraction, complexity, manipulation, and moral relativism, sincere consideration of ethical
topics is essential. Yet the topic of ethics is practically taboo in academia, school, politics,
science, and "polite company." Therefore, it is worth taking a moment to ground the topic of
ethics in some very basic intuitions, to clarify its meaning for the purposes of this discussion. At
its core, ethics and morality are about caring and justice, as understood intuitively.25 Ethics can
be about much more than that, as shown in countless philosophical discourses, but without a
motivating core of regard, respect, compassion, love, or whatever flavor the caring takes, ethics
is empty—both as something one does and as something one theorizes about. Another core
element of ethics is that ethical judgment and action take place against a backdrop of self-interest
and self-preserving drives, making ethics fundamentally about how one balances one's needs
with the needs of others.
Integral Theory and Ethics
Integral theory's core approach of incorporating multiple perspectives and methodological
pluralism has numerous implications for ethics. According to Habermas (1999), reciprocal
perspective taking is at the core of moral thinking and action. One can differentiate two aspects
of being multi-perspectival, one cognitive and the other affective. Cultivating multiple
perspectives clearly involves cognitive skills in managing information, complexity, uncertainty,
ambiguity, etc. It also involves affective skills because opening to and processing multiple
perspectives can be difficult and frustrating. Multiple perspectives can be impersonal (or
rational), as when one tries to consider two interpretations of quantum mechanics, and can be
25

One of the main debates in the philosophy of ethics is about whether ethics is about the more cognitive
and abstract capacities involved in justice, or about the more emotional capacities involved in caring and
empathy. I side with Vetlesen, who shows how both elements are needed equally (Vetlesen 1994).
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personal (or psychosocial), as when one tries to put oneself in the shoes of another. Tolerance for
uncertainty and ambiguity includes a kind of emotional intelligence (Goleman, 1995; Matthews
et al. 2002). Psychosocial perspective taking often requires putting ourselves in the emotional as
well as cognitive shoes or another. It can involve trying on another set of values or imagining an
alien historical context.
One's response to a claim is often affected by one's emotional attitudes toward specific people
or groups. To associate an idea, especially a new or novel one, with an identifiable author or
group contributes significantly to its meaning (or meaningfulness), and we are naturally drawn to
build such associations. There is sometimes an emotional (even visceral) resistance to opening
up to, not just an idea, but his/her/their idea. In addition, there are challenges to loosening the
grip on my idea.
The issues that come up in being multi-perspectival are very much the same as those that arise
from epistemological indeterminacy. Indeterminacy is one result of considering multiple
perspectives; or we could say that the inherent indeterminacy of knowledge is due to its inherent
multiplicity, which is in turn due in part to how one's knowledge is constructed through
interactions with many people.
Indeterminacy, socialization, and vulnerability. G.H. Mead’s theory that human identity is
constructed largely through social interactions is captured in this quote from Habermas:
…morality is a safety device compensating for a vulnerability built into the sociocultural
form of life [in which people are] individuated only through socialization...[This] profound
vulnerability calls for some guarantee of mutual consideration. This considerateness has a
twofold objective of defending the integrity of the individual and of preserving the vital
fabric of ties of mutual recognition through which individuals reciprocally stabilize their
fragile identities...To these two complimentary aspects correspond the principles of justice
and solidarity respectively [that is, respect for the dignity of each individual and protection
of the web of social relationships]. (Habermas, 1999, p. 199).
Epistemological indeterminacy is in part about the inability to be certain or definitive.
Certainty is an important human need. A degree of certainty is necessary for action, and lack of
certainty often results in cognitive dissonance and unpleasant feeling states. In many contexts, as
certainty decreases, as the conceptual ground upon which one's ideas stand becomes more
precarious, there is a psychological reaction or impulse to gather in and maintain safety, to
narrow concern to near-term issues at the expense of long terms ones, or to focus on individual
needs at the expense of group needs (or in-group needs at the expense of broader values).
Epistemological indeterminacy, and our imperfect attempts to compensate for it, opens up new
horizons of awkwardness and vulnerability for the speaker (or author).
Epistemological indeterminacy increases the exposure to the possibility of being criticized,
and increases the opportunities available to the malicious, careless, or indifferent. It expands the
potential of the critic to claim that another is naïve, ignorant, wrong, hypocritical, ambiguous,
vague, or indecisive. Indeterminacy also increases the potential to give dishonestly positive
accounts and manipulative praise. For instance, a person with sufficient motive and skill can
recast the story of any life's work (Gandhi's, Hitler's, Elvis', Aristotle's, the Romans', the Mafia's,
yours, or mine) as sad and pathetic, a triumphant achievement, narcissistic and contemptible,
well intentioned and rational, or ignorant and shallow. The sharp sword of indifferent, insincere,
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or malicious criticism has no natural bounds, and its power to harm is strengthened by the
vulnerabilities of epistemological indeterminacy.
In the overview of integral theory textual dialogs, I noted several things. First, in referring to
another author’s work it is almost impossible not to simplify (one can never supply the full
context), over-generalize, and make selective use of their points to support one's own. Second, in
abstract or philosophical discussion it can be practically impossible to avoid some degree of
hypocrisy. It was found that in almost every case of one author critiquing another's style,
method, or intentions, the author making the criticism was at some point guilty of the same
infraction he was leveling against another. Without sanctioning all forms of hypocrisy,
overgeneralization, misunderstanding, etc., we can note how epistemological indeterminacy (a)
makes it virtually impossible to eliminate such things completely, (b) leaves the door to critique
of such things constantly open, and (c) creates new opportunities for deliberate abuse.
Knowledge building progresses through a dialectic of convergent and divergent movements.
Knowledge is refined (convergently) as invalid information is rejected and corroboratory
information is discovered, leading to an increase in certainty. Alternatively, when knowledge is
expanded (divergently) through the discovery of unexplained information or alternative
perspectives, certainty is reduced. Uncertainty and indeterminacy are inevitable in inquiry.
Therefore, the most truthful statements will often portray indeterminacy, for example: “I should
know that but I don’t…,” “I could be mistaken…,” “I was wrong, I changed my mind,” “it is too
complex for me to understand,” and “I find both possibilities equally compelling.” Such
statements are less likely to be expressed in low-trust situations.
The level of trust within a community affects the degree to which indeterminacy can be
reflected upon and negotiated (as opposed to ignored, denied, or defended). The level of trust
within a group and the level of courage in the individual compensate for vulnerability. In a hightrust environment, vulnerability is not an odious presence to be repelled but an inevitable reality
to be dealt with carefully. Trust, solidarity, and regard support a group’s tolerance for
uncertainty, ambiguity, and vulnerability. A group's level of trust and its tolerance for
uncertainty must be considered in adopting approaches to epistemological indeterminacy.
Power and Dialog
Up to this point, I have been discussing elements of ethics related to individual choice.
Responsibility for the ways that people do or don't respect and regard each other lies in part with
individual decisions, but also lies in larger systemic patterns that become internalized in
individuals and operate unnoticed in our interactions. Thus, a treatment of ethics would be
incomplete without mentioning the dynamics of power and privilege. As Hans Kögler (1992)
puts it, "every interpretation is grounded in some particular context and...every such context may
be permeated by hitherto-unrecognized power structures" (p. 252). When tacit and socially
conditioned ways of thinking involve privilege, preference, power, or social control, then our
attempt to discover durable truths and just methods is distorted. Power dynamics affect
knowledge building communities and practices as significantly as any other type of group or
practice.
The naïve approach to power dynamics is to try to eliminate them, usually along with
eliminating social hierarchies. But, as articulated in philosophy by Michel Foucault (1998) and in
transformative psycho-sociology by Arnold Mindell (1995, 2002), power and rank differentials
are inherent to all human interactions. (Importantly, Mindell includes the force of one’s
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personality, context, or message along with socially endowed rank in his analysis of power).
Power, hierarchy, authority, and leadership are not negative in and of themselves. In fact, these
elements are inevitable in groups and are often essential to effective and just outcomes. Of
concern is when these elements are hidden from awareness, unavailable to dialog, or have not
been legitimated by the group in some way. The issue is complex because there is no objective
standpoint from which to determine exactly what constitutes privilege, injustice, bias, etc., as the
current debate over whether men are (also) “oppressed” contests to (and similarly with the debate
as to whether Wilber and his close associates have appropriated the field of integral theory).
These difficulties notwithstanding, since power can distort and bias knowledge building in
unproductive ways, it cannot be ignored. Power dynamics lead to systematic distortions in
communication and knowledge, and can exploit vulnerabilities and erode trust, all of which
affect knowledge building. There do exist productive approaches to power dynamics, such as
increasing the awareness of power within a community and making explicit use of existing
sources of power to further the values and goals of a community (see Mindell, 2002; Rosenberg,
1999). In this article, I do not explore specific methods of dialog and group process, but simply
point to dialog, reflection, and other awareness-increasing methods as being critical components
in dealing productively with power dynamics in knowledge building.
Cognitive Empathy and Self-Distanciation
In The Power of Dialog: Critical Hermeneutics After Gadamer and Foucault, Hans Kögler
(1992) suggests that only through a certain perspective taking attitude can one hope to see
beyond or behind tacit social power-structures and thus challenge them. He builds upon
Habermas' position to emphasize the importance of opening up to the perspective of the other as
a way to gain critical insight into one's own biases. Kögler says that such "self-distantiation"
(gaining a conceptual distance on oneself) is only possible through the unsettling experience of
encountering the, at first incomprehensible, world-views of another. Like Habermas, he
emphasizes actual dialog, which is to say that trying to imagine the reasonable or possible
perspectives of others from an arm-chair is no substitute for the real experience of encounter.
The ensuing tension can rupture the limiting horizons of our pre-understanding. Gaining this
more objective perspective and "defamiliarizing" from habitual beliefs requires taking a strong
ethical stance to honor the integrity of the other's inner world equally with one's own, and to be
authentically curious about that other perspective. As Kögler puts it, one can treat others as
"autonomous (co)subjects with a right to their own conceptualizations and self understanding"
(p. 203). In other words, when in the uncomfortable position of being confronted with an idea
that challenges one's beliefs, rather than immediately critique it, one must sincerely wonder how
it could be that the other thinks/believes/feels that way?
In Perception, Empathy, and Judgment: An inquiry into the preconditions of moral
performance, philosopher Arne Vetlsen (1994) argues that "moral perception rests on the faculty
of empathy [which is] indispensable in disclosing the addressee to the subject" (p. 7). He argues
that the emotional capacity for empathy is co-equal and necessary along side the cognitive
capacities implied by Kant's imperative to understand and treat others as "ends in themselves."
Empathy, as a faculty of perception, is a type of attentiveness or receptiveness, and is likened to
seeing or listening. Moral perception "gives judgment its object [and is what allows one] to
identify a satiation as carrying moral significance in the first place" (p. 4).
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Practical Implications and Skills for Dealing with Epistemological
Indeterminacy
In describing some theoretical perspectives that lead to a deeper understanding of the causes
and effects of epistemological indeterminacy, I separated the concerns into mutual
understanding, mutual agreement, and mutual regard. I also indicated that understanding,
agreement, and regard were interdependently woven together. Next, we will move on to some
tentative suggestions for how the problems and opportunities of epistemological indeterminacy
can be approached in practice. As we do so, we will allow understanding, agreement, and regard
to fold back into one another in a reintegration that has benefited from the differentiated
discussions above.
Because this article constitutes an exploratory inquiry (i.e., an attempt to point out a new area
of study by applying an interdisciplinary set of theories to a new subject area) I cannot possibly
outline a systematic set of skills, knowledge, and methods to fully address the issues raised.
Also, my status as a peripheral participant in the integral theory knowledge building community
limits both my understanding of the community and my ability to make specific
recommendations. Rather, I will discuss a few important practical points and make a few
concrete suggestions applicable to any knowledge building community, as a beginning point for
further inquiry.
Several interrelated or interdependent skills will be mentioned. I discuss a number of theories
related to dialectical thinking and negative capability, the core skills in processing multiple
perspectives. Then I discuss skills that counterbalance these skills, moving from Yin-like to
Yang-like factors and skills. These are followed by specific knowledge building approaches that
I call indeterminacy analysis and differential analysis. That discussion is followed by an
investigation of validity criteria usable for integrally-informed theories. I close the section with a
discussion of several other practical recommendations related to dialog and information
structure.

Negative Capability, Dialectical Thinking, and "Believing"
I turn next to the skill of "negative capability," a term coined by the poet John Keats, who
explained it thus: "that is when man is capable of being in uncertainties, Mysteries, doubts—
without any irritable reaching after fact & reason." As Keats knew, being comfortable with
ambiguity, paradox, mixed feelings, and conflicting thoughts is useful well beyond the realm of
poetry.
Several theorists describe the skills of negative capability in a developmental context. Early
theories bearing on the subject include Kohlberg's (1978) articulation of pre- and postconventional modes of moral thinking, and Perry's (1970) articulation of stages of
epistemological sophistication (both of which also involve identity formation).26 Michael
Basseches (1984, 2005) uses the term "dialectical thinking," describing it as a "post-formal" form
26

There are many relevant perspectives on these cognitive skills, including: theories of metacognition and
self-regulated learning (Winne 2001, Schoenfeld 1985), King and Kitchener's theory of "reflective
judgment" (1992, 1994), Schommer-Atkins theory of "epistemological belief systems" (2002),
Csikszentmihalyi's theory of Flow (1990), as well as a wealth of research looking at critical thinking skills
and creative thinking skills.
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of thinking developmentally beyond formal thinking and relativistic thinking, where one can not
only acknowledge a plurality of viewpoints, but work creatively and critically within them.
Dialectical thinking emphasizes processes, relationship, wholeness, and dialectic, over product,
reductionist analysis, and fixed/certain results.
Quantum physicist David Bohm developed a form of group dialog (now called "Bohm
Dialog; see Bohm, 1996, and related work by DeMare, 1991) in which participants dialog for
several hours without an agenda or leader and with the intention to suspend and reflect upon
reactive interpretation, judgment, and certainty. One of the goals is to develop "proprioception of
thought"—an ongoing and uncritical but [sharp/refined] awareness of the contents of one's own
mind that would lead to an awareness of one's biases.
Otto Scharmer (see Senge, Scharmer, Jaworski, & Flowers, 2004) is among a cadre of modern
thinkers who analyzes negative capability in terms of "letting go," "letting be," and "letting
come." This three-part model provides one way of separating the multiple sub-skills involved in
negative capability (though the sub-skills are so tightly interwoven that any attempt to
differentiate them is approximate). "Letting go" refers to one's ability to suspend judgment,
"bracket" one's assumptions and biases, and temporarily release emotional or ego attachments.
"Letting be" points to equanimity—an ability to dwell in the stillness of not knowing for an
extended period. "Letting come" refers to the creative (or spiritual) insights that can arise in the
process. Scharmer notes that the deeper and more sustained is one's letting go and letting be, the
more powerful are the fruits of letting come and implementing the resulting insights and
convictions.
Peter Elbow (2005), known for his work in developing new approaches to teaching the skills
of writing, critiques the current pedagogical emphasis on "critical" and "skeptical" thinking
skills. He claims that, though these skills are important, the academe and the culture at large
overemphasize and misuse them. Critical thinking is predominantly directed at others, and too
infrequently used to question one's own ideas and world-view. The "disciplined practice of
doubting all views" (p. 3) that is held out as a standard for rational thought, rather being a tool
for greater understanding and expansion of knowledge, more often becomes a shield for
protecting one's own world-view. Why not also have a disciplined practice of trying on all
views? He calls this practice the "Believing Game."
Echoing Kögler's theory above, Elbow claims that one gains the right to critique another after
first "dwelling with" and "dwelling in" another's words. He notes that "when readers fail to read
critically it is not usually that they believe everything, it is that they are unengaged in any way;
not dwelling in or critiquing anything" (p. 3). The goal then is to develop both critical thinking
and "believing" skills. As Elbow says, one should avoid two extremes: dogmatism, which is to
be unskilled at doubting, and skepticism, which is to be unskilled at believing. Because educators
(at least at the post-secondary level) already emphasize critical skills, he focuses on developing
Believing—the engagement of curiosity and the temporary suspension of disbelief.
In the context of knowledge building, what this implies is that when confronted with an idea
that seems "wrong" (and this wrongness will almost always have both a cognitive logical and
emotional intuitive aspect to it) the suggested approach is to maintain a curiosity: In what sense
is it also true? How might one have come to that conclusion? What perspectives, experiences,
and assumptions might lead one to that idea? And also, Why might one want to come to that
conclusion? What explicit or implicit goals might it be leading up to? What ancillary claims
does it entail that are connected with legitimate needs of the other?
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In methodological pluralism it is not that "everybody is right;" it is that "anybody could be
right," everybody is partially right from their perspective, and, not to forget, "I might be wrong."
The skills mentioned above encourage us to see the "golden mean" or "middle path"—the
"both/and" inside an "either/or." Integral theory says that an evolving understanding should
transcend and include previous valid ideas, not transcend and reject or ignore them simply
because they don't fit neatly together. In the section on ethics, I noted that there are affective as
well as cognitive skills involved. Suspending judgment, releasing one's own ideas, and taking on
the perspective of the other involve emotional intelligence as well as intellectual intelligence.
One could say that "negativity capability" has both cognitive and affective components. The
affective component is the perceptual-emotional capacity for empathy described by Vetlsen
(1994) and the cognitive component is described by Basseches' (1984, 2005) dialectical thinking.
This demonstrates another sense in which mutual understanding, agreement, and regard are
intertwined.

Skill, Balance, and Group-Perspective
The application of theory to practice requires a judicious weighing and balancing of factors—
a skillfulness in understanding the idiosyncratic constraints of each context. For example, it has
been noted that epistemological indeterminacy is in some ways inevitable and to some extent
preventable. The practical wisdom of epistemological sophistication helps us differentiate the
avoidable from the unavoidable (or, more accurately, to distinguish gradations along this
continuum) and determine the best attitudes and methods for each situation. This is one
important meta-skill. Negative capability and dialectical thinking are two other generic skills (or
meta-skills). Below I mention a few additional skills or meta-skills relevant to dealing with
epistemological indeterminacy. Groups may benefit from their participants systematically
reflecting upon, developing, and practicing these skills.
Group Perspective Taking and Trust
I have mentioned that modern approaches to truth and validity emphasize process over
product. A process-based approach to validity focuses on asking questions such as "Were any
rules of logic or inference broken?" "Are all the relevant data and perspectives accounted for?"
and "Was any bias introduced along the way?" Since addressing these questions requires a
significant investment, doing so must be balanced with other needs of the group.
Decision making involves balancing the needs of "me," "us" (my group), and "them" (outside
the group). Groups work best when members have the skill of taking the perspective of what is
best for the group as a whole, i.e., placing a high value on what furthers the freely-agreed-upon
values and goals of the group. This skill can offset the possibility that the values of inclusivity,
equality, regard, and freedom will degenerate into narcissistic forms (an over-emphasis on my
needs and opinions at the expense of group needs).
It can also be useful to be aware of and explicit about the role or perspective one speaks from,
which can change. For example, I can speak to my personal needs, the needs of the group or
other individuals in the group (as I understand them), the needs of other groups that co-exist with
my group in a socio-political ecosystem, or from a generalized moral perspective of what is
ethically right. Needs at every level come to bear on most decisions, and principled decision
making is helped when these levels are differentiated (to the extent such differentiation clarifies
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competing needs). This type of differentiation may also help untangle some questions of ethics
and trust.
For each group and situation there may be a degree of trust, mutuality, or regard that lies
beyond the limits of safety, rationality, or practicality. Sometimes "watching one's back" or an
exaggerated confidence or self-interest is strategically necessary. Trust and tolerance for
uncertainty are not things that can be thrust upon a group, or expected or demanded of its
members. What is possible in most groups, however, is to reflect from a systems or group
dynamics perspective on these issues. For example, it is of little use to prescribe that participants
become more trusting of each other, but it may be beneficial for a group to reflect on the general
level of trust of its interactions. Discussion could include whether the current level of trust is
appropriate to the composition and goals of the group, and if not, what might be done to
ameliorate the deficiency. At the practical level, personality style and cognitive/developmental
factors place limits on the sophistication and productivity of such meta-level conversations, and
in many cases, leadership or facilitation is necessary.
Balance, Yin, and Yang
For the most part, the discussion has focused on the importance of things such as reflection,
multiple perspectives, dialog, caring, authenticity, and suspension of judgment, which one could
say generally have a Yin (soft, open, yielding, or chaos-friendly) character. Practice and the
application of theory require balancing many competing factors, and so I have also hinted at the
importance of contrasting Yang-like elements, including: efficiency, accountability, rigor,
precision, simplicity, and leadership.
Considering multiple perspectives and working toward mutual understanding takes time and
effort, whether it is for the strategic purpose of refining knowledge or for the ethical purpose of
including stakeholder viewpoints. Dialog and reflection at a process (or meta-level) likewise take
time and effort that might have been spent working directly on the goals of a group. Excessive
thinking about thinking, dialoging about dialog, and theorizing about theories can sabotage any
collective enterprise (so-called paralysis by analysis). So in practice, a balance must be found
between the expansive Yin qualities and the convergent Yang qualities. Exactly what the balance
will be and how it is arrived at will differ in every knowledge building community and every
context. In the end, deciding what to do may come down to elusive characteristics such as
wisdom and character. I do believe that investments in the groundwork of mutual understanding,
clarifying values and validity criteria, and/or skill-building will often pay off. Complex social
problems, constant change, and clashing cultures and values all lead to an epistemological
indeterminacy that cannot satisfactorily be dealt with using the traditional blunt "Yang"
approaches of dogma and authority. Yet the "Yin" approaches of inclusivity, consensus finding,
leniency, and individual freedom can be over-done as well. The Yang tools of discrimination and
sharp focus need to be in the mix, too.
It was mentioned above that certainty is an important human need, and that some degree of
certainty is required for action. The need for certainty contrasts with the qualities of negative
capability and dialectical thinking explored above. The need to decide and act conflicts with the
need to reflect and remain open to possibility. John Dewey (1929) in The Quest for Certainty,
links the quest for knowledge to a need for certainty sufficient to allow us to take action to solve
problems and achieve goals. One could say that a person "believes" something when there is
enough certainty to act on the basis of its truth (i.e., knowing and doing are intimately linked).
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Wittgenstein (1969), in On Certainty, points out that in some contexts certainty is required and to
doubt is meaningless, even though truth can not be determined or proven in any satisfactory
way.27
Uncertainty and complexity create an unhealthy pull toward renouncing or relinquishing
responsibility to oneself and community, leading to inertia or lack of action. When does one
close the door to new information and possibilities? When does one hold firm to deep-seated
values or beliefs? How do members of a community graciously allow that there may be an
unavoidable degree of hypocrisy, over-simplification, and bias in others, while still trying to hold
each other to some standard of objectivity, truthfulness, and rigor? Again, these are difficult
issues and the balance will differ in different contexts, but what is important is that participants
make the effort of trying to find a balance that matches their values.
One approach is that suggested by Kögler and Elbow above: genuinely attempt to immerse
oneself in the perspective of the other before moving into critique. In our post-modern
sophistication, we know that true objectivity is not possible (in, for example, news reporting).
Likewise, fully knowing how another feels, what they think, or what they have been through, is
impossible. Yet, the contemporary context has not removed the moral burden placed on
individuals to try one's best to include an objective perspective in one's thinking repertoire, and
to try one's best to take the perspective of others before condemning them.
Cognitive as well as moral burdens are involved. Methodological pluralism and multiperspectivalism open up a Pandora's box (stirs a hornets’ nest?) of epistemological
indeterminacy. Or, rather than opening it up, perhaps it forcefully brings the attention to the
indeterminacy that lies unacknowledged in all knowledge building. Actually, both are the case,
because epistemological indeterminacy can be self-reproducing.
Uncertainty and ambiguity beget more uncertainty and ambiguity. An awareness and
understanding of the causes and effects of uncertainty and ambiguity allow an individual or
group to step out of the downward spiral and deal productively with them rather than be at their
mercy. Such dialog can be quite difficult, and therefore requires clear intention and strong
commitment. This is not so different than noting how anger and contempt beget more anger and
contempt, or how negligence and indifference beget more of the same. And that it takes a higher
level of awareness, understanding of, and control over, anger, contempt, negligence, or
indifference to halt the spiral. As noted in Michael Herrick's (2006) Integral Care (in a section
titled "Fears of Wellness"), introspection and reflective dialog can put us in a variety of
disconcerting states. It can call us to greater responsibilities, unveil fears of intimacy and
rejection, or challenge one's sense of identity. Epistemological indeterminacy must be addressed
at both personal (psychological) and group (leadership and collective intentionality) levels.

27

Statements such as "this is my hand," "the earth exists," "I am not dreaming" may sound like empirical
statements, but they actually represent assumptions that we must assume in order to engage in any type of
action or communication. They (in most contexts) form the bedrock assumptions that form our image of
the world and allow us to think in the first place, so to question them is meaningless, because it would
undermine the very possibility of questioning.
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Indeterminacy Analysis, Differential Analysis and Ontological Commitment
Indeterminacy Analysis
As part of a theory, the author or another party can include an "indeterminacy analysis." This
is an analysis of the most important points of uncertainty, ambiguity, or fuzziness in the theory.
Doing so would, first of all, reinforce the fact that all models and concepts have some degree of
indeterminacy, and that it is not a defect to have them.
Key concepts can be analyzed in terms of fuzzy boundaries, graded concepts, incompleteness,
ambiguity, limitations, etc. Key "graded propositions," i.e. important claims that rely on fuzzy
concepts, can be noted, along with how the meaning or validity of the claim changes in response
to variations in the meaning of its constituent concepts. It will usually be important to note a
variety of examples, and how the validity of claims degrades for unusual or boundary examples.
For example, the claim "all holons are sentient" would be annotated to show how the claim
weakens for uses of "holon" or "sentient" that do not perfectly fit the intended meaning. In a
similar way, we can map out the known limits of models, diagrams, etc.; discuss strong and weak
contexts of application in terms of the model's intended purpose. Known problematic areas or
unexplored territory can be noted.
Differential Analysis
Common responses to disagreement include asserting one's position more forcefully, more
clearly, or more persuasively, and such rhetorical moves do have their place. But, following from
ideas presented previously, it is suggested that it would be more beneficial for the group as a
whole (and probably more beneficial to most individuals in the long run) to begin by stepping
back and looking more closely at the nature or source of the non-agreement. When evaluating a
model or comparing models, one can "disassemble" their constituents and lay out the
components for clearer analysis—a process I will call "differential analysis." Rather than initially
responding to an argument or a model "full on," one can first step back or drop to a deeper level
(or look "beneath" or "behind" the idea). Deconstructing the elements of an argument allows us
to evaluate them individually and identify which elements are problematic or controversial. In a
differential analysis one can identify these constituents: (a) basic concepts, ontological
dimensions, foundational elements, and principles; (b) key assumptions about "what is true"; and
(c) pivotal differentiations, generalizations, and integrations. Such unpacking is as much related
to clarifying (and thus contributing to) mutual understanding as it is aimed at finding mutual
agreement or dealing with its lack. As it is also a gesture toward more completely understanding
another's theory, it relates to mutual regard as well. Differential analysis may seem like a lot of
effort, and one's depth of analysis will depend on how one expects to benefit from it. But I
maintain that in far too many instances critics jump right into critique when a greater degree of
differential analysis prior to critique would greatly benefit the knowledge building community.
Differentiation, Generalization, and Integration
Wilber's integral theory makes heavy use of the concepts of "integration" and
"differentiation." For my focus on knowledge sharing and epistemology, I need to re-evaluate the
meaning of these terms to make them compatible with current cognitive theories of thought and
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learning. Using only the two terms "integration" and "differentiation" does not allow enough
precision to formulate the arguments. I will single out three fundamental cognitive processes:
differentiation, generalization, integration.
- Differentiation (or discrimination or specialization)—seeing things (or ideas) that were
once considered the same as being in some new way different (or members of different
sets).
- Generalization (or abstraction)—seeing things (ideas) that were once considered as
different as being in some new way the same (or members of the same set).
- Integration (including composition)—a coordination of ideas into a larger idea.
"Coordination" is more than the union of the parts but a structural integration that gives
the parts specific roles or relationships to each other. Integrations may include
differentiations, generalizations, and other types of relationships.
I highlight these three processes in part to distinguish "integration," by which I mean the
structural coordination of ideas to create a higher level idea, from "generalization," which also
results in a "higher level" idea but does not structurally integrate its components. For example,
the concept "mammal" can be a simple generalization that creates a set covering dogs, cats,
humans, etc.; while the concept of "leadership" can be a complex coordination of ideas including
responsibility, collaboration, efficient action, taking charge, consideration, maturity, etc. Below I
wish to highlight the usefulness of differentiation and generalization without, or aside from,
integration.
Differentiations and Generalizations as Powerful Ideas
A model (or theory) is usually a complex integration of many components and structural
relationships. Models are perspectives on their components and/or the world. The theorist has
invested considerable time and, through a combination of explicit rational analysis and
unarticulated intuitive insights, constructs a conceptual schema. It is as if in proposing a theory
one says "it all comes together meaningfully for me like this..." When a theorist presents a model
to a community, the recipients must personally deconstruct the elements of the model and
reconstruct them in a way that (hopefully but not always accurately or fully) reflects what the
theorist intended. This takes effort and individuals and communities have limited cognitive
resources. Understanding a model enough to evaluate it takes effort, and adopting it and using it
to frame one's own work takes significant additional investment.
The recognition of similarities and differences is the most fundamental function of thought
(and, in a biological sense, of life as well). All modes of reasoning, learning, problem solving,
etc. rely on this basic cognitive capacity (or capacities). Contrast the simple yet powerful
cognitive tools of differentiation and generalization with the more complex, also potentially
powerful, cognitive models (theories, schemas, etc) described above. Though models can be
powerful integrations of ideas, they carry more cognitive "baggage" and require more cognitive
investment than differentiations and generalizations, which are more elementary and singular,
and "portable." Models have a top-down quality: they encourage us to look at a chunk of reality
in a certain way—they define how things are connected. Differentiations and generalizations
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have a more bottom-up quality, ready to be re-used in many contexts.28 They draw attention to
new features of a situation.
I have argued for the importance of using multiple models for understanding and problem
solving, as each model has its limitations. Each model makes use of a number of important
differentiations and generalizations, and integrates these into a larger unit of meaning. In
differential analysis, we harvest the maximum benefit from these elements, and judge the full
model as a separate step.
In most contexts, the skills of negative capability and dialectical thinking are essential to the
process of differential analysis. By first softening the hold of one's own beliefs, and then opening
to what new perspective the other might present, we are better able to disassemble the
components of a complex belief system and appreciate the partial truths and useful
differentiations and generalizations that it contains.
Minimum Ontological Commitment
To finish my discussion of differential analysis I will bring in the principle of "least
ontological commitment," a kind of Occam's Razor for knowledge building. The concept of
ontological commitment is one of many concepts originally limited to philosophical discourse
that has been appropriated by those working in the field of artificial intelligence and its subfields
of "knowledge acquisition" and "knowledge representation." Theorists in these fields are
concerned with how information and knowledge can be represented digitally—initially for the
purpose of enabling machines to "think" and solve problems, but increasingly also for the
purpose of allowing humans to encode knowledge in ways that make it widely available,
findable, and reusable under various contexts.
Thomas Gruber (1995), in setting out principles for the establishment of base vocabularies
and ontologies for knowledge sharing, proposes a principle of "least ontological commitment."
To wit:
an ontology should require the minimal ontological commitment sufficient to support the
intended knowledge sharing activities. An ontology should make as few claims as possible
about the world being modeled, allowing the parties committed to the ontology freedom to
specialize and instantiate the ontology as needed. Since ontological commitment is based
on consistent use of vocabulary, ontological commitment can be minimized by specifying
the weakest theory (allowing the most models) and defining only those terms that are
essential to the communication of knowledge consistent with that theory (Gruber, 1995, p.
4).29

28

Of course the converse is also true: models can also be re-used in many contexts and differentiations
and integrations are ways of looking at the world. But the top-down vs. bottom up analogy is only meant
to be suggestive that the more complex constructs are less re-usable or portable and imply a more
constrained view of the world as compared with the simpler constructs.
29
Borst (1997, p. 67) adds that "roughly stated, statements of an ontological theory must be true in every
possible world; ontological commitment comprises the set of possible worlds thus allowed by the
ontological theory specification....In our opinion, there are two practical dangers: excluding acceptable
possible worlds, but also including undesired ones."
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Examples
In a manuscript I have under development (Murray, 2006b), I include some alternatives or
extensions to integral theory that will illustrate aspects of my suggestions for dealing with
epistemological indeterminacy. These alternative models are not thought to be more valid or
even useful than already proposed models, but are given to illustrate limitations to existing
models and to models in general. They illustrate the following ideas mentioned in this article,
summarized below.
-

Minimum ontological commitment
The essential dialectic between examples and abstractions, and the use of central,
boundary, and negative exemplars.
Problems with the non-linear and non-hierarchical relationships among.
Graded concepts and graded propositions.
Indeterminacy analysis—i.e., explicit statements about the limits of models and concepts.
Differential analysis—emphasizing differentiations before integrations.
Issues in confusing maps with territories 1: Problems with transferring properties of
diagrams to a model's interpretation.
Issues in confusing maps with territories 2: problems with transferring properties of
pronouns (I, we, it, etc.) or other linguistic categories to a model's interpretation.

Validity Criteria for Integral Theories
Here I will propose some specific things about integral methodology and the validity of
integrally informed theories. Integral theories use methodological pluralism and multiple
perspectives to arrive at more encompassing and robust truths or models. Above I argued that the
primary job of such theories is meaning-making. I also argued that in any field (and in general)
there is no single criterion for truth or validity, and that the overall validity, quality, or
agreeability of a claim or model comes from a fuzzy, fluid combination of many senses and
sources of validity (though each field or community can agree that certain validity criterion are
more important). I also mentioned that the meaning and validity of a claim or model depends on
the purpose, use, or task at hand.
Combining all of the above with the earlier definition of "integral," we can say that the
validity of an integral (or integrally informed) theory depends upon the degree to which it:
1. Addresses all levels and quadrants (i.e., science/morals/art, body/mind/spirit,
nature/self/culture); and (for extra credit) does so in a balanced way; i.e., it has sufficient
scope (depth and span) or agape;
2. Serves to integrate (synthesize) and/or differentiate (distinguish or refine) important
concepts, sometimes creating new terms/concepts as it does; (and points out important
and unacknowledged relationships and connections between fields or perspectives);
3. "Transcends and includes" rather than transcending and excluding, previous theories
and ideas;
4. Offers a simple, elegant, parsimonious, and/or perspicuous way to conceptualize a large
number of ideas (i.e., that the orienting generalizations orient rather than confound);
5. Optional (extra credit): Proposes developmental/evolutionary causal or teleological
explanatory mechanisms.
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Adding general validity criteria from the above discussions implies that an integral (or
integrally informed) theory depends additionally upon the degree to which it:
6. Includes explicit knowledge about the model's assumptions, limitations, fuzzy
boundaries, biases, etc.;
7. Is understandable (defines terms, is consistent with the use of terms);
8. Has internal consistency (in its claims and models);
9. Has external coherence (is consistent with other established theories and ideas; that its
claims are implicated by a plurality of other models or perspectives);
10. Sites legitimate sources for data and theoretical coherence, and facilitates the reader in
determining the legitimacy of these sources;
11. Grounds itself in examples; includes positive, negative, central, and peripheral examples;
is resilient to counter-examples;
12. And finally is characterized by appropriateness, sincerity, authenticity, and
respectfulness.
Integral theories can be evaluated in these dimensions and can be compared along these
dimensions. The above analysis is provided so that when an idea is critiqued the critic can be
clearer about what dimensions(s) of validity is being addressed. In the end, the adoption or
general acceptance of a theory or model depends not so much on how it is explicitly,
mechanically, or formally evaluated in terms of such criteria, but on the personal sense,
accumulated over individuals, of how it "fits," "feels," "works" or "makes sense."

More Recommendations
Let’s Talk About It
One of the key recommendations is simply for groups to dialog explicitly about the types of
issues raised in this article. This means raising context-grounded questions about uncertainty in
knowledge, interpretation and bias, validity criteria, how conflict and differences are resolved,
social vulnerabilities, trust, and power. Doing so is not easy. It requires certain skills, attitudes,
and knowledge, depending on the depth and scope of the discussion. It must be focused on the
actual issues at hand and not allowed to stretch too far into abstract philosophy or other tangents.
Having individuals take on roles of facilitation or leadership will be necessary in most cases.
Skill building or training may be useful in some contexts. Though engaging in dialog at this level
is not by any means easy, doing even a tiny bit more of it can be beneficial to most groups.
Though the topics may seem abstract and deeply philosophical as presented in this article, in
practice much of it comes down to basic skills in listening, authenticity, empathy, and
perspective taking.
Such meta-dialog is the collective level of the subject-becomes-object moral and
epistemological development that Robert Kegan (1994) mentions in In Over Our Heads. In
addition to the individual reflections on the properties of the group, the group as a whole
(multilaterally) can develop awareness and reflectivity on group behavior. This, combined with a
consensus-building process around a group's vision and values, can lead to group-level selfregulation. (This type of awareness is also discussed in Kegan & Lahey's (2001) How the Way
We Talk Can Change The Way We Work).
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Each group can be said to have a collective level of skill in these basic areas. This collective
skill level is in part an average of the individual skills of the participants, but also depends on
how these skills are supported at a systemic level within the group. Support at a systemic level
will (a) allow the existing level of skills in individuals to fully manifest in the group context, and
(b) support the practice and improvement of these skills by all, even those with lower-thanaverage skill levels.
Document Structure and Content
In the 21st century, the vast majority of knowledge building efforts involve digitally stored
information and on-line collaboration. Using electronic tools to create and share information
gives us new opportunities to systematically support knowledge building. Some sources of
epistemological indeterminacy can be managed or ameliorated by making sure the following
types of information are included in electronic documents.
- Ground concepts and models in examples. As prescribed by instructional design and
cognitive theories, examples are best organized explicitly into categories such as typical
cases, extreme cases, borderline cases, counter-examples, and analogies; and should be
representative of a variety of contexts (Merrill, 1983; Gagne, 1985; Anderson 1983).
- Include multiple perspectives. Link ideas to-multiple representations, alternative
theories, models, and perspectives. Allow alternative ("crisscrossing" or "spiral") paths
through densely connected concepts (see "Cognitive Flexibility Theory," Spiro & Jehng,
1990).
- Cross-reference conceptual links (among ideas, concepts, principles, models, etc.).
- Provide links to related material, including: sources, examples, definitions, alternative
perspectives, etc.
- Itemize, label, and summarize (make it easy to skim documents).
- Articulate assumptions, values, premises, etc. See "indeterminacy analysis" and
"differential analysis" above for some ideas on how to do this.
Cognitive Tools and Information Technology
"Cognitive tools" include templates, procedures, and conceptual models for use in
communication and knowledge organization. Well known technologies such as Wikis, discussion
forums, and electronic voting form the basis of such tools, allowing groups to create an evolving
"knowledge commons," and a significant amount of innovation is occurring in this area. The
details of such technology it is beyond the scope of this article, but I explore some of these
themes in my work on the Perspegrity project and the Metalinks project (see Murray &
Benander, 2005; Murray, 2003b; www.tommurray.us).
A key technical capability, one that is already widespread, is the ability to manage multiple
versions of documents. Texts and knowledge bases should be built to allow the knowledge of an
individual or community to evolve, so that the current state of thinking is apparent or easily
accessible when reading about an idea that has been improved upon. (But older versions should
not be discarded, both for historical/archival reasons and because in they end they may turn out
to be more adequate than something that succeeded them). Managing multiple versions of
documents also facilitates collaborative authoring.
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Tools are of little use if a community does not develop and share a set of practices, methods
and attitudes associated with the tools and their intended goals. Thus the optimum conditions
involve a relatively well-defined (though not closed) community that supports the levels of
investment and trial-and-error needed to implement new practices.
Dialog Phases and Moves
Discussion forums can be structured such that points of order or other process-related or
meta-dialogic contributions can be tagged as such. Special forums or "rooms" can be created for
groups to move to when they want to dialog about group "shadow," trust, or power dynamics.
Such tools allow the main discussion, the primary work and mission of the group, to remain
"clean" of the machinations of important tangents.
As another example, group work and dialog tends to move through noticeable phases, and
each phase has certain constraints or needs that can be supported through facilitation procedures
and/or collaborative tools. Such phases include: (a) global questions—to establish the values and
goals that bring a group together, (b) clarifications—to build mutual understanding and
background information regarding specific issues; (c) preliminary "tweaking" and reality
checking—to shore up weak areas and eliminate blind alleys that would otherwise lead to
inefficient dialog; (d) Divergent, evaluative, and convergent dialog—that dives into the center of
discussion, brainstorming, problem solving, and planning; and (e) Meta-dialog and dealing with
indeterminacy—describing process awareness and group self-regulation methods that can be
used throughout.

Conclusions
A community of integral theorists is a knowledge building community. Though
epistemological indeterminacy (uncertainty in understanding, knowing, and communicating)
affects all aspects of modern life, it is particularly salient and important in knowledge building
communities. Because knowledge building communities represent and evolve knowledge
explicitly, the causes, effects, and approaches to epistemological indeterminacy (EI) can be
directly addressed in knowledge building practices. Because knowledge building communities
are "communities," one can realistically imagine concrete contexts for studying and dealing with
EI.
Because multi-persepctivalism and integral methodological pluralism constitute the core of
integral theory methodology, integral theory highlights IE—its manifestations and its
problematic repercussions. In my examination of web-based integral theory texts, I noted several
problematic elements of the knowledge building community and its practices. It was not difficult
to find instances where authors overstated, oversimplified, misunderstood, and misrepresented
each other's ideas. Authors were found to be at times hypocritical, overly critical, not critical
enough, biased, ambiguous, inconsistent, and even mean-spirited. Or at least a reasonable
argument could be made supporting these judgments. "Welcome to the real world," you might
say. And indeed, I made the point that the investigated community is not so different than most
knowledge building communities in these respects. In addition, the exploration of
epistemological indeterminacy has shown that most of these phenomena are to some extent
unavoidable and ubiquitous.
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But to some extent these phenomena are avoidable. And there are reasons for avoiding them.
From the perspective of knowledge building, these phenomena add to inefficiency, inaccuracy,
incompleteness, and mistrust. All other things being equal, communities would like their
knowledge building to be as efficient, accurate, and complete as is practically possible, and to
build trust and social capital with each interaction. In the specific case of integral theory, a
failure to deal adequately and directly with EI threatens the integrity of the entire project, since
its method is founded on multiple perspectives and its most prevalent topics of inquiry deal with
abstract concepts and subjective realities.
That EI exists, that knowledge is socially constructed, perspectival, and evolves; that models
are "only maps" of the territory—all this is quite generally recognized in an abstract sense. But
less often do individuals or groups identify the specific causes and effects of these
indeterminacies, with a goal of ameliorating pervasive problems in the knowledge building
process in specific contexts. More often, EI is treated as an unavoidable, undecipherable, and
unmanageable nuisance.
In this paper, I propose that participants prudently adapt to the problems of EI to the extent
that they are unavoidable, and reduce the problems when this is practically possible. Though it is
very difficult to say in advance or in general how much indeterminacy is unavoidable and which
manifestations of it are correctible, what can be said with confidence is that epistemological
indeterminacy is a phenomenon that people can develop some (or more) understanding of and
sophistication with. Though complex and not treated in any explicit way in most communities,
its causes and effects can be partially explained, and the resulting understanding could benefit
knowledge building communities.
My recommendations can be interpreted as having three phases: awareness of the phenomena,
understanding the phenomena, and offering some tools (and some hope) for dealing with it. A
first step is for the participants in an integrally-informed community (or any community) to note
that EI and its problematic effects do in fact exist for them. A second step is to increase
understanding of the relationship between the causes and effects of EI, and to promote dialog
within a community that deepens this understanding within particular contexts. A third step is to
adopt practices and tools that help deal with EI. Awareness, and to some extent understanding,
may lead initially to despair as the extent and inescapability of the problem becomes apparent.
People tend to ignore what is not understood or cannot be changed, and so the first two steps of
noticing and understanding tacit patterns can be jarring. But my aim is that the complete picture I
have presented, along with suggestions for certain tools and methods, will create more
hopefulness than despair, and will instigate a productive discussion within the integral theory
community about these issues.

Summary
Below I summarize the main points of the article in terms of (a) sources of EI, (b) effects of
EI, (c) ethical considerations from EI, and (d) recommendations and tools for dealing with EI.
A. Sources of Epistemological Indeterminacy
Indeterminacy in understanding (interpretation) and agreement (truth or validity) has
numerous sources, and dealing with EI requires some level of familiarity with these sources (on
the part of leaders or facilitators, if not all participants). The sources of EI include:
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The cognitive nature of concepts, claims, and models
-

-

-

-

The fuzzy or graded nature of concepts (terms and categories);
The metaphorical nature of abstract concepts and the radical interdependence of the
meaning of one or idea with that of many others, such that none of them is
unambiguously primitive (to identify some as primitive is to take a perspective);
That statements (propositions or claims) are indeterminate because their constituent
concepts are indeterminate; claims are true "to the extent that" the situation referred to
corresponds with the most typical or representative exemplars of the conceptual
categories used;
Models, theories and frameworks are indeterminate because their constituent concepts
and claims are indeterminate; and because they, by their nature, are approximate,
abstractions, and simplifications over actual occurrences, and the choice of what to leave
out depends on one's perspective;
The meaning of abstractions depends on references to real examples (positive,
negative, near, extreme, boundary, etc.); yet real examples can never be fully described
(again, what properties are ignored depends on one's perspective); there is a dialectic
process of refinement between an abstract idea and the set of examples used to explain it.

Psychological and social sources
- Individuals bring a variety of distortions to their interpretations, including their
goals, values, knowledge, history of experiences, and unconscious motivations and
biases, making "pure" objectivity impossible;
- The brain creates a "society of minds" in that people can entertain or even believe
conflicting things or use conflicting models (as conscious beings we are not of "one
mind");
- The meaning of a concept, belief, or model is constructed intersubjectively and
idiosyncratically; meaning evolves in and through individual interpretation and social
processes of meaning negotiation; meaning is dynamic, fluid, and distributed.
Philosophical or truth-related sources
-

-

-

There are many meanings of truth, and many criteria for determining validity, and the
truth or validity of a claim or model depends on which of these is used (usually these
choices are not articulated);
Validity has procedural, communal, dialectic, and perspectival elements, which
together can make determining the validity of a claim or model a complex and
indeterminate process.
Integral theories are primarily organizational or explanatory, making their validity
depend more on issues of meaning-generation and practical usefulness than on
empirically determined truth. (In the section "Validity Criteria for Integral Theories" I
listed a number of criterion).
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B. Effects of Epistemological Indeterminacy
We have mentioned several direct and indirect effects of EI:
-

If ignored, EI can lead to the production of invalid, limited, or unusable knowledge;
EI increases the vulnerability at stake when one articulates one's ideas;
EI expands the opportunities for critique (both valid and malicious or inappropriate);
Trying to deal with EI can create additional pockets of uncertainty and vulnerability;
Dealing with EI takes time and energy, so the benefits of doing so must be weighed
against other priorities;
EI, if ignored, can lead to corrosion of trust and solidarity in a group;
Dealing with EI effectively takes skill and a balancing of many factors if excessive
thinking about thinking, dialoging about dialog, or theorizing about theories is to be
avoided.

C. Moral/Ethical Factors
Ethical considerations (such as mutual regard) are inextricably woven into processes of
building understanding and finding agreement. I showed how understanding, agreement, and
regard formed a braided whole, with each element depending on the other. Related points about
ethics and affect include:
- Trust and mutual regard are critical elements to valid knowledge building;
- Mutual understanding and mutual agreement are developed through communicative
processes that both presuppose and rely on basic ethical principles such as equality,
freedom, reciprocally, and authenticity;
- Taking multiple perspectives has emotional as well as cognitive challenges, as in
temporarily yielding one's own beliefs or trying to empathize with the perspective of
someone very different;
- An acknowledgement or awareness of uncertainty is at odds with basic psycho-biological
needs for certainty and simplicity (and a group's tolerance for uncertainty should be
considered in adopting approaches to EI);
- The dynamics of power and privilege can have a strong impact on the quality of
knowledge building, and thus must be examined;
- Ethical choice relies on the moral perceptive faculty of empathy, which is related to a
type of perspective taking.
D. Recommendations for Dealing With Epistemological Indeterminacy
How can an individual or group possibly deal with all of the sources, effects, and factors
described above as? The simple answer is that we already do—but (usually) not consciously. In
everyday interactions with others who have a different opinion or perspective we intuitively scan
for all of these factors and deal with the ones flagged as relevant or critical. This can be
demonstrated by noting that if we imagine any one of the factors mentioned existing in the
extreme, it would be obvious to most people that there was some uncertainty or ambiguity that
needed to be accounted for. What we don't do so much is reflect on how we do this, dialog
explicitly about how we do it, work to improve how we do it as individuals, or systematically
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work to improve how we do it in groups. Each person of course has their own very idiosyncratic
approach to dealing with EI, and articulating and dialoging about our (mostly tacit) approaches
would be quite difficult. But, we are not starting from scratch with the naïve intuitions of
participants. Rather, in this article I have presented some established philosophical,
psychological, and sociological theories as starting points for individual contemplation and/or
systematic group consideration.
The article included these recommendations for how groups can deal with EI:
- Dialog explicitly about EI, its causes and effects (not as easy at is sounds, and requires
commitment, leadership, and patience);
- Support the development of the cognitive and affective skills related to negative
capability, which are also describe as: epistemological sensitivity, dialectical thinking,
reflective suspension of judgment, letting go/letting be/letting come, the Believing Game,
and dwelling in and with another's words;
- Support the skill of differentiating the (perceived) needs and goals of self, group, and
outsider/other; and explicitly speaking from each perspective;
- Employ "indeterminacy analysis:" the analysis of the most important points of
uncertainty, ambiguity, or fuzziness in a model or claim.
- Employ "differential analysis:" identifying key differentiations, generalizations, and
integrations in a model or claim, with an emphasis on reusable differentiations and
generalizations.
- Other recommendations concerned knowledge representation (the structure and content
of documents and textual dialogs), including the use of technology to identify, manage,
and ameliorate IE.

Concluding Thoughts on Awareness, Engagement, States, and Stages
My focus has been on the nature of knowledge and knowing as it impacts human
collaboration. More specifically, I focus on the indeterminacies, uncertainties, and ambiguities in
knowledge and knowing, and how this impacts human efforts to build knowledge. But what was
uncovered in the course of exploring this limited territory has broader implications. Awareness
and understanding of this aspect of mind is closely related to the broader types of awareness
referred to when philosophers and spiritualists speak of contemplative practices and insight. The
reflective turn, looking within oneself with an authentic intention of creating a deeper, broader
understanding of thought, mind, and heart, leads to a certain set of intuitions regardless of the
contemplative practice used. I focus on the phenomena of uncertainty here, but it quickly leads
out to perennial topics such as: the intersubjective and collective nature of mind(s); questioning
whether mind or "I" (or reality for that matter) exist in the traditional sense; themes of caring,
regard, equanimity, and compassion; and the psychological, but ultimately ethical and spiritual,
vulnerabilities and openness of the human social condition.
My recommendations point to an experiential and enacted forms of awareness and
understanding, not a purely philosophical ones. The concrete practices that reify my suggestions
put awareness to work in the world while they develop it. They are contemplative practices, but
they are done for the most part in social contexts (for example, dialog and knowledge building
practices). Thus, my recommendations are a form of engaged contemplative practice. Socially
engaged contemplation forcefully brings in the ethical dimension, which one risks leaving as
remote in strictly private contemplative practices.
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Wilber's work helps us make clear distinctions between states and stages of consciousness or
awareness. Importantly Wilber (and colleague Coombs) have clarified that "a person will
interpret [a state or experience] according to the stage that they are at" (Wilber, 2005b, p. 53).
The experience of a state of consciousness is colored by our general stage of development and
the belief systems tied to that stage. The interpretation of a contemplative or spiritual or ethical
experience is as important as the raw experience itself. In this article, I have brought in many
theories of mind and group. I do not believe that participants in a knowledge building community
all have to become philosophers to be able to deal productively with epistemological
indeterminacy. But along with developing awareness of mind and group through experience and
practice, it is important to have an adequate understanding or conceptual framework from which
to interpret and apply this awareness. Reflection and dialog can lead to important new awareness
and experiences, but the transformative potential of these experiences depends on how they are
interpreted. The question of exactly which elements of theory or what degree of theoretical depth
is most perspicuous is of course an empirical and context-sensitive one. But I hope that the
themes that I have outlined provide an adequate starting point.
Developing this type of awareness is not a project for the individual. For one thing, the issues
are as much intersubjective as subjective, and thus must be understood from a systemic
perspective and investigated through dialog. But more importantly, the patterns of nonawareness and indifference are so ingrained into socio-cultural forms of collaboration that it is
only through collective intention that we can hope to change them. Communities can generate
this type of collective awareness and wisdom through a solidarity of iterative dialog, trial-anderror practice, and good will.
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